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THE AUTHOK'S PREFACE.

THE present work does not profess to be a commentary.

On the one hand, much is wanting in it that is ordi-

narily looked for in that kind of work ; and, on the other

hand, it contains much that goes beyond the design of a

commentary in the ordinary sense. In both these directions

some justification of its method will be thought necessary.

It is sufficiently obvious that, for the interpretation of

any iSTew Testament book in its sequence of thought and

theological bearings, a great deal of work is demanded.

The text must be critically examined, the exposition philo-

logically established and sustained against contradictory

'views. As, further, no true expositor imagines that he can

1
create out of his own resources what has been contributed

by the current of exegesis during many generations, each

one must make the past history of its exposition the

foundation of his own. But all these labours of a critical,

philological, polemic, and historical kind are still only the

preparation for the proper business of exposition, that of

intellectually reproducing the document in question. When
the greater part of our commentaries are examined, we find

that those preliminary labours are exhibited with such

profuseness as to embarrass very much the independent

view of the object of investigation as a whole. The mind

of the reader is drawn in so many directions, and occupied

with so many and separate questions, that the one single im-

pression of the book itself is lost. That which the apostle
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says retires into the background before that which he is

supposed by this and that interpreter to have said. Indeed,

the number is not small of those authors who think that

with this preliminary toil their end is answered. Let any

one subtract even from such distinguished and in their way

unrivalled works as the exposition of the Ephesians by

Harless, and the exegetical-critical commentary of Meyer

and Huther, all that belongs to this preparatory labour, and

then put together their own contribution to the theological

exposition, and he will have to marvel at the small quantity

of \h.e residuum. Accordingly, the attempt has been made

here to withhold from the reader as much as possible all

these preliminaries, giving instead as succinctly as may be

their results. Attention has been paid to the varietas

Icctionum only so far as they have any bearing on the

meaning of the passage, and the same course has been

adopted as to the philological groundwork. The history

of the exposition has been left out altogether, and all

controversy with predecessors has been systematically

avoided.

The aim has been rather to unfold, with the New
Testament only in hand, the order and the substance of

the thought in St. John's Epistle. Not indeed with the

foregone conclusion that historical-critical commentary is

superfluous ; for it is, in fact, the first work that every one

must toil at who seeks to penetrate independently into the

meaning of any book in the New Testament. But it

seemed to me more convenient to present the reader at

once with a uniform exposition, which would not leave

him under the necessity of passing under review all

possible varieties of exposition, and thus, instead of being

occupied with one interpretation of the Epistle, striving to

come to an understanding with a good many of them.

Thus there is a gain of space and time whicJi may be

devoted uninterruptedly to the investigation of its theo-
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logical principles, and, according to the ability given, to

sink into their depths. The purpose has been ever before

my mind to study every detail as far as possible in such a

way that the reader may be aware always of its place in

the great whole ; for so long as the particulars are viewed

only as particulars, the apprehension of their meaning even

as particulars becomes onesided and disjointed. Thus the

way in which I arrange the order and matter of thought in

the Epistle determines, under this aspect, the substance of

the whole book.

Under this aspect—for it may be supposed to furnish

something independently of this—it professes to be a con-

tribution to Biblical Theology. This, in my view, has for

its object more than the systematic arrangement of the

fortuitous or intentional utterances of a New Testament

author on all possible dogmatic points, and the gathering

them into one whole : more than this may be expected, so

far as it aims to be scientific. Almost all the dogmatic

disquisitions of the New Testament are in a certain sense

occasional utterances. Tor instance, when our Epistle calls

God Light, this definition is not primarily given in the

interest of theological metaphysical speculation, but only to

lay the basis for the exhortation to walk in the light.

Nevertheless, it is quite obvious that the definition &eo<i

<Pm was, quite apart from the relation in which it here

stands, a constituent element of Johannaean thinking ; and

that, generally speaking, whatever St. John says throughout

the Epistle with a practical aim was not only living in his

spirit in this its ethical connection, but also drawn from

the whole fulness of his Christian moral philosophy. Every

man who truly thinks bears in himself, albeit perhaps un-

consciously, his own system of thought ; all his individual

and apparently isolated utterances spring from the totality

of his view of things. In common life we are justified from

the individual words of a man (more than that we really
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know in but few) to draw our conclusions as to his collec-

tive habit of thought. He must consent to accept the

premises and conclusions which lie wrapped up in his

words ; otherwise he would have no claim to be considered

at all. How much more are we justified, in the case of

apostles whom the Holy Ghost led iuto all truth, to con-

clude from their occasional utterances to the whole spirit of

their view and system of thought ! To do this—to place,

as it were, every word of their mouth under the microscope,

to investigate dialectically on what presuppositions it is

based and to what conclusions it leads—is the problem of

Biblical Theology.

It is not intended to signify, that whatever we may thus

find must have been actually present to the consciousness

of the apostles
;
probably much of it was never made by

them the express object of their thinking. All that is

meant is, that if they had directed their thought upon it,

they must have come to a system thus and thus constructed
;

and that thus we arrive at the view of God and the universe

which lay at the basis of all their individual utterances,

although in many cases unconsciously to themselves. When
we contemplate a work of human genius,—such, for example,

as Goethe's Faust,—we think ourselves warranted to watch

for many beauties, and to seek them there, although we do

not always suppose that they came actually as such to the

poet's own consciousness. We may appeal to the old

maxim, that the poet is a seer who says more than he him-

self knows. And the holy men of God, who spake as they

were moved by the Holy Ghost, are they to be supposed to

have said nothing beyond what they at the moment were

clearly and intelligently conscious of? Must we hesitate

to leave them with the responsibility of all consequences

and promises which, by dialectical necessity, flow from these

words ?

For such an edifice of Biblical Theology, thus hastily
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sketched or hinted at, I have essayed to contribute a single

stone, my labour having been to pursue the utterances of

the apostle at salient passages into all their consequences.

With what result it is not for me to say. The spirit of the

Apostle John is an imposing spirit; and one feels himself

almost oppressed by the majesty of the thoughts of this

Epistle, which are like heavenly music in the reader's ears.

If here and there one soul should be moved, by the ministry

of my book, to cast himself with all his might into this sea

of the riches of divine wisdom and knowledge, my labour

will have attained its end.

Often had I with pleasure anticipated the moment when

I should submit these sheets to the Director of this Gym-

nasium, Dr. Eobert Geier, under whose guidance I studied

during the years which were engrossed with this work, and

whose signal ooodwill I reckon as one of the treasures of

my life. But it was not to be : he was during the interval

summoned from this world. Let his name, however, at least

be named here as a token of the piety and love which link

me with him beyond the grave. H aydirrj ovBeirore

€K7rL'7rT€l.

Treptow on the Khixe. •





TRANSLATOR'S PREFACE.

THE translator has been requested to say a few words

with respect to the book which is now, after some

delay, presented to the English public. The first thing-

expected of him is naturally some account of the author

;

but this curiosity it is not in his power to gratify. The

work was published some years ago by a writer who has

not since made his appearance in literature. It was received

with much favour, and generally regarded as a specimen of

exegesis at once original and orthodox ; in fact, it took

its place immediately among the best contributions to a

literature, already very rich, devoted to the exposition of

St. John's writings. Perhaps the best introduction to

these remarks will be some extracts from early criticisms

in the German theological press, especially as those criti-

cisms are bound up with the first issue of the original.

Zimmermann's Tlieologische Litcraturblatt thus speaks in a

free translation :

—

" The present work may be classed among the most use-

ful and interesting that have lately appeared in Biblical-

exegetical literature. It exhibits scientific profoundness

.and practical application in harmonious union: united in

such a way as few books unite them. It is a pleasant

thing in these days, when the storms of party contest

disturb the Church, when the opponents and the friends

of revelation are pitched against each other in open and

violent warfare, when Supernaturalism and Nihilism con-

tend everywhere and in all confessions for the mastery,

—

to fall in with books whose authors have evidently, in quiet

and earnest toil, been pondering the precious word of God,

jand extracting from the hidden depths of Scripture its pure

\gold. Such a gift this author presents us ; and, in the
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name of all who love tlie Bible, but especially in the name
of our ministerial brethren, whom this expositor has mainly

had in view, we heartily thank him. He has done much
by his own fundamental investigations to advance the

knowledge of this Epistle ; and he has also offered an

important contribution towards the yet future exploration

of its depths. In a way not hitherto trodden, and with a

success not hitherto attained, he shows the subtle connec-

tion of thought in its general scope ; and thus by his clear

and luminous analysis refutes the objection sometimes

urged against the Epistle as being without any method.

He, in fact, shows that the most beautiful order reigns in

it. And he further admits us into the secret mystery of

St. John's habit of thought and view of things generally
;

so that by his aid we can understand the spiritual life of

the evangelist in its entire unity and harmony, and even

penetrate into the inmost movements and feelings of his

apostolic heart inflamed and governed by perfect love.

" He rightly observes that it is the province of Biblical

Theology, to which he offers this contribution, to place, as

it were, every word under a microscope, and examine in

a dialectical way from what presuppositions it springs, to

what consequences it leads ; in short, to deduce from

incidental expressions what the general system of thought

was, and conversely to pour upon individual expressions

light derived from the spirit of the Christian philosophy of

the whole. With this aim the author has examined the

Johannaean ideas ^cor) al(ovLo<;, ^c39, 'X^pla^a, BiKaioa-vvr],

akrjOeta, a^dirri, dvofiia, and illustrated their meaning with

such a profusion of learning and skill as must be studied to

be adequately appreciated.

"We have particularly to remark upon one thing, that

the author has avoided a snare into which, as far as our

observation goes, all expositors have more or less fallen : the

superabundant citation and refutation of other exegetes.

To such an extent is this carried, even in de Wette and

Meyer, and in the excellent Bible of Lange, that often the

expositor forgets to establish and clear up his own views.

We see no reason why this practice should be indulged in.
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at the expense of the compendiousness of the work and the

concentration of the mind on its own teaching. It holds

good here also that nimiuvi nocet. This danger our

expositor has happily avoided ; although he has, as the

whole book plainly shows, thoroughly examined and tested

the opinions of others, and his own exposition is the pro-

duct and rich fruit of that conscientious study. Moreover,

the- arrangement of the work is very suggestive. Each
independent section of the Epistle has its explanation of

word and matter and sense ; this is followed by a resume

of the meaning of the whole section as such, with which is

connected a glance backward at each leading division of the

Epistle, followed by a development of its entire current of

thought, as also by an examination of the occasion and

purport and aim of the letter, with a final review of its

theological character. And all this is done in a spirited,

penetrating, and attractive style.

" After these general observations we count it our duty,

and an obligation of gratitude, to examine a few points in

detail. As already mentioned, it was the steady purpose of

the writer to illustrate the fundamental ideas and sharply

define the leading principles of the whole Epistle, which
bears a specifically Christological character. Around these

unique ideas the excellent exposition is ordered, in which
the author has succeeded in developing the deep thought of

the Johannaean theology in a clear and perspicuous manner,

and in contributing much valuable help towards under-

standing the obscure and difficult parts of the Epistle. For

instance, we perfectly agree with him in the explanation of

the first four verses of the first chapter, which are very

frequently misunderstood : his exhibition of the argument

is clear and unforced ; and the personal meaning of the

^0709 in ver. 1, as he supports it, appears to commend
itself most absolutely to acceptance. His view of the con-

nection between this and the subsequent vm is highly

suggestive ; and so is the development of the idea in <^m,

which he rightly denies to be a particular quality in God,
and asserts to be the primal ground of His essence whicli

is such as manifests itself to itself. The interpretation of
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ch. i. 7 is rather unusual : the author makes KaOapi^eiv

refer to sanctification, and shows, with keen and convincing

force, the internal connection between ver, 8 and the closing

words of ver. 7.

" The second chapter presents a knot to expositors in

vers. 12-14, not only as to the meaning of the sixfold

address, but also as to the place of the paragraph in the

organic whole of the letter. Our author is successful in

diffusing light in both directions. He shows that the aim

of the exhortation is not to set forth generally the doctrines

of Christianity, but to bring the Christian disciples to a

higher perfection. Not less admirable is the profound way
^ in which all Scripture is made to illustrate the principle

,laid down by St. John. He rightly takes the kul in

ver. 20, not adversatively, but as expressing simple pro-

gression. This gives precision and clearness to the context,

and makes the connection with the preceding passage

luminous at once. ' Ye who are able through your anoint-

ing to discern with sufficient clearness the anti-Christian

error, will also now take care to avoid it, and hold fast the

truth.' He correctly interprets the '^pia/jua of anointing as

the symbol of the impartation of the Spirit, and refers the

djio^ not to the Father, but to the Son.

" Concerning the exposition of the passages, ch. iv. 1 7—1

9

and ch. v. 6—8, which present so many difficulties, we need

say no more than that our expositor has been able to

illustrate every point in its relation to St. John's general

1 habit of thought. On the other hand, we cannot altogether

accord with his remarks upon ch. v. 16, 17. Our own
view is that the apostle here describes by another name the

sin which the Saviour termed a sin against the Holy Ghost,

and does no more than declare the uselessness of prayer for

such a sin. For the rest, the elucidation of the details is

here also, as everywhere, both striking and instructive.

" We can therefore heartily and with perfect confidence

recommend this work, which in fact presents to the working

minister specifically a rich fund of help for his study, con-

tinually keeping, as it does, the scientific and the practical

equally in view. For such labour as this we would have
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as many sympathizers and helpers as possible. AVe are

deeply convinced that he who penetrates the spirit of this

book, and ponders, with our author's help, the subhnie

and majestic divine ideas of the Epistle, will lay down the

work enriched in knowledge and comforted in his inner

man. Nor will he fail to wish that the New Testament

were handled in this fashion by many more among the

learned."

The student—for he who appreciates our volume must be

a student—will find that this testimony is true. He will

perceive that, while St. John's inspiration and the canonical

authority of his letter are left uninvestigated, every word, and

every turn of thought in every sentence, is examined with

most reverent care, and viewed in the light of the analogy

of his own other writings, and in that of the other Scrip-

tures. It will be found to yield a great advantage—as the

reviewer points out—that we have to do with the opinions

and decisions of one mind, and are not required to watch „ ^ ^^j^
how he holds the balances in which a thousand conflicting "^j~vW<^

interpretations lie. It is a book that encourages the reader's

private judgment ; while sufficiently dogmiatic, and occa-

sionally almost dictatorial, it commends itself to every man's

thoughtful discrimination. Though a certain Platonic

philosophy and the theology of Lutheranism underlie the

exposition, these are not unduly obtruded. The reader and

his guide are together in the presence of St. John as an

independent witness of the truth of God. The translator in

this case not being an editor also, it would be out of place

to point out what he may deem flaws in the exegesis.

Were it right to do so, he could indicate several results

of elaborate exegetical criticism from which he dissents

;

among them would be two that the reviewer above highly

approves,—connected with the KaOapl^etv and the <^c«j9,—
the determination of the vexed question as to the residue

of necessary sin in the believer, and the terms used in the

definition of regeneration, and as to the operation of per- "^

footing and perfected charity in the hearts of the sanctified. '^^^
It would be a labour of love to discuss these points here \
or anywhere ; but it must suffice that the translator clears

1 JOHN. h
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himself from the responsibility of some few of the conclu-

sions of his author. For the rest, there is nothing in the

volume that is not true to the Catholic faith ; even in the

questions alluded to, our expositor—it must be honestly

confessed—has on his side the great majority. But let

that pass,

A word may be said here as to the studied exclusion of

the polemics of exegesis. It is quite possible, while admir-

ing this specimen of direct in opposition to indirect inter-

pretation, that we may do injustice to those invaluable

works which adopt a different plan. It is undoubtedly

sometimes a very troublesome thing to get at the meaning

of Meyer or Huther themselves through the wearisome

array of contradicted authors who bar the way. But,

generally speaking, the toil is in the long run rewarded.

We see, as we otherwise should not, all that has been or

may be said on the subject ; we are saved the trouble of

consulting a multitude of writers ; and meanwhile we have

the pleasure of exercising our own critical faculty upon a

variety of opinions,—a pleasure which to many is one of a

very exquisite kind. It is hardly fair, moreover, that an

author who could never have produced a book like this had

he not carefully read the other kind of commentaries should

, even seem to disparage them. He could not have used his

own microscope with such wonderful effect had he not been

in the habit of looking through a multitude of other men's

less finished instruments. And his honest desire to advance

the truth would be thought by himself to have failed of its

reward if he did not find his own conclusions discussed

in commentaries yet to come. We have noticed evidences

already—and if we had not noticed them, may be sure of

their being found—that Haupt's interpretations will play

a conspicuous part in the labours of future Meyers and

Huthers, who will point out where his microscope has seen

more than it should have seen, or has failed to see what

ought to be seen. After all, this matter of bristling polemics

on the page of calm exegesis is one merely of degree. It is

carried to a great and wearisome excess, but it cannot be

altofiether avoided.
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Another reviewer in the Evangelische Kirchcn-Zeitung

brings out a feature of the book not yet touched upon :

—

" The present work occupies a place as it were between

a commentary and a biblical - theological essay. It is

distingished from the former, inasmuch as grammatical-

historical exegesis is not the writer's chief aim, but is

regarded only as the foundation already laid, which, how-

ever, is introduced more or less according to the necessity

of the case. His eye is always fixed on the process of

thought ; all else is subordinate to this supreme object.

On the other hand, it is distinguished from those works

which deal with the Epistle only as illustrating Johannaean

theology; for it does not select and discuss isolated passages,

but impartially investigates every thought from beginning

to end. The expositor aims to develope from it the general

principles of St. John's views of God and the universe

;

for, although the apostle may not have been conscious that

he was exhibiting such a system, all the elements of it

were enfolded in his thinking. Hence, as Haupt himself

says, he has placed every expression under a microscope,

and traced it back to its premisses, and forward to its con-

clusions ; thus finding its exact relation to the apostle's

scheme of thought generally. He has taken special pains

with the order of the ideas in the Epistle ; this having

always been, and still being, matter of great difficulty to

exegetes. He thinks that he has found a specific, compact,

and regularly ordered process of thought, without, however,

believing that the apostle wrote on a preconceived harmoni-

ous plan. Throughout the exposition we trace a decidedly

realistic feature ; as also a dialectic, sometimes even too

keen, which with great subtilty seeks to do justice to every

word of the Bible."

The question of any analytical arrangement of this

Epistle has been a fruitful source of discussion among

expositors. Taking it altogether, that which is established

in the present volume is, perhaps, the most elaborate that

has ever been attempted. How elaborate it is the reader

will hardly be aware until he reaches the summing up at

the close. He will then perceive that he has been examin-
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ing the most exquisite piece of reticulation imaginable. If

he should attempt—what the author has not attempted

—

to write out the Greek, which is everything here, on the

principle of this analysis, he will be simply amazed at the

result. Two things will strike him most forcibly. First,

that men with any pretension to common sense could ever

have come to the conclusion that the Epistle, as the pro-

duction of St. John's old age,—this undoubtedly it was,

—

betrays all the marks of senility, being an unmethodized

effusion of pious sentiments and reflections. This view has

been put in a more respectful form, in the assertion that

the apostle was a contemplative and not a dialectical spirit,

and that he poured out the aphorisms or detached expres-

sions of his pure meditation on the profound truths of

the Gospel. We cannot travel through the first chapter,

under our author's guidance, without feeling that, at any

rate, such a fallacy as this must be exploded. Intuition

and deductive thought meet here as they never met before,

and have perhaps never met since, save in some of the

meditations of St. Augustine. The second matter of
'^ astonishment will be, that a writer whose mind never for

a moment loses the thread or the clue of his own analysis

should have adopted his method unconsciously, as our

author seems to assert that he did. And this may beget

some suspicion of the analysis itself: suspicion which, it

may be observed, a careful examination will justify. But

into this question the present notice cannot enter. Suffice

to say that, saving in a few cases where the despotism of

analysis leads to a certain violence being done to the text,

even a faulty scheme, thoroughly worked out, very much

^i'^ aids the interpretation of the whole. None can read

Bengel's exposition of the Epistle without feeling this. It

is remarkable that no two expositors are in agreement here.

Every man has his own interpretation. It would be wrong

here to yield to the temptation of adding another.

Before delivering up the book to its readers, a few

concluding sentences may be permitted on the general

characteristics of the Epistle, and the spirit in which it

should be studied.
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Our expositor again and again remarks tliat St. John's letter

bears all the marks of having been written to congregations

already in possession of the truth. This hardly goes far

enough to do justice to the case. It was written designedly

as the supplement to all extant "New Testament Scripture,

as, in fact, the final treatise of inspired revelation. This is

not avowed, or, if avowed, the expression of it is very faint

and indirect. But the effect of this truth is everywhere

apparent. Every doctrine, from that of God, as manifested

in the Mediatorial Trinity, through the atonement down to

the last things, receives its consummating form. The

IfJ^, evangelist was reserved to " seal up the vision " and close

the long series of divine communications to man. The com-

mandment to " write," which was first given to Moses, and

is not often heard afterwards, is emphatically given at the

close to St. John, who finishes what Moses began. He is

the last writer of the New Testament, and it is highly

probable that his Catholic Epistle was his last service to

Christianity. It is his only doctrinal work, for in neither

the Gospel nor the Eevelation does he speak in his own

person as a teacher. In the latter, he is only the amanuensis

of the Lord's Apocalypse, and the recorder of the visions

which he beheld " in the Spirit
;

" where he speaks in his

own person, it is only to narrate his rapture or the historical

event connected with his vocation to write. The prologue

of the Gospel seems to be an exception ; but that is not so

much his own teaching as the necessary introduction of the

person of his Lord. In this Epistle we receive the closing

it,, doctrinal testimony of the last and greatest teacher of the

iJ^ ' Christian Church ; and in it we have, therefore, the final

v ^and finishing touches of the whole system of evangelical

truth. As the fourth evangelist undeniably had the three

synoptical Gospels before him, so the last apostle had the

apostolical Epistles before him, and gave them also their

finish and perfection. Eemembering how long an interval

separates this document from all other purely doctrinal

treatises, it will not be too much to say that St. John

devotes the last breath, as it were, of infallible inspiration

to a general review of the whole sum of truth, and sets on
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it his final seal. Not that the letter is a general doctrinal

summary. It is, like almost all the other treatises of

revelation, an occasional document : a protest against many
kinds of Gnostic heresy, especially concerning the Person

of Christ and its relation to the redeeming economy. As
such it keeps its eye steadily on the ultimate forms which

fleeting errors were beginning to assume, and almost defines

the terms of these false theories. It is undoubtedly a

contribution of St. John to the pressing needs of the uni-

versal Church ; a Catholic defence against uncatholic false

doctrine. We hear again the voice of the "son of thunder,"

still vehement against every insult to the majesty of his

Lord. It is not therefore a general compendium of theology.

But we may say that it traverses, more than any other

treatise, the whole field ; in other words, that it would,

better than any other fragment of the New Testament,

supply the place of the entire final revelation to such as

might possess it alone.

It is evident that St. John speaks generally as the

representative of the company of his predecessors ; the

opening of the Epistle introduces the " we," not of personal

authority, but of the apostolic brotherhood. His is the

last voice, soon to be silent like the others ; and the tone

of the whole letter is that of recapitulation and bringing to

remembrance. Not a solitary instance is there of a new
assertion ; all is written under the law of its own maxim, " I

write no new commandment unto you." There is not from

beginning to end a truth which adds to the old stock, as is

so often the case in the earlier writings. Yet the form of

all is new. The ever fresh and never exhausted Spirit of

inspiration leaves the Church in this Epistle with the token

that there is no limit to the power of exhibiting fresh com-

binations of truth. As St. Paul's last letters are still full

of new forms and turns of expression, so it is with St. John,

and especially in this last fragment of Scripture. But

every novelty of expression is in perfect harmony with the

other types of doctrine, on which it sets the seal of perfec-

tion. This double truth—that St. John retains every other

element of evancfelical truth while Q-ivinoj a final touch to
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every other—is of the utmost possible importance to the

expositor of this Epistle.

Let it be remembered, for instance, in every passage that

introduces the three several Persons of the Holy Trinity,

and it will be seen that some delicate points emerge which

have no strict parallel elsewhere. Not to speak of the

Three Heavenly Witnesses—our author, in common with

most recent criticism, rejects this—reference may be made

to the passage that closes the Epistle, and therefore in a

sense the whole Bible. " We are in Him that is true, even

in His Son Jesus Christ. This is the true God and eternal

life." Here God and the Father are one in His Son. With
this let ch. iv. 9, 14 be collated: "God sent His only-

begotten Son into the world," which in a remarkable varia-

tion becomes, " the Father sent His Son to be the Saviour of

the world." Hence, in a manner more express than anywhere

else, it is asserted that the Father is the Head and Eepre-

sentative of the Godhead : in other words, God and the

Father are one. Of course, this is the doctrine of the

entire New Testament ; but it has here its final and full

expression. Again, with regard to the Person of Christ,

we find the same note of a final recension of doctrine.

Wliat elsewhere is said concerning the Son as having " life

in Himself," might be and has been referred to the incarnate

Son the life of men ; but here " the Word of life is with

the Father," an expression that retires behind all temporal

relations. And the Son is hei-e more emphatically than any-

where else " that Son of Him the Only-begotten " who, as

such, was " sent into the world." And, with respect to the

incarnation itself, the basis and presupposition of all other

doctrine, our Epistle has the final and unsurpassable

formulae, almost all of them peculiar, though each of

them linking itself with something that had been said

before : formulae, namely, such as " was manifested," " came

in the flesh," " sent into the world," which will be found

to contain, when studied in their connection, some slight

but very specific variation from all preceding phrases, and

improvement upon them. The emphasis is here at the

close upon the truth that not God absolutely, but the Son
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came in flesh, and that this Son is still Jesus Christ who

came : the reader must mark for himself by collation the

advance in such phrases as these found in the Epistle,

They are unique, and chosen in order to serve the double

purpose of rebuking the Gnostic antichrists, who refused to

believe that the Son of God took more than the semblance

of a human existence, and tliat also of making it for ever

plain that there was no conversion of the divine into the

human when " the Word became flesh." The Epistle ends

with a declaration, so clear as to leave all doubt behind,

that the entire manifestation of Jesus Christ is that of the

personal Son, whose divine and eternal personality governs

the development of His person and work. Here is a final

and definitive and consummate word, " the Son of God is

come :

" there is but One Person of whom all is said, by

whom all was done upon earth, and who is accomplishing

all that remains to be done in heaven. The distinctions of

later theology between a divine and a human personality

in our Lord were unknown to St. John, who speaks for all

the apostles, and for the Lord Himself. They know of no

human personality as such and as apart from the divine.

They do not say that He became a man, but that He became

flesh, or came in the flesh : flesh being the realistic com-

pendium of human nature or human existence. There is a

remarkable reading of ch. iv. 3, which Haupt admirably

defends, implying that St. John seemed to condenm the

sunderinst or dissolving of Jesus into a God and man

:

" every spirit o Xuet." There is something deeply sugges-

tive in this variation of the text. However much one

might hesitate before its authentication, when once it is

authenticated no one can doubt that it must be classed

among that large number of presentient or anticipative texts

of Scripture the meaning and application of wliich the set

time should declare. Be that as it may, this Epistle does,

in the most subtle and exquisite way, exhibit the very

)

perfection of the doctrine of the two natures in one per-

Isonality which make up the true doctrine of the Person of

Christ. It removes the angularity and roughness from all

other passages, obviates the possible misconception to which
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they were liable, and, in short, crowns them all, as has been

said again and again, with the finishing touch of perfection.

The same principle might be applied to the doctrine of

sin in this Epistle, which is brought into relation with

Satan in a manner quite peculiar to itself, though in strict

harmony with other passages in the Gospel and the later

Epistles of St. Paul. The original sinner himself is brought

out into very distinct prominence : never, indeed, is he so

sharply defined in his personality and in his relation to the

redeeming work as in the last pages of Scripture. But

more important than this is the effect of the finishing hand

upon the work and mediatorial ministry of Christ. Let

the reader}' carefully mark the specific aspect in which the

atonement is seen in four or five distinct presentations of

it, and his own reflection will suggest all that might be

said. The Father sent the Son as the Saviour rather than

TO BE the Saviour of the world. He sent His Only-begotten

Son as the propitiation for our sins. This term in the

Epistle, tXao-)u.o9, is invested with deep interest as St. John's

unique expression, reserved as it were for the close of the

Scripture, just as is the revelation that " God is love."

Jesus is Himself the propitiation once in heaven and once

on earth : Himself, which is the same as St. Paul's " pro-

pitiatory in His blood through faith," but also very much
more than that. The term Mediator is not used ; but what

the term means is exhibited more clearly than anywhere

else. It is the Pauline " Mediator of God and men, the

Man Christ Jesus " somewhat improved upon, if such lan-

guage may be used. The Mediator is God and man, and

not only between God and men. Everywhere the mission

is of the only-begotten Son, not to win for man the love

of God by appeasing first His holy wrath, but as the Mes-

senger of a love which had already provided the propitiation

that eternal holiness rendered necessary and justice found

sufficient. It must be remembered that the wonderful

revelations of the Epistles to the Ptomans and the Galatians

and the Hebrews were before St. John when he so carefully

blended love and propitiation together, giving love the pre-

eminence. But it is hardly possible to doubt that his full
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and complete doctrine of the atonement is, and is intended

to be, the complement and perfection of all former testimonies.

The same may be said of the application of the atone-

ment to the individual, with all the blessings of the Christian

covenant as imparted to faith. The same three leading-

ideas of righteousness, sonship, and sanctification which run

through the whole New Testament pervade this Epistle

also, though the terminology undergoes a slight variation

here and there. We miss many of St. Paul's phrases, and

many of these found in the Epistle to the Hebrews ; but

we do not miss what these terms signify. And it may be

said with confidence that in this last document of revelation

these three several families of blessing are combined and

interwoven with each other in a manner of which there is

no example elsewhere. The verification of this would be

a good preliminary discipline for the study of our Epistle.

With regard to the first term, we certainly find nothing

here answerable to the Pauline " righteousness of God,"

" righteousness of faith," Christ " made unto us righteous-

ness." But we have, corresponding to each of these terms

respectively, phrases which suggest the same meaning to

ears already prepared for them. St. John, however, taking

for granted St. Paul's earlier fundamental teaching, enters

into the spirit of his later defence of the doctrine against

antinomian perversion : he lays stress upon the link between

imputed and inherent conformity with law. Supposing

this Epistle to be the final expression of the evangelical

doctrine of the new righteousness of faith, how striking is

the play upon the words :
" he that doeth righteousness is

righteous, even as He is righteous "
! On any other supposi-

tion they seem nothing but a play on the words ; and, in

fact, have been set by more than one shallow and irreverent

expositor to the account of our apostle's senility.

In harmony with the principle thus laid down, the con-

nection between righteousness as before the law and the

filial relation to God in Christ is set forth in its final and

consummate form. The Epistle does not distinguish between

the mediatorial court, in which law, with its forensic

phraseology, presides, and the household or family of God
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wherein all belongs to the adoption of sons. St. Paul does

in general keep these apart. St. John unites them in these

words, which form the transition from the one great term

to the other :
" Ye know that every one that doeth right-

eousness is born of Him." He makes more emphatic than

ever, as if by a final testimony, the pre-eminent dignity of

the estate of sonship. It had been said that believers were

" predestinated to be conformed to the image of His Son :

"

-_ thus making their sonship the only privilege spoken of

in such high terms. The second part of our Epistle is a

wonderful expansion of this very theme, with the terms

changed and a finishing touch laid on the whole. The old

word adoption is no longer used ; but the reality of its

jmeaning, and its close connection with the new birth itself,

Jare again and again expressed in the apostle's words. As

if the whole design of God's love in the Gospel was

summed up in this, he cries,—in the centre of the Epistle and

in its imique apostrophe,—" Behold what and how great

love God hath given to us, in order that we may be called,

and we are, the children of God ! " But the very highest

expression of this dignity is, that it springs from union

w with the Eirst-born and the Only-begotten. St. Paul gives

^*^^ '
: many hints of this ; but his hints are in our Epistle perfect

developments. Passing over many passages which illus-

trate the high reach of its doctrine, it is enough to say

^\p^ -<that only of our sonship in Christ and the more abundant
' ' life it imparts is " eternal" used: it is not eternal righteous-

ness, nor eternal sanctification, but eternal life. Whatever

has been said before is now more greatly said :
" We are in

Him that is true, even in His Son Jesus Christ. This is

the true God and eternal life." More glorious things are

spoken of the estate of regeneration than had ever before

been spoken. This gives the Christians at last their name:

not any longer " the righteous," or " the saints," but

" children," " little children," " brethren," " the sons of

God." This, however, is comparatively a small thing. The

actual birth " of God," of " His seed," defines regeneration

, by stronger terms, if possible, than had been used before

;

the privileges of the new birth have here their highest
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ideal description, so high indeed as to be the despair

of commentators. In fact, this final treatise makes the

supreme glory of the Christian vocation to be, that the sons

of God in Christ are like the Son as He now is and as He
will appear hereafter : like Him in the sense both of 6/xoloc

and of ofioovaLoi ; or, to borrow a word of St. Paul, which

for once St. John has not surpassed, "one Spirit with Him."

cj The third branch or development of privilege in the

Christian covenant is everywhere in the New Testament

the sanctification of the soul, pardoned and regenerate, to

God: not, however, as if the sanctification follows on forgive-

ness and the new birth ; rather it is concurrent with them.

Strictly speaking, there is but one great substantial blessing,

life in Christ ; the other two are the necessary concomitants

or conditions or appendages of this. The relation thus

indicated is impressed most emphatically by St, John as

the final lesson of the New Testament. We are forgiven in

order that we be " called sons
;

" we are sanctified in order

that we may worthily " be sons." The new life is in the

mediatorial court, where law reigns, cleared from condemna-

tion, and enabled to fulfil all righteousness ; it is itself im-

parted in fellowship with the Son, " the First-born among
many brethren," in the Father's house; and it is in the new
temple of Christianity, over which Jesus presides as High
Priest, consecrated and sanctified. The development of

this last idea bears the same marks of finality and con-

summation which have been observed in the two others. A
certain change hias passed over the terminology ; but the

change is

—

sit venia verbo—on the side of simplicity and

strength. For the purification from sin only two are

retained out of a large number, KaOapi^eiv and dyvl^eLV.

The former is used twice at the threshold of the Epistle,

and in each case with a unique application :
" the blood of

Jesus His Son cleanseth us from all sin," from all sin

which the light reveals as spot and defilement; and

presently afterwards the virtue of the atonement is said

to be administered by God, "faithful and just to forgive us

our sins, and to cleanse us from all unrighteousness
:

" that

is, blending the court and the temple in a way hitherto
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unusual, to forgive the sin in the one, and to cleanse from

the guilt of unrighteousness in the other. Here, at the

outset, we have the divine application of the atonement to

those who confess that they have been, that they are, and

that they will be to eternity sinners, depending on the

mercy of the Lord Jesus Christ for admission to eternal

life. In the heart of the Epistle the other term comes in,

and St. John appropriates it to the human co-operation.

Both St. Paul and St. James apply the former term,

KaOapl^eiv, to man's own act ; St. John only uses dyvi^ecv

for this. He says all that St. Paul meant when he exhorts

us to " cleanse ourselves from all filthiness of the flesh and

spirit, perfecting holiness in the fear of God ;

" but, as his

manner is, he varies and, if possible, elevates the argument

:

" He that hath this hope in Him purifieth himself, even as

He is pure." But hitherto all has been in some sense

negative, the cleansing the nature from sin. The positive I

element of entire consecration to God comes before us in

the form of the perfected work of the love of God in us

:

St. John's final contribution to the subject. The passages

which unfold this high doctrine have no parallel in

Scripture, though they are jointly and severally the exact

expression, in its highest form, of the spirit of the entire

N"ew Testament. This is not the place to expound them
fully. But let the reader of our present volume, and of most

other commentaries on this Epistle, ask himself as he reads

whether justice is done to them. He should be exceedingly

jealous upon this point, and not suffer his mind to be

beclouded in the interpretation of this last and highest

testimony to the prerogatives of the Christian life of

holiness.

The passages here referred to—those which speak of the

perfected love of God in man—are distributed over the

Epistle in a very suggestive manner, illustrating what has

been said as to the final tone here impressed upon the

evangelical phraseology. Their first occurrence connects

them with the observance of the law or righteousness :

" whoso keepeth His word, in him verily is the love of God
perfected." Here there is a beautiful inversion of St. Paul's
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order, " love is the fulfilling of the law :" for in St. John

the fulfilling of the law is also the perfecting of love. The

second instance of their use connects them with the

9) regenerate life. Writing to those who are born of God, St.

John says :
" If we love one another, God dwelleth in us,

and His love is perfected in us." At this point rises in the

text the word which revelation had never uttered before,

"_God is love," and the love of God, dwelling in those who
are born of Him, has in and through their charity to man
its perfect operation. The third time they are connected

^ with our sanctification from all sin, through the indwelling

of God by His Spirit in the soul. St. Paul speaks of the

"love of God shed abroad" in the believer. This is a large

word, but here it is surpassed :
" love with us is perfected,"

it becomes "perfect love" in us, which drives out fear

because it drives out sin, the cause of fear, gives boldness

in the judgment whether present or future, and is the entire

consecration of the soul in the indwelling Trinity. These

are only suggestions, offered only to illustrate a principle

that furnishes one key of great importance to the exposition

of this Epistle. It sets the seal of perfection on all former

doctrine concerning the privileges of the Christian estate.

The entire vocabulary sanctified in the ISTew Testament

to describe these privileges falls into three classes, as we
have seen : one large class revolves around the word right-

' . eousness ; another around the life of sonship ; and a third,

brought up from the temple, is composed entirely of

Z sacrificial terms. These various departments of phraseology

are everywhere distinct, though sometimes they seem to be

blended. We see at once which predominates in the several

Epistles of St. Paul and the Hebrews, and in the other

writings of the New Testament. But when we come to this

last document or compendium, they are intertwined and

made one after a new fashion. This can be verified in

every paragraph. One instance may suffice. Let the reader

begin with ch. ii. 29, and go on to ch. iii. 5, with this

thought in his mind. He finds the three ideas of con-

formity to law or righteousness, perfection of the filial life

in the image of the Son, and sanctification from all sin.
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distinct and yet blended inextricably. The order is there,

righteousness, sonship, sanctification; but the three are one.

The terms of the court, the household and the temple, con-

firm and illustrate each other ; and Jesus Christ— the

Eighteous, the Son of the Father, the Holy One— presides,

in the glory of His holiness, over all and over each.

The principle here laid down may be perverted in its

application. It may be said that this final testimony of

revelation has left behind and rendered obsolete much of

St. Paul's forensic and judicial thought, and sublimated the

Gospel into its higher and more simple character. But this

is a mistake. This Epistle perfects all, but not by sup-

pressing anything. For instance, there is no aspect of the

atonement— as in the divine nature first, and then revealed

at the cross—which may not be discovered by the faithful

eye in this Epistle. Christ is the messenger of eternal love,

but He bears a propitiatory sacrifice sent forth from eternity,

and as the Eighteous One He vindicates the rectoral

righteousness of God in His advocacy for sinners. St. Paul

has dilated on these three points more fully ; but no terms

of his surpass the force of the last apostle. The entire

doctrine of the righteousness of faith is wrapped up in one

expression :
" Your sins are forgiven for His name's sake."

St. Paul's: "just God and the Justifier," is reproduced in

St. John's " faithful and just to forgive us our sins." St.

John's vindication of the necessity of interior righteousness

is only the echo of St. Paul's own ; and in his pages St.

James and St. Paul are harmonized better than anywhere
else. Again, it may be insinuated that the absence of the

ideas of Church, and sacraments, and ministry, indicate a

certain disparagement of these ideas. Certainly the spiritu-

ality of the true Christian fellowship is exalted to the

highest point ; but the visible organization is implied in

the condemnation of those " who went out from us," and
the little Epistle to Gains, written by the same hand, and
about the same time, settles the place " the Church " and
its ministry held in the apostle's system. As to the

sacraments, they are not alluded to, save in a mystical way,

because there is no reason to think that the sacramental
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doctrine had been perverted in St. John's time. But here

comes in another principle or key of interpretation,—that

the great errors of the time were assailed in this final

document,—and this has not been dwelt upon here, because

it is abundantly illustrated in the volume now introduced.

It only remains to commend the reverential and devout

spirit that pervades this exposition. The writer evidently

knows that secret of the " unction from the Holy One "

which he has so beautifully expounded, and the reader must

know it too, if he would not lose his labour.
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No antilor in the New Testament canon has to the same

extent as the Apostle John impressed upon the very

introductory words of his writings a Christological stamp.

The Epistles of St. Paul refer the %apt9 koX elprjvr], which

they invoke upon the readers, equally to the Father and to

the Son. The first Epistle of St. Peter introduces at once

in its superscription the three divine persons co-ordinately

;

and his second Epistle, while it first speaks of Christ as

0eo<? r^iJbodv Kol (TQ)W]p, yet ascribes the proper salutation

equally to the Father and to the Son. But, even apart

from the introductory words, these documents—to which

we may indeed add the synoptical Gospels themselves—do

not produce the sublime Christological impression that is

produced by the works of St. John. This stamp is all the

more remarkable inasmuch as the first Epistle, and still more

the Apocalypse,^ when they are examined in detail, contain

but little doctrine proper concerning the God-man. The

Epistle to the Colossians, for example, is much richer in

this respect than both the works just mentioned. But with

such full energy does St. John at the outset make the Son

of God the sole centre of all his thinking, that in our

* The author may observe here, once for all, that he gives due appreciation

to the great difficulties which oppose the hypothesis that the writer of the

Apocalypse was the writer of the Gospel. But they fail to sway him, never-

theless, especially as they contradict the strong witness of antir^uity ; and he

therefore always quotes the Apocalypse as Johannaean. By a more and more
diligent and thorough comparison of its matter w-ith that of the Gospel and
of the Epistle, the conviction on the one side or the other must necessarily in

due time be brought clearly out.

1 JOHN. A
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investigations of the most remote subjects that follow wo

feel ourselves always under the supremacy of this central

truth. Xcopl'i avTov iyivero ovSe ev o jeyovev : these words,

taken in their widest significance, constitute the signature

of the Johannaean writings.

However strikingly the opening words of the Gospel

and our Epistle respectively accord as to their scope and

matter, they have important differences in their form. The

Gospel begins in short, antithetical sentences, as to their

construction and bearing easily intelligible ; the Epistle

begins with a long period, abruptly breaking off and then

returning back to its starting-point, such as furnishes some

difficulties to the grammatical interpretation. This Epistle

also has no superscription ; while the second and third of

the same writer each contains one, the second in a form

approximating to the copiousness of the Pauline formula
;

the third, in the briefest way possible, only mentioning the

sender and the receiver. It is true that an attempt has

been made to force the first four verses of our Epistle into

the scheme of a superscription ; the %a/3a of the fourth

verse has been made analogous to the %api9 of the Pauline

Epistles ; the iT\r]pw6r)vaL of the joy here has been paral-

leled with the TfKrjOvvOrivai of the inscriptions in St. Peter,

Polycarp, and Clemens. But if we find evidence that the

first four verses aim only to give the matter and scope of

the letter, this of itself proves that they furnish us, not

with a superscription proper, but with a specific intro-

duction. In the superscription of an epistle the names of

the receiver and of the sender could not well be wanting.

We have something like such a letter without superscrip-

tion in the Epistle to the Hebrews, only that there the

close at least corresponds with the customary closing

formula of St. Paul's letters. Still, in the main current of

our present document the reader remains much more con-

scious of the epistolary form than in the case of the Epistle

to the Hebrews, which is much more like a treatise.
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CHAPTEE I.

Verse 1.

'^O yv gtt' ap^i'j'i, o aKTiKoafiev, o ewpuKUfiev roi? 6(f)da\-

fXol<i rjfjbcov, iOeaadfieOa, Kol al '^elpe^ r/ficov i-^rfKa^rjaav,

irepl Tov Xoyov Tf]<i fw?^?.

As to the constructiou of the first verses of this Epistle,

modern exegesis has come to a pretty clear agreement.

The period contains a double specification of the object

;

first, it is given in the relative clauses with o ; and then,

secondly, it is summed up in the words : rrepl rou Xoyov t?}?

^ft)?)?. The predicate to which all these definitions of the

object belong is uirayyeWoixev in ver. 3. But before this

is announced the apostle inserts a parenthesis for the

closer explanation of the irepl rod Xoyov t?}? ^o)?}? (ver. 2) ;

and then the broken thread is taken up again by a brief

repetition of the object (o ecopaKUfiev koX aKrjKoapiev).

But when the form is settled, the matter yet remains for

interpretation. What is the substance of the announcement

which St. John has to make ? Is it a thing ? In favour

of this seems the neutral beginning, the fourfold o. Or is

it a person ? For this speaks the matter of these same

neutral clauses : rjv uir^ ^PXV'^'
^'^

%^*P^? ^)fjLcov iylrrjXd^rja-av

K.r.X. ; for this also the allusion to the beginning of the

Gospel, where in part the same is said concerning the

Logos ; for this, finally, the summarizing expression : Xoya
T7}<f ^&)?79. It is certainly inadmissible to translate these

w^ords as meaning the annunciation or message concerning

life ; for St. John's aim is not to speak ahout the preaching

of the apostles, but to announce that preaching itself We
can understand irepl t?}9 ^&)i}? uTrayyiXXo/biev ; but irepl tov

Xoyov tt}? ^oiri<i would be, on such a theory of interpre-

tation, an embarrassing thought. The undenia])le coiuci-
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' dence between the beginning of the Epistle and the prologue

of the Gospel requires that we take the X0709 here in the

same sense as there,—that is, as the description of the Son

of God, the eternal Eevealer of the divinity.
"~

All the expressions of the verse showing that it is a

person who is in the apostle's view, how comes it that he

begins with the neuter ? We shall find the right answer

when we seek for the solution of another and easier

question : why, that is, the apostle does not, in summing

up the object of his annunciation, use the simple accusative,

TOP Xoyov T7}<? ^o)fj<; aira'yyiXkofxev, instead of saying, irepl

Tov Xoyov. These two are by no means equivalent. We
might expect to find tov Xojov drrayyeXkofiev in the begin-

ning of the Gospel, or in the beginning of the Epistle to the

Hebrews, or, in fact, of any document which might be

occupied with the person of our Lord ; but it is obvious to

the most superficial consideration, that our Epistle neither

gives nor professes to give a detailed disclosure of the

characteristics of the person and nature of the Logos. It

is true that the Logos is the fundamental matter and pith

of the Epistle ; not, however. His person in itself, but in

its effects, in its glorious outbeamings, which only in an

indirect way lead to any conclusions concerning His own
nature as a person. Consequently the apostle announces

\ assuredly Trepl tov Xoyov, merely things which stand con-

nected with the Logos, but not directly tov \6yov. From
this point of view we can explain primarily the clause : Trepl

TOV Xoyov tt}? ^&)?59. This phrase also carries us back to

the prologue of the Gospel. We read, ch. i. 4, concerning

the Logos, iv uvtm ^wrj rjv ; in ch, xiv. 6 the Lord calls

Himself absolutely the Life ; and, according to ch. v. 2 6 :

eScoKev 6 TTaTrjp tw vlu> ^corjv €^€iv iv eavTco. It might

fl
appear, from this combination, as if the expression \6yov

IJt?79 ^o3rj<i signified only the Logos who hath life, the true

I life, in Himself. But a closer study of the passages quoted

I shows that in all of them life comes into consideration not

as shut up in the Logos alone, but also as streaming forth

I

from Him, so that His life is at the same time a power

; penetrating and filling the world. So even in ch. i. 4 of
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tlie Gospel, the words wliicli immediately follow declare that

?; ^(ut) rjv TO </)a)9 tcov avOpco'TTcov ; and in ch. v. 2 6 the.

Lord makes it emphatic that He had life in Himself, onlyl

to demonstrate His authority as the Giver of life, as thel "^

^cooTTOLcbv. And the same holds good of ch. iv. 6 wlien we
|

consider the clause added : ovBeU ep'xerai irpo'i rov 'jrarepa

el fXT] Be' efjLQv, which states the design of the definitions of

Himself given by Christ in the former member of the

sentence. But in order to arrive at a surer determination

of the meaning of X0709 rr;? ^o)?}? in our passage, we must

consider another series of Johannaean passages— those,

namely, in which, as here, the life is the genitival definition

of another name, such as apro? rf;? i^wr}^, John vi., and t/)co?

T^9 ^«7}<?, ch. viii. 12. These passages also lay down notl

only that the bread and the light are themselves living, but
\

that they are life-giving also. In the latter of them, the '

words 6 aKciXovdwv pboi e^ei. to (/)w9 t?}? ^(w?}? do not aim

to show that where there is life merely Christ will become

to that life light also, but that the light which He gives

awakens life ; and, that apTo<; t^? ^co^? makes emphatic not

the internal quality of the bread, but its effect as such, is

proved, apart from other considerations, by ver. 33, where

the words dpro<; ^corjv 8iBov<; rat koctixw prescribe the sense

in which the apTo? Tf;9 ^oiri^ ought in this connection to

be understood.

Thus also in our passage we shall, guided by the analogy^

of these collective parallels, understand by the X07C9 rrj<i\ 4.

^(w?}9, not only the Logos so far as He has life, but so farl

also as He gives life. As it lies in the nature of light that
|

it is not only luminous itself, but also makes other things

luminous, so it lies in the idea of the Logos, as viewed by -

our apostle, that He communicates and diffuses whatever He
is, and therefore His life. This latter aspect could here

least of all be excluded ; for the apostle's design is not to

impart any purely theoretical communications concerning

that which is in Christ, but to set it forth as the possession

of His people ; and he sums up the scope of his Epistle , I

clr^v. 13. as consisting in this, that Ave_bY3eans of our I

faith should know ourselves in possession of life. That •
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wliicli, therefore, conclusively and distinctly, the writer

would announce, is the life ; as appears plainly from the

circumstance that in the expression \0709 t?}? ^wt}?, in

ver. 2, he selects and makes prominent that element which

\is the most important,—that is, the life. Thus, when the

apostle says that he would make his record irepl rov Xoyov

r^9 ^(orj^, he indicates, by means of the genitive, that

, element on account of which he speaks generally of the

I

Logos,—that is, of the Logos in as far as He is life, and,

jiaccording to what follows, life become manifest and com-

inunicable. Thus, while it is the Logos which certainly is

present to his view, it is not the Person in Himself, and as

such, that is the matter of his announcement : not His acts

nor His process, but only that quality in Him which is life,

life in His person and flowing from it. Fundamentally,

therefore, it is quid and not a quis of which the apostle

would speak ; hence he is justified in saying that he declares

not Tov Xoyov, but more generally vrept rov Xoyov ; and he

is right in defining the object of his announcement not as

masculine, but as neuter.

Since it is plain that the expression irepl rov \6yov t?}?

^0)?)? can denote only the same object of announcement

which the preceding relatival clauses indicate, the task

lies before us to ascertain whether our definition of that

object accords with all these. It is found that it does

in the highest degree : the same interfusion of person and

thing meets us as in the X070? t^9 ^«%. Of course it

may be objected, that what the disciples heard, saw, and

touched had not been the life which was hidden in Christ,

I
but the Person, the Logos, Himself; and it might seem

/that this is fatal both to our explanation of the neutral

I
pronouns and to our definition of the object generally. But

let this be closely examined. By the aKoveiv certainly not

the mere sound of Christ's words is to be understood, but

the substance of His discourse ; what was that but the

announcement of the life which was in Christ, and which

was to flow into the apostles ? Surely, too, by the opau

and 6eaa6ai was not signified merely the beholding of the

corporeal form of the Lord, so that a Caiaphas might have
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iDeen included under the plural ecopaKafiev; but what they

beheld was His works, not according to their outward

occurrence, but according to their inward significance ; and

what did the disciples see, other than that the Lord both |

was the life and imparted it ? Finally, it has probability

in its favour preliminarily, and will hereafter be more fully

shown, that the -^^rfXac^av refers directly to the narrative of

Thomas after the resurrection. Moreover, it is demonstrable

that even this last expression does not allude to the touching

of the person of Christ as such, but to the knowledge of

Him as the life which the touching was the medium of

obtaining. We know it had been the opinion of the

disciples that He wdio appeared w^as an apparition, an

appearance which belonged essentially to the dead and had

only the semblance of life. By means of the 'ylrrfX.a^dv

Thomas discerned that the Saviour had in Himself true,

perfect, and not merely seeming life,—in fact, that He was

the Conqueror of death. The main thing, then, was not

the handling of the Logos, but of the X0709 T7/9 ^(of]<i.

And when, in virtue of that touch, he broke out into the

words " My Lord and my God ! " the Lord approved Him-1

self to him not merely as the Possessor of life, but as the

Dispenser of it. For the rest, what we have now arrived

at is as follows. As St. John says that what he had heard,

had seen, had touched, was the matter of his annunciation,

he cannot mean the annunciation of external occurrences,

such as the words and acts of the Lord ; for the Epistle con-

tains directly no such matters. No more can he mean the

seeing, hearing, touching of the person of the God-man in

itself ; for that would have required a masculine form at the

outset. He means rather thfe seeing, hearing, and touching

of the Lord as of the life. In fiiie^the_apostle_^eaks of

Christ, but not of Christ_as.a!_4ierson,—not of the Son in

Himself, but of the Son as He is the life. In this way every

word of the cianse'^n^slts^il and unrestricted meaning.

Let us now descend to details. The relative clauses

which introduce the Epistle are grouped primarily in two

parts : the first declares the objective existence of the ^070?

T^9 fco^9 from the beginning, the others declare His mani-

-^
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festatlon as in the presence of the apostles. But these two

divisions are, in the style adopted by the writer to arrange

and connect the words, not to be viewed as antithetic, but

as gradational. The contrast is not between the eternal

existence and the temporal manifestation to certain persons,

and at a specific season,—had it been so, we should have

read o air apyr\^ r)v, vvvl Be i^/tei? aKijKoafxev, or rjfjbei^ Be

aKrjKoa/xev. But the aKoveLv is an advancement on the

elvai, as is plain from the precedence of the yv in the

former clause and the absence of the r}fi6l<; in the latter.

The meaning of the earlier words will be made more plain

by a comparison with the Gospel. This begins with iv

ap^fj rjv 6 X0709 ; in antithesis to the iv ap^fj iiroLrjae of

Genesis, St. John writes iv apyri tjv : when God made all

things, the Logos was already in existence. Here, on the

other hand, the question is not of the priority of the Logos

as opposed to the world, but of the priority of His being as

opposed to His manifestation : the life that filled eternity

had entered into the world of manifestation. Further, our

ott' ap'^7]<; is to be noted in its relation to the iv ap^y of

the Gospel, In the latter we must understand, following

the pervasive parallel with the first words of Genesis, that

iv dp^f] is the same as the T'K'snn of Gen. i. 1,—that is,

the element of the first creating, of the beginning of the

creature, is contained in it. If we take the word in the

same sense in our own passage, then the apostle affirms that

air' ap^r]<i, since the beginning of the creation, that of which

he will speak, the true life, existed. Nothing would then

be said in this passage of the pre-temporal, pre-creaturely

existence of the true life, and the possessor of that life, the

Word ; nor, indeed, was anything necessary to be said.

But a/3%^ may be understood in another sense,—that is, not

as the beginning of the world, and therefore of time, but

as the starting-point of human thought in its way over the

limits of the creaturely universe. As we can form no con-

ception of timelessness, we are wont to define that which

was before the creation by terms taken from time,—even

this " before " introduces the temporal idea where it does

not belong, for we cannot shake off the restraints of time
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and space. In this sense, as a help to express the notion

of eternity, apx'i is often employed in Scripture. The

beginning of the world is not then denoted, as in Gen. i.

;

but the absolute First, going before all things else. Thus,

for example, in the passage of the Old Testament which

lies at the basis of the Logos-doctrine, Prov. viii. 2o :

[Kupio<f\ idetxeXiooae fie iv ap-^ri irpo rod iv apxf} '^V^ JW
irotrjcrai, where the last words show that the iv ap-^fj cannot

be understood of the beginning of the world, but designates

eternity. Furthermore, in 2 Thess. xi. 13, according to the

right readmg, eiXero vjxa^ 6 ©eo? air apx*]'^ ^i? awTrjptav,

where air dpxv'^ ma-y be supposed to express the same

thought as elsewhere is expressed by tt/jo KarajBoXr}'^ Koa^iov.

Similarly, the description of Christ as ap^v fcal reXo?, Eev.

i. 8, is intended to teach the truth, not only that Christ

lives through all time, but that He is above time : in fact, to

declare His super-temporal nature. To accept in this way

the air ap')(ri<i of our own passage is recommended to us

by the thought which St. John aims to express : it cannot

be his design to assert, that, since the world was, Christ, or

the eternal life, has been ; but he would describe the abso-

lute primordial life of Christ Himself. When we clearly

perceive that in the whole verse the notion of ^wrj is that

which floats before the apostle's vision, we shall be con

strained to accept this idea as the substa,nce also of thel

o rjv air apxv^ • the eternal life, which I would publish tol

you, was before all time, existing therefore before all mani-\

festation of itself. As in Prov. viii. 22 it is said of Wisdom I

that she was the beginning of the ways of God, so here it

is said of the life ; for both had from eternity rested in the I

Logos, who Himself is or was the Wisdom and the Life.
|

But that which thus has its essence in the eternities has

become to the apostle and to his fellow-apostles—this is

evidently the meaning of the plural form—the object of per-

sonal and most interior experience. As St. Paul, with all his

independence, and notwithstanding his self-assured relation

even to the other apostles, finds it a necessity, when he writes

officially and of his office, to regard his own person as part

only of a greater whole,—that is, of the apostolate ordained
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of Christ,—and therefore to use the plural, so also it is a

necessity to St. John. "We note in the stream of his dis-

course, always strengthening in its volume and never doing

itself full justice, how important it was to him to make
emphatic the reality of the amazing revelations which had

been made to him ; and how, on the other hand, an over-

whelming joy on their account pours out everywhere on

his words its inspiring influence. Between the four predi-

cates, which describe the manifestation of what was from

the beginning, we find a twofold relation in the fact that

the last two by a single o are linked closely together ; these

take the place of one whole, as over against the first two

predicates ; while, again, between the first and second, and

further, between the third and fourth predicates, an advance

is indicated through the instrumental definition wliich is

t— connected with the second and fourth particularly. Thus

we have two pairs of clauses ; and there is, indeed, an eleva-

tion of meaning discernible first between each pair, and then

f also between the first and the second pair. First, by the

ciKTjKoa^ev the altogether general thought is expressed of a

knowledge touching the object ; it is not yet said whether

that was the result of direct hearing or indirectly through

a third hand. The opav takes a step in advance, with its

addition rot? 6<pda\/j,oc'i rjficov, an addition which affirms

the extraordinary character belonging to this immediate

contemplation :
" it is scarcely credible, but 1 affirm it, with

our own eyes we saw it." The opdv in holy writ always

stands higher than uKoveiv ; it indicates the most assured

and the most incontestable evidence. Again, we have the

eOeaadjjieOa. The word by its root (comp. 6dixj3o^, davfia)

points to a seeing which, in regard to its object, is connected

with astonishment and wonder ; something was exhibited

to the apostles which was most worthy to be beheld and

contemplated. With regard to the seeing subject, it con-

nects the perfect energy and intensity of the act ; the word

itself is stronger than opdv, and describes a purposed and

most diligent beholding. The ylnjXacfidv finally estabhshes,

so to speak, the most material kind of knowledge, which

excludes even the faintest doubt. Kow^, as we cannot, of
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course, think of an accidental or fortuitous touching of the

Lord, while obviously the position at the close of the four

predicates leads to the conclusion that, with i/rT^Xa^ai/, as

with Oeaadai, the intention is to make prominent a deliberate

and conscious and purposed attainment of knowledge, we
arrive necessarily, in a new and striking way, at the relation

between the lirst and second pair of predicates. 'Opav and

uKoveiv indicate immediate perceptions of sense ; OeaaOai and

\^rfkaj>dv indicate investigation pursued with full purpose

and diligence, and therefore with all exactitude. Xow, as

St. John, and only he, in the Gospel records the transaction

with Thomas, in which precisely this industrious OeaaOat

and '\lrr]\a(f)dv plays a part, it is almost evident that in these

words he is thinking of that event, and generally of the

time after the resurrection. If this is the right point of

view to assume for the interpretation of the last pair of

predicates, the change of tense is at once explained, namely,

that the first two verbs are in the perfect, and the last two

in the aorist ; the former are to describe the evidences of

the sense running through the whole of the life of Christ,

and completed as one whole ; the latter by the aorists point

to definite historical individual occurrences, which are to be

described as such.

Thus St. John has given a twofold utterance concerning

the object of his publication : that He in His nature is

eternal, and therefore divine ; and also that He descended

into the domain of human, yea, sensible experience, and

thus became manifest, so that He became known in a per-

fectly assured manner. More distinctly is the object of the

writing laid down in the words irepl rov \6yov t% ^w^?
;

the subject is the X0709, but, as we have seen, the Logos,

not as in Himself, but as He is the X0709 rr}? ^w^? ; and

precisely this makes it clear why the apostle lays so much
stress on the Oeaadai and '^ri\aj>av of the risen Lord ; why
the Lord was so emphatically present to his eye as risen.

For Christ had indeed from the beginning of His ministry

manifested Himself as the life, and, like the ^a/jt? koI aXr^

ffeia, the ^wrj also had ever been reflected from His face

;

but beyond all comparison more abundantly did the cha-
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racteristic of ^cov and ^woiroiwv declare itself in Him when
the long-restrained source of life was fully unsealed in the

resurrection : eav firj 6 kokko^ tov ctltov diroOavrj, avro<i

fi6vo<i fievet, iav Be dirodavrj, ttoXvv Kapirov (pepei.

Verse 2.

(Kal rj ^0)7] e<^avepu>6ri, Koi ecopciKafiev, koX fiapTvpovfxev^Kot

dTrayyeWop^ev vpuv Tr]v ^co7]i> rr/y alcoviov, ?;Ti9 '}]v irpo<i tov

irarepa, Kal iipavepcoSr] tj/jlIv.)

But with all this, St. John has not laid down precisely

enough the object of his Epistle. Of the two ideas contained

in X070? T?}9 ^(of]<i he therefore singles out and makes pro-

minent that one which concerns him particularly ; not the

person bearing and enfolding the life, but this life itself

is the main idea. The Gospel begins with 6 X0709 aap^

ijeveTo, for it treats of the person of Him through whose

mediation the ^cor] came. The Epistle says rj ^wii ecfiavepcodrj,

for its object is not the person, but the influences flowin o:

through the medium of the person. It is true that in the

Gospel also the influences and energies of the Logos are

depicted ; but it is in such a manner as to exhibit His per-

son in richer light, and define that person more precisely.

It is true also that, conversely, the Epistle speaks of the

person of the Logos ; but it is in such a manner that thereby

the influences of that person should be made more con-

Ispicuous. This life has entered into the world of mani-

festation, i(f)av6pa)6'T]. It is obvious that it could not be

said of the ^corj that it aap^ iyivero ; for while the Xojo^,

)the person, might indeed become man, no attribute or quali-

fication of Him could be incarnate. The eternal life of

the Logos with the Father, and the earthly life below, are

diverse forms in which the ^coi] clothes itself ; itself, however,

becomes not (rdp^ ; rather, as the result of the incarnation,

\it presents itself to us as manifested. But, apart from

the logical impossibility in such a passage as ours of

the cra/jf iyevero, it is to be remarked that elsewhere the

f-Epistle of St. John betrays a preference for the more general

j

^avepovadai. And naturally so. Eor the assumption of

flesh was in fact only the means of the manifestation, and.
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moreover, a inedium which had not eternal continuance

;

for, when the Lord was glorified. He remained indeed man,

but not adp^. The flesh, whose note is weakness, was

penetrated and swallowed^up by the power of the Spirit

that pervaded it. In our tpistle, where the subject is the

life-giving energy of the Lord, and at this point, where the

first verse has indicated that this was to be found speci-

fically in the risen Saviour, who was no longer crdp^, the

more general ^avepoucrdaL is on all accounts the most

adequate and pertinent expression.

What has been said makes it clear that ^coj] cannot here

be a personal name of the Logos ; it is rather that quality

or characteristic of the Logos which the writer would by

means of his Epistle implant in us. The ^cot] is a potency

constituting the personality, but not the person himself.'

What has led to the contrary opinion, namely, that ^wj] is

a definition of the person of the Logos, is the second clause

of our verse, where we read, rj ^(orj ^xi? rjv 7rp6<; rov irarepa,

that being declared concerning the life which in the Gospel

is declared concerning the Logos, But the testimony of the

Gospel may with equal propriety be turned against this view;

for there it runs expressly, ^corj rjv ev uvtq), and thus even in

the Gospel the life is not used as a personal name, but as a

characteristic inherent in the Logos. What there is of right

in this opinion, which, however, we cannot accept, is that here,

more than elsewhere, the eternal life is described as something

enfolded in Christ and inseparable from His person. Onlyj

through the manifestation of the Son could the life become!

manifest ; but not on that account is the life an idea whichl

may be used interchangeably with Christ or the Logos. «

This life, which has been manifested in the Logos, and
which we have learned to recognise as the object of

apostolical annunciation, is in the second half of the verse

more precisely defined as ^corj alu)vio<;,—that is, looked at

on the side most important for the aim of the writer. At
the outset it must be noted that ".eternal life " is not to

St. John merely a term for unbroken continuance in being,

as if it were simply equivalent to the ^cot] dKaruXvro'^ of

Heb. V. 6 ; that it does not define the form of this life so
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much as tlie nature and meaning of it : ^&)j) aiwi^to? is, in

other words, a description of divine life, of the life which is

in God, and which by God is communicated. It is with

this expression as it is with the jBaaCkela tcov ovpavwv.

To the ovpavo'i the New Testament does undoubtedly

attach first of all a local meaning. When Christ teaches

us to pray that the will of God may be done here as it is

done in heaven, and when we read of a descending from

and ascending to heaven, this meaning is sufficiently mani-

fest. But then the word passes from the external and

local into the internal and spiritual or ethical sense. The

^aaiXeia tmv ovpavcbv is not only a kingdom whose seat is

heaven in the ordinary sense, but, at the same time, a king-

dom which has the same ethical quality that characterizes

the super-terrestrial world, and hence this ^aaCkeia tcov

ovpavbiv may indeed be literally on earth. In other words,

oupavo<i is the antithesis not only of the physical, but also

of the ethical idea of the k6(t/mo<;. The same thing holds

good of the ^(orj al(i)vi,o<i
i
primarily it denotes, of course,

the antithesis of_the external, temporal finiteness and

restriction of the earthly life, as, for instance, when we

read of a ^ija-eaOaL eh rov alcova. But when Christ calls

Himself ^coi], or is called ^cor) alcovLO';, John xiv. 3, 1 John

V. 20, this notion recedes before the internal quality of the

life so defined ; by ^corj al(ovio<; a life is meant which

really and truly is Tife, life in the fullest sense, iSe and

othing But life, in a word, divine Jife ; while all earthly

life is in some sense death .

This last interpretation of the ^oorj alcovtoq is an absolute

necessity in our present passage. For only when it is

thus interpreted does the added clause, 7]Tt<; T]v Trpo? rov

iraripa, acquire a satisfactory meaning. At the outset, the

fact that instead of the simple i] the connection by ^Tt9 is

preferred, indicates that the interjected relative clause con-

tains a reason for the preceding name, or an explanation of

it. But, apart from that, only two ways of interpret-

ing the relative clause are possible. The first would be

to consider the apostle as resuming by means of it what

he had said about the life : what he had said having been
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the e7vai air npx^]'^ ^^^ the cfiavepcoOfjvai. But we must
reject this explanation, because the elvac air apyr\'^ is not

really taken up again, but instead of it comes in the idea of

eivai Trpo^ rbv irarepa, which is, after all, another; here

the counterparts are being in the Father and being in the

world, while in ver. 1 they are being from the beginning

and manifestation in time ; and however nearly related

these two pairs may be, they are not identical, and the one

is not a resumption of the other. But, granted that the

substance of what precedes was to be recapitulated by the

relative clause, and thus elvai Trpo^ rov Trarepa was to be

altogether equivalent to elvac aii dp-^rj^, yet even this does

not give al(ovio<i the idea of mere superiority to the limita-

tions of time, for then the atcoi/io? would itself be a re-

capitulation of the ehuL dir cip'^rj'?, and tliis latter would

be twice resumed, once by the alwvLo<;, and a second time

by ^Ti9 rjv TTpo? rov irarepa. But, as it has been made
evident, this whole notion of an analepsis of what had pre-

ceded by means of the relative clause is not to be justified
;

there is, however, another analepsis which commends itself,

namely, that the relative clause gives a reason for the

declaration, dTrayyeWofiev vfuv rrjv i^corjv rrjv aicoviov. That

'

this ^cor; is an al(i)vio<;—that is, as seen above, a divine life,

life in the true ethical sense—is established and proved by
the fact that it springs from the Father ; that St. John can

and will announce it, is established and proved by the fact

that it has passed into manifestation, that it has become
knowable, and therefore communicable. It is not the life,

as it is in God the Father, that the apostle can and will

declare, but the life which is in the Son, who says of

Himself, John v. 2G, vi. 57 : iyo) ^m Sta rov irarepa. The
life of the Father is sealed and shut up in itself, and that

which is said of the Father generally may be said of His

life : ©€ov ouSet? TrcoTrore icopuKev, 6 fxovo'yevii'i vlo<; i^rjy/j-

craro. It is the life of the Son of God, more particularly of

the incarnate Son of God, that St. John beheld and would
fain implant in the church. Hence it is not said, ^rt? yv

€v Ta> @ea>, but, tt/oo? rov rraTepa. And here, as in the

prologue of the Gospel, we must carefully mark that it is
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rot 'rrapd, but Trpo?,—that is, it is thus to be asserted that

-^the life existing in the Logos is not a life originating in

[Himself, but one that is His only in virtue of a permanent

j relation to the Father, through the eternal turning towards

I
Him. And it is precisely this reference of itself to the

Father that makes atcovio'? ^coyj the true and divine life.

Let us now retrace our steps and measure our progress

to this point. In always more specific definitions and

always narrowing circles, the apostle has laid down the

object of his writing more and more precisely. It is

something eternal, yet, at the same time, something to

him made known in immediate and therefore most assured

experience, that is the first point of his announcement.

It is something, again, as he still more closely defines it,

which concerns the X0709 t»}s' ^&)j}9. That is, in the third

stage, it is precisely the life existing in the Son ; and,

finally, this as the only true life in the fullest sense, as

^(ot] aldovto^. While he places this true life in inseparable

conjunction with the Logos, and makes it matter of know-

ledge and announcement only through the manifestation of

the Logos, he places it thus in antithesis to all that before

was called or might be called life. All previous life, even

that which most of all bore the stamp of divinity in itself,

was nevertheless mingled with sin and death, and therefore

no true life. Not till the manifestation of Jesus Christ

did the ^cor) atcovio'i in its deepest sense appear, but with

its appearance all previous life was stamped with the

[^
character of darkness.

As to the object of the apostolical announcement, we

might now feel tolerably clear; but the manner in which

it is and becomes known has yet to be considered. This

is defined to us by the threefold predicative : ecopd/ca/jiev,

fiapTvpovfiev, aTrajyeXXofiev. In these we have a climax

;

the predicate that precedes is always the basis for that

which follows. Let us, in order to see this more clearly,

observe the three predicates in their inverted order. The

last, dirayyeWofiev, denotes a promulgation for the hearers'

sake, through such means to be edified ; what the apostle

himself knows and enjoys he would make over to the
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hearers of his message. But if the message lays claim to

be accepted, it must itself be true, and this presupposition

is guaranteed by the fiapTvpetv. Maprvpia, to wit, is ever

the declaration of something self- experienced and self-

observed by the witness. A witness is not primarily

appointed to be serviceable to others, but purely to serve the

cause of truth. Whether it is profitable or not, received or

rejected, is a matter of indifference to testimony as such

:

it is an actus forensis, though in this case the forum is a

divine one only. In the dirayyeWeiv the emphasis lies on

the communication of truth ; in the fiaprvpelv the emphasis

lies on the communication of truth. As already noted,

the fiaprvpla rests always on personal experience, hence

the word which Christ, John iii. 11, spoke to Nicodemus,

o ecopaKafjiev /Maprvpovfiev ; hence the sedulousness with

which the apostles in the Acts present themselves as

witnesses of the resurrection; hence in our passage the

icopaKa/jiev placed before the fMaprvpovfiev. That this word
and not uKT^Koajxev is chosen, has its reason in the fact

that the former rather than the latter expresses the direct

evidence of the senses, so that opav is alone selected of

the four verbs of perception used in the first verse ; as well

as in the fact that in all languages the idea of seeing is

used for sensible cognizance of every kind. In the previous

verse it is easily intelligible why the apostle spoke in the

plural, for the experiences recorded there had always been

his in the fellowship of the other apostles ; but for the

same reason he here also writes aTrayjiWoinev, since,

though he alone writes the Epistle that follows, he recog-

nises himself in the act as only the organ of the apostolical

function as a whole.

Verse 3.

' O ecapuKafiev Kal dKrjKoafiev, airayjeWo/xev koX vfiiv, 'Iva

Kat i//iei9 KotvojVLav €^7]T€ fied^ rj/jiMV Kal r] Kotvcovia Se 17

rj/xerepa fiera rov irarpb'i Kal fiera rov vlov avrov 'It/ctoO

XpiCTTOV.

Thus the object of the Epistle has evolved itself to our

apprehension in a series of more and more definite ideas.

1 JOHN. B
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JSTevertLeless, the question as to the substance of his

annunciation is not to St. John the most important. This

is obvious when we consider that he introduces the more

exact specification of it as ^co-^, and indeed ^(or) alci)vio<;,

only in a parenthesis. That cannot possibly be the most

momentous thing in the view of an author which he inserts

in a parenthetical manner. It is clear also when we con-

sider that in the third verse the object is reintroduced in

the first more general expressions : o ecopaKUfieu koI

cLKiqKoaiJLev. This very circumstance points to the con-

clusion that the emphasis in the context before us does

not rest upon the object of the annunciation, but upon the

assured knowledge of that object. Even in the parenthesis

of the second verse, the idea, for the sake of which gener-

ally it is interpolated, is that of the i(^avep(a6i]. We have

in the first two verses a double series of ideas and a double

tendency ; one series specifies the object about which it

treats, the other the assurance concerning the nature of

that object. But that the latter series is the most im-

portant for the present aim of the apostle, is shown by the

very commencement of ver. 3, which, recapitulating all

that went before, selects an expression which defines the

object altogether in its generality, while it defines the

certitude of experience concerning it in the most pregnant

way. If it had run t7]v ^cotjv aTrayyiWofiev, this latter

element would, conversely, have receded instead. That the

order of the words is not the same as in ver. 1 (here

ewpaKafjuev before aKriKoajiev) cannot be regarded as a

designed gradation, the less so as we certainly have such a

gradation in ver. 1, and there the aKovetv is the first verb.

The present order is rather to be explained from the

circumstance that the opdv of the former verb is still

lingering in the apostle's ear, and therefore presented itself

first. But that only opav and oKovecv, and not also

deaaOai and ylrrjka^av, are repeated, is to be accounted for

on the ground that for an epanalepsis or resumption, which

should be as short as possible, and yet as comprehensive as

possible, the most general expressions are the most pertinent.

After the substance and trustworthiness of his document
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are satisfied, the writer lays down further the aim of it. We
may interpret this in two ways : either the apostle purposes

to^ establish a fellowship between himself and the readers
,

or between God and the readers. In the former case the

KOLvwvla fxeO' '))fioiv would be translated as covimunio inter

nos et vos ; in the latter as cadem quae jam nobis (jiiihi)

est communio sc. cum Deo. The decision depends upon

two expressions : the ^e^' ijiioiv and then the KaC before

t//iet9. We decide for the former of the two explanations

:

the apostle says primarily that he would establish a fellow-

ship between himself and the readers, not that he would

introduce tliem into ihat lellowship which he had with God.

To be more particular, it is, in the first place, not true, as

some have maintained, that koivcovm is in the New Testa-

ment employed only of communion with God : the passage

Acts ii. 42 suificiently refutes that idea. Secondly, it

is highly forced to take the /jLerd in the same sentence,

connected with the same substantive twice in close succes-

sion used, in two different senses : the first time (Koivcovia

fied' rjfiwv) to indicate the same common fellowship, as it

were, eadem communio quam nos inter nos hahemus ; the

second time (^ kolvcoviu r} rj^ierepa fiera rov iraipo'i) to

indicate the subject with whom I have fellowship. And,

finally, how in all the world can the expression koivwvlo,

fjbeB' rj/jbiav then define the same thing as -fj avrrj KOLvwvia

tjv Koi rjjjLel'i e^^o/xev ? For all these reasons it is plain that

the purpose of the apostle is, in the first place, to establish

a communion between himself and his readers. And this

makes the reference of the kul as before ij/xeU clear ; on

this supposition it cannot mean to say that the readers

also, like the apostles, should have fellowship with God,

but that_ the readers of this Epistle should, like other

Christians, enter into fellowshij)jtyith the apostles.

And thus, once more, we have the elements of decision

as to the right reading: the reading dirayyeWo/xev Kal

vfiiv, which on external grounds is to be preferred, yields

an altogether appropriate sense on this interpretation. The
first Kal after aTrayyiWofMev emphasizes the community of

the announcement which is made to the readers as to others
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before them, and the second Kai before v^el<; the commimity

and equality of the Uessing which should be the fruit of

this announcement. That this bond between apostles and

churches was not only a high benefit to the churches, but

that it was found such on the side of the apostles also, we
have a Pauline testimony in Eom. i. 11, 12 ; and the stress

laid upon this is in precise harmony with the drift of our

Epistle, which aims always at the awakening of a'ydirrj, or

/the sentiment of fellowship. It may be thought surprising

that St. John here speaks as if this community or fellow-

ship was yet to be constituted, the readers being obviously

Christians already, and therefore such a link between them

and the apostles already established. To this it might be

replied that the readers were as yet unknown to the

apostle, and that of necessity the fellowship between them
would become much deeper if they entered into personal

association, even though it were only through the medium
of a written communication. But apart from the historical

grounds of this hypothesis, there is a deeper reason to be

sought. It is quite customary with St. John, on the one

hand, to considerJiis_readers^^sjperfected and in possession

of all the blessings of salvation, while yet, on the other

hand, he regards them as altogether in the beginnings of

development; as when he expressly writes his Gospel to

Christian men, and yet avows the creation of faith in them

as his aim (ch. xx. 20).

In order to understand the second part of the verse, it

is of primary importance to assign the force of rjjxerepa.

Till now, the first person has been always appropriated

to the apostles. If we would accept it so here, the

meaning would be :
" the fellowship which we the apostles

have is a fellowship with the Father and the Son." Then

this sentence would be a simple declaration, and by no

means dependent on ha-, for the abiding fact of the

fellowship between God and the apostles is altogether

independent of the Epistle that follows. This interpretation

can be held fast, however, only so long as we explain the

preceding words, kolvwvmv fied^ r)[xoiv, as " the same fellow-

ship with us," that is, the same which we have ; but this
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explanation we have proved untenable. But if we translate

these words, " that ye may enter into fellowship with us

the apostles," it is impossible that the following 97 Kocvcovla

rj r/fierepa can be referred again to the apostles :
" and

indeed we the apostles have fellowship with God." The

essential main idea, that the readers also should have

fellowship with God, is on this interpretation simply not

expressed. Thus we are led to understand the vixeTepa

otherwise, that is, in such a way as to make it combine

the vueU koI vueU, the apostles and the readers. The

writer ^presupposes that the aim prescribed in the preceding

clause with iva is accomplished, the fellowship witlLhis

readers which he desired is established, and is regarded

in the expression rj KOivcovia r) r^ietlpa as perfect. The

manner and the meaning of this fellowship are now more

clearly defined, that it is at the same time a fellowship with_

God. " The fellowship which each one of us must have

with GodJ[_would show, but at the same time thereby

also most closely bind us all together in one." Thus we
shall make the second clause depend on the '(va, especially

as the grammatical impossibility of supplying the con-

junctive y is certainly not proved. And thus the junction

of the latter part by kuL has justice done to it. This can

enter only when a new thought is introduced (/cat), which,

however, at the same time stands in something like anti-

thesis to the preceding (Se). So it is here; the subject

was of brotherly fellowship, and now the new thought

distinguished from the former is added. " But this fellow-

ship should at the same time and essentially be a fellowship

with God."

Verse 4.

K.ai ravTa ypdcpofiev vfitv, Iva rj %apa vfioov 17 ireifKri'

pcofievT],

But not even this redoubled specification of his purpose,

as given in what precedes, exhausts the apostle's design

:

his aim is not only to establish a fellowship whether with

God or with the brethren ; but this itself is to him again

a means toward the elevation to its highest stage of their
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individual interests and their attainment of the joy of

life {^apd), and that in its most perfect degree (TreTrXrjpco-

fxkvr)). This is the substance of the fourth verse. Tavra

ypdcfio/jLev vfilv (the reading ?7/iet9 is neither sufficiently

attested, nor is there any internal reason for such pro-

minence to the subject) cannot without violence be referred

to anything but the letter before us, to the dirayyeXla

announced in the previous verse and defined more closely

as to its tendency. If we ask by what means this joy is

brought to a state of ireTfkTjpwiievr], we are led to the every-

where observable coincidence between the Epistle and the

Gospel of the apostle. Specifically we have in the latter

] the TrX'tjpcoai'; r/}? %ajoa9. Primarily we find it in ch. xv. 1 1
;

there we read :
" If ye keep My comm-andments, ye shall

abide in My love ; even as I keep My Father's command-

ments, and abide in His love. And this have I said unto

you, that My joy may remain in you, kol rj 'xapd vfxwv

'jr\r}po)6fj" The meaning is, that the keeping of the Father's

commands is Christ's joy, and will be that of His disciples,

yea, that their joy would thereby reach its highest point.

The commandment, the fulfilment of which is here in

question, is then in ver. 12 mentioned as djaTrdv dWrj-

Xoy?, Ka6oo<; rj'ydir'qae vfia'i, and thus the ifkrjpwcrL'i of the

joy is attained according to this passage through the

confirmation of brotherly love. With this let Phil. ii. 2

be compared, where the irXripwo-L^ of the apostolical joy is

sought in this, that the church has Tr)v avrrjv djdTrrjv. A
second time St. John's Gospel speaks of X'^P^ 'TreTrX'rjpcofiivT],

ch. xvii. 3 ; there the ground of it is given in the conscious-

ness that Christ has kept His own, and that the Father

will go on to keep them : thus fellowship with the Father

and the Son begins the consummated joy. If we combine

together the two passages in the Gospel, the fellowship

with the Lord and fellowship with the brethren is St.

John's ground of %a/3a TreirX'rjpoyfjiivr) ; literally, therefore,

the same which is specified here in the combination of

ver. 3 with ver. 4 as its ground and substance. We may
further point attention to Phil. iv. 4, 5, where both these

are still laid down as the foundation of a permanent, con-
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tiiiuous, intense Cliristian joy : 6 Kvpio^; iyjv^ comes first

lis the perfected fellowship with the Lord in the near

prospect, and then the requirement resulting from this, to

eVtetAce? v/x&v fyvcoaOijrco iraa-iv av6pcoTroL<;, follows as the

manifestation of brotherly love in its widest comprehension.

And, in fact, all joy, that is, every heightened feeling of

life, rests upon the consciousness of a communion ever;/

more firmly established and articulated ; hence the fulfil-

ment of all joy is produced, first, through the highest,

object with whom this fellowship is entered into, that isy I

by God, and then through the participation of others in,

this fellowship ; accordingly, throughout the Scripture the

.

community of the heavenly songs of praise is regarded as

an essential factor of blessedness.

It is accepted by common consent, that with the first

four verses the introduction of the Epistle is complete.

But as at the very outset a natural and justifiable expecta-

tion would independently arise that the introduction will

stand in an organic relation to the whole, so we are all the

more warranted in expecting it in the present case, inas-

much as the apostle has in express terms laid down the

scope of his communication. We shall venture, therefore,

to enter on the Epistle with the presumption that we shall

find in it a twofold element ; the requirement_to_enter into

fellowship with God ; but this^ such a form that from it

shall issue the requirement to enter into brotherly fellow-

ship. Finally, however, we shall be constrained to expect

that through both the apostle will lead us to perfected joy.

Whether, indeed, this presupposition, thus encouraged by

the author himself, will be found warranted in the Epistle,

and if so, in what manner this, end is attained, will be

shown by a detailed interpretation.

Vekse 5.

Kal avTTj iarlv i) aj<ye\ia, rjv aKrjKoafiev dir' avTov, Kat,

uvayyeWofjuev vfuv, on 6 0eo9 ^w? iart, Kal (tkotm iv

avro) ovK earcv ovBe/xia.

In one most impressive sentence St. John sums up the

whole matter of his annunciation. This message—we
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must read ayyeXia, not iTrayyeXia, which, according to New
Testament usage (2 Tim. i. 1 being no exception), could

only have meant promise; here, as in ch. iii. 11, the

copyists inserted the familiar iirwyyekia instead of the

dyjeXia, which is found nowhere else—was communicated

to the apostles air avrov, that is, by Christ, who is the last

most immediate antecedent (comp, ch. v. 3) ; and they

communicate this fundamental declaration, thus unique, in

their turn. Quod Filius anmtnciavit, renunciat ci'postolus.

The substance of the record which had been given to him

St. John condenses into one clause : 0eo9^w9. At the

first glance this seems to have no discernible connection

with the constituent ideas of the introduction. The ^(o-q

was to have been the subject, and that as manifested by

One who had come within the range of personal and sensible

observation and experience. But both the idea of life

and that of sensible experience here fall into the back-

ground and disappear. The key to the connection in this

case also is found in the prologue of the Gospel. There,

too, we find the three ideas which have hitherto entered as

constituent elements ; and we find them in the same order,

X0709, t/carj, cf>(o<i ; there also as here, and here as there, the

antithesis being supplied to ^w? by the aKoria. Now it is

manifest, that in the Gospel <^W9 is a closer definition of the

^(o^, and that in its highest stage. As ^co^ the Logos

created all things which generally were created ; as ^cG?

He is described only in relation to man : iv avrca ^ccr) rjv

Kal T) ^(07} ^v TO ^a)9 TOiv dvOpooTTcov. This definition of

the X0709 as ^w? is that on which the whole Gospel rests

;

for the following words, to ^co9 iv rfj aKorla (paivet koI y
cTKoria ov KareXa^ev avro, might serve as the programme,

particularly of the first great division of the Gospel down
to ch. xii. They declare, as the present tense itself indi-

cates, something altogether universal, running through the

entire course of history, which reached in the work and

influence of the manifested incarnate Logos its highest stage

/ of expression and development.
"' Inasmvich as the life is described as the light of men,

it is declared that He manifested Himself for them in a
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manner in which it was not possible that He would mani-

fest Himself iu regard to the rest of the creation. It is

self - understood that the designation light is not to be

understood in the physical sense, but in its reference to the

spiritual domain. It is the property of light that it com-

municates itself to those objects which are capable of

receiving it, and makes them light. We may compare

that other word of Scripture :
" The light of the body is the

eye ; if therefore thine eye be single, thy whole body shall

be full of light." There our thought is expressly declared

:

the eye receives the light, and thereby becomes itself

enlightened and enlightening. So also in the prologue of

the Gospel : the whole creation manifests the Logos as the

life ; but only man is capable of light, that is, can so

receive the nature of the Logos pouring forth toward him,

that he himself shall be consciously transformed into it.

Inasmuch as man has not only a passive relation to his

life, that is, instinctively fulfils his destiny, but an active

one also, his life being at all points and throughout

ethically ordered, therefore he has the capacity not only to

receive life from the Logos, but also to have this life as a

light, that is, to be able to discern or know Him in His

nature, in order to reflect His image in himself. Now,
wherever this destination is forgotten by man, and he closes

against it the eye which was given him in order to be

able to receive the Logos into himself as light, there is the

dominion of darkness as the aKOTia. According to St. John's

view, what constitutes the ground or characteristic of belong-

ing to the (TKOTia, is not the fact of not coming under the

influence of the light, but only the fact of that not sub-

mitting to it which onglit or vxis destined to be subject to

it. Only in the domain of the rational world does the

Logos manifest Himself as ^c59 ; hence only in regard to

that is there any question of </)w9 or aKoria ; all else lies

outside of the sphere of these counterparts, and the two

ideas have no longer any application. Accordingly, what
we have learned from John i. 4 is, that the revelation of

the Logos as light is the highest stage of His revelation,

that it is specifically a higher potency of His manifestation
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as life, and that therefore it takes place only in relation

to men, because these alone have the organ for receiving

Him as (pm. To the same relation between ^cot] and ^w?
we are led by John viii. 12, e^eiv to 0w9 t% ^w^?: the

Lord promises His believing disciples the life, not, however,

life in general, but in its development as ^W9,—such life,

namely, of His as becomes at the same time light for them.

Where the ^w? is, there is also ^oitj ; but the converse does

not hold good. When a man is said to be a partaker of

eternal life, ^corj al(t)vio<i, that takes place through his

becoming a reKvov (f)coT6<;. Thus it is clear in what certain

connection the message here announced, 0eo9 ^w?, stands

with the introduction of the Epistle : to wit, inasmuch as

here, precisely as in the Gospel, there is an ascent from the

idea of the ^wt; to that of the light, men having the possi-

bility in the ordination of God for sharing in the life.

But there is another point of view from which, however

little obvious it may be, the connection between the fifth

verse and what precedes may be traced. Hitherto the

stress had been laid on the (J3avep(oaL<i of the X0709 t^9

^Q)rj<i, on His entering into the sphere of experience. And
this element is noteworthy for the interpretation of ver. 5.

In order to discern this clearly, let us start from another

difficulty. We know that the declaration 0eo9 <^w9, which

St. John lays down as the compendium of the message of

Christ, does not occur in the Gospels in this particular

form, Christ indeed is called <f>co<;, ch. i. 4, iii. 19, viii. 12,

but not the Father. It may be said, of course, that in the

Johannaean view, according to which Christ and the Father

are one, so that he who sees the one sees also the other,

there is direct propriety in assigning whatever Christ predi-

cates of Himself to the Father also. But we do not need

this extrication ; nor need we seek for individual passages

in which the ayyekia with which we now have to do is

literally contained. For, as the whole substance of the

Gospel may be epitomized in the expression 0eo9 djaTTT],

even though in no one passage this phrase is found, because

the real essential meaning of every saving word and every

saving act is no other than this, that God is love ; so also
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the real essential meaning, patent to every unprejudiced

eye, of all that Christ ever said and did, is no other than

that which is summarized and announced in the words : 0eo9

(f)b)<;. 0eo9 (f)a)<; : for to this end was Christ born, and

came into the world, that He might reveal the Father whom
no man hath seen ; and 0eo<i (^&)9 : for if, according to

John i. 4, this is the peculiar vocation of mankind, that in

relation to it God reveals Himself as ^w9, then all revela-

tion of the Father through Christ becomes a manifestation

as light. And if Christ in His whole life, in word and

deed, reveals the Father, and yet this revelation of God as

proceeding towards men is a revelation of God as 0W9, then

the whole life of Christ, His person and His work, must

have for its one meaning the proclamation 0eo9 4>(o<i ; it is

indeed the representation to the senses, in a sense the incar-

nation, of the truth : 0eo9 ^w9. Thus it is made clear that

the (f)avepo)a-i<i, made prominent in the introduction, of the

\0709 T>79 ?»J79, His entering into personal, sensible per-

ceptibility and observation, is the necessary basis for our

affirmation that God is light ; for all that the apostles had

learnt concerning the Logos by hearing and seeing, behold-

ing and handling, may be condensed into this one sentence.

But with all this investigation we have not in the

slightest degree explained the meaning of this sentence.

We do not yet know what it signifies that God is light,

nor what thought was to be expressed by this designation.

There is a difference between this passage and the others

in which the fact that Christ is light appears. In these

latter we have not so much to consider the immanent
nature of Christ, or the definition of His essence, as an

assertion or vindication of His being. Thus in John i. 4, 5,

rjv <^(U9 rcov avOpcoircov, to ^(W9 (paivet, iv tc3 Koa-fiS, where

it is obvious that the question is, not what tlie Logos is

in Himself, but what He is and wills to be for men ; in

eh. iii. 19, where the light as a judicial power is treated of;

in ch. viii. 12, where, apart from the expression ^w9 tov

Koa-fiov, the light is represented as a power passing over

or reaching to man. We may compare also ch. ix. 10, 11.

Similarly, in our passage it is certainly affirmed that the
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nature of God, which is light, will have its effect upon us,

so that we also may iv <^(utI irepLiraTco/xev, or, to adopt St.

Paul's parallel word, may be TeKva (paro'i. But, on the

other hand, it is clear of itself that the practical vindication

of Christ or of God as light presupposes a quality in Him
corresponding, as in general every transitive energy implies

an immanent characteristic. And it is this latter which in

our passage, otherwise than in those before mentioned, is

placed in the foreground. Not only does the general pro-

position 0eo9 ^m produce the impression that it gives us

a general definition of the divine essence, without any

reference as yet to influence ad extra, but also the subse-

quent teaching that we should walk in the light, eo? avTo'i

eaTiv iv tw (pcort, shows that the apostle is thinking of His

being light as of an absolute, immanent characterization of

God. As God is life, apart from any particular life-giving

energy, so also He is light, apart from any enlightening act.

Consequently we see how impossible it is to accept ^w? as

simply equivalent to crcoTTjpia, salvation ; for salvation is a

relative idea, absolutely requiring the added thought of

some one who is the object of the salvation, while God
must be light, according to all that has been said, not only

in a relative, but in an absolute sense also.

It is usual to illustrate the idea of the ^w? by making

it a figure, in this case to be applied in the intellectual or

moral direction ; for example, as the figurative designation

of the divine wisdom or holiness. But this way of looking

at it does not meet all the requirements of the apostolical

view. When w^e reflect that, in the most strikingly abundant

and persistent way, the scriptures of both Testaments place

God in peculiar and immediate relation to light,—calling

it His garment. His dwelling-place, ^cu? oIkmv airpoairov,

1 Tim. vi. 15,—we shall be disposed to seek in these expres-

sions for more than a mere figure of some particular attri-

bute of God, and shall be constrained, giving up the purely

figurative application altogether, to assign to them the

meaning of reality. Moreover, to this we shall be forced by

another passage of Scripture. In Jas. i. 1 7, God is directly

called Trarrjp rcov (fxojcov. This phrase cannot be intended
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to designate God as only the Creator of the stars; it is

nowhere, and in no connection, the manner of the New
Testament to identify the creative activity of God with His

fatherly relation : the latter always presupposes a fellow-

ship of nature between Creator and creature, and therefore

stands in a higher sphere than the former. Where there is

a father, the question is not of production, but of genera-

tion. Accordingly God, in the passage quoted, must be

called Trarrjp roiv (f)coTcov, only because the creatures or

natures of light, which are intended here, are in some sense

of the same nature with Him,—that is, because He is Him-
self light. Thus, when we have learned from Scripture

that the definition of God as light or ^w? is a characteriza-

tion of essence, there remains only the possibility that we
have here a metaphorical description of His divine nature,

and that the (f)(OTa, whose Father He is, are so called in a

figurative sense. But that will not avail; for St. James,

when he says (pwra, is certainly thinking of light-natures

in the ordinary sense : even if the expression ^cCra were

not to be referred to the stars, but to any spiritual light-

natures, yet even then the description would be used not

on account of any ethical quality in them, but on account

of the bodies of light with which Scripture customarily

invests them. We must therefore hold to it as a scriptural

view, that God is in the proper and unfigurative sense

light.

Of course we do not mean to assign to Him material

light, nor, indeed, that supernatural yet still material light

which shed its beams around the Lord, or surrounded the

angel forms ; but we mean a light purely unmaterial. The
matter stands simply thus : The earthly light is not the

proper and real, and the description of God as light there-

fore figurative ; but the divine light-nature is the true light,

the earthly being only the divine light translated into the

creating domain and the earthly reflection of it. Every-

where it is not the bodily and the material which is the

reality, but the spiritual and the immaterial, which makes
for itself a body in matter, and thus comes to manifestation.

As the tabernacle was the copy of heavenly realities, not
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merely a symbol, therefore, but a type, so in the end every-

thing material is only the copy of heavenly realities. If,

therefore, God is called light, we are taught to think that

He possesses, in the fullest intensity and in the most real

because spiritual manner, that which for us upon earth is

the light. Consequently more is asserted than any particular

attribute of God. All united attributes are far from fur-

nishing the essence of God itself ; they are only particular

modalities, outbeamings, or forms of His nature : at the

basis of them all lies the divine essence, as the source

whence they flow ; and this. His essence, the Oeia ^vaa,

the primal ground of His being, it is which St. John defines

as (f)cb<i. The necessity of such a view will be evident at

once, if we cease to think of spirit as mere force. All force

presupposes something in which it inheres ; and it is this

something, this ground-essence in God, which is meant by

the 00)9.

Thus our word
<f)Q)<;

is not intended to be a figure for

any particular divine attribute, but it is the altogether real,

though not materially understood, designation of the divine

essence. We are carried now a step farther by the circum-

stance that we read, as following hard one on the other

:

0eo? </)(M9 and Geo'i iv t&j <J)(otL These are by no means

one and the same thing. It is only in the case of this

word 4>(o<; that such a variation of the phraseology is possible.

We cannot, in the same way, say ©eo? iv rfj ^eo^, but only

0eo? ^&)7; or i^(07] iv ru/ 0ea>. The expression ©eo? iv tc5

^coTi corresponds pretty nearly to the applications " light

is His garment," or ^w9 oIkwv. In all three the light is

not thought of as in God, but, conversely, as surrounding

God. Thus they lead us to consider a similar representa-

tion, in which St. Paul describes it by fiopcj^r] ©eov, Phil,

ii. 7. In this last-mentioned word we may most easily

trace the idea which all these descriptions would set before

us. To the fJiop^T) ©eov corresponds, in Phil, ii., the fiop(f)r]

8ov\ov. Now, as the nature of the fJ'Op(f)r] SovXov is further

depicted by obedience, this leads us to conclude, and the

connection of the passages confirms it, that the fiop^rj ©eov

is dominion. This is the figure which God has given Him-
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self, tlie form under which we see and know Him, which

Jesus Christ laid aside, and, instead of it, assumed the

fiop(f>T) BovXov, when He became obedient. The lordship of

God is thus a transitive idea ; if we seek the corresponding

immanent quality within the divine nature, in virtue of

which God can exercise the dominion, we are led at once

to the biblical idea of the So^a. The Scripture, to wit,

understands by So^a the perfect unfolding of the divine

essence in its altogether infinite riches,—the revelation of

Himself before Himself, as distinguished from His revelation,,^

only in the creature and to the creature. Now this, His

essence, which He reveals before Himself, is called </)c39^

and inasmuch as this self-manifestation of God before Him-

self, His Sofa, is yet to be distinguished from His nature as

pure potency, it is called His garment, or it is said of Him
here : ©eo? iv tw ^wtL As the clothing of the lily is

inseparably bound up with its nature, and yet is the first

<^avepa)(7L<i of its nature as unfolded in the germ, so the

light-nature of God has become a ho^a surrounding Him,

so that it may be said with equal propriety 0eo9 <^m, and

also 0eo9 iv rw ^(oti.

As we have thus to keep steadily before our eyes the

fact that by the word ^w?, the heavenly pattern of our

light, something purely super -creaturely—the essence of

God—is intended to be expressed, it becomes evident that

we cannot think out and make clear, in human ideas, this

divine nature. But, on the other hand, it is assuredly true

that the apostles tell us nothing which should have no

practical bearing, and therefore no conceivable meaning.

Especially here, where St. John aims to deduce from the

light-nature of God conclusions affecting us, he evidently

must intend that with the expression 0eo9 </)w? should be

connected an altogether definite meaning. All utterances

concerning divine things transcend, it is true, all human

understanding. Not, however, that they are therefore empty

of meaning ; it is only that we cannot seize their full import.

Hitherto we have placed in the foreground that side of

the apostolical utterance which points to depths which go

beyond all fathoming of human thought; but now, on the
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other hand, we must needs consider what it contains for us

of practical and accessible bearing. The way is indicated

for us by those passages of the Gospel, again and again

referred to, in which Christ describes Himself as the light

of the world, and the light of men. The enlightening

energy of Christ has relation pre-eminently to the under-

standing of men : He shows them the right and the truth.

He who would give clearness to others must have it him-

self ; he who would enlighten must be light. Now, absolute

clearness in human thought is to be found only when I

know a thing altogether, and look through it on all sides,

and in its connections. If God is to give this intelligence.

He must of course have it Himself : that means. He must

possess all truth. But the enlightening activity of God

refers not merely to the impartation of certain abstract

truths, but to the communication of the good generally,

which, on its theoretical and intelligible side, we call the

truth, and goodness on its practical side. If, then, God is

the light of men, it means that in Him all goodness and all

perfection dwell ; there is no good which is not in Him
;

He^js the ifkrjpwjia, out of the fulness of which we all

receive. And this is the~ concrete and practical import of

the word 06O9 ^co?, that in Him is_all
perfectioiL_all truth,

blessedness, and holiness

;

and in such a sense in Him, that

as the light everywhere diffus^s_around its own nature, so

all~that IS good radiates from God.

VVJiat is beyond, that this metaphysical essence of God

is to be conceived, not as the sum of individual perfections,

but as the substance and archetype of the light, passes,

indeed, human power of comprehension. But it is a gain

even to know that such an original ground, such a primal

substance, is in God, out of which all His perfections flow

;

to know, further, that it is such as may be most fitly

described by the word ^cu?, even though we cannot also

know how this is to be conceived. Is it no enrichment of

science, that chemical researches have detected to us the

existence of ultra-violet colours, though we cannot discover

them with the eye, and have no suspicion of their appear-

ance ? Or was it no enrichment of theology, that the union
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of tlie two natures in Cliiist was defined by tlie terms, acrv^-

^VT(o<?, dfiepiarci)'?, d^^wyOiCTTo)?, dSiaTpeirTco'i, although, being

pure negations, they say nothing positive as to tlie manner

of that union ? There are two kinds of ignorance—one con-

cerning the being of an object, and the other concerning its

character as being. The latter marks an advanced stage in

relation to the former. So it is a great thing to know that

in God there is an essential nature which is to be called

light, though we do not know how we are to conceive of it.

That in this expression we have in general a definition

of the divine essence, which is not to be limited one-

sidedly to the region of His willing or of His thinking

activity, is confirmed by the progress of the apostolical

discussion. That is to say, when it speaks of a Trepiirarelv

iv TU) (})coTi'm us, that points rather to the exhibition of the

nature by act, and therefore to the will ; when it speaks of

the ofMoXoyM twv ufiapTccov as required, that points rather

to the domain of the thinking. To make it more plain,

however, the negative is added to the positive declaration,

Kal (jKOTia iv avro) ov/c 'icniv ovSe/juia. First, it must be

observed that this sentence is, as to its form, distinguished

as well from ©eo? ^w? as from 0eo9 iv r<p (fxotl eariv. To

the former would have corresponded accurately ouk eanv

(XKOTLa, He is light and not darkness ; it is clear, however,

that this would have been far less pregnant than the ex-

pression selected by St. John. To the latter would have

corresponded ovk ecmv iv rfj <jKoria. But this idea would

be a harsh one, since it is obvious that the self-revelation

of God before Himself, His garment—for this is meant by

elvai iv—must correspond with His inmost essence ; and

it was necessary therefore to deny, not that in it, but that

in God, there is any darkness. The form ovk. eariv iv rfj

(JKOTia would not have been parallel with ©eo? ^w?, which,

however, it would be supposed to be. Generally speaking,

to God as ^co9 there is no counterpart nature which in a

similar way would be the sum of all aKOTia : not Satan
;

for though he is indeed iv Ty (tkotio,, and ap)(^(ov of the

kingdom of darkness, he is not the epitome of darkness, so

that there is no darkness outside of him ; while all light

J JOHN. C
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f
dwells and has its source in God, and is derived from Him,

and wrapped up in Him, the aKoria comes to realization

only in the community of collective persons who are iv rfj

(TKOTLa ; darkness, as a whole, is only an ideal, and not a

concrete unity. For the rest, that the positive expression

0eo9 ^m is followed by the negative one, has its reason

—

apart from the tendency of St. John to move by preference

in antitheses—in the consideration that follows : because,

to wit, the purport of the teaching is to make it emphatic

that the slightest fellowship with darkness excludes fellow-

ship with God, as God has no darkness in Himself, but is

light, and only light.

Verse 6.

^Eav etTTcofiev on KoivcovLav e^ofxev fxer^ avrov, Kai iv

TM (TKorec TrepiTrarcofiev, yjrevSofieda, kol ov Trocovf^ev t?)i/

dX^detav.

It is obvious at once that the following verses aim to

deduce the consequences which flow from the nature of God
being light ; and further, that these consequences are two-

fold, each of the two being again unfolded into two counter-

part sentences. But, before we exhibit the thoughts in

their clear connection, it is important here also to define the

ideas that constitute the whole. The first consequence is,

that we should walk in the light ; the second, that we
must ever remain conscious of our sin. What is meant by

TrepfrraTelv iv rw (ftcoTt ? At the very outset we see the

incorrectness of the common explanation of ^w? by holiness

or holy love. For, since in ver. 7 the presupposition is

assumed that we walk in the light as God is in the light,

there would be assumed also a holiness in us altogether

corresponding to the divine holiness, which is absolute ; but

how in that case would such a presupposition (idv) of

absolute holiness be consistent with the necessity of a

KaOapl^eadai utto irdar)'; dfiapTia<;, and of a perpetual con-

sciousness of sin ? Such an explanation of the ^w? requires

the exposition to soften down iv (ficorl irepLTraTelv co? avT6<i

iv (pcoTt ea-Tiv in a way that does violence to the plain

meaning of the words.
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Now, let VIS see if tlie interpretation we have given will

help us on our way. Our starting-point is, that in our

verse it is not, as in the former, 0eo9 ^w?, and accordingly

rj/xel'i </>w9, hut auTo? iv 0&)Tt ecmv, and, corresponding with

it, 7]fiel<i iv T(p (pari. We saw that ©eo? iv tc5 <p(orC

defines the divine nature not in itself, but in its self-

manifestation before itself, the dei'a <^vo-t9, as St. Peter says
;

in short, that it is the sphere homogeneous with His

essential being. The expression, therefore, thus carried

over to men, would indicate not so much the bearing and

character of a being in itself, as the sphere in which

he moves. In relation to God, however, it is not iv

(pcorl irepiiraTelv, an expression which would not do justice

to the divine, immutable nature, but simply eamv. But

the former expression is used of men, because the apostle

is concerned with a permanent, never - resting confirma-J

tion of the iv (pwrl elvau. Thus the writer is not here

reflecting upon the sinning or not sinning, the holiness or

the unholiness of human conduct ; in fact, not upon its

ethical quality at all, but purely and simply upon the \

sphere to which this conduct belongs. This will be made ^

yet more plain when we carefully mark the contrast, iv

(jKOTia irepiiraTelv. We read in the Gospel, ch. viii. 12, I

that he who follows the Lord " shall not walk in darkness
;"

and it is clear that the darkness there means primarily

something that is round about men, even as the light there

is primarily a sphere external to men. Similarly, in ch.

iii. 1 9 we read that men " loved darkness rather than light,

because their deeds were evil
;

" now here, while certainly

there is a connection established between the light and the

ethical quality of men, it is clear, on the other hand, that

the Saviour distinguishes the light and the darkness them-

selves from the works. Now, if the light is the divine, f
taking it thus generally at the outset, then the darkness is

the undivine or what is opposed to God,—that is, the nature

turned away from God, and not directed to Him.

Hence the ctkotlu coincides with the New Testament

idea of the K6cr/j,o<;
; it is the principle which animates and

governs the Koa/xo'i, and which comes in it into outward
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exhibition and form. Similarly, the ^co? must be the

principle coming into exhibition as opposed to the «ocr/zo?,

which is represented, namely, in the ^aaCkela tmv ovpavwv,

the ^acrCkeia rod &eov. Thus the iv (fxorl TrepciraTelv

is in close affinity with the biblical idea of the ^eravola.

The meaning of fieravoelv is the being translated or

turning oneself over to the interests of the kingdom of

God, instead of being, as before, rooted in the domain of

the K6(TfjLo<;, with all its thinking, and willing, and nature.

pJThrough the fieravoeiv, as well as through the TreptTrareiv

iv (pcoTL, a change passes upon the sphere in which the man
I lives, the circle of his interests, the powers with which he

I reckons, only that in the fxeTavoelv there is reference to the

/ turning to a new sphere of life, while in the Trepiirareiv iv

<J3(0TL there is reference to his Iclonging to it, the latter

^ being the consequence of the former. '/29 o ©eo? iv rco

(})cotI eariv : that is, as His self-manifestation is in harmony

with and adequate to His internal divine light-nature, so

should man iv <pcoTl TrepiTrarelv ; his light-sphere should

be the same with that of God. The kingdom of God is the

element of his life which surrounds him, the air of which

he breathes, and the breath of which encircles him with its

nourishing influence.

Thus it is now perfectly clear that the idea of the iv

(fxorl irepcTTaTelv is by no means coincident with that of

personal holiness and sinlessness. For as, in Acts xi. 38,

the forgiveness of sins is represented as the consequence of

the fieravoia, so in our passage the Ka6api^ea6aL utto

7rdar)<; ajjiapTla<i is represented as the consequence of the

iv ^(otI TrepiTrarelv. Only he who opens himself to the

light, and has entered into the domain of light, can ex-

perience in himself the effects of the light. Only when the

father's house sways all the thoughts of the prodigal son,

and he has come back again to this sphere of his home,

does the father come to meet him with the announcement

of forgiveness. The kingdom of God, and its interests, its

views, and its measure of all things, are to the natural man
altogether sealed up and strange. But when, instead of

this, he obtains an eye and a heart for these, he enters into
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the sphere of light, and that light begins at once its ethical

influence upon him and in him. The ethical deportment

of the man is therefore a consequence of his TrepLirareiu

in the sphere of light or of darkness respectively. But as

the light by its shining reveals, according to the Gospel, the

darkness as darkness, so here also the immediate result of

the iv ^carl Trepi'jrarecv is that the man perceives where in

himself the darkness is, and recognises it as darkness.

The iv ^(otI irepiiTaTeiv is, admitting all this, not, so to

speak, a predominant, characteristic tendency of the human

life only, a series of points of light with which may co-exist

another though smaller series of points of darkness ; it is

rather a tliorough and 'perfect characterization with which no

other can co-exist. Every interruption of it, every disso-

lution of the once established fellowship with God, must fall

under the condemnation of Heb. vi. 4. He who has once

entered into this KOLvwvla rov 0coto9 walks now habitually .

in the light. But with this it is quite consistent that the

sin is not, so to speak, only a thing past for him, as might

be concluded from the perfect iav elirwfiev on ou'^^ r^fxap-

rr/Kafieu, ver. 10 ; such an error is at once repelled by the

j)arallel dfiapriav ovk ej(oixev in ver. 8. On the contrary,

the cdp^ yet remains in the man as the stronghold of his

sin, from which, indeed, it is not to be ejected in a magical

and instantaneous manner. This only is necessary, that, as

every fellowship in which we find ourselves reacts against

all that is directly opposed to it, so the sphere of light to

the empire of which we have become subject reacts against

Bvery such indwelling sin. Only he who should refuse to

be convicted by the light, who should decline to bring all

that is in him before the bar of the light, would be said

again to walk ev ttj o-kotio.. Moreover, these individual

sinful acts, the presence of which in the Christian life is

admitted, and the acknowledgment of which is required,

have a deep significance in relation to what constitutes

belonging to the kingdom of God ; for, after all, the man
should not only be ev tw (^wtI, but should also be 0<w?

itself. Now, God is first ^(W9, and then afterwards is said

to be iv Ta> <^a)Ti ; but in the case of man the order is
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inverted : he must first be iv rw (pwTl, in order tliat then,

through the energy and operation of the light, he may
himself become ^w?. Hence here, in the beginning of his

exposition, St. John gives the former side of the question

precedence, reserving the other for later development.

Let us now descend to the details. It has long since

been pointed out, that from ch. i. 6 to ch. ii. 8 the apostle

speaks in the form of emphatic conditional sentences ; that

from that point he applies the participial construction in

order to express the conditional clauses : in harmony with

which we have in the first chapter the verb ylrevSeaOai, and

in the second chapter the substantival form ylreva-rrjv elvai.

It is common to both sections that we find the genuine

Johannaean habit of carrying on the process of thought

through the medium of antithesis. The sixth verse takes

up the idea of Kocvwvla laid down in the introduction.

This is fundamentally a fellowship with God ; he, therefore,

who will generally be a Christian—as was the case with

the readers of this Epistle—must, in virtue of an internal

necessity, give utterance to the avowal of such a fellow-

ship with God. Eightly then does the apostle now lay

down his proposition in the first person ; for the former

part of the conditional clause, iav eiTrcofjiev ore Koivcovlav

e^ofjuev /ji€T avrov, is already an accomplished fact in regard

to him and all his readers. Moreover, that avr6<i refers to

the Father, to God Himself, follows not only from the fact

that He is the immediate antecedent, but especially from

the explanatory clause, ver. 7, co? avro^; iariv iv tw (pcoTL.

But if, St. John continues, with this avowal there is con-

nected a irepi'Trarelv iv rw aKorei, a direction of all the

interests of life to the Koa/j-o^, then we lie. Here, too, we
have the first person ; not in the spirit of a " modesty

that would spare them," but, conversely, in the spirit of

holy severity which yields itself personally up to the

common judgment. The lie is evidently here the dis-

parity between word and deed.

The second expression, however, demands special notice,

ov TTOLovfiev T-qv akrjOeLav. This expression is commonly
explained as if it asserted that by our deeds we prove that
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we are liars. The y^evheaOai which precedes is thus sup-,

posed to be more closely defined by this, that it is made

evident by works that it is so. But to signify that, the

present expression would be far-fetched ; on the other hand,

the repetition -q a\7]6eia ovk eanv iv 'tjiuv, ver. 8, as also

the entire phraseology of the New Testament, point to

another interpretation. When we read in John viii. 47, o

o)v e'/c T779 oKrjdeLa^ aKovei fxov rrjv ^oov^jv, and immediately

before, ijot eK.rj\v9a Xva iiaprvpiqcrw rfj akriOeia ; and

further, John xiv. 6, i^co el/xt 1) aXtjdeui, and finally in St.

Paul, T^ aXrjOeia ov ireideaOai : all these passages urge

upon us a peculiar, specific, objective idea of the word

akTjOeia. We are accustomed to regard truth as a definite

relation between two things ; whether the congruence

between word and deed, or the congruence between nature
,

and manifestation, or what not. In short, truth is to

us an altogether relative idea, an idea of relation between

two things. Now this notion does not suit, or very

badly suits, the passages wliich have been quoted from

Scripture ; in them the truth is something independent

and absolute. What shall we make with the relatival

idea in such expressions as e'/c t?79 oKrjdeta'i elvai, rfj

akrjdeia ireideaOai ?
-^

It may be attempted to preserve the idea of a relation

in the expression e7&) ak-qQeia, by saying that in God His

actual essence and the notion of Him coincide with each

other. For first, on the one hand, we should thereby

separate between the notion of God and His essence,

which is impossible ; for the idea of Him exists only in

virtue of His nature, and we should by such a course only

reach the empty conclusion that God is such as He is.

Secondly, on the other hand, Christ speaks this word con-

cerning Himself, and that in relation to men ; but the

statement that in Him idea and reality coincide does not

permit, so far as we can see, an unforced application to

His relation to men. We are driven therefore to conclude

that akrjOeia must be accepted as expressing a purely

absolute and objective truth. It means the being which
is absolutely filled with reality, and is substantially real

;
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all generally that is, is in God pre-eminently ; and what is

not in God has generally no reality, no real being.

And this definition of the idea is vindicated in its right

when we observe the antithesis,—that is, the i/reuSo?. The

/coo-/i09 is subjected to the father of the lie, and all its

members are therefore liars ; this signifies, however, that

they have no true, substantial, real being, that their being

has no positive substance. The «:ocr/xo9 belongs to death,

but God is life ; as it is essential to the world to be with-

out real being, to be nothing, so to God it is essential to

have a being that is absolutely filled and satisfied. Thus,

truth and life are correlative and interchangeable ideas : the

former is the substance of the latter ; no life would be

possible without a being filling it, witliout a substantial

reality. God is accordingly the truth. His kingdom is a

kingdom of truth, because here is the seat of all substantial

being, the only place where realities are to be found. The

Lord came rfj okrjOeLa fiaprvpeiv, that is, to bring demon-

stration in His own Person that there is a true being, the

counterpart and antithesis of death ; and to show in what

this okrjOeLa consists, and how it is to be manifested.

It is obvious, finally, that this notion of dX^Oeia har-

monizes well even with the common application of the

word in human affairs ; all untruth is mere appearance,

being which has only the form of being, to which the sub-

stantial contents are lacking ; but truth is the presence of

a reality. This being, as perfectly and substantially full,

God has absolutely and primarily: He is therefore truth.

But man must first establish the reality of this truth in

himself by his works. We do not, however, read ra aXrjOij

ov TTotet; for our passage does not mean to intimate that

the man in question fails to exhibit in action the individual

realities which lie in the collective being of God ; but we
read ou iroiel t7]v oKi'iOeiav : his action has in it altogether

nothing of the divine fulness of truth, of real and sub-

stantial being ; it is directed only to semblance and death.

ISTot only the individual outbeamings of truth, ra aXrjOr],

but truth itself, conceived as one whole, is absent from his

deeds.
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Consequently, the meaning of the whole verse is this :

If any man makes an avowal of fellowship with God, and

yet the darkness, or the /coo-/xo9, is the object to which his

life and action tend (jrepLTraTel), he thereby speaks untruth,

and shows that his deeds are not directed to the truth and

its realization in himself. The TrepLiraTelv iv rut (j^corl

suggests the existing sphere into which the man has

entered ; but in the expression rrjv akrjOeiav iroielv we
have the element of personal activity ; for the entering into

that sphere does not come to pass without the act of man,

without the direction to it of his own will.

Verse 7.

Eav Se iv tu) <f>corl TrepcTrarcj/jbev, o)? avTo<; icrriv iv to*

ij)coTl, Koivfoviav k'^ofiev fier a\Xi']Xcov, Kal to al/xa 'Irjaou

Tov vlov avTov Kadapt^ec r]fid<i utto irda-Tj'i dfiaprla';.

The opposite case to that just assumed is introduced by

a Be: that is, the accordance between the word and the

deed. But, instead of simply declaring this accordance,

there is connected with it an emphatic expression of its

happy results, and in such a way that a twofold progres-

sion of the thought is introduced. One advance is marked

by the words Kotvcovlav e'^ofiev fier aW7]\cov ; this reading

is undoubtedly to be preferred to that of /ier' avrov. It is

true that the exact antithesis to the previous verse would

be iav iv tS (j^corl irepLTrarayfxev, Kocvcoviav e^ofiev fier

avTov ; it is, however, altogether Johannaean not to repeat

precisely the same thought, but to define it more closely at

the same time, or to supplement it. In the third verse

fellowship with God is brought into view only as the

foundation, as the essential substance, of brotherly fellow-

ship. So here, also, the superstructure is brought into

view, the consequence of that principle, that he who is in

the light is connected by a bond with the reKva rov (fxoro^.

The bond, however, is at this point no other than the like-

ness of the mutual life element : not yet brotherly love, or

the reference of any action to the brethren, but the founda-

tion of every such personal relation, the similarity and

community of the same element in which we all move
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alike, and in which we all alike have an interest. But

that the apostle dwells first on this side of the matter, and

only afterwards passes on to the KaOapi'^^jQai, a-no 7rda7)<;

afiapria^, has its reason in this, that in the present connec-

tion he can treat of the former only &>? iv irapoSo), in order

then to go onward more specifically to another fruit of the

TrepnraTelv iv cjicori.

This second fruit, the second new element that enters

here, is embraced in the words kuI to al/xa 'Itjctov (the

Xpiarov must be struck out) rov viov avrov KaOapl^eu

rifMd<i airo •jrdarj'i d/jiapTia'i. It is obvious that the life in

the light—in other words, the internal direction of the

whole man towards the kingdom of God— cannot but

have its results as to the inner man. For, the kingdom of

God is by no means an abstract notion, it is something

altogether real; and thus the life that is in him is not a

life merely in the sphere of dead thoughts, it is a life

moved by the powers of the world to come. That this

light is poured abundantly into the man has the positive

effect of making him a reKvov rov (f)coT6^ : negatively

expressed, that of abolishing in him the ruling power of

sin.

Now this connection of thought itself shows that Kuda-

pl^eiv must not be understood of the forgiveness of sins

past, but of sanctification. To the same meaning we are

led by the words themselves ; the cleansing from actual

committed sins through forgiveness would have been ex-

pressed by KaOapl^etv diro iraaoiv twv dfiapnoiv rjixSiv, or

something of the same kind. But irdaa dfiapTia, every

sin, is much too comprehensive a word for the sins of the

past ; it signifies not " all our sins," bvit " all that is called

sin." Up to this point the expression has been altogether

rooted in the context, but the addition rb al^a ^Irja-ov k.t.X.

seems to introduce something quite new,—something of

which the context has given no indication. We have here

two questions to discuss : first, how far sanctification is

ascribed to the blood of Jesus ; secondly, whether this

participation in the benefit of the blood of Christ is not

already included in the irepLirardv iv tm (ficorl.
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As to the former point, it is inidoubtedly biblical doctrine

that Christ in His death has borne the penalty of our sin,

and therefore released us from its punishment. But the

power of the blood of Christ is not limited to this. The
fundamental passage as to the question is St. John's sixth

chapter in the Gospel. There the drinking of the blood of

Christ is presented as the means for procuring eternal life.

As the shedding of that blood brought about the death of

redemption, so also it rendered it possible that the blood

should be an open fountain which might overflow upon

others : the death of the corn of wheat illustrates its

effect, that of His life passing over as a power to others.

Blood and life are in the Scripture equivalent terms : where

that is, there is tliis ; for the life is in the blood, according

to the language of the Old Testament. Thus, then, the

Ka6api(7fjbo<i airb irdcrT]'; d/j.aprLa<; is possible only in conse-

quence of the blood of Christ entering into our life as a

new principle of life. There is absolutely no Christian

sanctification imaginable which does not take place through

the blood,—that is, through the Eedeemer's power of life

working its effects and ruling within us.

As to the second point, it is supposed that this blood has

its effect only in those who walk in the light. The light

is the circle within which the divine life reigns ; on earth,

therefore, it is the kingdom of God, the church, whose

Head is Christ. But as that church has been founded only

through the death of the Eedeemer, and as the life of the

church has its basis and principle only in His blood, he

who iv (fxorl irepLTrarel by the very supposition comes into

immediate contact with the influence of that blood ; and if

the (f)oi)<i has its effect upon him, that is only in connection

with the constant carrying on of the work of Christ's blood

upon him,— that is, in its cleansing from sin, from the cor-

ruption still clinging to the soul. Now, as the expression

al/xa 'l7)(Tov, according to this exposition, lies indicated in

the previous expression, so has the supplemental clause tov

viov auTov its relation also to that previous expression.

As well in the third as in the sixth verse the discourse had
been of fellowship with God ; accordingly, it is here said that
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he wlio comes into contact with the blood of Christ, hy that

very means has fellowship with God. For the man Jesus,

whose blood that is, is at the same time the Sou of God.

Verse 8.

Eav ecTTCofiev on afiapriav ovk €'^o/j,£v, iaurov<i TrXavwjxev,

Kol Tj a\,7]6eLa ovk eariv iv rj/jilv.

After the author has, in the two pre'sdous verses, illus-

trated the first deduction from the ©eo? <^&i9, and exhibited

its special blessing, he goes on in this verse to exhibit the

second result with its blessing also. This second conse-

quence, the acknowledgment of our sinfulness, has in itself

a close connection with what precedes ; for we saw that it

is involved in the very fact of walking in the light. But

the connection is made still closer by the words Kada-

pi^eaOai airb 7rdcrr]<; afxapria'^ at the end of the foregoing

verse. If the cleansing from sin is an essential element of

our walking in light, so the denial of its necessity is a token

of elvai iv o-Koret. This inference is also unfolded, like

the other, in two antithetical clauses, so that the eighth

verse corresponds with the sixth, and the ninth verse with

the seventh.

First, then, for the false position, the denial of sin. The

expression d/xapriav e^eiv requires consideration. It is

specificallyJohannaean; comp. John ix. 5, xv. 22, 24, xix. 11.

Obviously it says something different from, and indeed some-

thing less than, iv d/xapria elvat. It is indeed impossible

that he who abides iv (pcorc, in the sphere of light, should

at the same time continue iv aKoria, in the precisely oppo-

site sphere ; but there may nevertheless be sin yet in him.

Accordingly St. Paul also uses the peculiar form iv dfiapria

elvai only in the passage 1 Cor. xv. 1 7, where he is denying

absolutely any connection with God. He who denies that

he has sin, would by that very fact irXavdv himself. The

word occurs in no other document of the New Testament so

often as in the Apocalypse. But in all the passages it is

employed with a very definitely stamped meaning ; never for

mere error with express limitation as such, but always for

fundamental departure from the truth. It occurs concern-
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ing the artifices of Satan, of the Antichrist, of the beast,

and once of the false teachers in Thyatira, Eev. ii. 2 0, whose

work, however, is expressly marked by its signs as funda-

mental deception. In precisely the same significance is the

word used in the only other passage of our Epistle where

it occurs, ch. ii. 26,—that is, of the Antichrist. Finally,

we find it twice in the Gospel said concerning the Lord,

ch. vii, 48, but in the mouth of those who in the next

chapter reproached Him with being of the devil, and there-

fore with the most pregnant meaning used it. Accordingly

we must in our passage, too, assume that it is employed in

the same sense :
" If we say that we have no sin, we enter

upon an altogether false course, a godless way of life
;

" not

as if it were only that " we fall into an error." The appli-

cation of the word thus found is confirmed by what follows
;

St. John's ifkavav is illustrated by r] aXrjOeia ovk eaTiv iv

r)/xlv. As already remarked upon ver. 6, it is not the

apostle's meaning that in the present matter we have no^-
truth, but rj dXijOeta is the truth in the absolute sense. In

such a case our whole life and being is fallen into the

TrXdvT], the empty appearance ; we are lacking in any real

substantial life. For, where there is even only a trace of *

life, and of the divine fulness, this must immediately mani-

fest sin to be sin. Hence, where there is no consciousness

of sin, there can be not even the beginning of the only

true life and its rich substantial meaning.

Verse 9.

Eav ofioXoyaipiev Ta<; dfiapTLWi y/xcov, iricrro^ ian Kol

BiKaio<;, Lva dc^fj rjixiv rd^ dfiapTia<;, kol Kadapiarj rj/xd'i dizo

irdcrrj'i dSiKta'i.

In the same manner as ver. 7 forms an antithesis to ver.

6, ver. 9 does to ver. 8 ; but here, however, also we have

no mere logical contrast, but at the same time the introduc-

tion of a new element which exhibits, like ver. 7, the bless-

ing of the right condition of the heart, of the irepLiraTeiv iv

Tw (j)(»TL. It is true that the antithesis to ver. 8 is not

introduced, like ver. 7, by a Si. On the one hand, that

antithesis appears of itself sufficiently marked by its matter.
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and St. Jolm does not prefer the accumulation of particles

;

on the other hand, the intention is that in this manner

the thought introduced should be brought forward in its

own absolute significance, being presented by an asyndeton,

and therefore to be considered not alone in its relation to

what precedes. As, in the seventh verse, the mere assertion

of a fellowship with God has not only placed against it in

antithesis the actual fact of fellowship, as stated in ehai iv

Tcp (ficoTL, but also this fact is, as it were, strengthened by the

'rrepiTraretv, and placed in its full intensity and active force
;

80 in our verse the el'jrelv on u/naprLav ovk e-x^ofxev is not

only paralleled by a mere elirelv ore a/xapriav e-x^o/juev, but

the whole energy of the consciousness of sin opens itself

out in the ofioXoyeiv.

As to the emphatic significance of this word, we may
compare ch. i. 20, koI cojxoXo'yriaev koI ovk rjpvrjaaTo, /cat

w/xoXoyrjaev, where the element of earnest emphasizing and

prominence which lies in the ofMoXojelv is made still more

prominent through the negative expression ovk apveiaOai.

It is not unimportant that, instead of the singular in

ver. 8, OVK e'^^o/xev aiiaprlav, here the articulated plural

[comes in : the recognition and confession has not reference

to sinfulness in general, but to the individual sinful actions

of which I am conscious to myself. Against sin I cannot

contend, and the consciousness of sinfulness in general will

not conduce to an effectual repentance ; I control sin only

by fixing my eye keenly upon its particular outbursts and

war against individual transgressions. This kind of acknow-

ledgment of sins cannot fail of its benefit ; as a response to

it, God, for the sake of His justice and righteousness, for-

gives them all.

But what, then, is that ? In the majority of passages

—

of the New Testament especially—where the faithfulness

of God is spoken of. His fidelity to His promise is meant

:

that He performs what He has promised. At the first

glance this seems unsuitable here ; for where in the whole

context has there been any reference to promise ? The

idea of promise must needs in that case be enlarged. Not

alone by words, but also through deeds, a promise may be
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given, and it is of such practical promises that it is said

TTfo-TO? 0£O9; comp. 1 Thess. v, 9, TrtcrTo? 6 koXoov o?

KoX Troii'jcreL, and, so far as the thing goes, though the word

is not used, PhiL i. 5, ireirocda ort 6 ivap^dixevo<i iv vfuv

epyov djaOov iTTUTekeaei. This particular application of the

TTtcTTc? would be more appropriate here ; the iv ^corl irepi-

irar^'iv, which is manifested in the ofjboXoyetv Td<; d/xapTLaq,

is such a real beginning of the divine energy of which

the final and good result must be, in the faithfulness of

God, the effectual cleansing from all sin. But even this

explanation has its difficulty. It is true, indeed, that the

irepiTrarelv iv tu> ^cotl and ofidXoyelv ra? dfiapTLa<; take

place as the result of the divine action on the soul ; but

this view of the matter is not made prominent in our

passage, and both are brought into consideration as human

acts. Moreover, we are wont to speak of fidelity in yet

another sense. One is true to himself when he does that

which he must do according to the constitution of his whole

nature. Now, here God's nature is described as cf>co<; only

;

and therefore the fidelity of God refers to His ever mani-

festing Himself truly as the light. Man, in the apostle's

supposition, has already entered into connection with God,

inasmuch as he has passed into the kingdom of light ; and

it belongs to the very nature of God—that is, it comports

with His fidelity—that He should appear Himself as light

in him who has come near to Him, and that by destroying

and taking away his sin.

Again, Pie shows Himself, in the forgiveness of sins,

^LKato^, righteous. This idea occurs in St. John with the

same two meanings which we attach to our word " right
;

"

one, that is, signifying the rectitude of the judge who judges

according to the evidence, the other signifying the rectitude

of the judged who answers to the standard applied to him,

w^ho therefore in this case is holy and sinless. The former

is the meaning in almost all the passages of the Apocalypse,

not only ch. xvi. 5, 7, xix. 2, but also ch. xv. 3, where the

connection leads directly to the same signification ; with

which compare also John v. 30, vii. 24, both confirming this.

In the second meaning, that of holiness, it occurs in ch.
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ii. 29, iii. 12 of our Epistle, as also in Eev, xxii. 11 and

John xvii. 25, where the sense is not that the Father must,

in His judicial capacity, hear the Son's request,—for in

that case the address to the Father must helong to the

preceding verse,—but that He as the Holy One, withdrawn

from all sin, cannot be effectually known by the world, save

only by the Son. These two interpretations, however, do

not lie wide apart ; because God is in possession of imma-

nent, objective righteousness, therefore He can exercise the

transitive and subjective righteousness of the judge ; this

latter is only the outgoing of the former. This reconcilia-

tion or synthesis of the two meanings must be maintained

if we would understand the SUaLO'i of our passage. On
the one hand, that is, the transitive righteousness of God is

exhibited in its true character when sin is forgiven, this

being certainly an act of the judge : He could forgive no

sin if His righteousness, and not His grace only, did not

require it. But, on the other hand, the immanent right-

eousness comes also to its rights ; God as the light cannot

be otherwise than such towards those who stand in a

true relation to the light ; He cannot regard them as eV

aKOTLo, irepLTraTovvTe'i. In other words, he who knows and

acknowledges his sin has in fact separated himself inwardly

from it : hence the transitive or subjective righteousness of

God requires, that is, His judicial function demands, that

He should in fact, by His pronounced sentence, acknow-

ledge this internal separation. Further, as He is in Himself

in an immanent sense righteous, God approves Himself holy

towards the sinner, inasmuch as He, by virtue of His own
holiness, effectually takes away the sin that is still present

in him, imparting instead a portion of His own perfection.

With all this correspond the two following predicatives,

the a^iivaL Ta<i dfiapTia<; and the KaOapl^eiv dirb Trao-i^?

dfiapTLu^; : the former refers to the actus forcnsis, the latter

-to the renewal of the nature in virtue of the hiKaioavvrj

indwelling in him.

Thus tlie meaning of the supplementary clause is this

:

by TTicTTo^ it is said primarily and generally that God, in

the forgiveness of sins, approves Himself faithful to His
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own nature, wliich is light ; then by BiKaLo<; it is more

specifically said under what aspect this fidelity shows itself.

But in the previous discussion we have evidently laid our-

selves open to the charge of inexactness, inasmuch as we
have treated the passage as if it had been SlKaio^ iari ra?

dfiaprla<i a^tet? Kal Kadapt^cov k.t.\. But the apostle's

phrase, instead of that, moves in a telic clause, or " in order

that." It has been attempted to rob the sentence of its

strange peculiarity by interpreting the iW as ecbatic, as if it

were axxre. It is undoubtedly true that with the decline

of a language there is frequently a marked enfeebling of

its conjunctions ; and as to iva in particular, looked at

philologically, a multitude of examples have been adduced

from later Greek, especially from Plutarch. But, in the

first place, these examples from classical Greek require a

very careful sifting, for there are not a few among them

which show that by the exhibition of the consequence as

if it were a design, a certain effect is attained and a

precision intentionally introduced into the thought (as, for

example, in Plutarch, Moral, p. 3 3 3 A) ; and, secondly, there

is need of doubly careful sifting in the Scripture, where

from the very beginning much is viewed as design which

to our apprehension is primarily only consequence or result.

We have only to think of the hardening of Pharaoh, which

is referred to as the purpose of God ; and yet more appro-

priately. Matt. xiii. 15. The thought is, as in all such

cases, only weakened if we do not hold fast the reference

to design or purpose. Assuredly the righteousness and

fidelity is grounded in His inmost nature, and both attri-

butes belong to Him apart from every possible demonstration

of them in act, and every purpose outside of Himself to
^

which they refer. But as all that He has, and not only;

so, but also all that He is. He gives to the Son, so that He/

places all, so to speak, at His Son's service, so all is, abso-l

lutely and entirely devoted to the service of man. The

whole fulness of His unfathomable essence is turned to

nothing else but the salvation of His creatures, so that it

is to Him only the means, yea, His very self is only the

means, to effect His creatures' happiness and good. As a,

1 JOHN. D
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friend has lived for his friend when his whole life has had

his friend's wellbeing for its aim, so God makes the whole

'jrXrjpw/jLa avrov into the means for bringing us to our

salvation. It is a deduction from the sentence 06O9

^ dyaTTrj that He refers His whole nature only to others,

r whether to His own Son or to the creature. His fidelity,

His righteousness, and in like manner all His other per-

fections, are for Him existent, only to be applied to His

/ creatures' benefit, to our salvation. Here is the impressive

thought which lies in the iva. In this one particle lies

the most comprehensive and the highest witness of the

power of His love that it is possible to conceive. For the

rest, whether we are to read at the close of the verse

KaOapi^rj or KaOapi^et, is irrelevant to the sense ; even in

the latter case the KaOapi^ei must be in fact parallel with

a(})f], and the form is only after the Hebrew manner released

from strict grammatical symmetry.

Veese 10.

^Eav elirwixev on ov'^ tj/xapTr/Kafiev, '^^evcTrjv iroiovfiev

avTov, Kol 6 X0709 avTov ovk eartv iv tj/mv.

With the ninth verse the author has developed his

thought in a logically clear and precise manner. The two

deductions which he has drawn from the 0eo9 ^cG? in

relation to the Christian life have been plainly exhibited,

each in an antithetical form. Eeturning now once more to

the idea already touched in ver. 8, that self-justification

excludes from the kingdom of God, it is evident that he

has no logical interest in doing so, but is moved by purely

practical reasons, and aims only at edification. In fact, as

the whole letter is directed to Christians as such, members

of the kingdom of God, it was important for the apostle

to lay the utmost stress upon what was the fundamental

condition of this, the acknowledgment of sin. Hence the

resumption of the subject now before us. Not, indeed,

that this resumption is at all tautological ; the idea is so

ordered that, in harmony with the very solemn purpose of

the verse, its characteristics are more keen and more

penetrating than in ver. 8. We would not, indeed, lay
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stress on tlie ufxapTuvecv being used instead of the e%eiy

dfiapjiav above. The former refers rather to individual

sinful acts, and the latter to sinfulness in general ; and that

the former is here selected has its reason probably in the

Ta«j dfiaprca<i ofioXoyelv of ver. 9, which also referred, of

course, to individual sinful acts. But as to matter of fact,

this can hardly be of much significance here. The pith

of the verse obviously lies rather in the words ^evaT'r]v

TToiou/xev avTov. Till now, the verbs yjrevSeaOat and
irXavav had been used only to make prominent the sin

which we ourselves in our own person bring upon ourselves

by a false condition of our hearts. Here the emphasis is

laid upon a much heavier sin into which we fall : we make
God Himself a sinner. So blasphemous is the denial of our

sinfulness that we thereby degrade God, who is the ^cC?

and dXrjOeia, into the domain of darkness and the lie. And
here we have not to think only of the fact that God
expressly declares in the utterances of the Old and New
Testament Scriptures the sinfulness of man, and therefore

that we make the Scripture, the word of God which ov

BvvaTai XvOrjvai, lie to us. All the spiritual institutions of

the divine economy, the d^tevai to? d/xapria^, the Kada-

pl^eiv diro rf]<i dixapria^, His entire government and work
upon earth, yea, the whole manifestation of the Son of

God, which was based upon the presupposition of human,
sin, is reduced to one comprehensive lie.

And thereby all possible fellowship with Him is broken

off: 6 X6709 avTov ovk ecmv iv rjixlv. That the X.0709

Qeov here does not mean the personal Logos, the Son of

God, is plain enough if we consider that in the preceding

context nothing had been said of any indwelling of the

Son in us. Nor must we regard the sayings of the Old

Testament as intended by the words ; for not only is there

nothing here to suggest such an allusion, but it is a fact

that the apostle in this Epistle generally refers very little

to the Old Testament, so that the Epistle in this respect is

in a certain contrast with the Gospel and the Apocalypse,

which are pervaded with formal allusions to the ancient

Scriptures. But tlien, again, we are not to think of specific
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sayings of Christ, as if X0709 aiirov were simply equivalent

to prjfiara avTov ovk ecmv ev rjfuv : that would mean only

that we observe not His commandments, or that they do

not dwell in us. The X0709 means to say more than the

mere prjfiara would say. We must be guided by such

passages as John viii. 31 : eav vfieh fjuevrjTe iv rw Xoyw

rw ifjiw, ak7]6(i)'i fiadrjral /llov iare ; or John v. 38: top

Xojov avTov e^eiv fiivovra iv avru> ; or, so far as the analogy

of the matter goes Avithout the word, John vi. 63 : ra

prjixara a iyco XaXco v/xlv TTvevjia Kal ^(oij. As in all these

places, so here also, o X0709 avrov is the aggregate collective

internal unity of the entire divine announcement ; not,

indeed, as to the external words, but these words as they

are spirit and life, as a power laying fast hold upon men.

The words of God, as they have been revealed in the

incarnate Logos, are the divine aXrjOeia comprehended in a

definite form. Thus what was said above, 17 aXr/deia ovk

ecTLV iv rjfMtv, corresponds to our expression, 6 X0709 avrov

OVK earIV iv rjiuv ; only that this latter specifies, instead of

the purely objective idea of the truth, the means whereby

that absolute truth is implanted in our nature.
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CHAPTEE II.

Verse 1.

TeKvia fxov, ravra <ypd(f>co v/xlv, Iva fit) afj.dpT7]Te' koI idv

ri<i djjbdpTr), irapdKkrjTov e^ofiev Trpos tov iraTepa, ^Irjcrovv

Xpiarov Blkulov. ^^
The first two verses of this new chapter are strictly con-

nected with the preceding. The ravra at the outset shows

that. On a first glance, the fir] dfxaprdveiv, our not sinning

at all, would not seem to be directly prepared for by any-

thing in the previous chapter. It is true that the second

clause of our verse, idv rt? dfidprrj, rrrapdKXijrov e^ofxev, is

founded on what the other chapter says as to man, and

even the Christian man, being still sinful ; but that is not

the case with the first clause, tva fx-q dfjidprrjre. And yet

it appears as if precisely that second clause is introduced as

a new thought ; for it does not stand in connection with

what precedes by I'va, as a resumption of it with ravra.

On the other hand, the first clause is actually placed by I'va

in telle connection with what precedes, which, however, does

not appear to afford any reason for such connection. When
we look more closely into the matter it takes a different

turn. The first statement on which the apostle laid em-

phasis was this, that we must walk in light, and that its

consequence would be the blessing that, so walking, the

Lord would cleanse us from all unrighteousness. Thus the

cleansing from sin—and that we have seen to comprehend

not only the atoning, but specifically the delivering power

of Christ, the abolition of sin in us—constitutes the conse-

quence of the €v (f)corl TrepiTrareiv : it is therefore also at

the same time the end for the sake of which St. John

exhorts to a walk in light. Thus, in fact, he has a right

to lay it down as the goal of his statements in vers. 6
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and 7 of the previous chapter that we should not sin, that

sin should cease to be a power within us. Thus the ravra

is primarily a resumption of these verses. But, further, he

has taught in the last three verses of that chapter that

/ sin still remains even in the Christian ; that the purifying

energy of Jesus Christ is not consummated at one stroke

;

that fellowship with the kingdom of light does not imme-

diately make a man himself light. Thus what the apostle,

\ in the words ravra ypd(l)(o I'va fir} afjidprrjre, surveys in a

\ single glance, is really the result of continuous effort, a

1
process filling the whole life of the man. It is to this

({/second aspect of the matter, as made prominent in the

former chapter, that the second half of our ver. 1 refers.

Moreover, the paracletic work of Christ, the tXacr^o?, which

is wrapped up in it, also refers back to the former chapter,

—that is, to the mention of the alfia ^Irjaov in ver. 7.

Hence we are justified, so far as the matter of the words

goes, to include the first two verses of ch. ii. under the iva,

and accordingly to sum up under the ravra the whole sub-

stance of ch. i. 5-10. The fact that iva does not formally

stretch to the second clause of the first verse, is to be

accounted for by the particular form the apostle has given

to his thought. It was indeed impossible to write ravra

rypd(p(o iva irapdKkrjrov c'^co/jLCV', for the irapdKK'qrov e^eiv is

not the end of the Epistle, as that goes on independently of

anything the apostle or man may do : his aim in writing is

only that we may hiow that we have a Paraclete. He
might therefore have written ravra ^pd^ojiev 'iva elhrjre ort

rrapuK\7]rov e'^ofiev. But the Gospel has given us abundant

evidence how constantly the apostle thinks in the Hebrew

style, by co-ordinating thoughts, and not in the Greek style,

by subordinating them one to another. Thus, as in ch. i. 9

—the reading KaOapl^u being otherwise established—the

close of the verse is formally sundered from the preceding

telic clause and becomes an independent sentence, precisely

so it is here. And here with all the more propriety, because

the thought expressed in ch. i. 6 finds a more fuU elucida-

tion in ver. 2, and thus assumes or lays claim to a certain

independence. Thus, if we have discerned the reference ot'
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the ravra to all that precedes, and therewith, at the same

time, the connection of the following verses, we shall not

be in any doubt as to their actual significance, as to the

reason why they are added. In the previous chapter the

apostle had spoken objectively, he had announced simple

facts ; but the last verse came in with a hortatory meaning,

and for practical reasons. These two verses of the new
chapter now give ex 'professo the subjective application of

what had been said, the practical aim which those objective

declarations should subserve. Accordingly there follows

here, and that for the first time, the direct address to the

readers ; and the diminutive form of this address, rsKvla,

shows how full the apostle's heart is, and with what ardour

he pours out this exhortation.

Looking now more closely into the thoughts of the verse

before us, we are immediately struck by the collocation of

its two leading ideas. That is to say, while the apostle

first exhibits their ceasing from sin as the essential aim of

his words, he yet seems to take away from his exhortation

its very nerve by straightway supposing it not to be followed.

ISTotwithstanding this, we must be on our guard against

explaining it, as it were, thus :
" but if ye, despite of this,

should fall into sin," for the words italicized are not there.

It would be equally a mistake to understand in the first

dfiaprdvetv a irepLiraTelv or a /jbivecv iv rfj d/xaprla, and to

make the meaning of the second mere sins of infirmity.

What shadow of justification would there be for that, when
the expressions are identical, the same words being used

also in the same sentence ? In both cases the same kind

of d/iapTLa must be intended. It is better to say that the

apostle specifies two different ways of being delivered irom

sin : one, that of doing no sin at all, in the phrase iva firf

d/Maprrire ; and then the other, that any such sins as might

nevertheless remain may be done away by forgiveness. The

circumstance that these are conjoined as they are, so that

the former comes first and the latter last, may be explained

by this, that if the forgiveness had been placed first, the

result might have been a rash and unthinking reliance

upon the grace that freely pardons. That the two kinds
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were placed together at all was demanded by what pre-

ceded.

The first thought had been this, that the Christian enjoys

sanctifying fellowship with the light : whence followed the

exhortation. Let sin cease entirely in your case. The second

thought was, that the Christian still sins : whence followed

the encouragement. Let the sins you have done obtain their

forgiveness. Thus the d/xaprdvetv refers in both cases to

the sins of believers, and therefore, if you will, to sins of

infirmity. Most supremely must we be on our guard

against them, for they easily lead to the 'Trepcrrareiv iv tjj

a-KOTia. But the consciousness of this danger might very

well lead to despair, and therefore the reminder that we
have in the Lord Jesus a Eepresentative and Propitiation,

who as such secures the forgiveness of sins ; of the two
exhortations which result from the preceding,—not to sin,

and to secure forgiveness for any sin that may arise,—it is

only the former that the apostle urges in the form of

exhortation ; the latter he changes into the more needful

tone of encouragement. And this gives us a new reason,

the most real one, why the apostle, instead of going on with

the iva, so expressly shapes the second part into an inde-

pendent sentence.

The consolation which he would impart consists in this,

that Christ is our Trapa/c/Vi^ro? Trpo? rbv irarepa. Of the

two meanings which have been assigned to tlie word irapd-

k\7]to<;, Comforter and Advocate,—the former in the sense

of irapaKoXwv, the latter in that of irapaKXijOeL^,—most

decidedly the second is the only one admissible here ; it

alone answers to the passive form of the word, and the

explicit use of the term in classical Greek. Now as, apart

from these reasons, it is inappropriate to assume that in the

same author, in the same general period of his writing, and

especially in the case of an idea so very important, the

same word has two distinct meanings, our passage must be

regarded as shedding some light upon the passages in the

Gospel where the word occurs. It is true that there it is

the Holy Ghost that is spoken of, while here it is the Son;

but apart from the fact that in John xiv. 16 the Holy
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Ghost is mentioned as dX\,o<i TrapaKX.rjTO';, which indirectly

at least calls the Lord a TrapaKki^To^ also, the difference is

only an apparent one ; for the Holy Ghost is in the New
Testament the Spirit of Jesus Christ.

JTpo? Tov irarepa, the Lord is our Paraclete,—that is, not

as it were ivith the Father, for the accusative must have its

rights, as meaning over against or towards the Father, His

advocacy turns towards the Father, and has to do with

Him; while, on the other hand. He is, according to the

Gospel, €v r/fiiv, our Paraclete, inasmuch as He stands by

the side of the Christian, in all his conflict with the world

and himself, as his Counsellor, and Advocate, and Helper.

But as towards God, who is light and a righteous Judge,

the Lord can be regarded as a merciful Mediator only under

a twofold presupposition : first. He must Himself be well

pleasing to God through His moral qualification ; secondly.

He must represent a cause which may commend itself to

God as the Righteous One, The first element is in our

verse made prominent by the predicate BiKaco<; ; the second

verse brings out the second element. The two united

cannot be more tersely and precisely expressed than in the

words of Calvin: " Justum et propitiationem vocat Christum;

utroque praeditum esse oportet, ut munus personamque ad-

vocati sustineat, quis enim peccator nobis Dei gratiam con-

ciliet ? " Hence it is not to be overlooked that we read,

not 'Trapa.Kk.TjTov BUaLOV e^ofj^ev, but irapaKkr^TOv e'^ofxev

^Iriaovv XptaTou SUaiov. The former statement would

indeed mean that His agency as a Paraclete was a righteous

one, that He is righteous in His proper function as a Para-

clete, as Beda expresses it, " Patronus Justus caussas injustas

non accipit
;

" but it is not until the second verse that that

element comes out. The order in the apostle's own words

gives prominence first to the righteousness of the Person

;

by reason of which He is fitted generally, as over against

God, to assume the part of a Mediator.

Verse 2.

Kal avTo<i l\a<Tfi6^ iart irepl rcov dfiaprtcjv rjficbv' oi) Trept

Tcov yjfxeTepcoj/ 8e fxovov, aWa Kal irepl oXov rov Koafiov.
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But there is a second condition which miist be met if

a successful intervention with God shall take place : the

question or case advocated must be in conformity with the

divine righteousness. The second verse shows us that this

is the case, and how : not in itself is our cause righteous,

for the question is of sinners and sins ; but because the

Lord Himself has taken away their unrighteousness. KaX

avTO<i, the apostle writes, 'CKaa^o<i iariv. Certainly, the

Kol avT6<i must not be taken in the Latin meaning of ct

ijjse, as if it meant that the very same who is an advocate

has at the same time set right our cause-; for the kuI serves

here only for the simple connection of the two sentences.

That idea, however, which we have discussed is in itself

sound enough ; for the mere avT6<i, without the appendage

of a Kal belonging to it, itself asserts that concerning

the previous subject a second and new predicate is to

be affirmed. This new element is the idea of tXacr/xo?.

As the words KaraWda-aetv and KaTaWa<y^ occur only

in St. Paul's writings, and not often in them, so iXacrfio^

is peculiar to St, John, and in his writings only twice

occurs, here and ch, iv. 10. The two ideas are not

identical.

KaraWdcraeLv means, to wit, that God and the world

are reconciled with each other; the relation of the two is

always understood in the word. It is not otherwise when

St. Paul uses it of human relations, as that of marriage, in

1 Cor, vii, 11, and such we find it in its reference to the

death of Christ, 2 Cor, v. 16, /caraWafa? ^/xa? iavro), and

ver, 20, KaraWdjTjre [u/iet?] tm &e<p, and Eom. v, 10,

KarrjWdyijfiev ['7Atet?] tg) 0ea5. The same may be said of

the decomposituvi diroKaTaXkdaaw. Whether the dnro

here means a perfect reconciliation, or a renewed recon-

ciliation, or a reconciliation which brings back out of

estrangement, in any case the reconciliation in Col, i. 20

and 21 is, as in Eph, ii, 16, that of mankind with God,

the opposition between the two parties being abolished.

Even if, which we do not believe, a reconciliation of two

portions of mankind with each other is spoken of in Eph.

ii. 16, our assertion would still hold good, for the verb
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would have reference to the relation between two separate

beings or parties.

On the other hand, tAacr/i09 keeps in view the recon-

ciliation of God with Himself; it does not therefore refer

to the relation of two to each other, but to the relation of

one nature to itself. It expresses the overcoming of the

divine wrath, or its being brought into harmony or under-

standing with the divine love ; and thus it is the recon-

ciliation of these two characteristics of the interior divine

nature which had been brought into collision by human
sin, 'IXa(Tjji6<; is, indeed, according to the form of the

word, that by means of which any one is made favourable

or t\ea)9, and thus it is the propitiation, while KaraWayi]

is the reconciliation which has taken place in consequence

of the propitiation or atonement, which has, in fact, been

rendered possible by that atonement. The atonement or

propitiation applies only to the one party, the offended;

the reconciliation takes place between the two parties.

Thus it comes to pass, that while indeed IXdaKeaOai may
have things for its object (Heb. ii, 17, Ta<i d/jiapTia<i once),

for there is an expiation or atonement of sins, the Karak-

\aaaeiv can never be referred to things as its object, for

only personal beings can be reconciled.

Now, as it regards our passage in particular, it is first

of all essential to inquire if there is any sacrificial idea

involved in the IXaa/Mo^. Certainly it is currently used in

the Septuagint in passages where there is no allusion to

sacrifices ; as, for example, in Ps. cxxxiv. it is the transla-

tion of the Hebrew nn7p. But when we mark, on the

other hand, that iXdo-Keadat is the standing translation of

"133, and that IXaa/xo^ is the specific translation of ^IS?,

we must decide in favour of the sacrificial element. It is_.

true that "I23 itself occurs in many passages without any

expressed reference to a sacrifice (Ps. Ixv. 4, Ixxviii. 38,

Ixxix. 9) ; but always it is the sacrifice which is the means,

whether expressed or not, through which, according to the

Old Testament point of view, the covering of human sin is

efifected. But more : it has not been proved that the sub-

stantive D^niS3, which precisely corresponds to our l\aa^6<i,
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ever occurs without an express reference to sacrifice ; rather

is the idea so closely associated with the sacrificial offering,

that D''1l23 is the standing term for the great day of

atonement. Now, when we add to this that in Heb. ii. 17
iXdaKeadat, on the only occasion when it is used, is brought

in precisely at the point when for the first time the liigh-

priesthood of Christ is mentioned, and remember also that

the ancient high priest had, specially on the Dnisa DV, the

function which made him the type of Christ ; and observe

\ further that the substantive IXaar^piov, derived from the

same root, is in the New Testament (Kom. iii. 25, and

Heb. ix. 5), as in the Septuagint, the current reproduction

of the mercy- seat or nnba, which in that high-priestly

sacrificial day occupied so prominent and central a place,

and by its very name at least alluded to that mercy-seat,

—

then shall we feel inclined to take the expression l\acr^o<i

in our passage also as connected with the sacrificial institute

generally, and with the great sacrificial offering of the day

of atonement in particular.

In accordance with this, the i\a(Tfji6<i is the expiation,

t inasmuch as it was wrought and perfected by our great

High Priest on the New Testament day of atonement by

the sacrifice of Himself We do not mean that the ex-

pression iXao-/i09 of itself signifies that sacrifice : it points

only to the atonement or propitiation accomplished by its

jmeans. But this is what we maintain : DniS3 has a sacri-

ficial meaning ; L\aafi6<i was the apostle's designed and

chosen translation of that word. The whole New
Testament beholds in the death oi Christ the antitype of

the great day of atonement, and the great central sacrifice

of that day. Hence St. John did actually, in the use of

this in itself broader word tXao-/io9, think precisely and

only of that sacrifice.

And it is in precise and striking harmony with this that

in our present passage the apostle says that the tXao-ytio?

\ had reference not only to our sins, the sins of believers, but

' also to the sins of the whole world. As in the classical

L.passage of the Epistle to the Hebrews special stress is laid

upon the fact that, in contrast with the yearly renewed
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sacrifices of the old economy, Christ presented His sacrifice

once for all ; so in this passage stress is laid upon the fact

that the virtue of His oblation extends, not, like the old

offerings, merely to the covenant people, but to the whole

world of mankind, having efficacy for all alike, believers as

well as unbelievers. Thus this universal dictum not only

furnishes a most befitting conclusion for the first section of

our Epistle, but also the consolation or encouragement,

which it is the apostle's desire to afford to those who still

feel the weight of sin, is carried to its highest point. Tor,

if all sins are expiated or atoned for, how were it possible

that their sins should not be included in the propitiation,

who, as iv (pcorl irepiiraTovvre';, have, as it were, the first

right to stand in the closest connection with the Saviour

and His atoning work ?

Here we may perceive the right answer to the question

why Christ is here termed not IXaarrip, but IXaa-fio'i. For

this reason, namely, because it was not the object to lay

stress upon the fact that He was the true High Priest, but

that He was that true high-priestly offering in virtue of

which sin is expiated. Moreover, the construction of

iXaa/xo'i with Trepi is in strict correspondence with the

Hebrew, where ^^ or lyf is used with the meaning de or

concerning.

A little above, we said in passing that the 6Xo<i Koaixo^;,

for which Christ is the propitiation, is to be understood of

the world in the widest sense, all unbelievers included. It

is well known that many from predestinarian prepossessions

have sought to restrict the compass of the word to those who
should obtain actual participation in the benefits of redemp-

tion. But, not to mention the arbitrariness of any such

enfeebling of the words, their hortatory and encouraging

purport, as we have shown above, pleads against such

an interpretation. "Quam late patet peccatum, tarn late

propitiatio." Through the l\aa/j,6<i of Christ all sin and the

sins of all are atoned for ; if the salvation of all does not

take effect, the fault is not that God will not forgive the

sins of any one, but that the unforgiven sinner repels the

fatherly heart that moves towards him in mercy.
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Verses 3-11.

The exposition of the following verses depends very

much on our clear perception of their relation to what

precedes. The first thing that helps us to understand that

is the verb e'yvoiKafxev avrov in the third verse. Unless we
assume that this idea enters here without any link of con-

nection, and so leave a yawning chasm between ver. 3 and

what goes before,—which, indeed, the Kai, linking the two

portions together, would not allow,—we must find in what

we have just been studying an idea of which the develop-

ment is this ryiiyj,d)(jK€iv avTov. Now, to gct a clearer

notion of what it is, we must first of all define who is

meant by the avT6<;, God or Christ. Certainly it cannot be

other than the same person who in the second part of the

verse is again described by avT6<; : iav xa? ivToXa<i avrov

Trjpwixev. Now, as in all that follows God is invariably

the source of command, and Christ is introduced only as

the pattern we must imitate in obeying His commandments;

as, besides this, Christ is distinguished as eKuvo'^ from Him
who is marked out by avTo^,—it will appear that awro? here

can be only God the Father. But then, in that case, the

rytyvcocTKeiv avrov cannot attach itself to vers. 1 and 2 ; for

they contain no element that enters into the knowledge of

the Father, while they point to the knowledge of Christ if to

any knowledge at all. We may suppose, perhaps, that the

train of thought which begins with ver. 3 is a continuation

of the passage, ch. i. 8—10: he who walks in the light must

first of all confess his sins, and, secondly, keep the divine

commandments. But that is made simply impossible by

ch. ii. 1, 2. We have seen that these two verses sum

up by way of recapitulation the whole contents of ch. i.

6-10 ; and consequently ver. 3, when it begins again, must

be tlie continuation of this ivhole section. But that, after a

resuming summary of the whole, the thought should recur

to one particular part, and rest upon it without actually

and expressly mentioning what, is hardly to be supposed.

If, however, we ask to what jcyvaxxKeLv rov Oeov may
positively be referred, ver, 5 of the previous chapter points
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the way ; for it tells us expressly that God is light ; and the

most obvious explanation of the idea in our passage is,

accordingly, that to know God is to know His nature of

light, to know Him as light. Then, in that case, ver. 3

would immediately join on to ch. i. 5, and introduce a new

second section which runs parallel with the entire section

from ch. i. 6 to ch. ii. 2. The construction of the whole,

to which we have thus been guided by the idea of 'yt^voia-

K61V Tov Qeov, would receive its strong confirmation from

the ninth verse ; for it is clear that the clause o Xeycov iv rat

<}>a)rl elvai koI tov a8eX(f)ov avTov jjbtawv iv rfj aKona eariv

corresponds precisely to the sentence in ch. i. 6. But this

evidence is effectual only on the supposition of its having

been already proved that ch. ii. 9 is part of the section

begun with ver. 3, and that this section therefore does not

end with the sixth verse. Such proof, however, requires

us to point out and establish that the ivroXal Qeov, ver. 3,

the Xo'70? &eov, ver. 5, the TTepLiraTelv Ka6Q)<i e'/ceti/ov irepte-

'Trdrrjaev, and the commandment of brotherly love, ver. 9,

have substantially the same meaning. It is in favour of

this that, if we make the section end with ver. 6, the clause

concerning brotherly love is absolutely wanting in any,

whether external or internal, connection with what goes

before. Without that link the reader would not by any

means have understood the seventh and the eighth verses

concerning the old and the new commandment ; for the

previous verses, which on this supposition speak of sancti-

fication in quite general terms, furnish no point of help to

the interpretation. But if we suppose that the apostle,

from ver. 3 to ver. 6, has already the commandment of

brotherly love in his eye, the readers are already put in a

right position to perceive the meaning in which he speaks

of an old and of a new commandment. In fact, they

might at once have perceived, from the whole tenor of the

paragraph from ver. 3 to ver. 6, that brotherly love was the

subject treated. True it is that the first expression, rrjpetv

ra? ivro\a<; tov Geov, is quite general, and signifies obedience

to the will of God in all directions and in all the particulars

of obedience. But then the following Trjpetv tov \6yov
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avTov reduces back the universality of that first expression

to its unity again, as we saw, indeed, already in ch. i. 10

that the meaning of the latter sentence is, that the full

manifoldness of the Avords and teaching of our Lord is

summed up in one living and life-giving unity. But those

who are acquainted with St. John's Gospel, as these readers

were, know at once that this unity is nowhere else to be

sought but in the commandment of love.

What thus in the word X070? rod ©eov lies wrapped up

as a germ is clearly unfolded in the words rj dyaTri] rov

060V Terekeicorab of the following clause ; if, indeed, we can

suppose from other considerations that a'^airr] rov @eov

here means the love which we have to Him. Certainly

there are some other reasons for adopting the inverted sense

of the expression : the love of God to us. First, there is

the parallel clause that forms the pendant and sequel of

the fourth verse. Then the result of disobedience to the

divine commandments is declared to be the inference, 97

aXfjdeia ovk eariv ev rjfitv ; and we have seen in the inter-

pretation of the preceding chapter that akrjOeia means the

real fulness of the divine nature. Hence it commends

itself to our feeling, that in the fifth verse there is found

a parallel thought : if we keep the commandments of God,

His love is in us in a perfected sense, analogous to His

a\')]deta being in us. Again, when we compare other

passages, such as ch. iv. 10, iv touto) iarlv r] ar^arKt], ov^

OTi ?7yttet9 rj'yaiT'qaaijbev avrov uXfC on avrb^ riyctTrrjaev »;/ia9,

and such as 2 Tim. ii. 19, where it is specified as the seal

of belonging to God that He knows us, not that we know
Him, then in our passage also, thus looked at, the subjective

genitive becomes probable, as in the interpretation :
" the

love of God to us." Nevertheless, there are equally strong

reasons for taking it as the genitives ohjcdivus, or our love

to God. For we have from ch. i. 6 to ch. ii. 11 a number

of conditional sentences, the conclusion of which in every

case exhibits the blessing attached to a right posture of

heart required in those conditions ; but in every case it is

a blessing which we receive for use and application, not

only for enjoyment. So it is when it is said, 97 akrjdetd
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iariv ev r)fuv, or the purification from sin is ascribed to us.

The same should we expect here also. But the meaning of

God's love to us does not harmonize with this ; for that is

indeed an experience or enjoyment of which we are par-

takers, but not something with which we can operate, and

of which we can make any use. Further, the love of God
to us is a thought which in the present context is by no

means brought into prominence, but would enter here as an

abrupt and isolated idea. If, then, on the one side there

are the strongest reasons for taking ©eov as a genitivus

suhj'ectivus, and on the other side equally strong reasons for

understanding something to be spoken of that we receive

for use and application in ourselves, how are we to decide

between them ? The materials for decision are presented

to us in the text. It is purely arbitrary for one half of the

expositors to speak of God's love to 2is, and the other half

to speak of our love to God : we read nothing but dydirr)

Tov 0€ov,—that is, the divine love, love as it is in God,

without the addition of any object for that love. The right

meaning has escaped them simply through the interjection

of an object for the love. The apostle says that he who
keeps the commandment of God—that is, the command-
ment of love—has the love of God, has love as God is love,

and as it is in God, dwelling and ruling within him as a

power of life. As in the former passage the truth, which

God is and which God has, comes upon us as a power filling

and penetrating our being ; so here the love of God, which

He is and which He has, attains in us its perfected sway.

He who keeps the divine commandment, the apostle means,

has in himself the love from which God's commandment
flows, and which is in God. Thus the preceding X0709 tov

@€ov is, in the conclusion of the fifth verse, more closely

defined ; the reader receives into himself the idea of love.

St. John takes one step further towards his end in the

sixth verse, in the requirement of TreptTrarelv Kad(o<i eKelvo'i

irepieTraTTja-ev. Looked at on one side, the word irepnraTeiv

contains an enlargement of the rrjpeiv rdf ivrdXa^, tov

\6yov TOV ©eov. We have seen—that is, on ch. i. 6—how
irepiTraTetv denotes the whole complex movement of life,

1 JOHN. E
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not only in the outward act, but in the collective expression

of it, inward as well as outward ; and therefore in this

closer definition the Trjpeiv Ta<} ivrdXd^ must embrace not a

greater or less number of individual acts, but the essential

habit of the entire life. On the other side, the addition

Kadoi^ e/ceti/o? irepieirdrrjaev gives another and additional

point to the previous thought. As the ivroXal Oeov, ordered

'jroXvrpo'irco'i koX TroXv/iepM'i, find their ideal unity in the

\6yo<; Tov ©60V, in the annunciation of Christ, which forms

one living whole ; so the real, visible, concrete unity is found

in the life of Jesus Christ itself. But the question how
He walked is answered in the whole Gospel. In John

xiii. 1, His entire life is gathered up in one word : ^Iijaov^

iiyair^cra'i rovii ISlov^ '^yaTrrjcrev et9 reXo?. Now, then, at

last in ver. 9 the apostle's thought, to which he had been

converging in ever-narrowing circles, bursts into clear ex-

pression : he is treating of brotherly love.

If it has been established in detail that the four expres-

sions now considered have as to their matter the same

substantial meaning ; that the apostle has before his eyes in

the first and most general of them, al evroXaX rod ©eov, the

last and most special of them, and aims to bring the reader

only by degrees to the unity and central point of these

ivToXai ; and thus that ver. 9 forms the pith of the whole

discussion,—then it has been demonstrated that we must

not think of separating vers. 3-6 from what follows, but

must make the whole from ver. 3 to ver. 11 one connected

whole. Again, as not only the expression eyvwKevai tov

©eov points back to ch. i. 5, as we have seen, but also

ver. 9 stands in express dependence on ch. i. 5, and is

parallel with ch. i. 6, it is further demonstrated that the

section ch. ii. 3-11 runs strictly parallel with the section

ch. i. 6-ch. ii. 2. As we have further perceived that

the contents of the new section are simply brotherly love,

we have already half found the mutual relation of the two

main divisions of our Epistle which we now have in hand.

The subject of the first section, ch. i. 6-ch. ii. 2, may be

briefly stated to be the relation of man to God. He who
walks in the light, says the apostle, receives the purification
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from sins on the one band through deliverance from them,

ch. i. 7&, and ua yJr) a.\x,apT't]'re, ch. ii. 1 ; on the other

hand, he receives that j)urification through forgiveness of

the sins still committed by him, ch. i. 9, ii. 2. The new

section treats of the relation of the Christian not to God,

but to the brethren : he who walks in the light must love

the brethren. Thus the first two sections of the Epistle

strictly correspond with the purpose which, according to

ch. i. 3, the apostle had in view in his first announcement

:

the assertion and proof of the Koivwvia : first, fMera tov

7raTpo<; koX fxera rov viov avrov ^Irjaov ; and then, secondly,

fi€T dWrjXcov. The former end is kept in view in ch. i. 6-

ch. ii. 2 ; the latter, in ch. ii, 3-11.

This second section of the Epistle in its construction

answers almost exactly to that of the first. Both are com-

plete in two sub-sections : the first, ch. i. 6, 7, and cli.

i. 8-10, if we leave apart for a moment the hortatory

summing up in ch. ii. 1, 2 ; the second, ch. ii. 3-5 and

ch. ii. 6-11. There is a difference indeed in the detail:

the former section in the first chapter treats its subject in

the form of antithesis ; while the second, in the second

chapter, places a superscription before each topic, or, to put

it better, there is a statement of the subject placed before

each. Its first general sub-section, which in a certain

sense lays the foundation, ch. ii. 3—5, has ver. 3 for its

statement of contents ; the second and more special sub-

section, ch. ii. 6-11, has vers. 6-8 for its heading. But

then the most perfect similarity returns again in the two

chapters ; for the proper development takes place still in

antithesis, of which each particular sentence is not indeed

here formally a conditional one, but yet is really such,

inasmuch as the participial sentences have essentially a

conditional meaning. And the conformity in the structure

may be traced still further. As in the first chapter the

first sub-section, vers. 6, 7, consists of two sentences over

against each other, so also the first of the second chapter,

vers. 4, 5 ; and as in the first chapter the second sub-

section runs in three opposed sentences, vers. 8, 9, 10, so

does also the second sub-section in the second chapter,
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vers. 9, 10, 11. Of course the apostle did not work
according to a scheme laid down beforehand ; but this

concert and uniformity, descending into the very details,

shows how clearly his thoughts were before his mind down
to their minutest shade. This portion of the Epistle itself,

to go no further, shows how much injustice is done to the

author by those who refuse to find in him any regular

process of thought.

Verses 3-5.

Kat iv TOVTW jLvaxTKOfxev otl iyv(ioKafji€v avrov, iav ra^

ivT6ka<i avTov Trjpoj/jbev.

Let us now descend to the particulars. The sentence at

the outset, which gives us our point of view for the whole,

is to the effect that we know God only if we keep His

commandments. If jiyvooaKeiv rov 0e6v means, as we have

seen in full, to know Him as light, as He alone is described,

it is obvious of itself that the ytyvcoaKeiv must be taken in

its ordinary meaning, and by no means as equivalent to

dyairdv. But certainly this knowing is throughout the

New Testament never a merely external knowledge ; it is

rather, so to speak, a knowledge full of soul, which involves

and establishes of itself a fellowship with Him who is

known. In the same sense as St. Paul uses the composite

word i7rLyvcoo-i<;, which is not found in St. John, St. John
uses the simple word. In this plerophoric meaning the term

often occurs in the Gospel : ch. i. 10, where the ovk eyvco

answers to the ov KareXa^ev of ver. 4, ch. viii. 54, xiv. 7,

and others. It is not altogether strange to the Synoptics

;

comp. Mark vii. 23. If, then, to know is, in our apostle's

use of it, the appropriation or the personal reception into

I ourselves of another and foreign nature, it is clear that the

knowledge of God includes in itself a participation of His

\
nature as known ; and that thus the yvwvai rov Qeov here

'is essentially related to the TrepLTraretv iv (tcoTi of ch. i. 6 :

the rather as here also the connection requires us to assume

that God is known as light. Such fellowship with God
should declare itself in the rrjpelv Ta<; evTdka<; avrov. This

sentence, laying its foundation for what follows, is then
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further unfolded in two verses containing two antithetical

clauses.

Verse 4.

'O Xeywv, ""EyvcoKa avrov," koI ra? ei'ToXa? avrov fxr]

T7]p(ov, '^eu(Trr}<i ia-rl, koI ev rovTcp rj aki]deia ovk eartv.

The former of these two clauses corresponds with perfect

exactness to the sixth verse of the preceding chapter. It

is true that, in the place of the expressly conditional idv

Tt9 etirr] there, we have here the more positive term o

Xeycov, which is the form that rules the whole of this new

section ; but it is obvious that the meaning is the same.

The uniformity of the external construction within the two

sections,—in the one always idv, in the other always the

nominative participle,—as also the slight change of form

between the two, serve only to set the parallelism of the

thoughts in a light doubly clear. Further, that the eyvwKa

avTov in our passage corresponds as to its substance with

the assertion Koivwvlav e')(oiJLev /ler avrov, ch. i. 6, we have

just now seen ; and it is equally obvious that the /mtj rrjpeiv

ra? ivToXd<i runs parallel here with the irepciraTecp ev raJ

a/corec there.

The form of the condemning conclusion is, with all the

similarity of contents in the two passages, rather different

;

and that difference presents a slight change in the thought.

In the first chapter the conclusion lays down two kinds of

activity, '^^evheaOai and dX^deiav ov iroielv ; but here we

have, on the contrary, two states or conditions, that of

\lrevaTr]<; elvai and that in which a man is not partaker of

the truth. In tlie former it is said that the original

pattern of truth, its full reality, the real substance of the

divine being, does not communicate itself to the man ; here

it is said that generally it is not in him.

Verse 5.

'^O? 8' av Trjpjj avTOv tov Xoyov, dXrjOco'i ev tovtco tj ayd'rrr)

Tov ©eov TereXeLcoraL. ev tovtw yivuxxKOfxev ore ev avro)

icrp,ev.

In the same way as ch. ii. 4 corresponds with ch. i. G,
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cli. ii. 5 corresponds with ch. i. 7. Both passages urge the

importance of the exhibition of true godliness as opposed

to the mere semblance of it. The form of the first limb of

the sentence, or the protasis, in the latter case is not the

participle, as in the previous verse, nor is it an actual con-

ditional clause, as in the former chapter ; but it is a relative

sentence with dv, which closely approximates to the positive

form with nominative nouns which prevails throughout the

section. In the present case also, the last limb of the

sentence, or the apodosis, corresponds in ch. i. 7 to ch. ii. 5
;

as in the former the highest benefit of the walk in light is

specified as the KaOapli^et to alfxa ''Irjaov k.t.X., so also here

the closing clause declares the blessing of Trjpelv top \6<yov

Tov @eov to be the full and perfect participation in the

divine nature of love.

The passage of the Gospel, ch. viii. 31, which gave us

above the right hint for the right interpretation of the Xoya
TOV ©eov will shed some light on the dXrjOa)'} also : iav

vfiet<i fieivrjTe iv tm X07&) t&) e'/xw d\7]6(0^ fxaOTjTaL /xov

icTTe. It may be, indeed, that a\,7]6m occurs sometimes in

the New Testament with the meaning of mere affirmation,

equivalent to inofcdo ; but that is never the case .
in St.

John, not even in John i. 48 : the expression as he uses it

always denotes the internal reality as opposed to the out-

ward appearance only. So it is here. With him who

obeys the X0709 tov Qeov, love, the love which makes the

character or nature of God, is perfected in its fullest reality

and entire fulness. TeXetovadai is reserved by St. John

for the consummation of love, and of perfected fellowship

with God through love; comp. besides ch. iv. 12, 17, 18,

ch. xvii. 2 5 in the Gospel. In itself it is not a startling or

revolting thought, that the love of God should dwell in us

in its full measure and in its simple perfection. According

to Eph. iv. 16, we are to grow up ek fieTpov tjXtKia'; tov

TrXrjpcofiaTO'i XpiaTov; but here our perfecting (fieTpov

rikiKLa^i) is this, that the whole fulness of Christ dwells in

us. Again, as Christ is the '^apaKTrjp koI airav'yaapLa of

the Father in such a manner that the whole TrXi^pco/xa tov

Geov dwells in Him, tliis proves that the irX^pcofMa tov
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6eov is supposed to dwell in us. And that this '7r\i]pa>ixa

of God is essentially love, we are taught by the fundamental

dictum of 1 John iv, 16 ; as also St. Paul exhorts us, in

the only place (Eph. v. 7) where he places God before us

as a pattern, to strive after that pattern through walking in

love.

The little clause that follows, eV tovtm jLvcoaKOfiev on
iv avTu> iafiev, takes up again the fundamental thought

placed first in ver. 3, and thus bears its witness that the

first sub-section of the new section has come to its close.

Marking the uniformity of structure throughout, it is not to

be overlooked—though we venture to give it only as a sup-

position—that in ver. 5 there is but one conclusion, while

in ch. i. 7, the verse correlative with ch. ii. 5, there are

two ; here then we have, instead of the second, this sum-

ming up repetition of the fundamental thought. The

parallel iv rovro) of the third verse testifies, were any

proof necessary, that these words are not to be referred to

the last conclusion, rj a^airi] rov Qeov rereXeuurat, but to

the first clause, iav rripoj/jiev, or still better probably, to the

whole preceding period.

Yeese 6.

O Xeycov iv avrw /leveiv, ocpelXet, Kada)<; iicetvo^ irepieird-

r7]ae, koI avrh<i ovTca irepLTrarelv.

It is clear now that there is a progression in the follow-

ing verses ; but it is important to keep it in the right

order. For instance, it is not to be found forthwith in the

new idea fievetv iv 0ew. It is undoubtedly true that the

three ideas yvMvac, ver. 3, etvat, ver. 5, fievetv, ver. 6, express

a gradation : cognitio, communio, constantia in communione.

But because the progress of the thought might rest upon

this gradation, that does not prove that it does so in the

present case. This is opposed first of all by the fact that

in ver. 5, at the end of the section which began with the

'yv(oaL<i 0eov, what was said is summed up again by elvai,

iv avrm ; it could not have been the apostle's point to

introduce a new thought in the recapitulation ; and the

emphasis must lie not upon the difference between lyvoivat
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and elvai, but upon what they have in common. The main
consideration, however, is this. If the gradation in the three

ideas before us were the point which carries the apostle's

thoughts onwards, the emphasis would have lain on the

blessing conferred in keeping the divine commandments

;

that, however, is obviously not the case, but it lies in the

following the commandment itself. The distinctive feature

of our section is not promissory, but hortatory. Conse-

quently, the three ideas only in passing indicate the whole

comprehensiveness of the blessing which is attached to the

keeping of the divine word, marking it out under its several

aspects. The emphasis, however, lies not upon their dif-

ference, but upon their relative identity. The progression of

the thought rests rather upon the TrepiTraretv KaOco^ eKelvo'i

irepteirdTrjaev. In that phrase the contents of the divine

will, hitherto viewed generally as evroXal, and again made
more specific as X0709 avrov, is yet again more closely

defined. We also must exhibit the same walk which Christ

exhibited. What was said before had shown, even if the

reader did not know it from the outset, that the walking in

love was alone signified. And this resemblance to the Lord

is imposed on us as the supreme obligation ; if indeed the

ouTO)?, against which there is certainly some slight external

evidence, is the true reading : the KaC and the oi/t&x? would

doubly emphasize the avro and thus strengthen the parallel.

And this walk is obligatory on the Christian (o</)etA,et)
;

moreover, through an obligation contracted by his own free

act, that is, by his own word (0 Xeycov). That, for the

rest. Holy Scripture has exhibited Christ as a pattern only

in His sufferings, is a fact which, admitted by all expositors,

we keep in our view here in passing ; without, however,

entering upon the question whether our passage constitutes

an exception, and how far it does so. The sequel will clear

up this point.

Verses 7, 8.

MSeA,(^ol, ouK evToKrjv Kaivrv <ypa(f)Ci) v[uv, aW' ivToXrju

•KoXaiav, fjv et^ere air ap'^rj^' 77 evToXrj -q irakaid icmv
X0709 ov rjKovaare utt up^rj^. IldXiv ivrdXr^v Kaii^rjv
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7pa^&) vfilv, 6 iaTLV aKi]6k'^ ev avro) Kol iv vfuV OTC rj

(TKOTia TrapdyeTai, koX to (^w? to aXrjOivov )]8r] (paivei.

We enter on that sequel with a double expectation.

First, that is, we are obliged to expect a closer definition

of the contents of ver. 6, as we have seen in our general

remarks upon the section tliat we are still on the way to

its central point in ver. 9. But what constitutes the closer

relation between ver. 6 and the sequel can, in the ab-

sence of any external bond of connection, be shown only

by a penetrating study of the particulars. But, secondly,

the appeal, so emphatic and disconnected, which stands at

the beginning, and so obviously springs from a vehement

feeling, points us to the fact that the apostle attaches a

special importance to what is about to follow. As to

the aSeXfjiOi of the Tcxtus receptus, however aptly it may
suit a section on love of hrethreoi, we are obliged by external

reasons to prefer the reading ajaTrrjrol.

But the main question is, what we are to understand by

the ivroXr) Katvi] and irdXaid. There has been a disposi-

tion to interpret them of two distinct commandments : in

which case, probably, the ivToXrj Trakaid would be brotherly

love, and the ivroXr) kucvij the imitation of Christ ; or the

order might be inverted ; or a^third interpretation might be

supposable, since the section itself furnishes no key, and

the idea of two separate commandments of course opens

the way for all kinds of solutions. But the notion of

thus dividing them is as a theory full of insurmount-

able difficulties, both formal and in the matter. The

expression itself opposes it, as it seems to us ; for we
should in such a case expect, not ouk ivTo\i]v Katvrju

dWa iraXaidv, but " as well a new commandment as

an old," or something like this ; and similarly, in the

eighth verse, instead of irdXiv ivroXrjv Kaiv7]v 'ypd<^w, we

should expect " and yet again I write," and so forth. For

if_tlie__appstle, in fact, announced two commandments^an
old one and a new one, it would be impossible for him to

have said, without anv further explanation, that one of

thenijie did not announce . Thus we must understand that

only one commandment is meant, which, viewed from
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different points, may now be considered as new and now
as old.

But there are material as well as formal difficulties in

the theory of two separate commandments. For it would

be most obvious on that supposition to describe the com-

mand to follow Christ as the ivToXrj Trakaid, and that of

brotherly love as the Katvi]. But it is impossible to admit

that the former of these was older than the other; even in

the sense that the churches received the precept to follow

Christ before they received that of loving one another.

For where can we imagine a church which had not been

taught to include this among the elements of the faith ?

Still less can we conceive that St. John should call that

commandment old because it had been communicated in

what he had said above, and the other new because he was

about to communicate it : for how can a commandment be

called old because it has just been announced ? Thus we

must regard the ivToXr] Kaivrj koI iraXaLd as one and the

same commandment viewed under different aspects. This

being so, of course it can mean no other than that of

brotherly love, of which the section before us treats. Even

if the commandment in question were referred to the irepL-

irarelv Ka6(o<i eKeivo<i TrepLeTrdrrjaev, that would make no

material difference, for we have seen that even these words

have for their substance nothing but the example of

brotherly love. Formally, of course, there would then be

a certain difference introduced into the thought ; but w^e

will for the time assume that brotherly love in ^general is

tlie matter of the^recept. Further consideration will

show whether vers. 7 and 8 are to be referred forwards

to ver. 9, that is, to the d<ya7rdv rovq aSeX<^ov9, or back-

wards to ver. 6, the irepLTtaTelv Ka6oi)<} e/ceti'o? irepte-

irdTqae.

In what sense, then, is the commandment of brotherly

love an old one ? It seems obvious and plausible at the

outset to consider this as meaning that it had been already

given in the Old Testament, and that it was called also an

ivToXr) Kaivi], because Christ had in an altogether new way

established it as a law. Nor would it be a valid objection
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to this that the readers were for the most part Gentile

Christians, to whom the Old Testament had no authority

;

for the New Testament regards the whole kingdom of God
as one unity, so that the Gentile Christians were the

legitimate heirs of the ancient oracles. But, certainly, were

this the right interpretation, we should expect to find the

apostle using the plural, as including himself and all : iji/

eo-p^o/iev, rjv rjKovaaiiev. But by speaking in the second

person he distinguishes himself from his readers as his

disciples ; and this of itself makes it probable that the air

apXl'i 6cr%eT6 refers to the beginning of their Christianity.

Moreover, we have seen that \6yo^ rou Qeov in ver. 5

points to the announcement made through Christ, and it

would seem obvious to refer the X0709 of ver. 7 also to

this; accordingly, the A.070? ov rjKovaaTe is the announce-

ment of salvation communicated through the apostles. We
must note how delicately careful is the insertion and

omission of the article in our verse ; not a new comniand-

ment write I unto you, the author says, but an old one,

which ye have had^since the beginning of your Christianity
;

and the savings announcement which ye then heard (the

second air^^j^ a^_the end of the verse must be struck

out), the entireXoTo? concerning the personal Logos, has

only this meaning, the very same old commandment (here

the article comes in) concerning which I speak.

And now, once more, how can this commandment be

termed a new one ? The answer of this difficult question,

or the way to it, is indicated evidently enough ; for in John

xiii. 34 we have a quite similar utterance. The Lord says

in connection with the last Passover : ivroXrjv Katvrjv

BiScofit v/jicv Lva dyaTrare uWtjXov^, Ka0(o<i i^ydTrrjaa v/jbd<;,

iva Kol vfMet'i dyaTrdre dWi]Xov<;. In this verse we find

the constitutive elements of our present j)assage : here as

there brotherly love is called an evroXr] Kaivrj ; here as there

the same closer definition is appended, for the irepiiraTelv

Ka6u><; iK€lvo<i TrepLeTrdrrjcrev corresponds precisely to the

dyairdv Ka6(o'i rjydir'qcra v/xd'i. But the same question

arises as to the passage in the Gospel itself, how far

brotherly love could be there called a new commandment

;
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since it was not only prescribed in the Old Testament, but

had been by Christ Himself, during the course of His

ministry, again and again imprinted upon His disciples'

minds as the second great commandment, like unto the

first. But when we narrowly examine it, we find a

difference. So . to love as He Himself loved, the Lord

had never before commanded ; and it will be evident that

in this appendage not only is there a new and stronger

incentive to brotherly love, but that also the precept in

fact receives an altogether new colour. Brotherly love on

this foundation, and enforced by this example, does in very

deed become a perfectly new commandment.

To apprehend this more fully, we must take a step

onward in the evangelical history. The evangelist begins

the second great division of the Gospel, the narrative of

the passion, with the words, 'iTyo-oO? a^airi^aa'; Tov<i ISiov^

el<; T€\o^ ^ya.Trrjaev avTov<i. It is manifest that this does

not say merely that our Lord also, in the last days of His

earthly life, advanced in the love which He had all along

displayed : for how should it occur to the thought of any

one to deny that ? What was there in this general idea

that could have moved the apostle to place it in the fore-

ground with such deep emphasis ? We are constrained

rather to believe that the justification of an utterance thus

made emphatic lay in this, that a peculiar power of love

was manifested in the passion of Christ, that it was a

specifically arduous love, a higher degree of love, which

enabled the Lord to continue, even et9 Te\o<;, in the course

of love which He had always displayed. And, in fact, it

would have been—to speak humanly—natural if the Lord

had been frightened back from this ayaTrr] et9 TeXo9, which

imposed upon Him such an unspeakable burden ; and it

signalized the full glory of His power to love, that it was

capable of sustaining such a test. Thus the verse of the

Gospel distinguishes two grades or kinds of love with

which the Lord loved His own.

The same result emerges from a closer examination of

John xiii. 12 seq., especially of the fifteenth verse. The

most superficial glance shows at once that the Lord HimseK
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and His evancrelist exhibited the feet-washing as a demon-

stration of love bearing a peculiar character, such as His

former life had not yet displayed. And with this we now
connect the remark, that precisely on this occasion, and on

this occasion alone, Jesus required of His disciples to love

one another as He had loved them. The washing of their

feet is the theme which runs through its variations in the

whole of the following section. See ver. 15 : vTroSecy/ua

eScoKa vfuv, Lva KaOcoq iTTOirjaa iifiiv, koX u/xet? rroLrjTe, with

ver. 34 : ivTokrjv Kaivrjv SiSafit vjuv. If, tlien, we ask

wherein the distinctiveness of this proof of love lay, as

distinguished from all the other demonstrations of love

which the hand of the Eedeemer's love had wrought out

during His previous life, the answer is threefold. First, in

all the other deeds through which the Lord's love dispensed

grace and help, He acted, according to His own express

testimony, on the suggestion of His heavenly Father : they

were tokens of love, but He wrought them not as expressions

of love, but as expressions of obedience. But we cannot

say the same in precisely the same sense concerning this

act of the feet-washing : beyond all other acts, it leaves the

impression that it sprang from a perfectly spontmipons and

instantaneous impulse. It was indeed in absolute harmony

with the Father's will ; but the Lord performed it not as

of obedience , but as from the source of His own love gushing

forth in unwonted power. Secondly, in all the previous

demonstrations of His love, the Lord had ever maintained

His position of KvpLo<i and StSacr/caXo? ; they were the

manifestations of Himself precisely as of a loving BiSdcr-

Ka\o<;. But in the feet-washing He denied Himself this

very position, and was constrained to deny Himself of it in

order to accomplish the act. In this deed of humility

He was no longer the Si8daKa\o<;, but rather the BtaKovcov.

And there especially is the emphatic love which, according

to ch. xiii., was manifested in the passion, that He surren-

dered the supreme and exalted place which, despite His

humiliation, was always His, and descended from the dignity

of the prophet to the deep renunciation of the cross.

Thirdly, in all the other demonstrations of Christ's love we
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receive the impression that He must act as He did, and

that if He did not so act there would have been a blot on

His image ; we know also that His disciples and the people

expected from Him His miracles. On the other hand, the

feet-washing was expected by no one, nor could any one

have expected it
;
yea, if we suppose Him to have preter-

mitted it, no blot would have rested on His person.

Thus we have, in connection with our Lord Himself, two

different kinds of demonstration of love. Only in the latter

did He present Himself as a pattern to His disciples ; and it

is this precise love, exercised in imitation of Him, that He
Himself described as the iuToXrj kulvi]. Now, as the Lord's

love ei9 re'Xo?, that which He showed in the feet-washing,

was related to His earlier demonstrations, so must, among

His disciples, the love which He commands them to exercise

in imitation of Himself be related to the love with which

they had hitherto loved, such as they had found prescribed

in the Old Testament. As the Lord, according to our

remarks above, until the night of the passion had performed

His acts, not in the first instance as from love, but rather from

obedience, so until the night of the passion it had been for

the disciples a commandment obligatory to love their neigh-

bour ; they practised love as a duty, and in every particular

act were constrained to remember the obligation. For it is

obvious that the question is here not of those testimonies

of love which spring from natural and instinctive sympathy,

—these do not generally lie at the basis of any ethics,

—

but of such love as is exercised in conscious self-denying

acts. Such acts of self-denial it was necessary for men
before Christ, and it is necessary to every man now, espe-

cially in the beginning of the Christian life, to constrain

himself to perform. As, again, in all the earlier demonstra-

tions of His love, Christ had still remained the StSacr/caA-o?

and Kvpio<;, so also the natural position of man in the first

stage of love thus considered remains uninvaded and un-

touched : in His loving acts the King remains what He is

:

He is simply a loving King, even as the Lord among His

own was a loving SoSdaKaXo<i. But when this same Lord

presents Himself, that is to say, more particularly His feet-
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washing, as the pattern of love, it is His will to put an end to

this love from mere obedience : from that time His disciples

were to love after the model He gave them generally, and

gave them specifically at that very hour ; in such a way,

namely, that the individual act should spring, not from the

obligation of law, but from the direct and compulsory pres-

sure of the heart. Further, as the Lord surrendered His

position as Lord in the feet-washing, and in His passion

generally, so should we also so love as that all human
distinctions may cease in its presence : no longer loving

the TrXrja-Lov, but the dSeXcpcv, as it stands written : ovk eve

^IovBalo<; KaV'EWriv, ovk evi Sov\o<{ kol iXevd€po<i' Trayre?

v/xet<i eh iare iv XpLcrru) 'Irjaov. It is love when the Lord

exhibits Himself as a loving Master towards slaves ; but

love as the ivroXij Katv?] is commended to us, to be regarded

and to be felt, not as Lord, but as itself SovXo^. And this

touches the third mark which we perceived to be the pecu-

liarity of the feet-washing : this love will not limit itself to

cases in which there is a visible occasion or external necessity

for its display ; but its unrestrained vehemence as a living

spring will go beyond all expectations, and approve itself

literally without measure or degree. Further, it is clear

that this ivroXr} KaLvrj can be called such only in a broader

sense of the word commandment : it is, namely, a goal set

before men, for ever to be striven after; not, however, as

properly speaking an obligatory law ; for as soon as it is

exercised as such, it ceases to be the neio commandment.
Eather the matter stands thus : that the new spring of love,

which in the passion issued forth from the Eedeemer's heart,

streams, through His return to the Father, His glorification,

and the consequent mission of the Spirit, into the hearts of

Christians as an active energy of their life ; and thus the

commandment comes of itself into fulfilment, not qua com-

mandment, but as an irrepressibly energizing power. Finally,

we may be permitted to complete this biblical disquisition

by pointing out how both the kinds or stages of love which
we have distinguished in the spiritual domain are reproduced

in all human relations. As well the love of friendship) as

the conjugal love exhibit them in their degree, seeking
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especially all individual opportunities for their manifesta-

tion. But the more internal the relation is, the more surely

does this necessity of seeking cease ; because the whole life

and being are more and more fashioned into one entire

demonstration of love.

Having thus established the meaning of evroXr) Kaivr) in

the passage of the Gospel, we may easily apply it to our

present passage, and it will be found to harmonize with the

whole in the completest and most satisfactory manner.

The commandment of love, St. John says, is to you a

TToXaiov ; for it is the X0709 which ye heard from the

beginning. There is no evangelical annunciation possible

without this precept : indeed, the whole Gospel itself is

nothing but this precept. That is the first stage of Chris-

tian brotherly love ; and, as the benediction upon it, it is

most pertinently assured by the apostle that the love of

God, as that of the Father, dwells in us after a perfected

manner. That is to say, God cannot deprive Himself of

His nature : it is true that His love flows not from any

obligation, but out of the inexhaustible source of His being,

which is love
;
yet He remains ever the loving God, the

loving Lord. Hence it is this blessed consequence of our

brotherly love,—why speak we of consequence ? it is this

blessed ground of it,—to wit, that His nature of love abides

in us, and in us makes its dwelling, which the apostle

makes prominent first of all. But this is not the highest

blessing of it. That the love of Christ dwells in us is yet

more, and a higher stage of love ; for His was the self-

renouncing, self-denying, all-surrendering, and self-sacrificing

love. And this love is the Kaivrj evrokr) which is proclaimed

to us. The aroiyda of Christianity had been long em-

braced by the church ; now the great point was that they

eVt Triv Tekelwa-Lv cfyepeaOaL (Heb. vi.). To the reXeiwai,^,

especially to the reXeca x^P"'' would the apostle lead them

on ; and we have already seen in ch. i. 4 that this perfect

joy rests in one sense iipon the perfectness of brotherly

love. The one passage has the other in view.

At the point thus carefully secured we are in a posi-

tion to decide whether our verses look forward to the
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expression a'yaTrav tou? aSeX^ou?, or backwards to the

'jrepiirarelv Ka6oo<; XpKrro'i rfrepieTrdriqa-ev. The latter is

obviously favoured by the circumstance that the readers,

when they came to the words ovk ivToXrjv Kacvrjv 'ypd<f)(o

vfuv, must necessarily have at once thought that the

apostle was referring to the commandment just given to

them ; but a still stronger reason is, that he expressly

describes the ivroXr] Kaivij as the X0709, ou 7]Kovaav, thus

taking up again the \6709 of the fifth verse. The weightiest

argument, however, is found in what we have already per-

ceived, that the commandment thus impressed upon them

was no other than that they should walk after the example^

of Christ. The matter, strictly speaking, stands thusT

First, he describes the conversation, or rather the whole life

of Jesus quite generally as the commandment ; but then he

goes on, more definitely, to exhibit the love of Clirist mani-

fested in the passion, and the imitation of it he makes into

a commandment by means of the word ivroXr) Kaivrj : this

word being naturally understood by the readers acquainted

with the Gospel, without any express reference to the

passage on which our exposition has been based. Thus,

moreover, we may justify to ourselves the remark already

made, that Christ is presented to us as a pattern only in

His passion,—that is to say, after we have heard a quite

general exhortation to the following of His life of love, the

emphasis in our passage declines upon the d^dirt] et<; reXo?,

upon the love which the Lord manifested on the night of^

His sorrows. For the rest, it may be observed once more,

that not all the thoughts which we have brought in here

were by the apostle himself expressly set forth. They are

rather only the premises which must have been living in

his spirit when he used the word which he did use. We
may infer from his utterance here, that all this was in the

background of his mind.

But a new difficulty emerges, after all our exposition, in

consequence of the appended clause, icrriv akr}6e<i iv avTo-

Kol iv v/mIv. The words admit of a double grammatical

construction. Either they are regarded as the proper object

of jpdcfjo), and the preceding ivroK-qv Kacvijv as an attributive

1 JOHN. F
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describing it : I write now to you this, wliicli in you is the

truth, as a new commandment. Or, inverting it, we may
take the ivTo\7]v Kaivrjv as the object, and the relative

clause as merely a declarative closer definition : I write to

you a new commandment, namely, that which in you is

truth. When we now observe that the idea of the ivroXr)

Kaivrj is the fundamental theme of the verse, that, further,

the ivToXr) iraXaid is certainly the objective of the <ypd(f)6tv

in the seventh verse, which formally and materially corre-

sponds with this, we are constrained to decide in favour of

the latter. But we must remember that the sentence with

6 is by no means the same as the sentence with tj, or to be

taken as simply a closer definition of the evTokrj. Apart

from the question,—which, however, we ought not to omit,

—why the apostle in that case did not use the feminine

pronoun, the thought would on that supposition be alto-

gether different. If we had a relative clause with rj

belonging to the evToXr], we should have generally only one

objective definition ; brotherly love would be simply called

a new commandment ; but as it is, we find two parallel

definitions of it,—one as a new commandment, and the

other as somethino- that is truth in the readers.

But if we regard the form as settled, the matter of the

sentence meets us with new questions. For instance, how
comes it to pass that what is truth in the readers—that is,

according to the firmly fixed idea of the word, living reality

in them—is yet exhibited as a commandment ? This would

seem indeed to place the reality of what is commanded
before the readers as their aim, and not regard it as a

present experienced fact. Again, how is it possible that

what is supposed to be a reality in the readers, is never-

theless described to them as a new announcement ? But

the view we have established of the evrok^ kuivt] itself

suggests the possibility of giving right answers to these

questions.

We have seen that objectively, in relation to brotherly

love, there has been a twofold commandment ; for, while it

was taught from the beginning, both in the Old Testament

and in the New, it was so taught by the passion of Christ
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as to become an altogether new commandment. Not only

so ; we have seen, further, that subjectively also in the life

of every Christian the same twofold characteristic approves

itself : in the beginning of the Christian career love is of

the former, in its further stages it is of the latter kind.

Further, we have discerned that brotherly love as an ivToXy

Kaivr] can by no means be fulfilled as an obligatory law

;

that its nature is rather to flow from its own free and

independent personal impulse, while at the same time it is

effectual only through the Spirit of Him who exercised it

symbolically and in its original and perfect character.

Now, if the readers of the Epistle have received this Spirit,

there must be in them at least the commencement or

starting-point of this new and higher brotherly love; in

some definite degree it must have become in them aX7}6r)^.

It is therefore a new commandment only in as far as

now, in virtue of the apostle's word, they are, on the one

hand, made conscious of its possession, the old precept

becoming a new one because now it has become their own

conscious possession ; and, on the other hand, that word

presents to them that which they already had, being Chris-

tians, as now to be a conscious end, the realization, and

indeed perfect realization of which must be their problem

and goal : thus this higher kind of brotherly love becomes

after all an eVroX?; to them. What we, in our remarks

upon John xiii. 34, saw to be a feature of the new com-

mandment,—that it was at once a commandment and yet

not a commandment, because springing directly from the

impulse of the heart,—that the apostle says here expressly;

and this, as we think, impresses on our exposition the seal

of its approval. Thus, as the previous words present the

brotherly love which the apostle commends as at once an

old and yet a new commandment, so in our verse it is pre-

sented as a commandment, and yet again as not a command-

ment. But this double character of the idea is designedly

not exhibited as an antithesis,— as if it were ivroXrjv

iroKatav <ypd(f)Qi vfiiv, itoXlv he Katvrjv, as also ivToXrjv fiiv,

dXr]de'i Be ev v/xti/,—but as perfectly interwoven and one.

Hence the first time it is the "TrdXiv, merely marking a new
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starting-point ; tlie second time, the simple appositional

clause a\r]6e<; iariv.

Thus upon the complete sentence, as appended, aXrjde'i

iv avTu> KoX iv v/xlv, there now falls a clear light,—that is,

the brotherly love now in question as ivroXi] Kaiv/j has

been brought into the world only through the example of

Christ, and can by us be attained only through fellowship

with Him. Hence the apostle, by iv avTw, assigns the

reason on account of which this brotherly love was in them,

so far as it really dwelt in their souls.

But how it comes to pass that what in Christ is truth is

truth also in them, the last words of the verse explain : oti,

7) (TKoria irapd'yerai kuI to ^w9 to a\r]6cvbv rjhr] <^alvei.

That this oti is not declarative, and to be taken as stating

the contents of the ivTo\rj Kuivrj, is obvious from the very

matter of the sentence. It describes, forsooth, a purely

objective historical fact, while the idea of evroki] in its very

nature contains a subjective element : I may indeed repre-

sent a fact as at the same time involving a requirement, as

indeed this clause shows ; but a mere objective fact cannot

as such be called an ivToXrj. Thus the words simply

announce a reason. But of what must a reason be "iven ?

We might think of the ivroXij Kaivrj, and say that the

apostle gives this command because of the fact now im-

pressively stated :
" since now the darkness recedes, the

true light now unfolds its reality ; walk then as it becomes

you, like reKva (f>(0T6<;, in this light." The warranty for the

precept would then be essentially parallel with that of

Eom. xiii. 11 seq.

Against this we have nothing really material to urge

;

but still the reason assigned is more pointed, and appears

to us more natural also, if we refer the causal clause to the

immediately preseding sentence, o ia-riv d\7]0e<i iv avrw koI

iv vfuv, thus miking it explain how that commandment

has its reality in us : to put it more plainly, a reason is

given for the kuI in the words referred to. " Ye are indeed

already under the power of the light ; therefore that which

is iv avrm is also iv v/jliv, and the law which I demand has

its reality in you ; but the great consideration is, that it be
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brought into full consciousness and to its perfection." The
darkness is passing away, St. John writes. He does not

add, in connection with it, iv v[xiv : the proposition is there-

fore to be taken in its universality. The place in which

the darkness reigns is, as we saw on ch. i., the world in its

biblical meaning ; and with the appearing of Him who has

overcome the world, both it and its prince are judged and
condemned, and the power of darkness is broken. It has

not yet passed away, but it is in the act of passing ; the

spread of the kingdom of God, and, what is equivalent to

that, the passing away of the world, are the signature and

the very matter of all church history.

But alongside of this negative, the irapdyeaOai of the

darkness, there runs a parallel positive, to (j)(o<; dXrjOtvov

ijSrj (paLvei. This expression is a distinct remembrancer of

John i. 4, 9, in which latter verse we find it in the same

words ; and if we add that St. John always understands by

(f)oo<i, Christ, or, as in ch. i. 5 here, God, it will commend
itself to think of the Lord Himself as here directly signified.

It is not a contradiction to this, that in the previous words

the (TKOTia does not expressly refer to a person ; for we
have already shown on ch. i. 5 that here lies the all-

pervading distinction, that while the light is concentrated

in a person, the darkness never is. All goodness is in the

power of divine light, a lesser jet from the greater Flame

;

but all evil, while it is occasioned by Satan, is not in the

same sense an effluence from him as the light is an out-

beaming from God.

Christ, however, is not called (j)w<; merely, but ^a)<; aXrj-

Oivov : a genuine Johannaean appendage. While dXrjOeLa

signifies the objective truth which is absolute fulness and

reality, aKri6Lv6<i signifies that a specified person is that

which is predicated of him in the fullest possible degree.

It is the application of the dXrjdeia to one particular question

or point
;
yet so that d\T]6iv6<;, as compared with d\r]6i]<;,

specifies the form as opposed to the matter : 0cij9 d\r]de<i

would mean that the light is a true one, and not merely has

the semblance of it ; <l)6i<i d\T]6iv6v, on the contrary, declares

that the idea ^w? must be taken in its full reality. The
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true light " already " sliinetli : the r/S?; is the correlative of

the present irapdyeTaL in the preceding sentence ; the light

has already commenced its activity. This clause also is

altogether general and objective,— spoken without any

external or obvious reference to the readers. But when we

consider that, as the (XKOTia comes to manifestation in the

Koafxot, so the light developes its energy in the ^aaCkela

Tov @£ov ; and again, that the readers are supposed to be

iv (pwrl '7r€pt7TarovvT€<;, living under the power of the light,

—it will be clear that these general statements also specifi-

cally indicate that the light appears in them, that they have

their portion in that love which is gathered up in the ^w?

How far this is the case, thus how far brotherly love can

be exhibited as the consequence of walking in light ; that

is to say, further, how far the close of the eighth verse

demonstrates the beginning of it; and lastly, how far the

whole section results from the one sentence ©eb<; ^cG?,

—

is now the concluding question which requires summary

answer. The collective elements of the answer lie in the

words of the apostle. If Christ, namely, like God, is ^w?,

—if His walk was a walk in love,—it is clear that fellow-

ship with His light-nature is and must be fellowship with

His walk in love. What inwardly, in the subjects them-

selves, approves itself as dXijdeLa, shows itself outwardly in

relation to other subjects as dyciTrr].

Veeses 9-11.

'O XejMV iv T(o (pcorl elvai, koI tov aSeK(f)bv avTOv fiiacov,

iv Trj (7Korea earlv etu? dprt,. 'O dyaircov rov dSeXcpov avTov,

iv Tco ^cotI [Jbevei, Kol aKccvhaXov iv avToj ovk eariv o Be

fxiawv TOV dSe\(pbv avTov, iv Trj ckotlo, iarl, koL iv ttj

aKOTta TTeptiraTel, Koi ovk olSe nrov inra'yeL, otl t) (tkotm

irvcp^axre tou? 6(j>6a\fxov^ avTov.

The two verses just expounded correspond, in their rela-

tion to the whole, with the third verse of the chapter : in

both cases the matter of the sub-section is summed up com-

pendiously and placed at the head. The following verses,

from ver. 7 to ver. 9, correspond, on the one hand, to
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vers. 4, 5 within our second section ; while, on the other

hand, they run parallel with ch. i. 8-10. The thought

presented in the preceding words is now elucidated ; but in

the genuine Johannaean style, that of bringing out into

prominence the constituent elements involved in the ideas

themselves. We might well wonder that the apostle, after

he had preparatively spoken of brotherly love with such

solemn and plain emphasis, should now descend to the

terseness of simple dialectical disquisition about it. But it

is precisely here, where he has set the supreme beauty of

brotherly love before his readers in the preceding words,

that he now, with inexorable logic, asks the question. Art

thou of God or not ? Hast thou attained this goal or not ?

The former of the verses is here also negative, as we have

found to be the case always. He who saith that he is in

the light—the expression is occasioned by the words going

just before, to (^w? ^St; ^alvei—and does not love : this is

the first supposition. Fellowship with God, and with God
as light, is ever tlie final goal of all the apostle's exhorta-

tions : hence this is placed here in tlie foreground. But

here this fellowship is only asserted : in very fact there is

hatred instead. The formal negation, /a^ a^^airav, is dis-

placed in favour of the full positive expression yuiadv.

Tertium non clatur. Particularly in the case of brethren,

and in relation to them,—for that is the question here,

—

indifference is utterly impossible. We may indeed speak

in common life of inclinations and dislikes, but these are

really nothing but stages of love or hatred not yet come to

their full development or into clear consciousness. Indeed,

the apostle does not speak of hatred in general, but of

the most fearful and unnatural hatred : that which has our

brethren for its object. The expression may refer to the

TrXrjaiov, to every man ; but also specifically to those who
with us are members of the body of Christ. Now, as the

apostle in what precedes had been exhorting us so to love

as Jesus loved ; as he almost expressly reminds us of the

feet-washing, and this, we know, referred, like the whole

section of the Gospel in which the evroXr} Kaivrj is the sub-

ject (ch. xiii.-xvii.), to the disciples of Jesus in the strictest
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sense, we are constrained to limit the term " brethren " to

the inmost circle of the Christian discipleship. But we
should expect here, as parallel with the corresponding verse

of the previous section, some such conclusion as '\\reva-T7}<i

iariv. Instead of this, the apostle lays down here, with

keen severity, the antithesis of the mere assertion of walking

in the light (o \e<yoiv) in the words eV ry aKoria iarlv eco?

apri. The last words evidently have the emphasis. Even
yet: so much and so long as he nevertheless declares the

contrary ; or, probably with more correctness : even yet,

although the true light already shines and the darkness is

wearing away.

Now for the obverse of all this. He that loveth his

brother—here also, as in ch. i. 9, the direct antithesis is

not formally indicated, but to the feeling of the reader it

is thereby all the more emphatic— abideth in the light.

Assuredly this light is not kindled in him by brotherly

love : but this latter is itself the result of the elvat iv tco'
I,

(fxorL But as, in the natural life, life itself is the condition

of all living activities, and is then by these activities con-

firmed and strengthened, so it is in this case. Hence the

expression fieveiv. By the side of this positive benediction

of the dyairdv tou? dSe\(f)ov<; there runs a negative : aKav-

SaXov iv avTU) ovk ecmv. But the question, very difficult

of decision, arises, whether the offence has for its oljject the

dyaTrdv itself or the brethren,—that is, whether the believer

has no occasion of his own sin in himself, or is not to be

an occasion of sinning to his brother. There are weighty

reasons on both sides. In favour of the former is the

strong consideration, that throughout the whole section the

subject is how every individual is to secure his own salva-

tion, not how he may effect or influence his brethren's.

And this view of it would yield a good meaning. As all

sin is egoism, he who in love walks as Christ walked has

no longer any impulse of sin within him ; every temptation

to sin is restrained by the habitual stream of love from
issuing in act. On the other hand, in favour of the second

meaning is the consistent usage of the New Testament,

which without exception regards a-KavBaXov as the offence
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or cause of stumbling wliicli may be put in the way of

others. And when we reflect with what solemn earnestness

our Lord, in St. Matthew and St. Luke, threatens those who
are the cause of offence, it is evident that in fact there is a

higher blessing in being exempt from cause of stumbling

in our fellow-Christians. And with this agrees our experi-

ence, that lovelessness on our part is wont to occasion sin

in others beyond anything else ; and the doctrine of St.

Peter, tliat we by well-doing, or by expressions of love,

may stop the mouths of ignorant men. Consequently, we
may well temporarily decide for this latter interpretation,

without, however, being able positively to refute the other.

Just as in the second sub-section of the first section, the

second of our present one also consists of three clauses

;

and the third (ver. 11) is here, as there, more full and more
forcible than the preceding ones. He that hatetli his

brother not only is in darkness,—that was also already in

the ixevei of the ninth verse,—but the darkness rules all the

actions of his life, irepLiraTel iv rfj crKoria
; and, forsooth,

as his way is wrapped in darkness, his goal also is hidden

from him, ovk olhe irov vTrdyei. Now, when a verb of

motion like virdyeiv is connected with a irov, that is, with

an adverb of rest, corresponding to iv with a dative, two

points are made emphatic : as well the movement to an

end as also the result of it. And what is the goal to which

the hating man moves without knowing it ? Generally, it

is quite right to explain that he knows not to w'hat a depth

of sinful ruin he may be driven down by means of his

hatred. But it is simpler and more exact to take the

aKOTca itself as his goal. The persons in question say, and

that without conscious hypocrisy, that they are in the light

;

and precisely through this ignorance as to their own con-

dition, as to the way in which they are found, they are

blinded also as to the goal, which is again no other than

darkness. And how comes it that they so absolutely know
not this sure end of all ? The same darkness hath blinded

their eyes. ^0(f>6a\.fi6<; is not the " natural power of appre-

hension," the intellectual eye in the ordinary sense ; but in

the New Testament style it is the organ by means of which
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man becomes susceptible to the powers of light and dark-

ness compassing him about, this being altogether distinct

from the mere understanding. According as it is determined

in its function by the one or the other, is the whole man
light or darkness. Finally, let us not fail to observe the

progression in the last three verses : ver. 9 has only one

predicate in the conclusion, ver. 1 has two, ver. 1 1 three.

Verses 12-14.

Tpa^u) v/xLV, rcKVLa, oti a^ewvrai v/jilv al afxaprlat Bta

TO ovofxa avTov. rpd<f)Ci) vfiiv, iraripe';, ore i'yvcoKare rov

aiT ap'yri'i' jpacfico vjuv, veavlcrKOL, otl veviKrJKare rov

irovrjpov. "Ejpa-^a v/mv, iracSla, ore iyvMKare rov 'jrarepa.

"Eypaylra vpZv, nrarepe'^, on iyvcoKare rov air ap'yr]<i' eypa-^a

vfjilu, veavLCTKOL, OTL IcT'^vpol ecTTe, Kal o X6yo<; rov ©eov iv

vfuv fievei, Kal veviKrjKare tov irovrjpov.

The position of the three following verses in the organism

of the Epistle cannot be determined before we have exa-

mined their meaning somewhat in detail, and made it clear

to our minds. The apostle addresses himself to his readers

in a sixfold appeal ; but the meaning of this depends in

some measure on the right reading in ver. 13. If the

Textus receptus in that verse is correct, ypd^co vfuv

TraiSca, it is inevitably necessary to connect this ypdcpco

with the jpd(fi(o of the three previous clauses ; but in that

case the TraiSia must, in contradistinction from the irarepe^

and veavLCTKot of the two former members, be understood

of actual children, so that the apostle would be supposed

to address three several classes of age. But the external

evidence is very strong in favour of the other reading,

eypa-^a v/jllv iraihia. In that case the clause no longer

belongs to the preceding, but to the following ; and we have

three denominations of the readers in parallel and contrast

:

on the one hand, reKvia, irarepe^, and veaviaKot bound

together by jpdcpco ; and, on the other hand, iraiBla,

irarepe';, veavidKoi bound together by eypa^jra. But then

it is further obvious that by iraiBla and reKvla children are

not meant in the sense of physical age ; all the readers are

thus classed together as a whole, as in ch. ii. 1. The very
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order seems at once to indicate this. If actual cliildreu

had been intended, the apostle would certainly have

arranged the terms in natural order, either advancing from

the youngest to the eldest, or taking the inverted line ; but

to mention children first, then the fathers, and then again

young men, has in it something inharmonious. To this may
be added that, supposing children generally in physical age

to have been meant, the antithesis to the veaviaKoi would

require us to think of little children ; but neither were

these present in the Christian assembly, for which the

Epistle was primarily designed, nor can they be supposed

to have been in a position to understand the apostle's

missive. Thus, then, the apostle addresses the whole church

twice in the first place, and then turns to the older and

younger among them with special exhortation : whether

older and younger in a physical sense must be as yet left

undetermined.

Then, further, the sixfold on in the foreground requires

explanation : the question being whether it gives the matter

of the 7/3a<^&), or the reason assigned for it. The latter is

decidedly the right view. An emphatic assertion of the

good degree, the koXo^ ^aQii6<i, which the church had pur-

chased to itself, is not the substance of the Epistle ; nor

could it be such, unless the document had been meant to

be a letter of consolation against undue despondency, or an

epistle of commendation. But it is most manifestly neither

of these. So then we must take oti as causative : pre-

cisely because the churches were in the enjoyment and in

the labour of faith, the apostle writes to them the letter

before us. He does not teach the elements of Christianity
;

but it is his design to lay the finishing touches on their

perfection, and bring to maturity the irXrjpcoaL'i of their

Xapd.

What the apostle says to the church as a whole in his

first clause, ver. 12,—that he writes to them under the

supposition that they were already partakers of the for-

giveness of sins,—appears not to be in harmony with ch.

ii. 1, 2, where he mentions this forgiveness of sins as the

object of his writing. In fact, this contradiction is the
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same as in tlie eighth verse, where the apostle lays that

down as an ivrdXr] which he in the same breath acknow-

ledges they had already realized ; no other than what per-

vades the whole Epistle, which everywhere presupposes

Christianity in tlie hearers and yet teaches it. It is precisely

this relation, this substructure of the whole Epistle, which

explains why St. John writes nothing new, and yet writes

the old as being new : his presupposition and his object

are one and the same. And the forgiveness of sins^ he

presupposes more definitely as having been Sm rb ovo/xa

avrov. That the pronoun here refers to Christ, must be

taken for granted because of the Sta aim accus., " on

account of." But the name might generally be explained

as the revelation of His person, as the name which the

Lord by His deeds has made for Himself; but it may also

refer to that name of Christ of which mention had been

made, and the idea inherent in which was in the apostle's

immediate memory, ^w? oXtjOlvov, The Lord, who is light,

and came to bring light into the world, has for the sake of

this His name vouchsafed us forgiveness.

If we have not missed the meaning of the reKvla, as

referring, namely, to the whole church, it will be thereby

firmly established that the two specific utterances in regard

to the 7raT6pe<i and the veavta-Kot are simply deductions

from the immediately preceding general clause. Now the

forgiveness of sin has two aspects : on the one hand, it pro-

duces a strong warfare against sin, and that in the order of

time is its first result ; on the other hand, it assures a

deeper knowledge of the Saviour through whom so great a

benefit has been obtained and is continuously appropriated.

This latter stage is not reached without some experience of

the Christian life ; it is the point of contest with sm, and

therefore belongs rather, or belongs in a higher degree, to

' The form «(p£<wvTa/ is grammatically difficult. But in Suidas, Etym. ex

Herodiano, gram. Bekk. 470, 15, there is for a^puxx a Doric and even Attic

form vouched, from which aifmuKccfuv and apiuKivai have sprung ; similarly,

the Pass, in inscript. Arcad. in the imperative form afnua-^M. All this leads

to the assumption of an extended form Uai instead of the common in), against

the formation of which nothing can be grammatically uiged. Comp. on the

passages quoted, Staph. Thes. I. p. 2662.
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the later period of the Christian course. For, all knowledge

of the Lord which may be supposed to spring from any-

thing besides a warfare for the more and more perfect

appropriation of the redeeming work of Christ, would be

merely theoretic knowledge, and dead therefore in its rela-

tion to the true Christian life. The apostle here gives

prominence to this second aspect of the matter; and the

reason is that he will begin with the fathers, who naturally

assumed the more important place in the Christian church

and in any allusion to its members. The expressions

iraTep6<i and veavlaKOi must not be referred to merely

intellectual stages of advancement : the second of the words

will not allow this, as being entirely unsuitable. At the

same time, it may be naturally supposed that the elders,

who had of course occupied their place longer in the Chris-

tian church, and had more experience of life, were also

intellectually more mature than the younger.

"When the apostle presupposes that the elders had known

Tov air ap')(rj<i, the connection requires us to understand

this of our Lord Christ alone. The strongest argument is

not that the first words of the Epistle, o tjv utt ap'xfj'i, ^s

also the beginning of the Gospel, contain similar descrip-

tions of the Son ; but that the forgiveness of sins empha- ,'

sized in the previous verse, 8ta to ovo/xa Xpicrrov, suggests

at once rather the knowledge of the Son than the knowledge

of the Father. The young men, on the contrary, have

overcome the wicked one ; they have successfully withstood

his fxeOoBeLaL'i (Eph. vi. 11). The thought seems to enter

here without any point of connection and unprepared for.

Forgiveness of sins had been mentioned in the first chapter

and in the beginning of the second : what, however, of the

irovrjpo'i and the victory over him ? But when we come

to remember that the aKoria, as in antithesis to the light,

was a prominent idea in the previous paragraphs, and that

it is this wicked one who has the e^ovaia rov aKorov?, we
shall not after all find the present mention of him so

entirely isolated. That this victory over the enemy is

described in the perfect tense, is not to be regarded as

meaning that the victory was determined or finally settled
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and ended : it simply draws a conclusion from the already

past life of the young men.

With the third member of the thirteenth verse the second

triad of addresses begins. The most striking difference we
encounter is the changed e<ypa'\^a ; which is all the more

important a difference because of the general similarity in

the contents of the two triads. The essentially identical

substance of tlie two sub-sections makes it evident that the

apostle's aim is to lay down in the most emphatic way
possible the general fact of the Christian life and of the

Christian knowledge in the churches. Hence it seems at

once obvious to take the repetition of the verb in the sense

>. of confirmation or additional assurance, in some distant

analogy with the 6 yiypacjia yeypa(})a, John xix. 22: "I

write unto you, and I assert it again that for these reasons

I write to you
;

" essentially if not formally the same

repetition is presented here as in Phil. iv. 4, '^alpere, iraktv

epoi yjiLpere. But after all, this only accounts for the simple

repetition generally, and does not explain the preterite form

of the verb. We do not read, as we might expect, jpd^o)

Koi itoXlv ypd<p(o. It is hardly admissible to refer the

preterite to the first part of the Epistle now finished, and

the preceding present to the whole of the Epistle itself,

—

" I write unto you generally for these reasons, and for them

have specially written the previous words,"—because, first,

the perfect yeypaipa would have been the more obvious

form, and secondly, we should naturally expect the order to

-be inverted :
" I have written what precedes^under this

presupposition, as indeed my whole Epistle proceeds from

it." Nor will it help the case to refer the eypa-^a to

earlier writings of St. John, such as the Gospel ; for in that

case there would certainly have been some such appendage

as " I write to you now, as I have written to you before"

Nothing remains, then, but that we refer as well the eypay^ra

as the jpd(})Q) to the entire Epistle lying before us ; in which

case the great point is to determine why at one moment

the apostle regards his writing as a matter of the present,

and the next moment views it aoristically.

Now there is certainly a good reason for this, if the
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writer's purpose is to reassert what he had said in tlie

r/pdcpco for the sake or in the service of some particular

application. This distinctive application must then be

sought in what immediately follows. The meaning would

be : "I write to you on the ground of your Christian

estate ; as first said, / have been induced to write for this

reason, and hence the strong injunction which I must

address to you, fi-q ar^airaie. top Koafxov" ver. 15. That,

in fact, those following words of injunction did rest upon

the presupposition of their Christian character needs no

proof; for vers. 15 seq. themselves assert the conclusion

that the love of the world and the love of God cannot

co-exist or tolerate each other. It might be objected that

this "and hence," which we have supplied in ver. 15,

stands not in the text. But when we find in three conse-

cutive sentences the reasons given so emphatically for fir]

arfairav rov Kocrfiou, there seems no strict necessity to

express formally the causal relation. After ver. 14 we
have thus to insert a colon; before ver. 13c not only a

point, but a period, the close of a sub-section. " I have

written or wrote unto you, as I have said, only on the

supposition of your fellowship with the light, of your

victory over the darkness :—love not the world, for other-

wise (ver. 15h) you discredit and shame my supposition."

In the present <ypd(f)co the apostle has in view the passing

act in which he is engaged ; in the aorist eypayjra the

Epistle is in his mind represented as finished ; he speaks

historically of the intellectual conception of the Epistle

which preceded the actual performance of the writing.

Because the conception of it was perfected, and in fact its

realization half accomplished, the apostle could speak of

his letter as of an historical fact ; that he actually does so

speak has this for its reason, that his writing rests upon the

presupposition that his readers will follow his exhortation,

fx.r) djairaTe rov Koar/xov. Because his letter was j)roduced

by these express presuppositions, the churches must on

that very account answer to them. To sum up all : the

preterite form has for its reason this, that the following

injunction is presented as the necessary result of the ex-
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pectations and presuppositions wliicli lie at the basis of

the Epistle.

In this way the course of thought pursued in the portion

of that Epistle now closed reaches the conclusion which the

unity of its structure would lead us to expect. Ch. i. 6—1

corresponds most exactly in its construction with ch. ii.

3-11
; but for ch. ii. 1—2 we find no parallel member

remaining. From quite a different point of view, we have

come to the conviction that this parallel member is to be

found here: it in fact consists of ch. ii. 12—13&, The

most important difference between these two parallels is

this, that ch. ii. 1, 2 recapitulates only one half of its

theme in the arrangement ; while, on the other hand, ch.

ii. 6, 12-136 not only brings in the other half, but also

winds up the two previous sections, though its form is

specifically determined by the second of them. With this

parallel relation of the two periods the ypd(f)a> beginning

each of them, ver. 1 and ver, 12, and the address to the

church in reKvta common to the two, agree. Both recapi-

tulations or resumptions give prominence to the forgiveness

of sins, but in a different way : the former makes it an end

to be attained, the latter makes it the basis or reason of the

apostle's writing. We have already seen that the difference

is only an apparent one ; but that the form in ver. 12 is

determined and occasioned by the thought expressed in

ver. 8. The two clauses which enter into detail, ver. 13a

and h, answer admirably to the resuming purpose of the

period. The <yvoicrL<i is in ch. ii. 3 the first fundamental

thought of the second sub-section ; hence it is taken up

again, not, however, as the knowledge of the Father, as in

ch. ii. 3, but as that of the Son, for throughout ch. ii. 6 seq.

the knowledge of God has been specifically defined as the

knowledge of Christ. And the idea of the victory over the

wicked one is contained, ch. ii. 8, in the clause rj aKoria

TrapdyeTat koI to (f)(o<; ijSr) (paivei, which, to those who know
the Gospel of St. John, includes the notion of a contest

between light and darkness, God and Satan.

Thus Avith the eypa-^a of ver. 13c there begins an

altogether new section of the Epistle, which first of all
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resumes the presuppositions of the apostle uttered at the

close of the first part, in order to carry them onwards to

further uses. But, after the Johannaean manner, this

resumption takes place not in exactly the same words.

In the place of the forgiveness of sins, which was

attributed to the church as a whole in ver. 12, comes in

here the knowledge of the Father. When we mark that

in the section commenced with these words the 'x^plaixa

from God, and the hioivkdge of the truth thus guaranteed,

forms the conchisive particular in the apostle's argumenta-

tion, that the whole subject is the separation from the

antichrists, and the marks by which they are to be

known, it is very evident why the apostle describes fellow-

ship with God under the precise aspect of the hioidedge of

the Father. This knowledge of the Father falls in ver. 14
again into two elements : the knowledge of the Son, and

victory over the evil one. Like the forgiveness of sins, the

knowledge of God also has two sides, one more theoretic

and the other more practical
;
yet so that the former is the

foundation or presupposal of the latter. The latter is the

conflict against sin resting upon the knowledge of the

good and holy will of God; and it is pre-eminently ascribed

to the young men. They are, in virtue of their knowledge

of God, or, more strictly, in virtue of their living insight

into His nature as light, la')(ypol: the knowledge that

they stand not alone, but that the strength of the light

works in them, and on them, and for them, makes them
strong; further, the \0709 tov ©eov abides in them, the

living and effectual message of Jesus Christ and about

Jesus Christ, the concrete substance of the <yv(aai<; tov

irarpo^, has found a place in them ; and, finally, through

this divine power, which lies in the divine word, they have

maintained a victorious contest against the darkness and

its prince. On the other hand, the yv<io(Ti<i tov iraTpo^ has

also a more theoretical side ; the repose of age and the

experience of the Christian life have matured this in the

fathers. They have known tov aii dpxv'^, that is, accord-

ing to the explanation already given, the Son of God. The
general fellowship with God, with the light, is specialized

1 JUIIN. G
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into fellowship witli the Saviour; he who knoweth God
knoweth Him in His Son, who has said, " He that hath

seen Me hath seen the Father."

Veese 15.

Ml] dyaTTare rov Koa/iov, yxT^Se ra iv rco Kocrfirp' idv Tt?

dyaira rov k6(X[iov, ov/c eaTLV 57 dyaTiT] tov iTarpo<i ev avTu>.

Vers. 13&, 14 have laid the foundation of what now
follows. The apostle has written only on the presup-

position of their estate of Christian life and knowledge as

just described : thus results for the churches the require-

ment to correspond with this presupposition ; and this can

be only through their absolute abnegation of the power of

darkness and withdrawal from it. Hitherto the apostle

has spoken positively on the whole ; the negative clauses

have been introduced only for the clearing of the thought.

But now the order is inverted. No longer is the nature of

KOLvodvla rov (}3(or6<i the matter of his theme, but the nature

of the GKoria. Now, in order to warn them against all

and every fellowship with darkness, the author exhibits in

concreto the form in which the darkness presents itself,

where its kingdom is to be found, and therefore against

what the Christ has to defend Himself. Hence, in the

place of the more abstract and general idea of darkness,

, comes in the more concrete idea of the /cocr/io?, which is

^1 then again resolved into its elements and further developed.

^Korla and Koafio^ have the same substantial contents

;

I

but, while aKori'a is the animating principle, K6(T/io<i is the
' domain in which this principle works ; and they are related

/ to each other as the soul and the body; the /cocr/io?

becomes /cocr/xo? through the aKorla manifesting itself in it.

Everything, however, is subjected to the power of darkness

which generally is on earth, so far as it has not been

renewed by grace; thus not only the world of mankind

belongs to the koct/jlo^ ; the iindvfiia rfj<i a-apKO'^, which is

l^resently mentioned as an element of the kocixos, does not

always spring absolutely from man; the whole region of

created things, as described in Gen. i. 2 seq., is subjected

to sin. But, on the other hand, mankind belongs also to
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the KQcrixo'i, because mankind is absolutely and tlirougliout

entangled in sin. Tlie counterpart of the Koa^o'^, as the

kingdom of darkness, is that of the light, the ^aaCkeia rod

©eov, the limits of whicli in the divine ordination and its

final goal are precisely the same as those of the /coa/Ac?^

that is to say, the whole domain of the creation.

Thus between «:oo-/i09 and ^aaiXela tqv ©eov there is

precisely the same relation as there is in a narrower sphere

l)etween two similar antitheses or counterparts. Hayfia, to

wit, is a vox media, the corporeity of man purely of itself,

apart from the power dominating in it. But adp^ is that

crw/Att so far as it is thoroughly penetrated and swayed by

sinful powers ; so far as it is, on the other hand, filled with

divine energies, it is called a new or glorified body. Just

so in regard to our present counterpart ideas. The vox

media, which here corresponds to the aoifxa, is t) <yrj koI to

ifkrjpoifia avrri'i, Ps. xxiv., the KTiai,^, Horn. viii. 19. So

far as this sum of created things is interpenetrated and

swayed by the powers of darkness, it is called /cocr/io? ; so

far as it is, on the other hand, filled and animated by

divine energies, it is called the new heaven and the new
earth.

With the injunction not to love rov Koa/xov is connected

the further injunction not to love ra iv tS Koafiw. Two
explanations may be given of this. It were most obvious

to understand by it the objects present in the world, the

things which collectively make up the idea of the K6afio<i.

But that would involve tautology. If it was the apostle's

mind to make emphatic that we should love neither the

world in general nor anything in particular belonging it,

the expression chosen would not have been appropriate

for that thought ; instead of ra iv tm Koa-fio), it ought to

have been fi7]8ev rcov ev rw KoafjLW, or something like it.

However, the following verse makes it quite impossible to

imderstand by ra iv tw KoafKo the particular objects

existing in the world. That is to say, when ver. 16

begins with Trdv to iv ra> Koaixto, it is manifest that this

expression is equivalent to our to, iv tm Koa-fxto : what in

the one case is comprehended in the neuter plural is in the
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second case reduced to unity by the ttuv. But when we
read, further, that the iiriOvfjiia Trj<i aapK6<i and tmv

6j)6aX[xoiv, as also the akal^ovela rod (3lov, are the irdv to

iv Tu) Koafim, we have given to us a fingerpost for the true

interpretation of our expression. Those three terms are

obviously not individual objects in the world, but the

ethical quality adherent to those objects. It is true that

irrriOvfiia might express not the desire itself, but by

metonymy the objects of the desire
;

yet the addition

T^9 a-apK6<;, and still more twv 6^6a\/jb(bv, demands the

former meaning ; and certainly aka^ovela can only be

referred to an ethical subjective quality. Accordingly, we
are not permitted to interpret the "nav to iv tu> Koaixw,

and by consequence ra iv t« koctiiw, of the objects which

constitute the Koafxa^. As in the expression, " that which

is in man," we may understand not merely the individual

attributes that are found in him, but also the characteristic

quality which marks and expresses his whole life and

nature ; so also in our expression, " that which is in the

world," we may understand the element that makes the

world to be world, its fundamental determination and

inmost nature. And this idea, as it comes out of the con-

text, admirably fits into the context. That which makes

the world into the Koafia, with the New Testament

meaning, is not any one object in it, but the sinful power

inhering in all and pervading its collective whole. Thus

the apostle says : Love not the world, the whole circle of

objects comprised in it; and also love not—the /jLtjSi is thus

as often ascensive in meaning—that which is in the world

as its kernel and pith. The appended clause brings out

and makes prominent that which makes the love of the

world sin.

Before, however, St. John more closely in ver. 16 defines

and specifies the general phrase to, iv tm koctixo), he indicates

in the second half of ver. 15 how it is that the love of the

world cannot accord with the presupposition of a Christian

walk which gave him his reason for writing,—that is to say,

because the love of the world and the love of God are

absolutely incompatible. He says, djaTn) rod irarpo^ : for
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internal reasons we may decide against the reading Geov.

This, indeed, appears at the first glance better to correspond

with the general word Koa/io'?, and therefore was by some

transcriber involuntarily substitvited for the Trarpo?, which

seemed to him without any point of connection. But, in

fact, ver. 14 itself, as the fundamental beginning of one

section, sprang from the iyvcoKevai tov Trarepa, and it is

with allusion to tliat the apostle here resumes tliis word :

"the fellowship in which I supposed you to exist ye do

not tlien possess ; and my letter does not at all apply to

you." Moreover, this reference back to the fundamental

idea of ver. 14 establishes clearly that the dyaTrr) roO

Trarpo'i here does not denote the love of God to us, but our

love to God.

Verse 16.

"On irav to ev rw Koa/xo), 17 einOvixia r?}? <TapKQ<i, koX y]

iiridufiLa Tcov 6(ji6a\fA,ciov, koI rj aXa^oveia tov /3iou, ovk

ecTiv ifc TOV iraTpo'i, dX)C €K tov koct/jlov iari.

Very noteworthy and strictly Johannaean is the method

of establishing the thought thus uttered, with which is at

the same time connected a further explanation of the idea

TO, iv TQi Koa-fio). The former takes the form of an em-

phatic repetition of what had been said, while the conse-

quences involved in the matter itself are now brought out

more tersely. This is the apostle's genuine method of

demonstration. When we closely examine the thoughts

themselves, we find that, first of all, he specifies the con-

tents of irdv TO iv tm Koafiw by the three definitions

already mentioned, iTriOufiia r?}? a-apK6<i, iTridv/xLa twv

6(f)6aXficov, dXa^oveia tov ^lov. In the form we have a

trichotomy, which, however, resolves itself into two parts,

as the iirtdv/jiLa is developed in two directions. The

relation of the dXa^ovela to the i-TriOvfiia is easily per-

ceptible : the latter presupposes a want, the former a

possession ; they are related as the desire for enjoyment,

and the enjoyment of what is desired, but in such a way
that the egoistic element is prominent. The dXa^ovela

is not enjoyment in itself, but as connected with proud
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contempt for others ; and, in harmony with this, the

iTTidv/xLa is not desiring in itself, but the desiring of what

does not belong to me, the envying of others for the sake

of self, though this may be an unconscious sentiment. /
will have, and I as in contrast with others (aXa^oveia).

But not iiriOvfiia and a\a^ov€La alone are spoken of:

they take a definite form. The desire is partly that of the

. , flesh, partly that of the eyes. It is obvious that the eyes

refer rather to an intellectual, psychical element of enjoy-

ment ; the flesh rather to enjoyment in the physical

domain. With this it is connected that the flesh seeks

rather active enjoyments, in which it is itself not merely

the means of that enjoyment, but also the subject that

enjoys ; while the eye can only take up objects external

and alien, and is viewed only as the medium of enjoyment.

/'Active and therefore more sensual, passive and therefore

I more psychical, enjoyments are thus distinguished by the

apostle. A similar isolating specification of the eye, which,

however, one might say is already subjoined under the

notion of odp^, but by which it gains a more independent

position, we find in Matt. vi. 22. There the eye is set

over against the whole body ; and in such a way that its

characteristic quality conditions that of the whole body.

But this view of the matter is here, in conformity with the

connection, left altogether out of view.

Similarly, the term aka^oveia is more closely defined by

the genitive tov ^lov. St. John uses this word only once

more, ch. iii. 17, but in both passages, as throughout the

JSTew Testament, with definite distinction from ^wrj. That

is to say, like the verb /Siow of 1 Pet. iv. 2,—a aira^

Xeyofiei^ov in the New Testament,—the noun signifies only

the external life of man as belonging to the material world,

^ which is sustained by eating and drinking ; on the other

hand, the l^corj refers ever to the personality of life, the

spiritual being of the man, thus forming a contrast to /Sto9

:

passages such as Luke xii. 15, xvi. 25, 1 Cor. xv. 9, and

Jas. iv. 14, are no exceptions to this rule. But both /Sio?

and ^fe)?7 occur, each in its several sphere as just indicated,

with a twofold reference. As ^oi-i] now describes the
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natural personal life, and now that life as filled with the

divine eternal life ; so /3/o? is sometimes used generally of

the natural life in itself, and sometimes of the powers which

fill and sustain it,—that is, of the sustentation of life. In

ch. iii. 17 it is to be understood without doubt in the

latter sense : how here, is a question. The passage of

this same Epistle just mentioned would recommend us to

attach to it here the same narrower meaning ; but, on the

other hand, there is nothing in this passage to indicate

such a restriction, while such a restriction of the idea is

not in harmony with the context, which points to the

widest possible interpretation. Not only rich nourishment,

but all the good of the present external life, high position,

money, honour, and the like, give sustentation to the

aXa^ovela. But the word /3to9 is chosen, because the life

of the natural man is after all only a purely external life.

As the natural man is called crdp^, although he has also

the natural human spirit, because the flesh has the

dominion, and even the most seemingly spiritual interests

stand in the long run under the empire of corporeity im-

pregnated with sin ; so the whole life is here called /Sto?,

because the pride and exultation in honour, personal con-

sideration, and other apparently spiritual things, are in

reality nothing but the same hanging on and cleaving to

the things of the created, material world, although in

another form. As selfishness may sometimes deny itself,

and postpone its pleasure, and appear as self-renunciation

;

so the oXa^ovela may sometimes assume the forms of a

higher life, although it fundamentally springs from the

adp^ and its life, the /3io9. Now this double desire and

this pride are said to be irav to iv to3 Koa^ro. Or may
they be only examples of what is in the world, individual

examples of the irdv in the beginning of the verse ? In

favour of this it may be said that the dependence on false

teachers, presently spoken of, certainly belongs to the

/coo-ytio? ; while yet it cannot be dovetailed into the

specimens here adduced. But that m'ouH be unsound

argument. For the anti- Christian nature is not inde-

pendent of the aKa^ovGia and the iTTidvjmia • it is only the
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concrete form into which these run, and it grows out of

them directly. All else that may be mentioned is only the

development of these germs.

But that we may exhibit in all their clearness the

thoughts of the apostle, we must once more return and

fasten our thought upon the idea of the Koaju.o'i. We have

seen that the creation and all it contains is not of itself

called Koa-fio'i, but only as it is determined by sin and

impregnated by sinful forces. This sinful characteristic

does not inhere in itself, but it becomes partaker of it

through the fact that man makes it the instrument of his

sin. Hence also its nature and essence is presented as a

subjective one ; the o^OaXfjLoi and a-dp^ which desire belong

to man, and the ^lo<i is the sphere in which the man
absorbs that from the earthly creation which he had taken

into his service, and has consequently also a subjective side.

But in any case, the desire and the pride itself which

proceeds from the eyes, the flesh, the life, is absolutely and

altogether something subjective. Accordingly, the proper

ground and substance of the idea Koa-fio^ lie not in the

things of the world, but in man, who uses them. But

when, on the other hand, it is said that this desire and this

pride are e/c tov Koa-fjiov, the opposite seems to hold good
;

sin seems to be transferred to created things, and from them

sinful desires and sinful pride seem to take their rise, and

come into men. And this view we find elsewhere in

Scripture. In Eom. viii, 19, 20, /jLaraioTrj^i is ascribed to

the irrational creature, which longs to be freed from it,

and a BovXela r?)? (f)6opd<; under which it groans. And
this, like much else in the Scriptures of the Old and the

New Testaments, leads us to the thought of a change or

"- depravation of the creature through sin. The world, which

stood in no original contact with evil, is not only depraved

by man in individual cases, or in virtue of specific sinful

acts, but, as the originally sinless body of man was not

only made into the organ of sin, but in consequence of sin

evil so penetrated and pervaded it that it on its side also

influences and makes sinful the spiritual life of man ; so

also the whole earthly creation has been drawn into the
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kingdom of darkness, and exercises now a depraving in-

fluence on man, who had previously corrupted it. Man
originally, or, more specifically, the flesh and the eye, lusted,

and he perverted the creature to the service of pride

;

as the result of this, the world is so pervaded with sin, that

out of itself now the lust that covets it and the provoca-

tion to pride proceed. The iTnOvjiia and dXa^ovela, which

originally sprang from man, now proceed from the world,

and thereby it becomes in the scriptural sense the /cocr/no?
;

thereby all that is the to iv tcG kootixw, the evil principle

filling the creature, may be said to come e'/c rov koo-^ov.

And it is this very thing that it is the apostle's purpose to

emphasize in one verse : he has said in the verse preceding

• that love to the world and to that which is in it, as its

moving principle, cannot consist with the love of God.

The evidence thus lies in the progression from that which

is i.v TO) KocrfMO) to the iic rov koct^ov. The difference of

origin between love of God and love of the world affirms

and establishes the all -pervading and ineffaceable oppo-

sition between the two for all time and for all stages of

development.

Verse 17.

KaX 6 Kocrfio'; TrapdyeraL, koI i) eTTiOvf^La avrov' o Be

iroLwv TO Oekriixa rov ©eov, fiivet €49 top alcova.

The thought is assuredly carried onward by the intro-

duction of a new element in ver. 1 7 ; but it is questionable

whether the idea of ver, 1 6 or that of ver. 1 5 is developed

further. If that of ver. 16, then we have here a second

reason given for ver. 15 : the love of God and the love of

the world cannot agree together, because, first (ver. 16),

their origin is diametrically oj^posite ; because, secondly

(ver. 17), their end is equally diverse. Nevertheless, it

seems more appropriate to regard it as developing ver. 15 :

love not the world (ver, 15a) ; for, first (vers. 15b, 16), the

love of the world is incompatible with the love of God
;

and, secondly (ver. 1 7), ye would, loving it, perish with the

world, while obedience towards God brings eternal life as

its result. The irapdyeadai, which is here asserted con-
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cerning tlie world, is not absolutely identical with that

i^ which in ver. 8 is predicated of the aKorla, although

K6cr/jio<; and aKorla are, as we have seen, equivalent ideas.

It was said in that verse that in the present state the

darkness is, in virtue of the appearance of the true light,

in process of passing away ; this, therefore, is a fact stated.

But here it is asserted that the world in itself pertains

to transitoriness, and this denotes an internal quality or

.; characteristic. That which turns away from the light is

I

on that account devoted to inevitable ruin ; for only the

<j)(b<; is the ^corj rcov dvOpcoTrcov. But this germ of death,

: existing in it potentially from the beginning, comes into

actuality when the light strikes upon it with its full power

;

for, as it produces life where the germs of life are, so it*

produces death where they are not.

And with the world passes away also its essential nature,

17 einOvfiLa aiirov. This, in harmony with the connection,

does not mean the desire towards the world, but the

desire resting or abiding in the world, and constituting its

signature and mark. How it is in very deed the nature of

/the world appears most clearly from the antithesis, the

iroielv to OekrjfMa rov ©eou. The lust here is the life

creaturely which makes itself independent. According to

the original divine ordinance, there should be no individual

desire personal to self, no knowledge or will of our own,

but only a will responsive to what God wills. Hence the

idea, OeXrjixa rov ©eov, does not by any means enter here

without introduction ; it is the necessary antithesis of the

eTTcdv/jiia after the creaturely life which would constitute

itself independent. But with the world its own desire must

cease. That is precisely the condemnation, that the possi-

bility of sinning ceases because the material of its activity

is taken away from sin ; and so, the 6e\r}/u,a tov ©eov not

being the power of life in the man, his existence becomes

a fearful waste, devoid of all substantial contents. But it

is far otherwise if the divine will has become my will

;

because the willing of God is infinite, an inexhaustible

spring of ever new invigoration and confirmation of life,

consequently to the life of the man who makes God's will
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liis own there is given an infinite matter, a never-ceasing-

series of aims and problems ; and therefore he fjuevet el<i rov

alcbva. There is hardly another example of the trans-

formation of Greek ideas by Christianity equally suggestive

with tliat given by the word alwv. While the Hebrew
D?iy, translated, as is well known, by this alcov, signifies at

least, in its proper original meaning, the dark futurity, lost

in the distance, alciov originally referred simply to the

limited and definitely measured continuance of a certain

period (acvum). The New Testament has not only given it

the meaning of a long continuance,—a meaning it had

obtained also in classical Greek,—but it has used it to

express the idea of timelessness.

As in the previous section of the Epistle, ch. ii. 3-11,

the apostle adopts the course of starting from altogether

general ideas (at ivjoXal rod Qeov), and then lighting on

the specific commandment of brotherly love, so also it is

here. In what immediately precedes he has treated of the

K6cfio<i as the opposite generally to the kingdom of light

;

he now passes over to the development and potentiality

which the /coo-/xo9 has received in consequence of the

appearance of the 0w? d\7]0tv6v,—that is to say, he pro-

ceeds to the expression of anti-Christianity. For most

certainly the light has, according to ch. ii. 8, the power to

bring about the passing away of darkness ; but that takes

place only through the fact that first of all the Koa/xo'i

developes its enmity to the light to the utmost extreme,

and reveals itself as perfectly dark. As sin becomes

through the law exceeding sinful, or sin in reality, so the

darkness becomes truly dark through the contrast to the

perfect light. It is precisely through its own internal

development and energizing that the darkness in very truth

puts an end to itself.

Verse 18.

TIaihia, ic^aTrj oopa iarl' Koi, kciOo)^ rjKovcraTe ore o

Avri'^picTTO^ ep-^erat, koX vvv dvri'^^piaTot, 'jroWol 7670-

vaaiv odev <yivd)aKO/jb€v on io-'^aTT] Spa iaTiv.

This is the general relation of the following verses
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to those "wliicli precede. They are closely attached to

ver. 17. The exhortation to keep themselves unspotted

from the world is all the more urgent, because the final

decision and separation is immediately before the door.

And this thought of the solemnity of the time, which

makes it doubly necessary fXTj afyairav rov Koa^ov, moves

the apostle with all the vehemence of his love to appeal to

the churches ; hence the repeated address, irai^ia.

" It is the last hour." What is it this expression would

say ? ^Ea')(aTi] wpa is not a phrase current in the New
Testament, though with the same meaning we have ea'^arai

-qfiepai, Acts xi. 17, 2 Tim. iii. 11, Jas. v. 3 ; or ea-'xarov

TOiv Tjfxepodv, Heb. i. 1, Jude 18, 2 Pet. iii. 3, as well as

Katpcx; eo-p^aT09, 1 Pet. i. 3. These expressions correspond

collectively to the Old Testament phrase ^''^l>] 'T'lD.^, as

partly a comparison of the Septuagint, partly the quotation

in Acts ii. 17, will show ; but it is the expression e(7j(aTov

rwv rjfiepcov which formally and most exactly answers to

the Hebrew. The precise meaning which the phrase in

question bears is very various, no doubt, when understood

in concrdo. Whilst in Gen. xlix. the taking possession of

the promised land is indicated by the end of the days, the

same expression in Mic. iv. and Isa. ii. points to the time

of Christ's first manifestation, and in 1 Pet. i. 5 it refers to

eternity. This variety of interpretation must be explained

by the fact that Holy Scripture everywhere knows only a

dichotomy in this matter of times : the period of the intro-

ductory preparations of salvation and that of its consum-

mation. The latter is in the Old Testament denoted by

Now, every new period, every important event in the

history of the kingdom of God, contains a new germ of final

development, a marked progress towards the end. When
the eye looks into the future, those new potencies in that

future strike it first which are not yet contained in the

present, and in consequence of which it believes that with

the new period the final development will enter. If the

predicted period has actually come, then to those who live

in it the new elements, the germs of development, recede
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fartlier iuto the future, and the imperfect and unaccom-

plished which still lingers in it assumes its worst form and

in the clearest light. And hence the new period will come

to be reckoned in with the first of the two halves of time,

and the CpjC nnnx will retire back into the futurity. Both

views have accordingly their full justification. Every age,

looked at from the past, belongs to the end ; looked at

from the present, it belongs to the beginning. The present

has never an eye for the procedures and gTadual growth of

things in the time following ; it has no eye but for the

unity of the future end. The manifoldness in this distant

goal, which is to be unfolded in sequences of events, is

hidden from its view. So Jacob beholds the possession of

the holy land and the future of the Messiah in one great

picture : to him both belong to the layaiai'i 'Y]iiepaL<i.

When the land was laid waste, the germ which was in that

fulfilment receded further, and the development of the end

passed into a later futurity. Thus the earlier prophet

beheld deliverance from the captivity as one with the final

deliverance through the Messiah ; and though it was re-

vealed to Daniel how long was the interval between these,

the entire prophecy of the Old Testament, down to Malachi

and even the time of Christ, nevertheless combined together

in one vision the incarnation of God and the coming to

judgment, the ><"3iJi ^iia Di' of Mai. iv. as the D'P*n nnnx.

It must not seem strange, then, if, in harmony with all

this, the New Testament pushes further back the ea'^arai,

rjfxepai, and understands them of the second appearance of

Christ. This is decisively the case in 1 Pet. i. 5, where the

future glorification is assigned to the Katpw ea')(aT(p, where

also the present epoch is reckoned as the first. But in the

other New Testament places the idea of the ec'^arov rwv

rjfiepMv appears to us to depart more widely from that of

the Old Testament. That is to say, because in the Old

Testament the entire eschatology, the immortality of the

soul, and so forth, retired far back, so also did that of eter-

nity, and of the endless development of the world. But
the more clearly the ^cot] aloivio<i was unfolded to Christians,

the less adequate was to them the use of the phrase ea-'^aTaL
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rjfjbepai, to express the infinite fulness of what was in tlieir

expectation ; the endlessness of an eternal life would no

longer be fitly described by the definition, " end of the

times." To this concurred also, that the view of the Old

Testament, just indicated, to the effect that the ^''^Jl'
n''"inx

would come in with a mighty break in the passing away of

heaven and earth, was brought forward both by the eschato-

logical discourses of our Lord and the explanations of the

apostles into the foreground ; and that therefore it must

have appeared far more befitting to describe the J^^lI o^)]} as

a new beginning, instead of the end, as was natural in the

Old Testament. Hence, while the D'P^n ^nnx in the Old

Testament was equivalent to i<3n ^^^y, it becomes in the

New Testament, for the reasons assigned, a constituent

element of the vvv aldtv, and that as its last period, its last

stage of development. In this way we can explain such

passages as 2 Tim. iii. 1, 2 Pet. iii. 3, Jude 18, easily and

without violence. They speak of the stage of development

which precedes the alwv fieWwp.

But in our present passage and in Jas. v. 3 there is this

peculiarity, that the apostolical period itself—not any as

yet future epoch—is described as the ia-^aTr] wpa, or, what

is substantially the same, as ecxcnai rj/juepat ; and even Heb.

i. 1 seems to belong to the same category, where the ea-'^arov

TOiv rjfjbepwv Tovrwv, that is, roO alwvo<i tovtov, begins at

once with the incarnation of Christ. This introduced the

concluding epoch of the present world ; when it runs out

there does not enter a new epoch, but the alwv fxeWoiv,

the second great half of time, that of fulfilment ; of all the

stages that prepare for this, the present is regarded as the

last. And in fact this view has been hitherto corroborated

by experience : from the manifestation of Christ down to

the present day there is running out a great epoch which

will not reach its end but with the airoKaTdaTaat'i irdvTcov.

But this does not exhaust the meaning of the expression

in our passage. For when we consider carefully with what

sedulity the apostle here makes prominent the end of the

world as the motive of his exhortations, how he intensifies and

sharpens the usual phrase ecy^arai, '^/juepac into ia-xarr] (opa,
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we are at once penetrated by the feeling that he beholds

this last preparatory fraction as hastening to its end, and

the final catastrophe as impending,—in other' words, that

he, like St. Paul, as we well know, expected within brief

limits the end of the world. Nor can we say that this was

an error which he himself corrected in the composition of

the Apocalypse, showing there as he does how much was

to take place before the Lord's return ; for, notwithstanding

these its contents, the book introduces the final and defini-

tive utterance of Christ to this plain effect, ep^ofiac Ta^v.

Accordingly, we also must confront the mucli-agitated ques-

tion, how an apostle, who had like St. John so deeply

penetrated into the process of development of the kingdom

of God, could nevertheless cling to such a view as this ?

For the solution of this difficulty it is necessary, before

all things, not to lose sight of the fact that the Scripture

has for the process of the times a standard of measure-

ment different from ours : it measures them not by their

length, but according to their weight and importance ; not

according to their external matter, but according to their in-

ternal meaning. Expressions like those now before us can

be understood only when we interpret them according to the

canon of 2 Pet. iii. 8, fiia rjixepa irapa Kvplcp &)9 errj '^iXia

Kot -^IXia err) to? rjfiepa jxla. But that tells us no other

than this, that in the divine estimation one day may wrap

up in itself a thousand human years, and the converse.

Now if, with the Scripture, we measure time by its contents,

it is clear that the essential meaning of no epoch has been

so perfectly condensed into its beginning as that of the epoch

in which we live, and which had its commencement with

the manifestation of Christ. With the substance of the

Gospels, the life of the Lord, and the outpouring of His

Spirit, its essential and proper meaning and substance were

already given. According to the adduced passage of the

second Epistle of St. Peter, objective hindrances to the

coming of the world's end are no longer present; but

through Christ's appearance the world is already ripe for it.

Only the avo')(fi of God protracts the last hour, deferring it

to a later and later period; and precisely because every
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moment has in it the possibility of the end, and only the

long-suffering of God, unaccountable to every other, makes

the finger of the dial go more slowly, no man knows in

' heaven or earth the day and the hour of the end.

i

But if this be so, it is the true Christian and apostolical

I wisdom to keep before our keen vision this possibility, we
might even say this objective probability, of the judgment

* of the world. The end of all things will judge concerning

the good as concerning the evil ; both must therefore have

found their full development. The former took place with

Christ's manifestation ; but the latter also : the power of

distinction had reached its climax in the TtKvoi<i ttj^ airet-

6ela<i, as the rising up of the dvTiXpi'Cn'ot proved. This was

to the apostle the sign of the approaching end ; now was he

assured that the axe was already laid at the root of the tree.

Its development was quite complete : the fruits might indeed

ripen more and more, but no new fruits would yet spring

forth. Thus there may be, to speak with the Apocalypse,

silence for half an hour, or, according to human measure-

ment, of half an eternity : potentially the development is

consummated ; at any moment both Christ and Antichrist

may appear, and the decisive stroke may follow the placing

/ of the axe at the root of the tree. All peoples and indi-

/ yiduals who have become Christians since the apostle wrote
"^

this, all the developments of the Christian church, are but

the growth and ripening of germs then present, with nothing

new superadded. Thus we have two things in the present

verse, according to the explanation given : one is that we

stand in the last period before the aloov /jieXkcov ; and the

other, that it is already advanced to the top of its develop-

ment, and therefore hastens to its end. And both are true.

As the token by which the readers may know the time,

the antichrists are expressly mentioned. They had heard

of the Antichrist as of a unity ; but they may see the anti-

christs as a plurality. It is a question how these expres-

sions are related to each other : whether o avrlxpta-ro^; is

• an ideal combination of many antichrists which in concrete

form wiU never show himself ; or whether ol dvri'Xpt'Cy'Tot are

only the forerunners of that one whose near coming their
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appearance foreannounced. When we first of all examine

what our own Epistle affords for the decision of this

question, we see that the four passages which mention

Antichrist (1 John ii. 18 and 22, iv. 3, 2 John 7) con-

tain no irrefragable argument on the one side or the other.

For if, first of all, in our passage the ttoWoI avTi'^^pia-Tot,

are supposed to furnish demonstration that the last hour

was at hand or come, then, indeed, it is possible to argue

that in them "the Antichrist," the anti- Christian nature,

had manifested itself, and that therefore there was no further

individual to be expected who should exhibit personally

the might of anti-Christianity. On the other hand, the

apostle may have meant to say :
" As we already see many

antichrists in vigorous activity, we thereby discern that

the scene is fully prepared for the appearance of the one

personal Antichrist. In these he is foreshadowed and pre-

dicted ; and we have therefore entered on the period of his

manifestation, into the last hour." In fact, not only are

both interpretations possible, but there is literally nothing

in this passage of ours which suggests anything for or

against either distinctively. The same may be said of ver. 22.

There the characteristic of Antichrist is declared to be the

denial of the Father and of the Son ; and it is evident that

such a characteristic was manifested fully and clearly in

those antichrists. But beyond this nothing is said as to

whether or not all the rays of enmity against the kingdom

of God may hereafter be concentrated and reflected from

one individual : the words do not exclude the possibility

;

the necessity, however, they do not include. In ch. iv. 3

Antichrist is described as the spirit of negation ; there all

pertain to Antichrist who deny the incarnate Son of God

;

and anti-Christianity is pre-eminently a principle. But

neither does this passage absolutely shut out the possibility

that one man, surpassing all the forms in which the anti-

Christian element has been manifested, and summing up

in himself the whole power of darkness, may hereafter

appear,—that is, that the personal Antichrist may come.

Finally, in 2 John 7 it is said that the denial of the incar-

nation is the token of the deceiver and of the Anticlu-ist, it

1 JOHN, H
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having been just before said explicitly that many become

guilty of that great sin of denial : hence it is clear that

Antichrist primarily was understood to signify a principle,

that of unbelief, and not an individual person. Wherever

this principle exists, there is Antichrist, But is the thought

thereby excluded, that this principle may hereafter be

embodied in one person after such a manner that all earlier

forms of manifestation shaU be thrust into the background,

so that this one individual might be designated o avri-

'^pLa-ro<i in the same way as, for instance, Christ Himself

was called o irpoc^rjrr)^ ? Thus we may confidently assert

that, on the ground of Johannaean passages alone, we should

not be constrained to expect a personal Antichrist ; but

rather that the apostle, especially in the last two passages

quoted above, understands, and would have us understand,

by 6 avTi'x^pKTTo'i the personified anti- Christian principle

working in all the variety of its individual manifestations.

But should we have other reasons for assuming that such

an individual person is to be looked for hereafter, there is

certainly nothing in the passages written by St. John to

contradict such an expectation : collectively, they allow the

possibility of assuming, together with the preliminary reflec-

tions of the anti-Christian spirit, a yet future and final

personal consummation of them all.

Further, there is an ai^ument against the theory of a

concentration of anti-Christianity in one person in the very

diverse pictures which Scripture sketches of the final des-

tination, and which on a first glance at least seem hardly

compatible with a living individualization in one person.

For, while in our Epistle anti-Christianity bears a theo-

logical character, resting upon a denial of the incarnation of

God in Christ, and as such originating within the church

itself {e^rfkOov e| rjixaiv, ver. 19), in the Apocalypse it dis-

tinctly assumes a twofold physiognomy : one, that of the

many-headed beast, that is, of the God-opposed power of

tlie world, which is established in direct contradiction to

Christianity ; and the other, that of the beast like a lamb,

which corresponds to pseudo - prophecy, and thus has

some affinity with the anti-Christianity of our passage.
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While one of these beasts goes forth from the world, the

other goes forth from the church. All this seems plainly

to indicate two totally distinct forms of the corruption,

which could hardly be combined in one person.

But when we compare 2 Thess. ii. the matter assumes

another aspect. It is obvious that St. Paul borrowed the

colours of his description from the prophet Daniel ; and we
must accordingly think of his man of sin as, according to

the analogy of Daniel, a worldly potentate. It is equally

plain that he speaks, on the other hand, of a great airo-

aracrLa out of which the son of perdition should emerge
;

and that leads at once to a corruption within the Christian

church : the enemy sitteth in the temple of God, and as

God exacts worship, which points at least in a pseudo-

prophetic direction. The two diverse presentations of the

beast in the Apocalypse are thus combined by St. Paul

into one sole picture ; and the Apocalypse itself gives us a

hint how that comes to pass when it says, ch. xiii. 15, eSoOr)

avTQ} (that is, to the beast representing pseudo-prophecy)

hovvai TTvev/xa rfj eiKovi rov Orjpiov, iva koX \a\r}ar] fj eiKcou

rov dripiov. According to this, the hostile ungodly power of

the world receives the spirit of pseudo-prophecy opposed to

God ; and it is not until then—that is, until both forms of

opposition are united in one—that this enmity is raised to

its highest form of activity. But again, 2 Thess. ii. is so

constructed that we can hardly escape the conviction that

it speaks of an individual in whom the aTroaraaia should

be consummated. To this all the expressions used by St.

Paul point ; in the other case the singular would not be

constantly used as it is ; but the real multiplicity lying at

the base of it would somewhere appear, as it does, for

instance, in St. John, who in fact has primarily a principle

in view.

With all this perfectly corresponds the fact, which the

Scripture gives us to discern in the ways of God, that every

principle is finally presented in its concentration in one

person. As the " ideal righteous man " of the Old Testament

is not a mere abstraction, finding its full realization only

in the sum of all the individual righteous, but in Him whom
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our Epistle, ch. ii. 2, terms 8iKaio<; kot i^o^'iv finds its

concrete and full manifestation ; as the nin* 12^ is not only

the type and ideal of a true servant of God, but has found

its final concrete realization in Christ : so also the power of

darkness will have its climax in a person who will fulfil all

that has been predicted concerning Antichrist.

We have felt it necessary briefly to indicate the true

doctrine of Antichrist, because a new question attaches

itself here to the subject. If, to wit, a personal Antichrist

is yet to be expected, and if, moreover, St. John must have

known this and would have it known, the reason must

needs be assigned why he altogether keeps out of his

Epistle this view of the case, and, after the single mention

of 6 dvrl^^pta-To^, which did not positively require it, yet at

once occupies himself with the ttoWoI avTL')(^ptaTov generally,

with anti-Christianity as a principle. But the reason of

this it is not hard to discover. That a personal Antichrist

was to be expected, had its importance to Christianity at

that time only so far as the end of all things was not

immediately impending, this being proved by his appear-

ance not having yet taken place. It is with this signi-

ficance that St. Paul alludes to it, in order to obviate

misconceptions as to the approaching and instant end of

the world. But our apostle follows an altogether different

line, having a different end in view : it is his purpose to

show not the distance, but the nearness of the world's

consummation ; and therefore he could not make prominent

what was yet to take place, but must point out that all had

taken place which was previously to take place. Hence

he says nothing about the concentration of evil still in the

future, but dwells on the fact that the antichrists already

existing foreannounce that highest climax. Prominence

given to Antichrist as one person might well have produced

a relaxing effect : there is time enough to be in deep

earnest about perfect holiness until we see him come. But

the conclusion, that to fiva-Tijpiov t?}? dSiKia<i r]8r} ivepyei-

TUL, is a strong exhortation to the utmost possible holy

earnestness. Now, as the apostle must, according to the

design of this Epistle, have felt himself moved to give pro-
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niinence to tliis latter aspect, so it is in harmony witli his

general habit, instead of placing the final consummation of

the evil in contrast with its present imperfectness, rather

to place in a strong light the germs of that consummation

already appearing in the present. Thus we find it in his

Gospel, and with specific reference to the final judgment.

When our Lord, in ch. v. 25, says, epx^rai topa Kal vvv eari,

ore 01 veKpol aKovaovrai T7]<; cficovrj'i rod vlov rov &eou koX

^ijaovTac, He by no means refers only to the bodily raising

of the dead which He accomplished during His life, but toj

the internal judgment which already takes place in virtue
|

of His manifestation. So also when, in ch. iii. 17 seq., He i

makes it emphatic that the unbeliever is not to be judged

first when he stands before the bar, but that he is already
_

because of his unbelief condemned.

The apostle terms the great enemy of the Lord and His

principle avrl'x^pLa-To^. Now it is certain that in the earlier

classical Greek most compounds with avri signify not

merely an opponent of the idea contained in the simple

noun, but such an opponent as would fain make himself

also what the simple noun means, and be so termed him-

self. ^AvTt^acrtXev<i is not the enemy of a. king, but a

king who declares himself the enemy of another king

;

avTi7rd\.aiaT7]<i is not the opponent of a wrestler, but a

wrestler who contests the place of another wrestler.

Accordingly, at'Tt%/3tcrT09 would not be a mere enemy of^

Christ, but such an opponent as himself claims to take the

place of Christ. Thus the term dvTLXptaTo<i would be an

equivalent of the ylrevSoxp^rroc of whom the Lord speaks

in Matt. xxiv. ; and it would be in strict accordance with

this that in 2 Thess. ii. the man of sin puts himself in the

temple of God, that he might be worshipped in the place

of God, or, as we should say here, in the place of Christ.

But if this applies very well to the one personal Antichrist,

it does not apply to the many antichrists of whom St. John
here speaks. These, so far as we know, never made pre-

tension to be honoured equally with Christ ; nor does the

mark of the anti-Christian spirit, which is laid down in

ver. 22 and ch. iv. 3, agree with it, for that was only the
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denial of Christ, and therefore enmity to His person. Now
the usage above referred to does not hinder our taking

dvrlxpto-ro<; also in its wider meaning of an opponent of

Christ ; for that usage refers only to substantives, and

there is no reason why avrl'x^pKno'i should not be taken as

an adjective. Thus, as avri6vpo<i means that which is over

against the door, so would dvTi-^piaTO'i mean anti-Christian,

that which is set in opposition to Christ. In precisely the

same way is dvTi^dp^apo<i constructed.

That the name Antichrist occurs only in St. John has this

ground, that this apostle regards him specifically as the

(opponent of Christ, as is seen in ch. iv. 3, 2 John 7,

dpvov[Jbevo<i ^Irjdovv Xpia-rbv ekrfKvdora iv aapKi, while St.

Paul emphasizes his enmity against everything divine, and

more general names, such as dv6pw'iro<i rrj<i ajxapTia^, sug-

gested themselves more obviously to him. In fact, these are

only diverse aspects of the same thing differently presented

here and there. St. John's description helps us, moreover,

in the examination of the course of thought in our passage.

In what preceded, the exhortation was to preserve them-

selves unspotted from the world as the general sum and

substance of the spirit contrary to God ; here, the apostle

proceeds onward to a warning against the specific embodi-

ment of the Koafio'i in anti-Christianity. The beast has

become one with the pseudo-prophecy.

Concerning the coming of Antichrist,—and after what

has been said, we must think here of the personal Anti-

christ,—the church had already heard. But from whom ?

It has been usual to refer at once to the passage in the

Thessalonians so often quoted. But though it is not

improbable that, at the time when St. John wrote, that

Epistle had already found its way into Asia Minor, yet this

allusion is rendered doubtful by the consideration that in

such a case the apostle would have kept closer to the

Pauline expression. Still less tolerable is the reference to

Daniel ; for the figure the prophet draws of the man of sin

traces other features than those which here come into view.

Thus we are led to assume that the words point to certain

instructions given by St. Jolin himself or by other teachers
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to tlie chiirclies concerning the eschatological discourses

of Christ, and especially those about the -^evSo'^piarot

and ^IrevZoirpo^riTaL in Matt. xxiv. They had heard that

Antichrist co'meth ; and by the previous words, ea-^drrj &pa

eariv, as well as by the matter itself, it had been more closely

defined that he would appear in the last age. At the

same time, then, that they knew the coming of Antichrist,

and indeed his coming ev ecT')(aTrj copa, they also see kuI

vvv many antichrists : the kuI refers to the congruence of

the then present time with the time for which the Anti-

christ was presented prominently to their view. And since

there were so many of them already, this was all the more

plain an indication that the last hour had actually struck

;

that the anti- Christian principle had already attained to

its mighty energy. For the rest, we have probably in the

words of the apostle a subtle indication of the fact that he

did not in the TroXXot? dvTL)(pLcrToi<i already contemplate

the one Antichrist, but only the preparation for his aj)pear-

ance. If he had meant the former, he would have used

some such words as rjKovaare, on 6 dvTC'^piaTO'; ep'^erai,

vvv Be KoX TToXKol dvTL')(piaTot <ye'y6va(TLV,—that is, in the

many the prophecy was abundantly fulfilled—not one alone,

but many had appeared. But inasmuch as he does not

admit into his words this intensifying sense, he points to

the idea that the many antichrists were not an intensifica-

tion, but rather a diminution of the one Antichrist.

Verse 19.

'JEf r)pb(av e^rfkOov, dX)C ovk rjcrav e^ rjficoV el yap t^aav

e^ rjfxwv, fjbefi€V7]Kei(Tav dv fied' rjficov dX)C iva ^avepaOwtxtv,

OTL OVK elcrl irdvre^ e^ rj/j,(bv.

The warning to Christians to be on their guard against

this enemy was all the more needful, because the antichrists

came forth from the bosom of the church itself : on the one

hand, it is evident how these Christians might themselves

be entangled in their corruption ; and on the other hand,

their earlier connection with these men suggested the

danger of their being willing to remain in fellowship with

them notwithstanding their anti-Christian spirit. There is
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a peculiarly painful feeling breathed in the words of this

nineteenth verse. If to any men the apostle's appeal in

ch. iv. 1 6 applied, that they were not to be prayed for,

it might appear that these antichrists were the people.

Nevertheless, he manifestly looks upon them with sorrow-

ful sympathy, with the same sympathy which we observe

in our Lord when He remembers in His high -priestly

prayer the vcb<; rrj^ diruikeia^. The antichrists, like Judas

their type, had once been in another relation to the church

of Christ : e^ rjfiwv i^rjXOav. This may be understood in

the sense of exierunt, but also in the sense of prodierunt

;

either that they left us, or that they sprang up in our midst.

The former view is distinctly opposed by the following

dXkd. It would be an illogical thought that they have

separated from us, hut they were not of us : we should

have expected in that case a jdp. This conjunctive

requires us to take e^rfkOav, as in Acts xv. 24, in the

sense of origination : prodicrunt a nobis. They have

indeed gone out from among us, they stand in historical

connection with us, but ovk rjaav l^ rjfioiv ; inwardly they

have always been estranged from us ; for if they ever

had belonged to us, they would not have been able to

leave us. He who goes back into the world has never

perfectly broken with the world. It follows from what is

said here, that not the denial, but the renunciation of

Christianity is the essential nature of Antichrist : the light

has come upon him, has touched him, but rj aKoria ov

Kareka^ev avro. With a brachylogical turn the apostle

goes on : dW* Iva (f)avepco6(bat on ovk elal irdvre^ e^ Tjfi&v.

The dXkd is most easily supplemented by ravra yeyovev
;

and this aXV iW is not unusual with St. John : compare

John xiii. 18, xv. 25; but not John xiv, 31, where the

close of the verse eyetpeaOe k.t.X. is not to be separated

from the preceding, as in the Text, rec, by a point, but

forms the main sentence belonging to dWd. The apostle

says that it was the divine purpose that the anti-Christian

spirit which clung to the church should in the course of

time be revealed, should be made known as such, and thus

the congregation be cleansed from it. The divine purpose is
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represented as seen only in the (pavepcoOPjvai, and not in

the existence of the anti-Christian element itself. Pre-

destinarian theories can be no more extracted from the

sentence than they can be refuted by it ; for, in fact, such

questions are altogether out of the scope of the passage.

The presentation of the design is here entirely the same as

in the words of the psalmist (Ps. li. 6) : 'n'^'^V ^^J^yn yin

?IOSL^*a natn ^nnns p^yri ]VJph. David there does not by any

means attribute his being evil to any determination of

God, but the doing of sin, the expression of his interior

evil. The meaning is, that if I had not fallen into any of

these courses of wickedness, and Thou hadst nevertheless

punished me, that would have been perfectly righteous

;

for only the expressions of my evil nature would have been

wanting, because the opportunity was wanting ; myself

would then have been as evil as I am now. But my
punishment would then have had the semblance of injustice,

because my sin would have been perfectly known only to

myself, and not to another. But now hast Thou let me
fall into dreadful guilt. Thou hast let my heart's evil be

brought to light, that Thy judgment might be seen to be

righteous. Thus, in the psalmist's words, not the being

evil, but the manifestation of the evil was brought into act

by God. So it is also here. It is not regarded as God's

work that the antichrists were such as they were, but they

unfolded their character as such ; that the mask was with-

drawn, and thus they were proved never to have belonged

to the church. Thus the divine purpose in this clause

refers not to the ovk e| '^/xmv rjcrav, but to their manifest

appearance and exhibition as antichrists, ver. 1 8. Formally,

indeed, the telic clause is not constructed with exactness

:

the Travre? is embarrassing. The author does not mean to

say that not all anti-Christians are e^ rjixwv : that would

have been awkward, as they certainly are all of them not

e'f rj/xcbv ; but that these anti-Christian elements demonstrate

that not all Christians are i^ rjixwv. The two ideas that

all the antichrists are not, and that Christians are not all,

belonging to the Christian church, are packed together into

one, as often happens in ordinary phrase. Here it is with
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ease explained if we assume that St. John, like St, Paul,

was in the habit of dictating his Epistles.

Verse 20.

What the apostle now suddenly says of the )(pL(Tf.ia of

Christians seems to be in no immediate connection with

what precedes. For if we should suppose the intention to

be that of setting the true nature of Christians in contrast

with that of the antichrists, we should expect the con-

junction 8e instead of Kat. It is obvious that the thought

entering the context with ver. 2 0, that the Christian church

possesses the 'x^pla-jxa and knows all things, is not a subor-

dinate one, but introduces the whole of the ensuing disserta-

tion. It will therefore be necessary to examine if we can

find an element in the following context for which ver. 20

will be the simple preparation, and which in itself stands

in organic connection with the statements made concerning

the antichrists. The last idea prominently in our minds

was that these antichrists had not remained in the church,

but had separated from it. Now, that would obviously

suggest the same exhortation or appeal which Christ uttered

I when, John vi. 66, many went no longer with Him: jxr)

\ KoX vfJi6L<; 6e\6T€ vTrdyeiv,—to wit, that at least the remainder

i are and will be faithful to the Lord's fellowship. And this

,/^idea of the fieveiv iv avTw is palpably the very nerve of the

entire remainder of the chapter. In ver, 24 it comes for-

ward in all its strength and emphasis; in ver. 27 it is

taken up again. The whole section is concerned with

exhortation to Christians to keep themselves apart from

the world ; this is then rendered more specific as a re-

quirement to guard themselves against antichrists, for the

sin of Christian men leads immediately not only to the

unchristian, but also to the anti-Christian spirit and life.

But, as the essence of the spirit of the antichrists is

apostasy or infidelity, the negative injunction to be on
' guard against them slides naturally round into the positive

one of maintaining their faithfulness. He, however, who
would maintain his fidelity must before all things know

what that infidelity is by which faithfulness is wounded.
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This is the lie ; every lie greater or less. Sucli knowledge

the readers have, the apostle tells them in vers. 20, 21, in

virtue of the anointing of which they have been made

partakers. The last words of ver. 21, irdv i/reOSo? ovk

earIV e'/c rm d\7]deia^, form the pitli of the verses before us,

vers. 20, 21 : for the sake of them these were written, and

they themselves, on the other hand, form a point of con-

nection with what ensues. Thus we gain the following

train of thought. Ye see the antichrists, whose principle

is infidelity, acting out their nature (vers. 18, 19). Ye know
further (our resolution of the order takes away any tempta-

tion to assign to the /cai of the beginning of ver. 20 an

adversative meaning ; it rather introduces an actual and

simple progression), in virtue of the anointing which ye

have, that irdv -ylrevSof; excludes from the kingdom of God
the lie in any and every form, because it (ver. 21) is in

the issue always a denial and renunciation of the Son of

God. Ye, then, who are by the supposition of your anoint-

ing in a satisfactory condition to discern anti-Christian error,

will assuredly avoid that error and approve your fidelity.

Thus the whole section is lightened up, and vindicates for

itself a simple but sure and orderly course of thought.

The passage from ver. 20 to ver. 23 thus primarily indicates

that the Christian church is in a position to discern and

detect anti-Christian error down to its most subtle ramifi-

cation. This it is by virtue of the 'xptafjua diro rov drylov.

Verse 20.

Kal vfiel<i ')(piafjia e^ere d.7rb rov djiov, koI olhare 7rdvra;^\

This idea rests of course upon the ceremony of anointing,

everywhere so common in the Old Testament. It is well

known that in Hebrew the word is rendered in two ways,

by "q^D and by n;i'D ; the former signifies always merely

outward anointing, and for common uses ; the latter is the

miction as a symbol of religious consecration. So also the

Septuagint has two words to reproduce the two Hebrew
terms respectively, d^keL^eiv and '^pietv. It is generally

said that the former corresponds always to the ?I1D, and the

latter to the nc'D. This is certainly not exact, nor is it
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absolutely and at all points borne out by an induction of

instances. For, although we may not lay much stress on

the fact that in Ezek. xvi, 9 "q^D is translated by xpietv,

inasmuch as the translator might there have had in his

mind a religious anointing, we find, on the one hand,

dXei^etv used in Ex. xl. 15 of religious anointing, and, on

the other, %/3/etj' used in 2 Sam. i. 21 of the anointing of a

shield for the sake of greater smoothness, and thus without

any concomitant religious idea (the similar anointing of the

shield in Isa. xxi. 5 is eToifidi^ecv) ; as also classical Greek

uses a\,6L(petv and %/3teii^ promiscuously and interchangeably.

Appeal may be made to Ex. xl. 15, and it may be said that

there the translator had in view only the external act of

anointing; but when we find in the same verse, and con-

cerning the same anointing, %/3tetv afterwards employed, it

is very obvious to infer that the distinction observed in the

Hebrew is not carried out thoroughly by the translation.

But, notwithstanding these individual exceptions, it remains

true that on the whole %/3£'eti/ is used for religious anointing

as such.

„^ As to the substantives depending on the verb, '^(^pLa-fia is

the only one used in the New Testament, and there only

three times in this Epistle : the Septuagint has in connection

with it %/3i'o"ti? also. These last, however, have not quite

the same signification : eXaiov ')(pi(Teco<i is the oil with which

I anoint ; eXaiov -^piafjLaTO'i, the oil with which I am anointed.

Xpiafjba, absolutely used, thus signifies (compare with our

passage Ex. xxx. 25, eXaiov '^pia/iia ayiov) that with which

we are anointed, or the oil of anointing.

If we pass from the application of the word to the mean-

ing of the symbol, we are met by the expositors who point

for the explanation of our passage to 1 Pet. ii. 9, ^acrtXeLou

tepdrevfia, edvo<i dycov iare, as if the 'x^picrfia signified the

dignity and elevation of the Christian estate. But this ex-

position does not accord with the train of thought. How
should the apostle, without any point of connection, without

any bearing on what precedes or what follows, make such

an allusion as this ? Moreover, it is plain that, according

to the close of this verse, the knowledge of the truth is the
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subject treated of. Then it was neither the priestly nor

the kingly, but the prophetic vocation of Christians that

was involved ; and the prophetic vocation is precisely that

which could not be distinguished by the term 'x^pla-fia.

For, in the Old Testament, while priests and kings were

anointed, prophets were not anointed. We find indeed the

word once in 1 Kings xix. 16, where Elisha's institution to

the prophetic office is referred to. But when we observe

that in the succeeding very full narrative of the calling of

Elisha, not a syllable of allusion to anointing occurs, and

when we bear in mind that nowhere else and under no

circumstances do we hear of prophets being anointed, we
shall be disposed to prefer explaining the n'^i'D in the cited

passage as a breviloquence, or summary way of describing.

The Lord commands that two kings be anointed, and thus

consecrated to their office ; when Elisha is mentioned, we
have to eliminate from the anointing its peculiar idea of

consecration and take that alone, understanding the expres-

sion as figurative. This one passage being cleared away,

we have no shadow of right to refer the ^pia-jjua of this

verse to the prophetic dignity or position of Christians.

We must rather make our starting-point the fact, that in

the Old Testament not only persons, but things also—for

instance, altars—were anointed. This, together with the

connection which the Pentateuch loves to establish between

anointing and dyid^eiv, shows that the anointing generally

signifies the separation from profane or common to religious

use. Accordingly the exposition will need to be modified

by the thought that the anointing signifies the reception of

the Holy Ghost. Certainly, in Isa. Ixi. 1 this element is

expressly declared ; but it is obvious that neither altars nor

vessels might receive the Spirit. This symbol was the

preparation for the feasts ; the oil pertained to the expres-

sion of festal and elevated feeling ; hence in times of

lamentation it was omitted. It is in such a meaning that

the idea occurs in Matt. vi. 17. As a result of this, every-

thing was anointed which was brought out of the profane

and common world into fellowship with God. The funda-

mental meaning of the unction is that an object is withdrawn
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from the domain of creaturely life, and is supposed to enter

into sacred relation with God. At the stone which Jacob

anointed, the Supreme revealed Himself to him ; and it was

marked out by him with oil as the place of that manifesta-

tion. The anointed altar was thereby declared to be a

sacred spot at which God would enter into union with men,

and place them through sacrifice in union with Himself.

Now, if persons are anointed, or separated from profane

life to the service and to the revelation of God, that must

assuredly take place through this, that the Holy Spirit of

God works in them ; and in such cases the anointing was

the symbol of the impartation of the Spirit ; but it is such

only as a consequence of the fundamental idea of separa-

tion from common use ; the fundamental meaning is always

the same ; and xp^eov is thus the symbolical expression for

dyid^eiv. And in this passage of ours, that expression is

to be understood as taken precisely in this sense. Un-
doubtedly, of course, the 'xpto-fia is here used for the

reception of the Holy Ghost ; for the elBevai Trdvra, elhevai

tJ)v dXrdeiav, the derivation of the anointing unction from

/the Holy One, the resulting jxevetv iv avrS,—all this, too

' surely to leave any doubt, reminds us of the Lord's expla-

nation touching the Paraclete whom He would send, whose

office would be 68r]<yeiv et? Trdaav rrjv dXTjdetav, John

xvi. 13, whose proceeding from the Father and the Son is

there taught, and who is the bond of the fieveiv iv avrut.

But, on the other hand, all that does not make it clear

why St. John should describe the Holy Ghost precisely

here as ypia^ia ; for the mere similarity of sound between

it and avTiXptcTo^ would be, after all, an altogether too

external reason.

f It is quite otherwise if we firmly hold fast the idea that

separation from the profane is the real meamng of the

symbol. The apostle is speaking pre-eminently of the

separation of Christians from the world, especially from

the world in its most perilous form as anti-Christianity.

That separation was already accomplished in the church

;

through their participation in the Spirit they had been set

apart from everything ungodly and opposed to God ; and
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this significance of the bestowment of the Holy Ghost He
imprints on their souls by the descriptive 'x^piafMu. This

separation was given them as their portion airo tov dyiov.

When we observe that the ^P^^l^^ is to form the antithesis

to the anti-Christian spirit, and therefore to the renunciation

of Christ, not of the Father, we shall see fit to understand

the ayio<i here of the Son and not of the Father. He
who Himself was indeed in the world, but yet not of the

world, has also defended His own that they should not be

mingled again with the world, John xvii. 16 seq. The
whole contents of the high-priestly prayer generally gives

sufficient confirmation of the truth of this exposition.

What is here figuratively expressed by the ')(pl(Tixa is there

expressed by the literal dyid^eiv. And as here the being

released out of the lie through the knowing of the truth is

regarded as the matter of the '^pLafia, so there the akrjOeia

is the sphere in which the anointed are r]<yiacrixevoL

Vekse 21.

OvK ejpayfra vjntv ore ovk otSare ttjv dXrjOecav, dXK"

on oc8aT€ avTrjv, Kol on irdv i/reuSo? e/c Trj<i dXr]6eia<;

OVK eCTTL.

For it is not only as matter of fact that the church,

through the anointing of the Spirit, is severed from the

v/orld to God : it is such also theoretically and in point ot

knowledge. They know through the Spirit's power how to

distinguish truth itself from error : othare iravra, the apostlej

adds. And what is first as to the form laid down as irdvTa,^

is now as to the matter defined as dX'^Oeia : the latter is

the concrete substance of the irdvra ; it gives the quality

and meaning of the elhevai, as irdvra gives its range and

comprehension. When studying ch. i. 6 we recognised the

dXt^deia to mean the collective fulness of all real being

which dwells in God, as the irX^jpco/xa rov irdura iv irdaiv

TrX'rjpovfievov. So it is here ; because Christians have the

•^pia/xa, and are brought over out of the world into the

fellowship of God and His kingdom, therefore they also

have a certain knowledae of all things that are in that

divine Idngdom and have to do with it ; they know the
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fulness of its possessions, with the powers and energies that

work in it; and all this together is the aXriOeia. And
indeed they know all things, and therefore iraaav rrju

aXrjOeLav ; because in the Spirit of God, whom they possess,

all this fulness lies enfolded and hid ; the possession of

Him, therefore, includes, although ever so potentially alone,

the whole compass of this knowledge.

But the elBevai irdvja has another side to it, and that is

found in the close of the verse, koX on irav -^evBo'i iic t?)?

d\r)6eia<; ovk eariv. The Kol on adjoins, that is, as is

fully acknowledged by expositors, the matter of the follow-

ing clause as a second and co-ordinate element in the

knowledge of the truth. The first assertion, that Christians

know the truth, is related to the second or new one, that

they know also the incompatibility of every lie with that

truth, just in the same way as the proposition, God is light,

ch. i. 5, is related to the proposition that in Him is no

darkness at all. The elhevai irdvra includes a knowledge

of the lie, which is here simply the knowledge concerning

the absolute contrariety between it and the truth. Since

there is such a thing as the lie, that is, seeming existence,

to which all true and deep reality is wanting because it is

sundered from God, the source and substance of the ^corj,

therefore as well God as the man enlightened by God must

take it up into consciousness as fact, though only as

absolutely denying and rejecting it.

And this absolute negation of the lie it is which receives

here the emphasis : the whole weight of the sentence rests

upon the irav i/reOSo?. The elSevai iravra is mentioned

only in order to show that Christians are supposed in every

particular case to know the difference between truth and

lie ; their knowing of the whole is to demonstrate that

every part of the whole also lies in the sphere of their

knowledge. The apostle's meaning is, that, let the lie

show itself in what form it may, in great things or in

small, in every instance ye know it as lie as certainly as

ye know that ye are for ever separated from it.

Yet it is not the fact in itself that the apostle declares

in ver. 21, that Christians know everything, and can dis-
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tinguisli the lie as lie ; but liis firm conviction of that fact,

from which conviction and for the sake of whicli conviction

generally he writes this Epistle, eypayjra v/jliv on otSare,—
that is, by reason of this your knowledge, prompted by

it, I have written. It is the very same kind of declaration

as we found, vers. 13c, 14, in the beginning of this section.

As in this passage elSivai irdvTa corresponds to i'yvwKevav

Tov TTarepa in that, as elSeuac oti irav -^eySo? ovk eariv e/c

T7]<i aKr}6€La<i in this passage corresj3onds to the vevtKrjKevai,

rov TTOvrjpov in that, so also the ejpayjra in our present

verse reproduces the same word in the former. In both

cases the preterite or aorist refers back to the internal

conception of the letter as a whole, the apostle speaking of

that as of an historical fact preceding the actual external

accomplishment of the purpose in writing; in both we
might translate without impropriety, " I have brought

myself to write." And in fact we may find good reason

if we seek it for the reminder concerning the apostle's

presupposition in writing the Epistle : as in the beginning

of the section, so in this passage especially, the motive is

obvious. The subject is the absolute and total turning

away from the /cotr/io? : but this presumes that already a

separation of the readers from the world has taken place

;

were that not the case, were the preliminaries for that now
to be arranged, the apostle would have had to write in a

very different way ; something after the manner of St. Paul,

in the first part of his Eoman Epistle, concerning sin and

its power of corruption and ruin. But he who would ex-

hort to pbevetv iv tw (pooTi, must presuppose an elvai iv tc3

(f)coTt in those whom he exhorts. And in our passage par-

ticularly he would warn the church against every the least

contact with the antichrists. But that presupposes in them

the ability to detect the anti-Christian nature even in its

most subtle expressions and ramifications (ttuu '\^ei}So9).

Verse 22.

Ta iariv o ylrevarrj^;, el fxr) 6 dpuovfi€vo<; on ^Irjaov'? ovk

kcTTiv XpLcrTo<; ; ovTo<i eartv o dvri')(pi(no<i, 6 cipvovfxevci

rov irarepa koL tov vlov.

1 JOHN. I
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The proposition, tliat irav i/reuSo? e'/c t?}? akrjOela^ ova

eariv, seems at the first glance to be so perfectly clear and

self-evidencing, that it needs at the utmost only to be

expressed for the sake of logical completeness. But, how-

ever plain it may be to the theoretic consciousness, it very

little governs the practical. With Christians in general,

sin can be possible only through their forgetting that every,

even the slightest lie (understood in St. John's full meaning),

excludes from the truth. And how solemn is that asser-

tion ! It follows from it that irav '^evZo<i leads directly

into fellowship with the antichrist nature. This is the

consequence which is deduced in ver. 22. All depends here

upon rightly understanding the article in the clause rtV

iariv 6 -ijreva-rrj'i ; the parallelism with the 6 avri')(^pL(no'i

in this second part of the verse would suggest at once that

we must interpret this of the Antichrist himself, and to

translate the article as meaning : who is the one true arch-

liar ? But this yields a very loose connection with what

precedes. Hence it commends itself that we refer back

the 6 i|reuo-Tr;9 simply to the last words of ver. 21, and

place 6 \lreva-T7]<i in correlation with the ttuv T/reOSo?. In

what precedes, every lie was declared to bear witness that

the a\7]deta has no place in the man who is the subject of

it. That leads then further to the question : who makes

himself thus partaker of such -v/reySo? ? wliat is his spirit

and nature, that it bears in itself such fearful consequences ?

The answer is : that is the liar,—the article thus indicates

the liar as the person spoken of just before,—and his nature

is that he does not acknowledge Jesus as the Christ. In

the assertory form the proposition would run, ovk eariv

\^ey<TT7/<? el fir) k.t.X.

The interrogative form is adopted in order to indicate to

the reader that the proposition concerned is one self-under-

stood, resting upon the fact of his own consciousness, about

which there can be no contest or doubt. The nature and

moving principle of every lie (irav i/reOSo?, ver. 21) is here

declared. It is constituted by the strong dpvelaOat : that

is more than mere denying ; it rather expresses that the

denial is based on the ground of opposed and better con-
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viction. We may compare John i. 20, where it is said of

the Baptist, wfioXoyrjcrev koX ovk rjpvrjaaTo,—that is, he gave

to the truth, well known by him, its full honour. Thus

the repudiation of Jesus as the Christ is the essence of

every lie.

Two questions here emerge. One is, liow far this may
be regarded as the fundamental nature of the lie ; and

the other, how far this may be even accounted as

equal to the only lie {el ixrj). The former q\iestion

is easily answered. If Jesus, to wit, is the truth, and

that simply because He is the Messiah who was anointed

by God with the Spirit without measure, then the denial

of His Messiahship is not only the turning away from

a truth, but a break with all truth ; for He is the con-

centration of all truth, which is one with Him, and

there is no other method of reaching the truth than

He. But the other question is more difficult, as to this

being the only lie ; since even with the acknowledgment

of the Messiahship of Jesus we may conceive many other

falsehoods as to other regions of truth to be bound up.

But that is only a false conception, and it seems so only

so long as we think of a merely intellectual or theoretical

acknowledgment of the Lord ; which is never the case with

St. John, who in ver. 14 connects the i'^voaKevat tov Qeov

immediately with the viKav tov Trovrjpov. As soon as we
regard the confession of Christ as the power of spiritual

life, which is supposed to sway the whole of man's being,

it is natural to behold every lie, nrdv i/reOSo?, any kind of

fellowship with the ungodly, as a removal from Christ, a

renunciation of Him as the Messiah,—that is, of Him who
has the ')(^piajxa ovk eK fierpov, the full and perfect truth.

As certainly as the slightest obliquity in the circumference

of a circle causes the circle to be a circle no longer, dis-

turbing the equal supremacy of the centre, so the slightest

lie is a disturbance of the supremacy of Christ.

Every lie, be it fashioned however it may, has in its

essence the denial of tlie Son of God. Hence, therefore

—

and that is the next proposition of the apostle—every lie

is a direct participation in the anticlirist nature ; for the
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apvelaOai oTi ^Irjcrovf iariv 6 Xpiaro'; is the distinctive

mark or token of Antichrist. 'O i/reucrTj;?, that is, accord-

ing to the explanation now given, every one who enters

into fellowship with the lie, denies Christ ; and thus the

lie and the antichrist nature, and the liar and Antichrist,

are one and the same. And, in order more vigorously to

emphasize this identity of the two, the apostle repeats after

the 0UT09 icrriv 6 avrl'x^picrTO'i, once more in the form of an

apposition, the element in common between the yjrevaTrjv

elvat and the avTi^ptcrTov elvat : and that is, 6 apvovfievo<i

TOP irarepa Kol tov vlov.

Now, it is undeniable that the proposition, which we
have thus derived from the whole, is of so extremely severe

a character that it sounds almost repulsive. But it is

equally clear that it thus presents the most urgent reason

which the exhortation could bring forward in favour of

,
utter severance from the Antichrist : he who in the least

' degree recedes from the aktjdeia falls away from fellowship

with Christ, has denied Christ Himself, and has become a

member of Antichrist. Now this, even apart from the

stringency of the context, is a doctrine precisely conform-

able to the whole Johannaean view of things. There is no

apostle who to the same extent, and with the same con-

sistency, carries out the total severance between the world

and the kingdom of God. The third chapter will give us

occasion to bring forward abundant evidence of this.

Commonly those men only are called antichrists who have

openly displayed the sentiment of opposition to Christ, and

in whom this sentiment rules the entire life. But here it

is amply shown that every ylrevSo<; involves this principle,

and therefore internally makes men into antichrists, and

the weight of the propositions asserted so peremptorily by

the apostle is much augmented by the total absence of

conjunctions : neither does a jdp unite the iirst half of the

verse with the twenty-first, nor does a Be connect the

second half with the first. The sentences fall on the

reader's soul like notes of the trumpet. Without cement,

and therefore all the more ruggedly clasping each other, they

are like a cyclopaean wall.
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Verse 23.

JTa? upvovfievo<; rov vlov, ovBe rov irarepa e^er 6

cfioXoycav rov vlov, koI tov irarepa €'^ei.

At the end of ver. 2 2 the apostle brought forward a new-

point, which has not in what precedes been demonstrated :

the declaration, namely, that the Antichrist denied not only

the Son, but the Father also. The twenty-third verse takes

this up again with emphasis, in order that a due considera-

tion may establish it as truth. Now, if no man hath ever

seen God nor can see Him, but He is declared only by His

only-begotten Son, it follows that he of necessity loses the

knowledge of the Father who rejects the way in which

alone it can be found. If Christ as the aTravyaa-fia of the

Father is equally with tlie Father the truth, it follows that

he who has not the One cannot have the Other : else would

he at once have and not have the truth. But that the

Eedeemer is not here, any more than at the close of the

previous verse, called XpcaT6<i, but vlo'i, has its simple

reason in the fact that He is placed in direct relation to the

Father. At the same time, the choice of both terms points

to the absolute and necessary unity and mutual indwelling

of the Two, which affects that no man can be partaker of

the One without being partaker of the Other. And because

this is an internal necessity, it holds good in every par-

ticular case of error : Tra? 6 dpvov/xevo'i declares that even

the members of the church fall under the condemnation of

this sentence if they in any measure become confederates

of the lie. Yet this most solemn declaration has also its

bright converse. That lies in the second half of the verse

:

o ofioXoycov TOV vlov koX tov iraTepa e'^et. Manifestly the

ofMoXoyelv is the antithesis of the apvelaOai in the previous

verse ; but, instead of the more diffuse otl 'Irjaoix; ea-Ttv

6 Xpi(rT6<i or 6 fio9 tov ©gov, the simple tov vlov is ap-

pended. For he who sees not in Jesus the Son of God, does

not acknowledge another being as such, but denies generally

the existence of the Son of God. No man who has ever

contended against the Christology of Christian doctrine has

ever accepted the Christian doctrine of the Trinity.
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Verse 24.

'T/Mel'i ovv o TjKOvaare aTr ap')(fj<;, iv vjjllv fieveTco. ^Eav

iv v/uv fiGLvrj o air* o,p'yfj<i rjKoixraTe, koI vfia,<; iv tu) vim

Kol iv Tft) irarpl /jbevelre.

Thus has the apostle exhibited to the church the activity

of the antichrists ; he has further appealed to their own

knowledge of the truth, to the intent that he might win

from themselves the confession that by any degree of

departure from the truth they would be drawn into the

antichrist fellowship. It remains now that he should draw

the practical conclusion from these premisses : therefore

guard yourselves against every declension from the truth
;

or, in its positive form, hold fast that fellowship in which

ye now safely stand in despite of all the /^e^oSe/at? tov

TTovrjpov. The apostle begins by an asyndeton,—for the

ovv of the Text rec. must be struck out,—and yet with

specific notification of the antithesis, by means of the abso-

lute vfjueU that stands first. True, that in the last words

there is contained no express antithesis to the y/^et? ; but

the antithesis is in the sense, inasmuch as the whole of the

previous discussion treated of the nature of Antichrist.

Accordingly, the vfieU is not to be referred to the rjKovaaTe,

for then the hearing of the readers would seem to be placed

in an inscrutable contrast with the hearing of others ; but

it must be referred to the fiiveiv of the main sentence, so

that it is in reality parallel with or equivalent to its ei/

vfuv. That which they had heard they should hold fast

:

the object is given in a general manner, but its concrete

meaning is preserved to it by the connection, according to

which the doctrine that Jesus is the Christ is meant. The

expression occurred before in ch. ii. 7 ; but, instead of the

general o here, the object there was the X0709, the entire

message of Christ : here His person is in view, there it was

His work of love ; but both are only diverse sides of the

same matter. His whole work was the commentary on His

person ; His person was the text of his whole work.

But in this connection we should expect that an earnest

and express exhortation would follow to keep themselves
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from the antichrists, or, putting it positively, to abide in

the truth. And this abiding in the truth is undoubtedly

the prevailing motive in all the verses that follow
;
yet the

form of commandment is almost altogether absent. More
than that : human energy generally is kept as much as

possible in the background. At the outset, indeed, the

fievirco has the imperative form ; but the contents of the

commandment in a very marked manner restrict human
activity. That which they had heard, which had therefore

come into them from without, that should abide in them :

not, that should they suffer it to abide in them, in which

case the Christians themselves would be the subjects of the

action. This turn of the thought—which is all the more

evidently intentional, as the preliminary uyaet? itself sug-

gested that the church's own activity was coming—is

intended obviously to refer the fieveiv to the meaning and

substance of the announcement : it was not that the church

must abide in the word which they had heard, but that

word abide in them. The same word which had made
them Christians should keep them such ; the self-activity

of the brethren recedes entirely into the rear ; it has nothing

to do but to avoid hindering the power of the truth.

Essentially, therefore, it is just as when the Apostle Paul

exhorts the Thessalonians, to irvevfia /ir) a/Sevvvre ; only a

negative activity, a suffering themselves to be kept, was

needful on their side. Similarly, in the second half of the

verse the abiding in God is represented, not as a command-

ment, but as the inevitable and natural result of the pre-

ceding ; and, finally, in ver. 2 7 the very necessity of any

command is expressly precluded.

Now all this coincides most graciously with the set and

posture of the whole section. Not only the Christian estate

of the church in general, but also specifically the abiding of

the word of God in it (ver. 14), forms the fundamental

presupposition of it throughout ; indeed, their vikuv tvv

TTovTjpov was expressly declared to be the result of their

abiding. Thus the apostle's exhortation is of a more

negative kind : disturb not this energy of the truth, guard

against all interruptions of it ; all else will this word, im-
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planted in you, itself accomplish. If this continues in

them, the result wHl be—according to the second half of

the verse—that they will continue in the Son and in the

Pather, This double relation, the fieveiv ev avrm and the

fieveiv of the word of God iv rjfiiv, occurs also in the

Gospel : comp. ch. xv. 7, eav fieivTjre iv ifiol, KaX ra pyjfiard

fjbov iv vfjiLv /jbeivrj k.t.X. And as the word of Christ is not

viewed here as a dead letter, but as the bearer and instru-

ment of His Spirit, as pervaded and filled by Him, these

expressions are parallel also with John xv, 4, 5, where to

the fi6V€T€ iv ifioi corresponds the Kaiyb) iv vfuv.

Now, that these counterpart expressions are in fact two

various sides of the same thing, and that at their basis lies

a real and not merely dialectical distinction, is shown at

once by the causal relation in which one is here placed to

the other. But it is rather hard to define the distinction

sharply, because in the Gospel our abiding in God is ever

exhibited as jprius, while in this passage the order is re-

versed. Let us try to mark the relation of the two expres-

sions discussed by another view, seemingly wide apart from

this, which, however, only brings before us the figure of

which this is the reality. Through all the Scriptures of the

Old and the New Testaments there runs this double aspect

of the matter, that we on the one hand are the temple of

God in which He dwells, and that, on the other hand, we

.
dwell in God Himself as our temple. In the latter case,

\'^od is, or His temple, which comes into consideration as the

j
sphere of His revelation of His nature, is, the place where

we find rest and peace, and security and life : thus is ex-

pressed aU that we possess in God ; He is here the giver,

and we the receivers ; He is active, and we are passive.

When, inversely, we are regarded as the temple in which

God dwells, we are considered ourselves as the objects in

which God works and as the organs of His will ; thus is

expressed, by what seems a paradox, what He has in us

;

we in this case are the active. Precisely thus is it in the

terms of our passage, which are only the pure spiritual

expression of the figurative statements just examined. If

we abide in God, He is the proper and essential subject, we
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are parts of His I : out of His fulness we receive all, having

absolutely no independent life. If He abides in us, we are

ourselves the proper and real subject, He becomes a part of

our I, insomuch as in our actions His will comes into effect.

This will make it plain why in our text the former of these

two comes first. The beginning of the relation does not lie

with us, but with God ; the word of Christ, and through

that word His Spirit, becomes a living power in us, fievet

ev rjfuv ; and the more perfectly the entire Christ enters into

us, the more perfectly and the more inwardly we are wedded

to Him on our part, and enter into Him essentially

:

fievofiev ev avTM. Such is the actual historical process
;

we may, however, with propriety invert the order with John

XV. 4 seq. : there, forsooth, the disciples are regarded as

already standing in the fellowship of Christ ; the words

KaOapoi iare Bca rov Xoyov /xov, just as in this passage,

specify the indwelling of the A.0709 in them as the first

stage of their religion ; but then comes in the fiiveiv ev

avTM as the result, and through this result again the abiding

of Christ in the disciples is nourished and strengthened. It

is a permanent and continuous reciprocation : the abiding

of Christ in men furthers their abiding in Him ; this again

facilitates the former ; and so it goes on. Did they indeed

but let the great message of salvation, that Jesus is the

Christ, and with that message the ruling of Christ Himself

in our hearts, have its full living development as a power !

eav ev vfuv fielvy o rjKovaare : then, indeed, would they be

secure against any contamination of the antichrist spirit

;

yea, more than that, fellowship with God would become

more continuous and perfect, and that as fellowship with

the Son and the Father. In the twenty-second verse the

Father was first, here it is the Son. That is not an acci-

dental or indifferent circumstance. The Father preceded

before, because the apostle there had the last consummation

in his eye, and would place it before the readers as the goal

from which the antichrist lie would lead them astray, and

to which fidelity would surely attain. Here the Son pre-

cedes, because already in Him is the means and the only

means for attaining that end.

w
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Verse 25.

Kal avTT] iarlv rj iTrajyeXia fjv avTo<i iTnjyyeiXaTO rjjxiv,

rrjv ^corjv rrjv alcovLov.

Now at length the apostle may regard his exhibition of

the truth as completed and closed ; he brings in the con-

clusion when he indicates that the abiding in our Lord is

the final goal and issue of the whole saving institute of

Christ. For we must be sure that the avrr] in the beginning

of ver. 25 refers to this abiding in the Lord,—that is, to

what goes before, not to what follows. It is indeed not to

be disputed that, generally speaking, in propositions which

are constituted like this of ours, St. John is accustomed to

refer the demonstrative pronoun to what follows ; but a

grammatical necessity it is not, and the sense here forbids

it. For if the avrr] is referred to the sequel, its meaning

is the ^cor] alcovio'i ; and the thought would be, that eternal

life is the promise given to us. But in that case the

accusative rrjv ^wrjv would be a still greater difficulty than

it is in the explanation we shall presently give ; and, more-

over, the apostle would then introduce into the close of the

whole period two absolutely new ideas, without the least

indication of their connection with what precedes. It is

quite otherwise if we refer avTt] to what goes before : then

the fwj)^ aldnvLov is essentially in apposition with iirayyeXLa,

and put into the accusative only through attraction to

the relative clause fj iTrrjyjelXafjbev. From this, then, we
derive a meaning as clear as it is appropriate : it is this,

/llthat the abiding in the Lord forms the contents of the
~ ftpromise of eternal life which Christ has given us. It is

certainly true, again, that the words eirayyeXia and iiray-

lyeWetv are not generally current in the Johannaean idiom

;

and we do not find, in his Gospel, eternal life specified as

the contents of the iirayyeKia of Christ,—that is, in any

formal expression. It is indeed the goal to which He
would conduct us, the end that He sets before us ; and in

this sense is a promise actually running through the whole

of our Lord's life and teaching. Particularly, there are two

passages, out of many which treat of eternal life, which
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here come into consideration. One is in the sixth chapter,

where Christ exhibits this life as the fruit of faitli in Him-

self, vers. 40, 47, 54, while it comes further into view

as the result of His words in us, comp. ver. 68, pyjfxara

^m']'i alcoviov e%et9 : precisely as here, in our passage, the

ciKoveiv rov Xoyov avrov forms the presupposition for that

abiding in Him which is the substantial meaning of the

^(OT] al(i)VLo<i. The second is ch. xvii. 2, 3, where eternal

life consists in this, that 'yivooaKwai ere tov /xovov aXrjdtvov

Qeov Kol (and the addition following is the point concerned

here) ov aireareCka^ ^Irjcrovv Xpiarov. This yiyvcoa-Ketv

corresponds to the ofMoXoyelv avjov in our present passage.

—Thus the Lord has set forth eternal life as the final

scope of His work ; to this He will lead every man ; and

therefore it is called the promise which He hath given.

And this promise, according to our present verse, He has

fulfilled ; this life we have received, inasmuch as He abideth

in us and we in Him : the contents and meaning of the

avTrj. This definition of the strict meaning of eternal life

is the same—and this shows its correctness—which we

found in the introduction to our Epistle, that is, in ch. i. 3,

where fellowship with the Father and the Son is laid down

as its substantial meaning. Moreover, it is very plain, from

a consideration of our passage, how necessary it is that we
should take alcovLo^; not as a metaphysical, but as an ethical

idea : it is not its super-temporal character, but the divinity

of this life which is expressed by the term.

Vekses 26, 27.

Tavra eiypa-yp-a vfilv irepl tcov TrXavcovrcov vfia<i. Kal

vfiet^ TO '^plajxa o ekd^eje air avTOv, ev vfuv fievet, Kal ov

ypelav e^ere iW t69 SLSdaKrj vfid<;' aXA, , o)? to avro '^(^piafjui

SiBdaKet, v/jLd<i irepX 'rrdvTcov, Kal d\T]6e<i icrri, Kal ovk ecrrt

i/reCSo?, Kal Ka6oL><i iScSa^ev vfMd<;, fiivere iv avTw.

The very fact that the apostle, in ver. 25, has come

round to the selfsame point from which he started, shows

that the previous discussion has now attained its close.

More particularly : since the discourse does not return to

the starting-point of the last section (from ver. 13c onwards),
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but to the iDeginning of the whole letter (compare only with

the ^tor) alcovLo^ of ver. 25 the mention of it in ch. i. 2, with

the fxeveiv iv avTw the koivcovlu fier avrov, ch. i. 3), it

follows that the development since ch. i. 5 has now come

to its end. But, like the two former sections of the whole

first part now reaching its close, this third section also has

a summary recapitulation, vers. 26, 27. Up to this point

(raOra) the apostle has written to the churches concerning

the antichrists. Tavra does not refer to the brevity of the

discussion (" only so much "), nor to the specific matter of

it (" this and no other that might be added ") ; but it places

what goes before in contrast with what follows—with what

the apostle has it in his purpose yet to write. As the

section ch. xi. 3-1 1 treats of brotherly love, although the

matter is first of all quite generally of keeping the divine

commandments, so the topic of this section has been the

antichrist nature, although first of all (vers. 15-17) the

discourse was of the /cocryu.09 in general, whose full form is

anti-Christianity. But the antichrists came into considera-

tion as 7r\av(x)VT€<s vfjid<i : they have aimed to make the

church wander f7vm the truth, and then to lead them to

wander back to the world. This was the practical starting-

point of the whole discussion. Against this practice of

seduction the church had, as we have seen in the previous

exposition, a defence in the %p/cr/ia : hence this, then, is

particularly taken up again in the recapitulation. Even in

the form it assumes, the remm4 is faithful to itself: here

also we have the v^ieh placed significantly first ; here also,

moreover, there is a marked absence of any injunction as

such. The holy anointing oil which they had received, which

separated them from the world, is within them a permanent

power,—for aixera^ekrjTa ra 'X^apccrfj^ara koL 1) KXyai^ rov

&eov,—and makes every exhortation, even every apostolical

exhortation, superfluous. And so had the Lord promised to

His disciples that the Paraclete should lead them into all

truth.

To establish the undeceivableness of this heavenly in-

struction is the object of the second clause in our verse.

This second clause, d\V w? to avTo yj>icriJLa BiBdaKei, vfAd<i
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TrepX iravTOiv, koI aXrjdi'; iari, koI ovk earc '^evSo'i, is

related to the third just as a general proposition as a whole

is to its particular concrete application. Not only does the

'jrepl TrdvTcov give the former its general colouring, and the

ixeveiv iv avrw give the latter its specific colouring, but

the present hihdaKei also shows that in the second clause a

general proposition is before us, whilst iStSa^ev in the third

makes prominent one definite historical single fact out of

the general domain of that clause. And thus it is established

that the words Kal Ka6o)<; eSiSa^ev vfiaq are not merely a

resumption of the aX>C co? k.t.X.,—that thus koI aXrjdi^

ecTL k.tX. is not a parenthesis, but a conclusion to the

proposition with w?. Certainly it is extremely difficult to

accept the redoubled Kat as meaning, " not only but also
;

"

for that anything is true and not false is after all essen-

tially no more than one attribute which is only viewed on

two different sides, while " not only but also " presujiposes

two different ideas. But such a view as this of the former

Kai is not imperative ; rather is the former to be translated

by " also r " the congruence between the declaration of the

'^pia-fia and the real bearing of the matter, between the

^ihaa-Keiv and the aKrjde^ elvai, was thereby to be marked.

The following Kai ovk eart 'yjrevSo'i is genuinely Johannaean :

it is a peculiarity of this apostle to place every idea in full

prominence through setting by the side of it its antithesis.

This BiSda-KeLv of the '^plcrfia is true, and there is no lie

in it ; and thus the eo-r/., in virtue of its deep emphasis,

becomes equivalent to an eveart.

Thus, then, the apostle in the first of the three clauses

of ver. 2 8 has summed up and resumed the whole fact that

the ^ptV/xa gave full instruction to the church ; in the second,

he has declared that this instruction was simply and purely

true ; in the third, he then draws the practical conclusion

that the church should stand firmly by the substance of the

teaching here in question, and here treated of (this is the

meaning of the aorist eStSa^ei/). The p^evelre of the Text,

rec. would indeed admirably suit the tone of the whole

section, in which the apostle less commands the fxivecv than

points to it as an internal necessity ; but the imperative
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fievere has too strong authentication from external evidence

to be rejected ; and it is in itself easily to be understood

that, at the conclusion of the whole discussion, the impera-

tive, everywhere latent in the preceding words, should for

once come out into clear expression.

Let us throw a glance back along the course of the first

part, now concluded, of the whole Epistle. It is completed

in three sections, of which each again contains three sub-

sections, two giving instruction, and one exhortation or

recapitulation. The first section deduces from the idea of

the ^<M9 elvat of God the nature of our fellowship with

Him, and as viewed under two aspects : that of ev ^wrl

TrepLTrareiv, and that of ofjuoXoyetv Ta<; dfiapTiaf;. The second

section discusses, on the same basis, the nature of our fellow-

ship with the brethren, and that also under two aspects : as

obedience to the imoXal ©eov, and as imitation of the con-

verse and walk of Christ. The third section points to the

enmity which exists between the kingdom of God and this

world : here, again, first as against the world in general,

and then as against its antichrist development in particular;

but both in order to enforce the obligation of breaking off

from the world negatively, or positively of abiding in God.

That the two former sections of the whole discussion have

their basis in ©eo? (/)co9, and are evolved from this, has been

shown in the proper place. But it is true also of the third

section, only that it takes up the negative side of ch. i. 3

:

Kot (TKoria iv avru) ovk earcv ouSefiia. This thorough and

pervasive antithesis between them, such as forbids the very

_ slightest contact, is the theme of tlie whole discussion in

ch. ii. 13-27. K6(TfjL0<i and dvrl'^pcaTO'i are only terms

, interchangeable for the aKoria.

Verses 28, 29.

Kal vvv, T€KVia, /xevere iv avTa>' iva orav ^avepcoOy,

€yoi)fiev irapprjalav, koX fir) alo-'^vv6co/j,ev inr avTOv iv rfj

nrapovaia avrov. ^Eav elSrjTe on 8LKai6<i iari, jLvoxTKere

on 7rd<i 6 TTOLtav Trjv BiKatoavvijv i^ avTov jeyevvrjraL.

We have assumed, in opposition to the current view of our

day, that ver. 28 belongs to the second part of the Epistle.
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One circumstance may be mentioned here as making this

probable : with the exception of the fieveiv at the beginning

of the verse, all the ideas in it are new ones, and enter the

Epistle for the first time ; but that would be a startling

close of a discussion which should introduce a new series of

ideas instead of summing up the old ones. But the connec-

tion of this verse with the second part becomes a certainty,

when we observe that the special ideas that are literally

touched here for the first time are the ever-recurring con-

stitutive elements of the second. Thus the (f)av€pova6ac is

taken up again in ch. iii. 3-8 ; the Trapprjalav exetv is

elucidated in ch. iii. 21, iv. 17, v. 14 ; the Troietv rrjp^
StKaioavvrjv forms the fundamental idea of the first ten

verses of the following chapter ; the e'^ avrov <y€yevvr]aOai

is not only repeated in the TeKva Geov, ch. iii. 1, but also

from ch. iii. 24 onwards is more closely considered. But

all this only introduces the all-decisive reason, which is,

that the thought announced in ver. 28 is precisely in the

same sense the theme of the next part as ch. i. 5 was oi

that we have just closed. This argument, however, must
approve itself as our exposition pursues its course.

Now, if we have in ver. 28 the beginning of a new part,

it follows that the emphasis does not lie on the fievei, at the

beginning, but on the clause which follows and gives the

writer's design. That word serves to place the new part in

connection with the other; the telic clause points to the

progress of the thought. The goal of abiding in God, as /

the end of the development so far, is represented posi-

tively and negatively : the former by Trapp-qcrlav e^eiv, the

latter by /mt} al(T')(yv6rjvai. Both these ideas derive a more ^

specific definition from the appendages, common to them, iav

(pavepcodf] and iv rfj irapovaia avrov. That these expressions

refer to the Lord's return needs of course no proof. But it

must be observed that ^avepovaOat never occurs throughout

the other New Testament Scriptures as denoting the appear-

ing of Christ for judgment : they are accustomed to express

that by airoKa'kv'ineaOat, while St. John, again, never uses

this latter word (not even in Eev. i. 1) for that purpose,

but invariably ^avepovadat. (The substantive ^avepco(Ti<;
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is not to be found at all in his writings.) Further, it will

,' help to clear up the the general subject if we bear in mind
i that in ch. iii. 8 the same (^avepovaOai is used concerning

the manifestation of Christ in the flesh.

The peculiarity of St. John's phraseology just alluded to

is not a fortuitous one, but has its deep internal reasons.

^ Throughout the Scripture, d'lroKakv^L'^ invariably designates

a revelation which has taken place in an extraordinary

way, through a direct interposition of God, and therefore as

i a perfectly new development. In (pavepovaOai this element

of the entirely new and the absolutely extraordinary is

neither asserted nor denied ; but the definite meaning

attached to airoKaKvirreLv assigns to the 4>avepovv at least

a predominant application to such a revealing as is the

development of a definitive germ,—a development which is,

in comparison with d7roKaXv\jri<i, natural and ordinary. This

is the general law in the Bible. This explains how it is

that in Scripture the twofold manifestation of Jesus in the

flesh and for judgment is spoken of as one aTro/caXu-v/ri?

:

His appearance in the flesh was not in fact a result of past

development, but, beyond everything else, an immediate and

extraordinary interposition of God, an entirely new creation;

and His appearance for judgment is revealed as nothing

less than an instantaneous and sudden catastrophe taking

place purely through divine causality, whose product will

be a neiv heaven and a new earth.

Now, however obvious would be here such an application

of airoKuXv^L';, it is not the less easy to be understood how
St. John in particular comes to use, concerning both these

events, not this word ever, but always ^avepovaOai. "We

have already often remarked that he delights to bring out

into prominence the germs of the future lying in the

i
present ; it is the effect of this peculiarity that the

difference between the present and the future is reduced

from an absolute one to one merely relative ; and when the

question is of a revelation, he exliibits this rather as a

(f>av€pova-6ai, or making visible of potencies long working

secretly, than as an a7ro«aA.y^i?, or something entirely new,

resting immediately on divine causality. Now when St.
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John, in his Gospel, ch. i. 3, teaches us to behold the opera-

tion of the X0709 already in the creation, and, since the

creation. His energy as that of the ^w? akrjdtvov, it must

of course have been very natural to him to regard the

manifestation of our Lord in the flesh not as something

new, and as an airoKoXin^i';, but as a <^avepw(n'^ : this indeed

we find him doing in our own Epistle, ch. i. 2, iii. 8. And
similarly, to this apostle, with such a habit of looking at

things, who sees the decision of judgment already involved

in unbelief, who always regards the resurrection as a thing

present (comp. especially John v, 25 with John xi. 25),

the future judgment would appear not as altogether a new
thing,—that is, as an aTroK.aXv^i'i,—but as a natural result

and conclusion of ia long series of sacred events which only

now brings out into light (<f)avepovv) that which had been

long present spiritually and secretly. The apostle therefore

describes by iav (pavepcodfj that day in which the Lord, who
abideth with His people always, will make His presence

apparent at once and for ever to all eyes.

In the second member of the sentence which contains

the purpose there comes in an iv t§ Trapovcria avrov instead

of the iav (fiavepcoO^. This expression, which is so very

current among the other writers of the New Testament,

occurs in St. John nowhere but in this passage. Probably

this is not an accidental circumstance ; but has its reason,

though the apostle might not have been altogether aware of

it, in the very same habit of considering things which we

have been trying to explain. It was far from his thoughts

at any time to regard the appearance of the Lord as an

arrival from a distance : the presence of Jesus in the midst

of His disciples, and within their hearts, was ever before

his thoughts. This, however, did not hinder him from

using this expression for once concerning the last day.

When the Lord shall in that great day enter into the

world of manifestation, our relation to Him will also be a

manifest one, revealed and withdrawn from all delusion.

And the fxeveiv iv avrw will then fit us and enable us in

our appearance before Him irapprjcrlav e^etv. It has been

thought, without reason, that in this and other similar

3 JOHN. K
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passages, irappTjaiav Las lost the fundamental idea of free

and unrepressed speech. But we must remember that the

subject here is the appearance of the Lord for judgment

;

that therefore question and answer, charge and exculpation

(compare Matt. xxv. 34 seq.), enter into the accessories of

the scene ; and then it will not be thought absolutely

necessary, at least in this passage, to resort to an enfeebled

^intei-pretation of th§ word. If we have continued in Him,

I

we shall be able to answer with perfect tranquillity of mind,

unqualified by fear and trembling, the questions of our

: righteous Judge. The negative counterpart of irapprjaia is

l^^iven us in the ala-'^vveaOat. Formally, the correlative is

not exactly adequate ; while the former presents to us the

joyful tone of mind which we shall maintain in the day oi

judgment, the latter refers rather to the result of the

judgment, as appears from the added words air^ avrov.

The phrase, formed after the analogy of the Hebrew IP trin

^compare, for example, Jer. ii. 36, Sept., aTrb Al<yv77rov

^
ala'^yvOrjar)), does not describe the source from whence the

shame springs, which would be expressed by vtto, but the

object from whom we are in our shame severed. But as

the irapp7}(Tia is possible only on the ground of the testi-

mony of a good conscience, which in itself includes the

result of the judgment, its happy consequence, so also the

ala'yyveaOai includes its necessary result, the separation

from the Lord.

Looking at the twenty-ninth verse apart and by itself, as

detached from what precedes and what follows, we are met

by no difficulties of any kind. It is obvious that the sub-

ject in the St/cato? 1<jtw at the commencement is God. For,

, 'as the meaning and bearing of the verse is that as " He " is

1 righteous all must be righteous too who are His children

;

\ as throughout the New Testament we never read of a rela-

\tion of sonship to Christ, only of sonship to God ; as, finally,

in ch. iii. 8 we are expressly called 'vkKva ©eou,—it is im-

possible to understand the Scfcaio^, whose nature we as His

children should carry in ourselves, of our Lord Christ. It

is true that ver. 28 had spoken of Christ. But a transi-

tion, immediate and not marked by any external sign, from
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discourse concerning the Son to discourse concerning the

Father, is not strange in the case of St. John, in whose

consciousness the two are so profoundly intertwined, that

he very seldom thinks it necessary to mention either, or

distinguish them otherwise than by a pronoun. And this

transition need not favour the notion of a new part of the

Epistle beginning with ver. 29; for in ch. iv. 2 1 we find

in the same way that after the Father has been spoken of

throughout several verses, suddenly the Son is mentioned,

and obviously mentioned, by the simple pronoun aur6<;, and

no more. Thus the plain meaning of the verse is : As the

nature of God is righteousness, so must this same righteous-

ness be the token of sonship in relation to Him ; the

children must bear their Father's stamp upon them.

But it is hard to determine the kind of link which the

verse has with what precedes. At the first glance there

is as little internal connection with the preceding thought

as there is grammatical bond. Nevertheless there must be

connection, even on the supposition that our verse begins

the new part ; for the iav elBrjre would certainly be much
too naked for the commencement of a different theme : we
should expect at least a reKvia or TratSia in a new address.

And there is certainly a natural presumption in favour of

the idea that the apostle was moved to set out on this fresh

topic by something just before said.

There are two thoughts which appear here as new,

the nroielv ttjv BcKatoavvrjv and the fyejevvrjadat etc rov

0eov. Now, when we observe that in the first section of

the third chapter it is said, ver. 6, Tra? o iv avrm fiivcov

ovx afjuaprdvec, and in ver. 9 the same thought is expressed

by 7ra9 6 'yejevvrj/jievo^ e'/c tov ©eov dfiapTiav ou iroiel

;

when we further mark that in ch. iii. 24 the fieveiv iv

avTcp is in the same way connected with the rrjpelv ra?

ivTo\d<i avrov as the fyeyevvrjadai e'f avrov is here con-

nected with the TTOielv Tr]v SiKatoavvrjv,—we shall no longer

discern in the yeyevvfjaOac i^ avrov of our verse a new

idea, but only the resumption of the fiiveiv iv tw 0eo3 often

dealt with in the previous section, and mentioned in it

finally at ver. 28. That the expression here used is sub-
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stituted for that one has its reason, apart from what later

development will show, in this, that here the divine

essential righteousness (ort hUato^ iari) comes into con-

sideration as the source of our Troielv ttjv SiKatoavvrjv
;

but that this relation of causality is made prominent as our

being born of God rather than as our abiding in Him.

Thus there is at once presented a point of view from which

the connection of the present verse with the preceding

becomes plain. This connection becomes still plainer

when we more closely examine and appreciate the relation

which is here established between the Troielv rrjv hiKaio-

<7i)vr}v and the 'yejevvrjaOat eK tov @£ov. Manifestly the

emphasis rests upon the latter. It is not the apostle's

purpose to say that whosoever is born of God must

therefore of necessity work righteousness, although in

itself such a proposition would be perfectly justified ; but

he draws the inverted conclusion, namely, that he who
doeth righteousness is also born of God, because God's

nature, the BiKaiov elvat, has become his nature also. Thus

this new sonship is not the basis or supposition from which

St. John proceeds in order to found on it the exhortation

to righteousness ; but the BiKaLoauvr], as already present, is

the presupposition from which he deduces the reality of

their sonship. The question is here to lay down a mark of

the regeneration of the soul. Now, if we bear in mind that

the fyeyevvr^adai e'/c tov Qeov is simply a resumption in

another form of the fieveiv iv avTw, being related to this as

the planting of the tree is to its flower, we shall perceive

that here we have also a mark given us of the iikveiv Iv

avrco.

And why is this given ? In the preceding passage the

irapprjCTLa in the day of judgment was made dependent on

the fiiveiv ev to3 ©eoi ; here it is said further how it is this

Tapprjcrta comes into effect,—that is, it operates thus, that

he who continueth in God, and therefore is born of God,

becomes firmly assured of this his fellowship with God

through his iroielv rrjp hiKaioarvvqv. The synthesis of the

fieveiv iv avrco and the irappr^ala— that is, their close

relation, which the former verse merely asserted—is here
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expressly indicated through the mediating link between

them, which is the newly introduced idea of Troielv nrriv

8iKaioavvT]v. The idea of the irapprjaia presupposes not only

the abiding in God, but the conscious assurance of it : this,

however, is produced by the doing of righteousness. Strictly

speaking, indeed, our abiding in God and the abiding of

God in us are in their unity something entirely internal,

perceptible only to the feeling or the consciousness ; there-

fore it is, like every feeling, something subjective which is

itself and as such no pledge of its own objective reality.

This additional guarantee or assurance it receives through

such a confirmation in act : we are to know others by their ,'

fruits, and by our own fruits we are to know ourselves.

-

He who finds this iroieiv ttjv SiKaioavvrjv in his life has

in sustaining this sure test for his knowledge of himself

{<yivcoaKeT£ is in the indicative), the guarantee of his being

born from above, and therewith also the irapprjaia, which

the apostle bound up with fellowship with God.

Thus a close consideration of ver. 29 shows, what ap-

peared plain enough on ver. 28 itself, that the new part

begins with ver. 28, the idea of which is supplemented and

made specific by what follows. Further, there is thus

afforded to us a clear view of the relation of the part of the

epistle now closed to that which now begins. In both the

apostle keeps in view the end he proposed in the intro-

duction, that of helping towards advancing fellowship with

God and fellowship with the brethren ; but the method

differs in the two. In the first part this fellowship comes

into consideration as an internal habit ; in the second it is

rather its confirmation in works. From the very beginning

we have accustomed ourselves to understand the irepcTrareiv

eV TO) (fxoTL in the first chapter of more than the mere ex-

ternal actions of man in the narrower sense ; of the sphere,

rather, in which his whole life and being are rooted. Theij

dfiapriat and the dBiKia are by no means limited to actual

sins of commission ; they include all sins whether in thought,

or in word or in work. Similarly, in the second chapter

the TTjpelu Ta<; ivToXd<i is not to be restricted to the Trotelv

in the external sense, but, as the ideas d'yairdv and fjnadv
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immediately following show, pre-eminently to the inner mind.

And then in the third section of the first part the nature

of it is traced to the eTriOvfiia and aXa^oveia: therefore

it is not so much in the outward expressions of a quality

as in the quality itself.

That in ch. i. 6 we read once of TroieLv r-t-jv akrjOeiav, and

similarly in ch, ii. 17 once of "Troteiv to diXrj/xa tov ©eov,

are exceptions which have no power to alter the definitely

marked character of the section in each case ; in fact, it is

not the inner mind as opposed to the external confirmation

which is the subject, but the habitus of the Christians

generally, which includes the approval of its reality in

works. Out of this habitus generally is now in the second

part the nroielv rrjv hiKaLoavv7]v taken and brought forward

prominently and laid down as the token of that habitus

:

on its reality, as we have seen, the irapprjaia of Christians,

as its final consummation, depended. In details, we may
observe at the outset and in advance, the course of the

whole of the second part is very similar to that of the first.

First, the iroielv ttjv ZiKaioavvqv is viewed in reference to

God, then in reference to the brethren ; finally, from their

combination the irapprjaia is deduced, and thus once more

w^e have supernumerary confirmation in the tenor of this

part, that its theme is to be found in ver. 28 ; for the

irapprjcria spoken of there is dilated on after the full

illustration of the iroielv rrjv BtKatoa-vvrjv, which is intro-

duced in ver, 29 ; in harmony, therefore, with our analysis,

according to which the iroieiv ttjv BLKaioavvrjv is the middle

term between what the fievetv iv avrai treated of in the

preceding and the Trapprjaia.

Finally, in this way we are extricated, as easily as

satisfactorily, from a difficulty which we designedly left

behind in ver. 27. There the %/3to-/ia is introduced as an

absolutely right guide, never erring and always to be

i depended upon, which the church therefore might follow

i most implicitly. We have seen in the proper place that

the anointing oil, by which the church is withdrawn from

the world, is the Holy Ghost; and it is of course seli-

/ understood that the Spirit cannot deceive. But here comes
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in tlie question as to how tliis '^piaiia may be known as

such, as to what its tests are,—that is to say, if instruction

through the apostolical word is represented as superfluous,

then the door seems to be opened for all fanaticism, which

is always so ready to appeal to the internal voice of the

Spirit, either esteeming the apostolical word less or alto-

gether despising it. The answer to the question here

proposed is given in the new part of the Epistle : only

there is the p^^piV/ia, the new birth, present with its abiding

in God, where the Troielv rrjv hiKaioavvqv is found. Doing

is the evidence of all evidences ; and such a doing as

harmonizes or corresponds with the divine hUaiov elvai.

Now it is precisely this relation between the governing

ideas which we now have to do with that brings out the

exquisitely careful steps by which the Epistle goes onward.

The first part leads up to its climax by developing its ideas

to the point at which, by an internal necessity, they must

issue, unless they are to remain both one-sided and untrue.

That the irotecv rrjv BiKaiocrvvrjv is the conclusive evidence

of any man's personal Christianity, the only undeceiving

mark by which the Christian may test himself, is in perfect

agreement with the Pauline view ; in 2 Tim. ii. 19 it is

said concerning the sure foundation of God, that is, accord-

ing to the context, the Christian community : e^^t, rrju

acfipaylSa ravrtju, eyvco Kvpio<i rou? 6vTa<; avrov' koi, diroa-

r7]ra> airo r7]<i a8iKia<i ird'i 6 ovofid^cov to ovojua Irjaov

Xpiarov. In this passage also there is, by the side of the

divine knowledge which is not within man's apprehension,

the turning away from dSiKia, that is, positively, the iroieiv

TTjv SLKaiocrvvtjv ; and this latter is the only possible ground

of our own personal knowledge concerning our belonging to

the oLKia ©60V. Not unlike this is the passage, Eom. x. 1 0.

There it is said that while it is faith that justifies, confession

saves {awdrjvaL). Internally, the right relation to God is

attained through believing ; but in order to the full enjoy-

ment of the righteousness of faith, and the realization of its

purpose, there must be the outward righteousness of the

life : St. Paul, however, here speaks of its expression in

word, while St. John makes the work prominent. The
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divine sonship spoken of here is imparted before any doing

of man can claim or approve it ; but man's good work

demonstrates its reality, and only thus is the full assurance

of sonship attained.

After having found our position by means of a careful

examination of vers. 28 and 29, let us take a parting

glance at the details. St, John begins with KaX vvv fiivere

iv avTU), joining on to the preceding context. The KaX

vvv is always appropriated to this use,— namely, that

of introducing something new on the basis of a previous

discussion ; such is its service in the only passage of St.

John's Gospel where it occurs, ch. xvii. 5. The new

thought that enters is the irapprja-la in the judgment, which

thought is mediated and introduced by the iroietv rrjv

SiKuioavvTjv. The principle of this mediation between them

is that God Himself is righteous, and righteousness is

therefore an essential attribute of one who is born i^

avTov,—that is, of God's own very nature. From the con-

nection it follows that the righteousness of God does not

here refer to His judicial righteousness : as if it were, Ye
know that the judgment will be a righteous one, therefore

so act that ye may stand in such a day as that. The

iToielv T-qv BiKaLoavvrjv does not correspond to the judicial

righteousness of God, but to His righteous character and

holiness. A iKaio<i here has the same meaning as in ch. ii, 2

and John xvii. 25 (comp. on ch. i. 9). This principle, that

God is essentially righteous, is to the Christian undoubted

and fundamental, olhare ; and that we on our side have in

the TTOielv rrjv BiKaioavvrjv the assurance that we are born

of Him, is the logical deduction that naturally follows,

yivcoa-KeTe. A thing, however, which is to be represented

as necessary is nut expressed by the imperative, but by the

indicative ; consequently we must understand ^LvcacrKere as

indicative here.
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CHAPTER III.

Vekse 1.

'lBeT€, TToraTTriv ayaTnjv BeScoKcv rjfiiv o Trarrjp, Iva reKva

Qeov K\r]9a)fi€V Bia tovto o Kocrfjco<; ov yivcocrKei ^fici<i, oti

ouK eyvco avrov.

The external bond of connection between this verse and

what precedes is clear ; the Christian sonship, which in

ver. 29 was mentioned in the last place, is resumed by

means of the reKva Qeov KXrjOrjvai, in order to make
prominent the greatness of the divine gift which is im-

parted in it. Yet tliis evident connection decides nothing

as to the chain of thought in the following verses ; that

will have to be detected on a careful consideration of the

details. "ISere, St. John says, Trorairrjv dydTrrjv SiScoKev

Tjixlv o irarrip. Into the thought of the glory of this sacred

relation our minds should profoundly sink : the emphasis

of that high dignity is not alone in Xhere, which announces

something most specific, but also in the pronoun iroTairo'i.

This never occurs in the New Testament save as intro-

ducing an exclamation of amazement. It never serves,

however, to indicate merely external greatness (as equiva-

lent to quantus), but always that which is internal (qualis).

The meaning is not that it is a special kind of love which

we have to wonder at in the divine relation of father, as if

in proportion to other kinds of love ; but the reference is

generally to the wonderfulness of its interior characteristic

:

the full depth, interiority, and grace of it is marked im-

pressively by this word. ^AyaTrrjv SiSovai, says more than

a mere demonstration of love ; the full power of divine i

love has imparted itself to us as our own, is a free gift to

us ; not only specific manifestations of the love of God,

but that love itself is siven to us.
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And this was the Father's act, 6 irarrip. It might seem

obvious, since the subject here is our relation towards God

as children, to refer this irarrjp to the relation between

God and us, and thus to read it as if it were irarrjp rjficov.

<(^But a closer consideration teaches that throughout the

]

entire Gospel of St. John the expression iraTtjp, when it is

1 used absolutely of God, always indicates the Father of

Jesus Christ. The only two passages in which it might be

thought to have a different meaning are John iv. 21, 23
;

as the woman of Samaria did not know the specific relation

of Jesus to God, the expression must have been unintel-

ligible to her in that sense. But they need not be made

exceptions, especially as the woman certainly understood

/ that the Lord was speaking concerning God, and there was

\ no need that she should apprehend precisely in what sense

L He used the word. In our Epistle the expression o irarrjp

is either obviously to be understood at once of God as the

Father of Jesus Christ, as, for example, in ch. ii. 2 2 seq.

;

or it occurs without manifest reference to Christ, as in

ch. ii. 14-16. But even in these last cases it is not

obligatory to supply rjixoiv ; rather, in harmony with the

frequent use of the word in the lips of Jesus, it seems

preferable to find in them the standing designation of the

first person in the Godhead, so that o Trarijp should corre-

spond to our " God the Father." If this be so, we are then

disposed here also to regard the expression as indicating

the way in wliich God has demonstrated this love to us,

—

that is, as the Father of Jesus Christ, and through the

mission of His Son.

That the final clause with iva is by most expositors

softened down, and the philological purism of those rebuked

who are not content that it should be so, is easily under-

stood, because in fact, according to the connection, the

KkrjOrjvaL reKva 0eov seems to be the content of the arydirr].

We should, indeed, have a perfectly satisfying interpretation

if we take the ha in its rigorous meaning as stating the

design. What a depth and inwardness of love is that

which the Father hath given us in order that we might be

called His children ! The thought would be :
" How much
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it cost Him that I am redeemed ! " But since this idea of

the mission and death of His Son comes in without any-

direct mediating link, we must prefer to take the KkT^drjvaL

reKva &eov as certainly the content of the dyaTT'^
; but that

which is its content and meaning is at the same time its •

end. The love of God is manifested in this, that He
makes us His children ; but that very same thing is the

goal He aimed at, the object He pursued. Now it is pre-

cisely the latter point that is brought into prominence, and

there is no reason whatever why we should take the Xva

as ecbatic. It is God's will to make us His reKva : that

it does not run simply reKva avrov, but @6ov is placed

instead, was intended to point to the height and greatness,

past all understanding, of this gift, to be children of the

eternal and all-glorious God.

It is well known that St. John has only the expression

reKva @€ov, while St. Paul has by the side of it the viol

Geov. The internal reason of this distinction in the ex-

pression will appear when we come to examine the second

verse. But the material difference between the two manners

of viewing the relation to God we may here at once illus-

trate. The idea of the yevvrjOrjuai e/c rov @eov, which,

according to the connection, constitutes the reKva &eov, is

not current in St. Paul's writings ; and when he uses any

expressions like them, they have a different signification

from that of St. John. We know, indeed, that the former

speaks of an dvaKaivcoai'i rod v6o<i (Rom. xii. 2) ; of a vio<;

av6p(07ro<; dvaKaivovfievo<; eh eiruyvwcnv rov KTicravTo^ avrov

(Col. iii. 10) ; of an evhvcraaOat, rov Kaivov avdpwirov rov

Kara Qeov KTcadivra (Eph. iv. 28) ; of a Kaivt) Kriaa

(Gal. vi. 15). But in all these places the renewal is a

formation back into the original human nature as created

of God. This is expressly brought into prominence in the

passage to the Colossians by the definition rov Kriaavro^

avrov. It is a reforming back again which indeed comes

to effect through the grace of God ; and it has its measure

or standard {vara @eov Kriadivra) in the nature of God,

because it was simjDly in the image of God that man was

originally created ; but it is not on that account said to take
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place, as it \vere, out of or from God's nature. This, liow-

' ^ever, is the side which St. John brings out in tlie idea of

the iraXi^^evea-ia, of the 'ye'yevvrjaOaL e'/c roi) Qeov, and

keeps always before him. Even in the passage where St.

Paul uses the word iraXiyyeveaca, Tit. iii. 5, we shall, after

the analogy of his general habit of thought and statement,

be constrained to find only the element of the renewal

through the help of the Divine Spirit, through a renewal or

reimpartation of the original gift of the Spirit {dvuKai-

vcoaL<i TIvevfiaTo<i 'Ayiov), while St. John never fixes his

eye on the mere outpouring and help of grace, but always

( on the communication of God's own divine nature.

This difference is in close connection with another which

has often been dwelt upon,—namely, that St. Paul regards

us as children of God adoptive, and therefore uses the word

vlodea-ia, while St. John regards us as children in nature

and reality. The former stands hard by or is closely related

to the Pauline emphasis on the Christ fok us, his juridical

doctrine of satisfaction (this word we use, be it remembered,

-without the slightest undertone of condemnation) ; the

/ latter is more in harmony with the Johannaean emphasis

upon the Christ IN us. According to St. Paul, we receive

for Christ's saJce the rights of children ; according to St.

John, we receive, through Christ, the children's nature.

According to St. Paul, the old"^-nature of man is transformed

into a new^ according to St. John, an altogether new

y
principle of nature takes the place of the former. It is

most evident that the two views are substantially one and

true ; but they depend on the respective general systems of

the two apostles. And this explains, too, how the full mean-

t ing of BeBcoKev is in the leading clause : the love of God is

a gift ; it is particularly the gift of His Spirit ; still more

I
particularly it is the gift of the Spirit of Jesus Christ.

There is a remarkable difference of reading in the telic

clause. According to the authority of the manuscripts,

there should be after the kXijOco/iev a very decisive koI

iafiiv added. Eespect for the important witnesses in its

favour will not permit us to strike it out absolutely
;
yet it

seems to us in a high degree suspicious ; not, indeed, on
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acconnt of the continuity in the form of the sentence which

it mars,—for of this there are examples enough to be

adduced,—but on account of the sense of the whole. The
greatness of the divine gift does not consist in this, that

we are acknowledged as God's children, but primarily and

pre-eminently in this, that we are such in reality ; which

also the recapitulation of the thought in ver. 2 by reKva

&eov ia-fiev makes emphatic. The KXTjOwfiev of our passage

would be suitable on this supposition only, as it includes

the elvai or iafiiv. But if, after the KKrjdwjxev, this latter

idea was supernumerarily added, then the former word

must mean only the acknowledgment of sonship, and not

the being sons. The emerging thought would then be

harsh and distorted. We might, indeed, accept wjiev koI

K\r]9co/jiev, but not the inverted order. It is preferable,

therefore, to regard the Kal iajxev as a gloss which came

very early into the text ; this would explain the many
testimonies in its favour as well as its indicative form.

The subject of the verb, who calls us children, is not to be

regarded as God—for what would there be remarkable in

His calling us what we are ?—but believers themselves
;

and in favour of this way of taking it comes in the

antithesis in the sequel, o Koa^o^ ov jivcoaKet i^fiaf.

According to our general exposition of the Epistle, the

apostle is occupied from the very beginning with the idea

of the kingdom of God, the kingdom of light ; the indi-

vidual comes into consideration not as an individual, but as

a member of the whole body, as a stone in the temple of

God. This reco2;nition which the single member receives

from the church is what lies in the KoXelaOai. And there

is a double propriety of the word in this section, which

treats of the confirmation or proof of sonship in deed. In

the spiritual generation lies the point or characteristic to

approve ourselves children of God,—that is, the necessity

of proving ourselves such ; and the precise counterpart of

this is our recognition by others as children.

But, indeed, only on the part of the church. For,

precisely in the proportion that we approve ourselves to

them as children of God, shall we be unintelligible by the
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world. The Bca rovro of the last clause in ver. 1 does not

refer to the following iva any more than it does to the

KoXeiadac that precedes, but to the TeKva Oeov etvat, or,

still better, to the whole of the previous clause. Because

we have become partakers of this divine love, which com-

municates to us its own essence, the world cannot know
us, because it knows not Him whom we have come to

resemble so much. Substantially, therefore, this proposi-

tion is quite naturally proved by that out of which it

flows ; nevertheless there is a touch of strangeness about

it, inasmuch as there is scarcely any allusion throughout

the entire section, vers. 1-10, to our relation to the world.

And in fact the significance of this added clause is gathered

less from the particular thought precisely touched upon

here, than from the whole tenor of the Johannaean habit

of thinking generally. It is St. John's manner, as we have

seen it illustrated abundantly throughout the two former

chapters, always to think in antitheses : to construct the

matter of a positive idea out of its combination or contrast

with its opposite. Precisely so is it here. The greatness

of God's love, which admits us into fellowship with God
Himself, is to be brought out all the more vividly through

this antithesis, tliat our perfect and absolute separation

from the world, even down to a total want of common
understanding, is made so prominent. Thus the second

hemistich is introduced, not for the sake of the discussion

that follows, but purely to illustrate the thought itself and

as such now in hand.

Verse 2.

^Aya7r7]To\, vvv reKva Seov eafiev Koi ovttq) e^avepdiOrj

Ti eaofieda. oWajxev he otl eav ^avepwdfj, b/j,oioL avrro

icrofieda' on o'^jro/xeda avTov Kudcof iari.

The fellowship with God, which is based upon the

jevvr]67]vat e^ avrov or the reKvov Oeov etvat, is the

prominent idea of the section before us : the tokens of this

divine sonship, which are no other than the iroielv rrjv

BiKaioavvTjv, are not to be more carefully exhibited. Great

as the love of God is which approves itself in the gift of our
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sonsliip (ver. 1), in that gift it has not reached its highest

goal : it will make us partakers of something higher still.

What that higher prerogative is the second verse shows.

The apostle begins by an emphasized repetition of the

present gift, vvv reKva @eov ia/j,ev. The verse before had

spoken of the K\r)9r]vat reKva ©eov, this verse speaks of the

elvat ; for in ver. 1 the apostle's aim was not only to bring-

out our filial relationship to God, but at the same time the

position which in virtue of it we attain as to other children

of God in His kingdom ; but here this aspect of the matter

recedes, and our absolute relationship to God and to Him
alone comes again to the front.

It is usual to expound the thought of the verse thus:

we are already indeed internally the children of God,

though not yet such in the fullest sense of the word ; here-

after this internal habitus will also be externally mani-

fested {eav (f)avepco6fj), and then will this sonship be

revealed, through the contemplation of God, through the

ojjioiov avTQ) elvai, in all its glory and fulness. The dis-

tinction between the now and the then would accordingly

in that case be only quantitative and not qualitative ; not

a difference in the thing, but in the degree of it ; only the

difference between the germinal beginning and the developed

consummation. But this analysis seems to us by no means

in harmony with the phraseology of the verse. For when

we read vvv reKva eafiev koX ovTrco iipavepcoOr] ri iao/jueda,

there is a difference certainly and obviously established as

to the predicative definition of the sonship : the declaration

of what we shall be one day is placed in contrast with

what we now are, that is, with the reKva ©eov elvac. If we
seize the exact sense of the words, it can be only this,

that we shall be hereafter something different as children

of God from what we now are. If it had been the

apostle's design to express the thought given above as the

alternative, to wit, that the sonship now begun would

hereafter be consummated, we should expect ovirco i^ave-

pcodr] Tt iafxev instead of ovTrco icj^avepcodij tI iao/xeda,—
that is, what we essentially are now already is simply not

yet come to its full expansion and development (ovTro)
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e<^avepoo6rj). Moreover, we should in this case look for

TeKva Qeov in the beginning of the sentence, emphasized

thus as the idea common to the present and the future,

reKva Qeov rjhr} vvv i(T/j.ev k.t.\. But, as the words now
run, the reKva is in antithesis with what follows : now the

^children of God, hereafter something different.

Of course, this antithesis is not an absolute one. By
jthe (f>avepova-6at the future development is also exhibited

/ as a consummation of the present estate ; only that this

(^development leads to something beyond the reKva Oeov.

Thus, then, an unbiassed consideration of the whole verse

rarrives at this idea : we have now the mighty gift of son-

\ ship to God, but hereafter it will be shown what we shall

be ; in any case, something more than this. The crisis at

'"'which this new development will enter is indeed, strictly

speaking, not declared ; for we do not read oTav, but eav

(f)av€p(o6fj ; but, inasmuch as this ^avepoiOfj does sub-

stantially look back to the ^avepwOrjvai of ch. ii. 28, it is

manifest that the apostle is thinking of the development

\ commencing with the judgment, that is, of eternity. But

I

this does not by any means decide that the ^avepaOy has

the same subject as in ch. ii. 28, Christ namely; rather it

is more obvious to take ri iaofxeOa as the subject : when it

will come to the light of day to what consummate and final

• development we are called.

But, though the matter and meaning of our full develop-

ment does not actually lie before our thought in revelation,

yet it is already well known to us (otBafiev). "What it is

we find announced in the two sentences, ofioiot avT&

icTofieOa and oyJrofieOa avrov Ka9(o<i iaTiv. The stricter

apprehension of what this means depends primarily on the

view we take of the 6tl which introduces the second clause.

It either gives the reason of the first, exhibiting the likeness

as the result of the seeing, or it gives the reason of the

oiBa/Mev. But since in the latter case it must, taken ex-

actly, have meant that we know that we shall see Him

;

and further, since the oirreaOaL avrov as a reason for our

o/xoiov elvac avTw is, as we shall see, a decidedly biblical

idea, we shall adhere to the first view, and accordingly
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proceed from the second clause as the presupposition on
which the first depends.

Now, however, rises the question who is to be under-

stood by the pronoun ahrov, whether God or Christ.

It cannot be denied that, taking the preceding sentence

into account, the more obvious subject is o ©eo? ; it is

further in favour of referring the pronoun to the Father,

that in ver. 3 the Son is defined by e'/cei^o?; for, if

the Son is throughout spoken of, why this change of the

pronoun, why the eKeivo^, which obviously seems to refer to

a more distant subject ? But, as it respects the first reason,

we have just now seen that in ver. 29 the Father is without

any further intimation sjDoken of after the Son had been

decidedly the subject in ver. 2 8 ; while it was there obvious

enough that the reader should understand the Son to be

the subject because St. John points him to the rjixepa

Kpi(Te(o<;, on which, according to scriptural teaching gene-

rally, as in particular that of ch. ii. 28, the Son is the

active person. As to the second reason, the entering of

€Kelvo<i into the third verse, we may appeal to ver. 7,

where eKetvo^ stands although in what precedes the Lord

had been more than once spoken of as avro'?. But yet

more stringent is the appeal to John v. 39 ipevudre Ta<;

>ypa(f)a<;, otl vfxel^ BoKelre V avTai^ ^corjv alcoviov eyeiv koI

CKeivai elaiv al /xaprvpovcrai irepl efiov. Here the change

of the pronouns in the same verse obviously did not arise

out of a change in the subject, but e/ceti/o? is substituted

only for stronger emphasis on the same subject: "these

very same are they which testify of Me." Precisely so is

it here :
" He that hath this hope in Him purifieth himself,

even as the same He is pure." But all this only proves

the possibility that the pronouns of the second and third

verses collectively may be referred to Christ; it is shown tq_

be necessary, however, by the expression itself, oyjro/xeda

avrov Ka9do<i iari. It is everywhere the scrijDtural doctrine

that the Father can in no sense whatever be seen. That

does not follow so much from the Johannaean utterance,

@eov ovBeh irooiroTe redeaTai,—for, although He is not seen

here below, He might, nevertheless, in some sense be seen

1 JOHN. L
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in eternity,—but it is absolutely required by the Pauline

saying, '^Of elhev ovSeU avOpwrro'i ovhe IBelv Bvvarat, . . .

^<W9 oIkcov aTrpoacTov. It is true that in some passages

of the New Testament— not to speak of figurative ex-

pressions in the Old— a seeing or beholding of God is

spoken of. But Matt. v. 8 can hardly be reckoned among

these ; on the one hand, because the seven benedictions

revolve so directly in Old Testament terms that we must

needs understand them after the meaning rather of the Old

Testament than of the New, as, for instance, in the verse

immediately following the one referred to the idea of the

viol Oeov is altogether a different one from that which is

exhibited, as we have seen, in our Epistle ; on the other

hand, because, as promise and requirement must stand in

a close relation, the preceding KaOapol Ty KapSca seems

clearly to indicate the sphere in which the seeing is to be

enjoyed, that is, in the heart.

The meaning of the words is thus no other than that of

Ps. xvii. 15: "nn^^on Y''pn2 nyabN' t-js nrnx pn^s "js. The
V T : ' • T : T : : V v t w: v v v : * ~;

form of God which David would contemplate is His mani-

festation of Himself; and thus the first hemistich also, as

similarly Matt. viiL 15, understands by the seeing of God
the immediate fellowship of the heart with Him. As

it respects Eev. xxii. 4, the visions of this book also are

extremely analogous with the Old Testament style of

representation, and it is hazardous to derive any dogmas

immediately from its figures; while, in addition to this, we
have there the irpoawKov tov Qeov, and this of itself points

us to the sphere of transcendent divine manifestations.

The doctrine of Scripture on this point comes most

clearly out of John xiv. 7. There it is expressly said that

the disciples have seen the Father because they see the

Son : this is the only way in which a vision of God is

practicable. From the beginning of days down to the

most distant aeons the Logos is the only revealer of the

Father ; and no one enters into any union with the Father

save through His mediation. That general signification,

according to which the oirTeadai may certainly be

predicated also of God, cannot be ax^plied in our present
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passage: liere there is no allusion to any spiritual behold-

ing. For this takes place even on earth, and could not

therefore be appropriately assigned to futurity. Moreover,

in that case, the consequence deduced would not hold good;

for, although in that spiritual sense we may indeed already

see God, we are by no means on that account ofiotoc avra>.

The reference to God is also excluded by the Ka6cti<i iart:

this addition can mean to indicate nothing less than an

absolutely adequate knowledge of God; but how is it

possible that man, the creature, should ever reach by con-

templation the interior and perfect fulness of the Creator ?

But, if we are reduced on such a supposition to accept the

beholding of God in a limited sense, the consequence

deduced from it, the ofjuotov etvai avTw, must in like

manner be limited ; and the full and weighty expressions

of the apostle must become altogether indefinite and

nebulous. Only in one way can we know God, that is,

through knowing Christ ; and Him we may know because

He has become like ns. The same inference we draw

from the expression o/jloioi, avro) eaoixeda. Is it the style

of Scripture to say that we shall be like unto God ? Con-

cerning Christ it affirms not only the ojxoiov elvai, but also

the elvai taa @6a> (Phil. ii. 6) ; but is this said also of us ?

One we are to become like, the Lord Jesus ; therefore

it is said in Phil. iii. 21 that our earthly body is to be

glorified into the likeness (ei<? to yeviaOai avfji,/xop(f)ov)

of His glorified body, and that we should grow up et?

fxirpov rjXiKia'i Kol nfkrjpwfjbaTO'i tov Xpcarov. But nothing

of this kind could be said of God, nor is anything of

this kind ever said. Finally, then, as after all our dis-

cussion there is a phraseological possibility of referring

the pronoun to Christ, while all scriptural analogy most

decidedly favours our doing so, we must follow this

guidance ; and we shall find that fuller investigation of

the details will furnish further justification of our doing so.

Now when St. John declares that Christians " know

"

that they shall see the Lord, the question immediately

rises as to the ground of that knowledge. First of all, we *

must go back to the sayings of our Lord Himself ; and we
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find in the high-priestly prayer, John xvii. 24, a thought

altogether similar : irdrep, 01)9 8e8(y«a9 fioi, dekto Xva ottov

el/M i<yci), fcaKelvoi Sxtl /u,€t €fxov, iva decopcjcrt ttjv So^av T?)i.'

-ifiTjv fjv ehcaKm /xot. From these words was derived and

formed the Christian hope of seeing the Lord as He is in

His glory. It is precisely this which the expression says,

oyjrojxeda avrov Kad(o<i iariv. A beholding of the glorified

Redeemer as He is (Kada)<; eartv), is, in fact, on earth

impossible ; it is altogether outside of the ability of the

human spirit to form a conception of the Son of man as

He is now, since He has been received again into the

fellowship of Deity, the man Jesus with the attributes of

the Godhead
;
yea, even His glorified body we cannot con-

ceive of. For all this we have no faculty nor ability to

contemplate now. KaOcof 7]v, as He once walked on the

face of this earth the Son of man, the apostles had seen

Him ; thus have we also seen Him, at least in spiritual

contemplation, since the apostles have set Him before our

' eyes as if He were visibly amongst us crucified ; /ca^co?

eaTLv, in the glory which He had before the foundation of

the world, and which He has again now restored, no one

Jias ever yet seen Him, nor can any one see Him. If,

then, the Ka6di<i iariv of our passage corresponds to the

phrase ttjv Bo^av tjv BeScoKd-i fioi (John xvii. 22); if,

further, the 86^a Qeov of ch. i. 6 has been understood of

His ev ^wrl ehai,—then must the seeing of the Lord as

He is be no other than the seeing Him as He is ^w?.

Assuredly, the expression ©eo? ^w?, ch. i. 5, applied

primarily to the Father ; not only, however, is it a firmly

settled point that what the Father hath the Son hath like-

wise, but also it is expressly said that the Logos is to ^w?

TMv dvOpooTToov, and in ch. ii. 9 the expressions iv tm (pcorl

elvai, TO <^W9 aXrjOivov tjSt} ^aivec, are referred to the Son.

The idea of light is so entirely the fundamental idea of the

Epistle before us, that in this passage we may translate

oTTTeaOai avTov Ka6(o<i iaTiv by beholding the light of the

Redeemer's glory. God dwells in an inaccessible light ; but

though we cannot find direct access, indirect access we can

find to His presence. Our verse lays down the means of
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this : we may hereafter see the Lord in His glory, as the

airav^aayua rod (})0)t6<;. And thus the apostle's assertion,

that through this beholding of the Lord (otl) we may
be made like Him, comes to its clear meaning. Here
again we may refer to Matt. vi. 22 : the eye is not only

the organ by means of which we see the light as an

external thing; it is, at the same time, the medium through

which our whole body becomes light,—that is, the medium
through which the light outside of us is translated into our

own eye. Thus, he who seeth the Lord in His glory as

light, becomes thereby a light himself; what is beheld

becomes his own immediate possession ; he becomes like

his Lord. The ofioio^ must not be pressed too far, nor

must it be softened away : of the former we are in danger

when we think of anything like absolute equahty, which the

word says nothing about ; of the latter we are in danger

when we think only of holiness in general. This holiness,

the turning away from all sin, should, according to the

tenor of what follows, be found even upon earth ; that is

a prerogative which we already have as reKva Geov ; but

when it shall be manifested tl iaoixeOa, there will be

something beyond that privilege, even the glorification of our

whole being after the analogy of the being of our glorified

Lord. It is an altogether wrong and inadequate idea that

limits the blessedness of heaven to sinlessness. Through

sin our whole nature has become different; and therefore

the heavenly life, the ofioiov elvai uvtS, will be something

beyond the mere ceasing from sin. Sinless our Lord was

upon earth
;

yet, notwithstanding that. His present exist-

ence is altogether different from that which He had upon

earth.

And now we have arrived at the point from which we

may clearly discern what is the distinction between the

reKva ©eou and the ri, oi which it is said that such we

shall be. That the consummation oI believers here dealt

with is to be something different from the sonship, has been

hitherto maintained and proved by appeal to the expres-

sions here used. But now we shall vindicate the correct-

ness of this assertion by substantial reasons taken from the
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/nature of the case. Here on earth the Saviour was a Son
' of God in the fullest and highest sense. Indeed, He was

also very much more : even here already He was the Son

of God, equal to God in power. But was He equal also

in honour ? The dignity, the divine form. He had laid

aside, and with respect to this He was while upon earth,

in virtue of His own spontaneous decision, not ofioio^ tm

0ea). To that He was restored in its fullest and deepest

sense only by the ascension. So shall it be with us. We
also are now reKva 0eov ; but that does not constitute us

like the' EordTahy more than He Himself was in an abso-

lute "measure like God while in His humiliation, where the

Ifiop^rj &eod was lacking to Him. But this we shall be,

the apostle's promise tells us.

I

And what means the expression which the New Tes-

tament Scripture elsewhere uses to describe this con-

summated likeness ? ^A SeXcpol XpLcrTov.^ Our Lord gives

His disciples this name once after the resurrection (John

XX. 1 7) ; for through what it signifies the likeness is

rendered possible ; that is the very foundation of it, as the

Epistle to the Hebrews clearly shows (ch. ii. 1 1). But, on

the other hand, the feeling of every one of our hearts tells

us that, while we even now may assume to be the children

of God, we cannot arrogate the dignity of brotherhood with

Christ. He is not ashamed to call us brethren (Heb.

ii. 1 7) ; but we must not be bold enough to adopt the

name. The brotherhood, which consists in perfect likeness

[to the Lord^_ we shall reach only at the end of the days

when we shall see Him as He is.

^ Now comes out clearly the reason of that peculiarity

in St. John's phraseology to which we have referred,—to

wit, that he uses the phrase reKva ©eov, but never adopts

St. Paul's word viol &eou. The former is a relative and

transitory designation ; the latter is one that never ceases.

One remains a vi6<i all through his life ; He even who is

exalted to the right hand of God is a vio<; rod ©eov; but

it would be impossible to call Him any longer a reKvov,

for in this idea there is always the element of subordina-

tion or of a development not yet fulfilled. On earth human
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parents may, indeed, still term an adult child reKvov ; but

that is only because, in relation to their offspring, they are

conscious of being in authority, or of standing in a higher

position. If St. Paul uses, in addition to the exj)ressions

leKva &60V, that of viol Oeov, it is simply because he con-

denses all that we have or ever shall have into this latter

term, without reflecting specifically on the beginning of

the development as the definition TeKva would suggest it.

On the other hand, St. John uses only this latter expres-

sion, because he never leaves ont of sight this element of

the commencing development. St. Paul uses child and son

promiscuously ; St. John does not, for to him child always

denotes the idea of immaturity or of being under age. For

the present, therefore, he knows only the 07ic vf09 @eov, Him
who is our common Master ; all the rest of us are reKva

.

0€ov. But thus it shall not be always. He thinks of a

stage when we shall be in full possession of equality with

Christ ; and he expresses his idea of this by the ofioiov

elvat avTcp, that is, Xpiaro). The filial relation, viewed as

reKva elvat, is therefore not yet identical with the o/molov

elvat Xpt(TT(p ; it is rather the germ and the principle out

of which the latter grows into full formation, like the moth

from the pupa-chrysalis. And it is this which makes the

term ^avepovadai so admirably expressive : nothing new
will then be imparted ; it will be only the full evolution

or expansion into the light of the germs already deposited.

That our view of the filial relation in St. John's words is

the right one, receives, as we think, strong support from the

circumstance that the Apocalypse, which points throughout

to this (j}avepo)at<i, altogether omits the word we now

consider.

Verse 3.

Kal Tra? 6 e'^cov ti]V i\7rcBa ravTTjv eV avT(p uyvl^et

iavTcv, Ka6oi<; eKetvo<i dyvo<; iart.

The apostle's aim in inserting here the reference to the

future consummation in the other world, becomes obvious

in the third verse. His eschatology is one that is alto^

gether practical. To this estate of glory we attain only
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through intermediate stages ; it is not reached through an

act of divine despotic power ; but a way is^ definitely

marTied'out. ' If the goal is likeuess't^rOlirist, it is of the

utmost importance to have that goal always and steadily

End practically in view. Thus the third verse impresses

its seal on our interpretation of the previous one. That is

to say, taking as we have done both pronouns (avro'i, ver. 2,

and e/cetf09, ver. 3) as indicating Christ, the idea is extremely

plain : Would you be hereafter perfectly like Christ, you
must even now aim at this same end. On the other hand,

if we refer the avT6<i of the second verse to the Father, the

point of connection with the third is lost : how from the hope

of becoming like God may spring the zeal to preserve the

dyveia of Christ is not said ; and yet it is that we should

expect. But we must even now aim to resemble the dyvela

of our Lord. We must be on our cjuara against takmg this

idea as interchangeable with that of the 6/xotov ehai avru)

in the previous verse. 'AjueLu is essentially the require-

ment ^o£,,_^__^iilessness ; this is exhibited as the goal and

problem of the earthly development of the Christian. But

if I think of this requirement as fulfilled, yet this is far

from including the full meaning of the o/iioiov ehai^vro).

as it was still more closely defined by the addition KaOm
iari. Christ was, indeed, sinless here upon earth ; but

that did not constitute Him the aiorified one whom we are

to become like. The weakness of which the Apostle Paul

speaks, in relation to Christ's earthly life (2 Cor. xiii. 4), i

the constraints and manifold limitation to which He had

subjected~TTrmself, would remain in us also, even if we
were supposed to b^ sinless. It is therefore with perfect

propriety that St, John regards_ tliis djvela as only _a_pre-

liminary~and condition of the ofioiov elvai hereafter to be

attained.""
'~~

But the requirement of dyveia requires to be defined

more closely. Despite its etymological affinity with ayto<;,

the word d<yv6<i, in profane as well as in scriptural use, has

a perfectly distinct and definite meaning apart from ayLo<i.

On the one hand, it is to be observed that dyv6<i contains

even in classical Greek a negative element, which takes
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form in an aLuntlance of connections, sucli as 071/09 (j>6vov,

dyvo<i jdfiov. Further, the etymological link with a^eaOai,

fear, and a^a^iai, wonder at, is more firmly adhered to in

a^v6<i than in 07^09. 'A'yvo'i is he who is by any autho-

rity, or by any power swaying him, preserved from evil.

The dyvbv elvai comes to effect through the atSa)9, the

sacred fear. Hence the word is never used of God Him-
self; though a7i09 is used of Him, signifying as it does

generally severance from all evil. Hence, further, 0.7^09 is

especially used of the chaste spirit ; it rests essentially on

the internal abhorrence of anvthin <T that would, tarnish

virgin purity and honour. Similarly, when a7i'09 is said

of the Nazarite : his ahstinentia is grounded on the dread

of tainting by contact with the profane the divine to which

lie is consecrated. In like manner, the word is in Exodus

applied to preparation for the divine revelation of the law

:

here, also, there is a dread of bringing the natural into too

close proximity to the divine. From all this it appears

that d^veca is substantially the virtue of revercntia. But

this being so,—and all passages of the New Testament in

which djv6<;, and words derived from it, appear, confirm it,

—the idea seems altogether inappropriate to the exalted

Christ. If we read Ka6oi<; eKdvo<i dyv6<i rjv, that would not

seem quite so strange, for we might suppose this reverentia

to have been displayed by the Lord while on earth ; His#

perpetual waiting on the will of the Father, which is sol

prominent in St. John's Gospel, is nothing but that holy I

fear. But can this be affirmed also of the glorified Christ ?

Is that now necessary to Him ? can He indeed yet exercise

that ? The breath of disciplinary severity, which cannot be

detached from the word d'yveta, may yet in a certain way
be predicated even of the Exalted One. For His present

glory He reached, according to Scripture, only through His

absolute obedience, in virtue of His overcoming all tempta-

tions, and most entirely submitting Himself to the obedience/

of the Father's will. And that which He thus as mani

attained through exercise of the d'^vela is now still stamped'

upon the countenance of the Redeemer; even as He isi

beheld by the same St. John in the form and under the
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laspect of the apvlov iacf^ayfievov. Nothing of what the

Lord possessed upon earth has passed away ; everything

has become an eternal element of His personahty. As
with man nothing that he has experienced and has become

j)assesaway, but without it he would be through the, ages

of ages different from what he is, so also with the Lord.

If, fEen, we are to become hereafter like Him, the apostle

says, we must on our part appropriate to ourselves the

dyvei'a which the Lord exercised here below, in virtue of

which He passed into His glory. There is no word which

to the same extent as this expresses the whole grace and

tenderness of the ethical habit.

Let us now gather up the connection of the strain now
developed. St. John taught us, in ch. ii. 29, that we shall

have confidence in the day of judgment only on the ground

of the TTocelv rrjv BtKaioavvi]v, which will approve us as yeyev-

vrjfievoL eK tov Oeov. This 'yeyevvijaOai e'/c rov Qeov is first

of all, as we have seen, and as the apostle himself firmly

establishes by the e8coK€v, a divine gift, entirely independent

of human act, the gift, that is, of the Spirit, or, more particu-

larly, of the Spirit of Jesus Christ. That is the beginning

of all Christian development. We are called the sons of

God {K\r]66ofi6v, ver. 1) not on account of anything we do,

but in virtue of a divine act accomplished in us. But, on

the other hand, we are to become, iav cpavepcoOy, like

Christ ; and that can take place only if the possibility of

tliis likeness is on our part afforded by the dyvi^eiv.

Between that originating divine act, by which He gives us

the Holy Spirit and declares us to be His children, and

this conclusive and consummating divine act, by which He
makes us like Christ, that is, glorifies u s, there is thus a

mediating human act or doing, which is called as to its

internal characteristic dyveia, and according to its outward

expressions iroceiv ryv SLKatoavvrjv. Thus, while God now
beholds us as His sons on the ground of His gift. He will

call us such in the judgment only if, in the strengtli of

that gift, we have become sons in our act, that is, in the

full transformation of our life. The subject, therefore, of

the first three verses of our chapter is to establish the
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ground of tlie assurance that the regenerate have confidence

through the workhig of righteousness : the reason is con-

tained in the exposition that the sonship as the gift of God
is only the beginning, and that between this and the con-i

summation (ver. 2) the a<yveia, or the moral character and!

life by which that beginning is to be confirmed and approved,/

is to be intermediately carried out.

Vekse 4.

ITa? iroiwv rrjv ufiapriav, koX rrjv avofxtav irocet' Kal

Tj dfxapTLa iarlv r] avo/jLLa,

The exhortation to the TroLetv ttjv hiKaLoavvqv takes a

form habitual to our apostle : first of all, he presents sharply

to view the a/jbapria, its opposite, in order that thereby he

may illustrate the meaning of the positive idea concerning

which he has to speak. Here it is above all needful that

we should regard anything that opposes the StKaioavvrjv as

also a contradiction and absolute opposite to the divine

nature, as contrary to God in its very essence ; and that

we should be careful not arbitrarily to restrict in any way
the idea of sin. This definition and delimitation of the

idea of dfiaprla is the subject of the fourth verse.

This word is not supposed, in the apostle's teaching, to

convey a more comprehensive idea than dvofiia, but to be

strictly co-extensive with it : wherever, therefore, we are

constrained to find dfiapTia. Nothing evil can to the Chris-

tian man be merely imperfection, or sin, so to speak, of

the second degree : all is to him transgression of the law.

Such is the strict meaning of the word dvofXLa even in

classical Greek : it signifies not the conduct which proceeds

from a state in which the law is either absent or unknown,

it does not imply the exclusion of a vo/xa, but rather

expresses a guilt which casts aside the law already existing

by actual neglect of its requirements, just as in the German
Ungesetzliclikeit is interchangeable with WidcrgcsetzUchkeit.

And thus dvofiia, when the word really occurs in its full

meaning, is the very strongest definition or description of sin :

the vofio^, indeed, according to St. Paul, makes sin generally

exceeding sinful, and his emphatic word iirucardpaTof; tra^i
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09 ovK ififievei ev iracrc rot? yeypafxfjievoi'i iv rfj jBi/SXa) rov

vofiov (Gal. ii. 20), refers, precisely as St. James does,

ch. ii. 10, oo"Tt9 oXov rti' vofiov Trjpijcret, Trraiaet Be iv kv\,

ryeyove ttuvtcov €vo)(^o<i, to sin as definitely and strictly

dvofjuM. This sunders man unfailingly, according to the

very idea of man, from God. And the force of the apostle's

declaration is, that dvo/xia is not a subordinate kind or a

specifically aggravated degree of the dfiapria, but that

every d/xapria is at the same time dvofita : in short, that

the two ideas cannot be separated from each other.

The solemn earnestness of this proposition will appear

more fully when we inquire what the i^o/i09 is, and what

is in St. John's estimation that vofio'i, the violation or not

following of which he speaks of in the dvo/jbia. Most

certainly it is not the universal law of conscience ; for the

New Testament never calls that v6fio<i; nor yet is it, how-

ever, the law of Moses or the old covenant as such. It is

not this, first, because in the Old Testament the strict

congruence or coincidence here declared between dfiapTca

and dvofiia did not yet exist : there were actually multi-

tudes of dfiapTiai, or moral delinquencies, for instance, in

the connubial relations which were not forbidden by the

letter of the Mosaic law, and were not therefore dvo/xia.

Secondly, not the old law, because St. John furnishes no

instance of the word vo^io^, standing absolutely, being

applied to the Mosaic law. It is true that in two passages

(John vii. 49, xii. 34) it stands absolutely and as the

definition of the Old Testament canon; but it must be

observed that this is put into the mouth of the Pharisees

only ; and elsewhere there is the invariable addition o v6p.o<i

v/jba>v, 6 vofjLo^ M&)uo-ec«9, or the like. The reason of this is

to be found in the fact that St. John starts originally (ch.

i. 18) from the great principle of a sharp antithesis between

the revelation of the law and the revelation through Christ.

The Mosaic law was to him absolutely and only the law of

the Jews : although this did no violence to the truth that

Christ was born ov Kardkvcrat rov vofxov dWa TrXrjpcoaai.
"^ Thus we are constrained to understand the v6fio<;, op-

position to which is here expressed by the word di/o/jiia,
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of the divine law generally and universally, as it is

revealed through Christ: the expression refers as well

to the as it were new commandments given by the

Saviour, as to the spirit of the Old Testament which our

lawgiver has only released from the ypdfxfia enveloping it

and thrust forward into the foreground. The uttered or

revealed Avill of God is the v6fxo<i, therefore dvofxia is the

opposition or rebellion of the lawless will against this

will. Every dfiapria, consequently, bears on its front the

impress of dvofila as thus explained : every transgression

or shortcoming in the widest sense of the word. But this

view of the matter was not obvious to the churches here

addressed, any more than it is obvious to us who have

received this fundamental declaration in its true meaning

:

it is only too common in the very nature of men to

establish distinctions and gradations among individual sins.

As to the countless little failures and defects in common
life, no man indeed who is filled with the Spirit of Christ

will justify these, or even hold them as indifferent : but

have we in relation to them a pressing consciousness of

actual transgression of law ? Do we look at the manifold

discords of our life, and its deviations from the line of the

Christian ideal as positive sins, every one of which imme-

diately and certainly separates us from God, and can be

expiated or abolished only by deep repentance and a distinct

act of forgiveness ? Most assuredly in multitudes of cases

it is not so : such things are thought of as imperfections, but

do not press on the consciousness as dvofxia.

Now, St. John declares here that tljis current view of

the matter as entertained by us is not of the truth ; he

lays this down as an axiom without any further demonstra-

tion : the demonstration of it is plain enough throughout

the whole teaching of the apostle. If, in fact, the Spirit

of Christ guides us into all truth, and therefore in every

particular case shows us what is right, every sin must be

an act of resistance to the drawing of the Spirit, and

consequently of disobedience to the will of God as shown

by the Spirit, and consequently against the v6fio<; Qeov.

I may not in the specific case have been conscious of the
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drawing of the Spirit ; but then that was my fault, and

does not alter the position of things. As in the well-

known passage in the Sermon on the Mount concern-

ing the oath, the centre and pith of the explanation

—

too often unobserved—is that the mere utterance of yea

must itself contain equally inviolable truth as the oath

with its strong emphasis, the simple affirmation being

lifted up to the height of the oath ; so here in like manner

it is the design of St. John to elevate every sin in its

whole and wide domain to the degree of dvofiia. There

lies in every sin, of whatever kind for the rest it may be,

the highest grade of guiltiness.

But this definition of the nature of sin, as it is contained

in the words i) afiapTia ia-Tiv rj dvofiia, does not itself

constitute the motive of the verse, but serves only for the

illustration of the first member of it : he who committeth

sin committeth also a breach of the law. The article before

djxapTLav is not intended to distinguish a specific kind of

sin from other kinds ; for nothing whatever had been said

about various kinds of sin in the present Epistle. It

simply comprehends the diversified acts of human sin

which may take place into the unity of one idea. He who

dfiapriav Ti.va Troiel, by that very fact also committeth rrjv

dfjuaprlav ; in every individual transgression the nature of

the sin is manifested. The emphasis lies in the first

hemistich plainly upon the iroteiv ; for generally the apostle

is here occupied with the doing of men. That the Troteiv

Ttjv dfiapriav is identical with the iroielv rrjv dvofilav, the

apostle proves by the simple declaration that dixapria and

dvofila are or ought to be for Christians interchangeable

ideas. Similarity of nature implies or produces similarity

of outward manifestation. Substantially, therefore, the

second universal proposition of the verse is the demon-

stration or proof of the first particular proposition ; but,

inasmuch as they are bound together by the general Kal,

we see that the apostle reflects not precisely on the causal

connection of the two propositions, but simply regards the

second as the illustration of the first. Now, if every sin is,

as well in its internal nature (ver. 46) as in its outward
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revelation (ver. 4a), avo^ia, this assertion must Lear to be

applied to every specific case : hence the 7ra9 placed first

with strong emphasis, which in this particular section

appears as abundant as in the section parallel to it in the

organism of the Epistle, ch. i. 6 seq. (corap. vers. 3, 4, G,

down to 9, 10 seq.). It is precisely this emphatic assertion

of the universal and exceptionless fact that is calculated to

impress deeply the conviction that the question here is of

every individual sin and of every individual sinner.

Verse 5.

K.a\ olZare on eKetvo'^ it^avepwdrj, iva ra? ajxapria^ dpr)'

Koi ajxapTia ev avro) ovk eart.

Now, as every sinful work is express opposition to the

commandment, the revealed will of God, so also it is further

a contradiction as well to the manifestation of Christ

(ver. oci) as to His person (ver. 55); for He appeared to no.

other end than ra? ap,apTia<i apai. This phrase may have

three meanings : either that Christ has borne our sins, or

that He took them upon Himself, or that He has taken

them away. At a glance it will be plain that these three

interpretations are substantially very near to each other.

If Jesus took sins upon Himself, that could be only in

order to bear them ; and if He did this, it was, however, for

the sake of taking away, and with that design. On the

other hand, if tlie word signifies here that He has borne

them away, there are abundant reasons from other quarters

to assure us that this was accomplished through His bearing

them. Nevertheless, the decision of this point is not matter

of indifference ; for in the nature of the case St. John

must have had expressly in view one or other of these

elements.

The signification of bearing we must give up at once,

because St. John never elsewhere uses alpeiv in this mean-

ing ; it would be necessary, therefore, to resort to it only if

the ordinary meaning was not sufficient. Our apostle uses

the word either in an external and local sense for " lifting up

anything," for example, %et/3a9, \i6ov^, and the like, or with

the significance of " taking away." Now, if alpeiv is here
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to mean " take on Himself," the additional clause koX ev

avru) afiapria ovk eariv must signify only that although

there was no sin in Him, nevertheless He suffered Himself

to be treated as a sinner,—that, in fact, not His own sin, but

the sin of others lay upon Him. But there is nothing here

to indicate such a thought as that ; and, moreover, in this

case v/e should have read not eartv, but ^v. Further, the

expression " take sin on Himself " would lead us to the

atonement ; and the idea would be strictly parallel with

that expressed in ch. ii., that Jesus is the l\a(Tfxb<; irepi tmv

aixapTLOiv. But any such remembrancer of the atonement

must be supposed, as in the instance just quoted, to be

applied as a consolation to those who are still and ever

harassed with sin ; and what the context here requires as

its design is exhortation rather than comfort. In the case

just supposed the meaning would be : as ye were the cause

of such pains to your Lord, now show yourselves thankful

;

of this, however, there is not the faintest indication.

But there is perfect appropriateness in the thought of a

remembrancer of the redemption from sin fully accomplished

by our Lord, as that redemption consists in the " doing

away of sin " (the rjjxoiv, " our sins," must be struck out).

If Jesus put away sins, then no one has any part in Him
who suffers himself to have any confederacy with sin.

And by what means was this putting away accomplished,

and the new man who rrjv BiKaioavvrjv Trotec implanted

instead ? This is answered by the i^avepooOi]. It is clear

that the expression is larger than Trda-^eiv or airoOvy^crKeLv,

of which, when redemption is in question, we usually think

first of all ; but it is also quite distinct from the ei? rov

Kocryuov iXrjXvOev or the aap^ iyevero. On the one hand, it

signifies less than those phrases, inasmuch as the manner in

which His manifestation was consummated is not indicated
;

while at the same time more than they, inasmuch as it

does declare that before the passion His work was actually

efficient, although by it alone it was brought to full mani-

festation. The entire contents of the prologue, John i. 1-13,

—that the Logos had been from the beginning the light

and life of the world, but by means of His incarnation
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had manifested Himself as such in the highest sense,—lies

wrapped up germiually in the ^avepovadai. This self-

manifestation was ordered expressly with this design (iW),

that sin should be made to disappear. In the fact that the

^0)1] as such is made manifest, the power of death is sub-

stantially taken away through its manifestation ; in the fact

that the <^(y<? uXtjOlvov shineth, the darkness recedes im-

mediately and in virtue of its very shining : by a natural

necessity the design of our Lord is accomplished ; and

in reality His entire life, which is here comprehended in

the i^avepcodr}, has not only a redeeming aim and ten-

dency, but also a redeeming power. Through His whole

influence, word, suffering, dying, rising again,— that is,

through the whole process of His <f)av€pco(T(,<; taken on all

sides,—He implanted in the world subjected to sin the

germ of sinlessness. According to the apostle's view, this

power was not wrapped up and concluded in His death,

although it was in His death that this power was pre-

eminently unfolded.

The parallel passage, John i. 29, confirms this view of

the matter; and that is peculiarly important, because the

two passages cannot well be separated from each other.

There we read, o d/ivo? tov GeoO 6 atpayv ra^ afxapTLw; rov

Koa-fiov. The present participle in this sentence does not

require to be explained by the theory that St. John brings

forward into the present the element of Christ's death ; nor

on the principle that the present is chosen because the effects

of that death always continue to the time that now is :

on either of these suppositions the present would really be

treated as the future. The participle must be understood

in its most proper and distinctive meaning. Already at

that very time the Lord was in act to take away the sin of

the world, because He was such through His whole life

;

already at that time He was the a/ii/09 rov Geov, because

He was so through His whole life, and not first in His

death became the Lamb.

This aspect of the matter would have much more im-

portance attached to it, and it would exert a healthier

influence on our entire soteriology, if we conceived more

1 JOHN. M
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justly and laid to heart more simply tlie words of Matt.

viii. 17. The evangelist there regards the work of Christ

as already, in the first period of it, fulfilling the prophetic

word, ra^ aadeveLa<i rjixSiv eXa/3e koI ra<i voa-ovi r^jjbwv i^da-

raaev : this prophetic word we are accustomed to refer to

the death of Christ ; but the evangelist's use of it points

directly to the view we have just been exhibiting and

defending. For if our Lord through His whole activity,

and specifically in His healing of the sick, bore our sorrow,

so also throughout His whole life He took it away ; for the

former was a reality only on account of the latter. In John

i. 29 we certainly find, in connection with the redeeming

and delivering element, which is represented by aipeiv, the

atoning element also, as contained in the expression dfivo'i

rov &€ov ; for even if we consider this to refer at once to

the paschal lamb, at any rate there was an expiating and

therefore sacrificial characteristic in it. It is indeed other-

wise in our passage : here the f/o? rov Oeov is the subject

:

the Son of God was manifested in order to abolish sin,

establish His kingdom, and destroy the kingdom of the

devil (ver. 8) ; here, therefore, prominence is given, not to

the form of a Servant which our Lord assumed in order to

our reconciliation with God, but to the might of the Euler

who has brought to light life and our immortality of being.

Thus the only two passages (ours and the parallel in the

Gospel) which have been adduced against the interpretation

of alpeiv as take away, have been seen to admit it as possible,

and our own to require it absolutely. It is useless, in

opposition, to urge, finally, that atpeiv is the translation of

Nb>3, and that therefore it must mean bear, or at least to

take upon Himself Not only may be opposed to this the

fact that the Septuagint invariably reproduces " bear " by

4>epecv and the like, but that the i^^^, particularly in its

combination with V^Q, has precisely the meaning of taking

away sm ; compare Ps. xxxii. 1. Thus the Old Testament

gives our interpretation its full sanction.

The second clause of the verse is externally to be taken

as a leading proposition ; for the Johannaean diction is

so far Hebraizing, that it prefers the juxtaposition or co-
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ordination of sentences to their subordination ; whence it

sometimes happens that the second member of a subordinate

clause is changed into a main proposition. It is precisely

so here. But if we take the second hemistich as only

formally independent, it is substantially to be regarded as

dependent on the otBare. But then- what is the relation of

the clause, linked with it by kul, introducing the thought

of the righteousness of Jesus, to the preceding thought of

His redeeming work ? When we observe that the verse

following is joined on to the close of this one,—as there is

no sin in Jesus, there ought not to be sin in him who, for

his part, belongs to Jesus,—and thus that the d/xapTiav

apai apparently comes no further into consideration, we
shall obviously see in the words afiaprla iv avrw ovk ecrriv

the apostle's more particular specification of the grounds of

the afiapTca^ apai. That being the case, the second hemi-

stich only bringing out into prominence the fundamental

thought of the first, this latter must be regarded as really

included in the reference when we find that the following

verse is formally linked only to the second clause. The

concluding words of the verse thus indicate the way in

which Jesus has brought to effect the d/xapTia<i apai : it is

because He manifested Himself as the sinless one, and

through that same manifestation communicated His sinless-

ness to men also. For if a mere human word or work can

produce a transforming effect on him to whom it is com-

municated, how much more will the revelation of the

righteousness of Christ be able to act transformingly on the

recipients of that revelation ! For the rest, dixapria iv

avTcp OVK ea-TLv is by no means the equivalent of djv6<; iari

in ver. 3 : the latter marks especially the internal habitus

of the character, on the ground of which sinning is im-

possible ; the former refers rather to the expressions of that

internal quality.

Verse 6.

Ua? 6 iv avTU) /j,evcov, ov'^ d/xapTavef Tra? o dfiapravcov,

ov^ €(opaK€v avTov, ovBe eyvcoKev avrov.

When, therefore, the apostle deduces from the end of the
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manifestation of Jesus, and then more particularly from

the nature of Him who appeared, that sin and belonging

to the Lord are perfectly irreconcilable opposites, this is

logically altogether clear and incontrovertible. But, on the

other hand, there is much that rises up against the simple

and unlimited acknowledgment of the saying before us

:

not only does the common Christian consciousness which

—

despite sin still operative in believers—still clings to the

fact of sonship to God revolt against it, but also this

exaggeration of the antithesis seems not to harmonize with

our Epistle itself. While in our verse the apostle makes

it emphatic that every one who sins neither has nor can

have had any fellowship with the Lord, he has notwith-

standing, in ch. i. 8—10, not only recognised the presence

I

of sin in believers, but even described their denial of it as

'an essential lie, and as a clear token of the absence of

-fellowship with the Lord. Hence it is easily to be under-

stood that many industrious attempts have been made to

soften down the meaning of our verse, and thus to reconcile

it with clear and express declarations elsewhere. But all

these efforts are discredited by the phraseology and the

context of our passage. It has been attempted to explain

a/jbapTaveiv as continuing in sin ; but the arbitrariness of

such an exegesis is manifest at once. And if the sins are

limited to very grave sins, such as the sin unto death, this

is evidently contradictory to the context and spirit of the

argument, in which the apostle is simply denying every dis-

tinction between sin and sin, and exhibiting every d/xapria

as also an dvo/nla. But not less erroneous is the explana-

tion that the Christian does not in fact sin, because, as a

Christian and according to his new man, he cannot sin, but

as such cherishes nothing but hatred against the sin which,

according to his old man, he commits. For although I may
hate the sin which I do, it still remains sin ; and as it is

in me, it cannot possibly be said of me that I sin not

:

granted that I cannot in my new man sin, nevertheless it is

the I, my person, which is the sinning subject. Generally,

the view cannot be psychologically sustained which would

introduce a total cleavage of the one human constitution,
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making the half of the man a sinner—that is, the old man
—at the very time that the other half is under the influence

of- the Holy Spirit. AU subterfuges of this and of similar

kinds are exploded by a touch of the passage itself. We
have seen that the apostle pleads against every sin as avoixia

;

and that, further, according to the Scripture, every avo^ia

inevitably separates from God. Then it follows directly

and most closely from these premises, that every sin, be it

what it may, sunders from God ; and that he who commits

it can have no communion with Him. How such a rigid

scriptural utterance as this can be reconciled with the rest

of Scripture is another and a second question, which we
leave at present unconsidered. It is enough now to

establish that St. John did lay down the propositions we
now consider.

The second half of the verse gives us the converse of the

proposition we have been studying, but in such a way that

its idea is only made essentially more intense. The thought

of the former clause, rrra<i 6 ev avTo, fievuiv ov^ dfiaprdveo, is

in itself not absolutely inexplicable : it might be said that

the sinning man had fellowship with God, and will have it

again ; and that his sin has also interrupted that fellowship.

But all this is taken away by the second clause, which

makes it more startling than ever : the /neveiv of the former

does seem, indeed, to presuppose that there had been an

actual past union with God ; but here this is expressly

denied, for we read : 7rd<i 6 afxaprdvcov oJ^ ecopaKev avrov

ovSe eyvcoKev avrov. K we had the present tense in each

case instead of the perfect, the meaning of the latter clause

would be very much the same as that of the former : sup-

posing that in the critical time of sinning the image of the

Lord is not on the table of my heart, might it not have

l)een there before though it is not there now ? The icopa-

Kevai here might be explained by the same word in ver. 2.

It is true that they do not refer to the same object : in

ver. 2 the glorified Son of God is the object beheld ; but

He cannot be meant in our present passage. He cannot

according to the connection ; and because, simply, we have

no image in our minds of the glorified Christ, nor can our
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thouglits of Him serve us here in the least degree. Here

the object beheld is the Lord as He was once manifested,

ec^avepwdrj, and as He in fact in whom a^apTia ovk earLv.

Thus the empaKevai refers to the Lord not Ka6a><; ea-Tiv, but

Kadoi'i rjv : just as the apostles have depicted Him in His life

and sufferings before our eyes, as if in fact He had been

crucified amongst ourselves (Gal. iii. 1, after Luther). Yet

even if the two beholdings in this and the second verse are

different as to the aspect of the object beheld, the seeing

itself is of the very same nature, and is followed in both

cases by the same results. When we behold the glorified

Lord we shall be changed into the same image, and be in

fact glorified ourselves ; and so here likewise, he who has

truly beheld the Sinless One should through this beholding

himself become sinless. This consequence is so express to

the apostle's mind as to bring out the declaration, that

he who is not sinless proves by that very fact his never

having yet beheld the Lord.

Of course it needs not to be insisted on that the seeing

here meant does not consist in historical knowledge of

Christ ; but that such a perception is meant as is brought

about by the instrumentality of the Spirit of Christ Him-
self, whose office is to bring to remembrance of the disciples

both Him and all that He has said. Hence the apostle

goes on to say that the sinning man, as he has not seen the

Lord, so also he " has not known Him." This position after

opdv is intended to stamp the yivcoaKCLv as either a higher

grade or as a consequence of the seeing. It is not that

opdv is a figurative expression, and ^ytvcoa-Keiv its translation

into fact : this is evident partly from the ovSi itself, which

points to a distinction between the ideas which it divides,

and partly from the circumstance that to St. John the opdv

is by no means a figure, but the standing expression for a

spiritual energy which absolutely refuses to be translated

nto anything else. The difference between the two words

is rather this, that opdv indicates the intuition, the act in

virtue of which I take something immediately into myself

or my mind ; while 'yivcaaKeLv defines the apprehension or

knowledge which is found as the consequence of this
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intuition,—that is, the consciousness and the means of it,

its reconciliation with all the other objects of my thinking.

Consequently the ytvaxTKeiv is the result of the opdv : the

former without the latter would be an impossibility. It is

customary witli the Scripture generally to take the word
jtv(oaK6iv with a specially emphatic meaning. Thus, when
in Matt. vii. 23 the Lord says to those who would bring to

His mind their great deeds : ovheirore eyvoov vfia<;. And
yet it is unimaginable that a iTpo(^r]Teveiv, a Sai/xovat; e/c-

fidXkeiv, in the name of Jesus, could be wrought without

some corresponding relation to the Lord behind them ; but

the Lord denies any such relation. This is substantially

the same case as that in our verse, and corresponds to its

assertion that he who sinneth never had fellowship with

the Lord. The only question is, how we are to understand

a doctrine of Scripture which is so clearly expressed.

The history of St. Paul's conversion may give us help.

It is said there, on the one hand, that the apostle's com-

panions had not heard the voice which spoke to him (Acts

xxii. 9) ; and, on the other, that they had heard it (Acts

ix. 7). There is no contradiction here ; for in the one case

it is declared that they heard a sound and perceived a voice,

while in the other it is said that they did not hear the

words of this voice. It was the same with the heavenly

voice which the Lord heard in John xii. 28 : some heard

the sound as it were only of thunder; others discerned an

angel's voice ; the disciples alone heard the words which

were pronounced. In this latter case it might have been

said of the people that they heard a voice as weU as the

seemingly direct contrary. In both the examples thus

adduced it might have been said that nothing was heard,

inasmuch as that was not heard which was properly to be

heard. The relation in our present passage between seeing

and knowing is precisely similar. St. John uses them

here, as in Acts xxii. 9 the hearing is used, with an

emphatic meaning : the sinning man demonstrates by his

sin, that knowing in the strict sense cannot be predicated

of him ; for had he really known, he could not have sinned.

But that does not exclude the possibility that elsewhere
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the same ideas may be found with a more lax application.

Even from the hem of our Saviour's garment a virtue

issued, and there was healing in the apostle's handkerchief

;

but he who had experienced the healing power of the

handkerchief was far from being on that account acquainted

with all the treasures that flowed from the spirit of the

apostle. "We may here and there and in some various

degrees submit to the influence of the Holy Ghost, and

break off many a sin ; but so long as sin is still in us, it

is proved that we have seen only the hem of the Lord's

garment, not His very nature ; for His nature is BtKaioavvr},

and he who had seen and known Him as BiKaco'i must

through that seeing have become himself sinless.

Now let us sum up the meaning of the verse. He who
abideth in Christ sinneth not. The present does not express

precisely the actual now, but a continuing condition : in

him in whom the fievetv has become a reality, for /aivecv

carries with it the idea of abiding continuously. In him

there is the abiding condition of the ov'^ dfiaprdvetv.

Again, on the other hand, in the case of him who sinneth,

such an abiding state has not been attained : the actings of

the opdv and yivcoaKecv are—let the perfects be observed

—

not accomplished facts. Then the sum is : every sin

demonstrates that we are not found in the fellowship of

the Lord.

Vekse 7.

TeKVLa, /iT^Sel? TrXavdrw vfj,u<i' o ttoccov ttjv BiKaLocrvprjv

St'/cato? icrri, Ka6oi<i eKelvo^ BiKac6<i ecniv.

But this thought is too keen, too repellent to the natural

man, for reception in this plain form, and without quali-

fication. Hence follows the express exhortation not to be

led astray by opposite and erroneous thoughts. The direct

appeal by no means introduces a new thought ; but here

as everywhere its aim is to bring close home the apostolic

utterance to the individual reader. The words fi7}Sel<;

ifkavaTw v/zd'i lead at once to the supposition that the

church was in danger of giving heed to such spirits of

error j but we must not overlook the fact that the tempta-
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tion to lower views is not supposed to lie in any definite

relation to others and in any definite sect, but is always

grounded on the thoughtlessness of the natural man. We
are too often content with the consciousness that we stand

in some special relation to the Lord, and come to regard

sin as an unavoidable evil which is not so very hurtful as

might be thought. In opposition to this, the apostle makes

it emphatic that the only test, the only sure evidence, of

the righteousness of believing is the righteousness of living :

where the latter is wanting, there must be something

fundamentally wrong in the former. The stress of the

seventh verse lies on the iroielv : he only is righteous whose

righteousness is approved in act. As we read in John

iii 31, oiv t'/c Trj<i 'yT]'i, eK tTj^ 7^9 ecrrt,—he whose origin

is the earth has in fact an earthly origin, bears its signa-

ture in himself,—so it is here with the ttoiwv rrjv

BiKaioavvTjv hUaio'i iaTiv : he who is righteous must be

simply righteous, and bear the stamp of righteousness on

himself. It is then added that this righteousness, thus

approving itself, makes us like the righteous Christ. This

does not mean to say that by such a procedure we may
attain to a specially distinguished kind of righteousness,

such, namely, as Christ had ; for the apostle in this present

connection knows nothing about gradations in righteousness

any more than he acknowledges gradations in sin. The

clause Ka6d}<i k.t.X. rather points back to ver. 3 : there it

was said that the goal of our earthly development is the

dyveLa of Christ ; and this we are supposed in the present

words of St. John to reach in the doing of righteousness.

Veese 8.

O TTOLwv Triv ufiapTLav, iic Tov Bta/3o\ov iarlv. on air

apyr]<i o Bui/3o\o'i ajxaprdveL. El<; tovto i^avepcoOrj 6 vlof

TOV @eov, iva Xvarj ra epya tov Sia(36\ov.

As we in this way enter into fellowsliip with the Lord,

so through the iroielv rr]v dfiapriav we enter into fellowship

with the devil : tliis is, generally, the matter of the eighth

verse. The latter part of it first of all demands our

attention ; as it in fact furnishes the logical basis of the
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former. Because the devil sinneth from the beginning, do

all sinners therefore spring from him ? There is certainly

a suspicious tone of the post hoc ergo propter hoc about this.

But all depends on the right view of utt' ap^yj'i. The idea

of the ap^i] is applied in such manifold ways, that it must

in every individual case be explained by the context.

The interpretation that the devil sins from the beginning

of his being or existence is by no means justified by the

expression ; for the absolutely general oltt apxrj<i would be

/^ quite unsuitable to such a notion. The only tolerable

I reference is to the d/xaprdveiv : the devil was the origin of

/ sinning, or it made its beginning in him. When that

l\ beginning of sin and of his sinning took place is not here

— mentioned : it is enousfh that his sin was the first. ButO
there is assuredly no reason, and it would be entirely

wrong, to understand this beginning of the fall of Adam.

What allusion can there be in the general and indefinite

dir a/3%^9 to the fall of man ? It is of no use to appeal

to John viii. 14 in favour of such an interpretation: that

passage affirms that the devil was a murderer of man from

the beginning ; but the a7r' dp'xfj'i has there its closer

definition in the dvOpwiroKrovo'i, he could have been such

a murderer only when men began to exist, and thus the

context in the cited passage absolutely determines the

- reference of dir dp')(ri<i to the paradisiacal history. But here

we have no closer definition of the dir dp^rj(;
; and it must

therefore be referred to the beginning of sin in general, to

^, the act by which the devil became the devil. The idea of

i sin through him first came into life and reality. Thus

viewed, the thought is the same as would have been

(expressed by iv dp^fj or Trpwro? o Bidl3o\o<; rj^dprr^Kev
;

and that this form was not selected, is to be accounted for

;by the fact that the writer thinks of his sin and would

have us think of it, not as one act once performed, but as

\ the permanent habit and at the same time the original

[

deed of sinning. The combination of these two ideas

hardly allows any other expression to be used than that

which the apostle employs.

Thus the clause dir dp^rj^ 6 Bid^o'Xo<; ajxaprdvei, only
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declares really that tlie devil before any other being sinned,

and has since been in the continual act and habit of sinning.

Now again, consequently, the question arises with new force,

how it follows from this that every later sin, or here human
sin as such, springs from the devil, and may be traced to

diabolical causality. Is it not quite conceivable that man
might have sinned, after the devil indeed, but independently

of him ; and this being only possible, is not the deduction

of St. John a vain one ? But though we do not find it

established in the idea of the first sin, we do find it in

the idea of the first sin, that all successive sinful creatures

must enter into a state of dependence on the first one.

Sin has just been described as avo[xla ; it therefore presup-

poses a vojxoii ; this, again, a Lord who gives the law ; and

he who rebels against the law thereby makes himself into

a lord. This establishes the fact that he who first falls

from God places himself, in virtue of this apostasy, over

against God, and therefore in rivalry to His kingdom : in

fact, setting up, though at first only in a germinal way, a

kingdom of evil in opposition to it. No sinner that follows

can erect a third kingdom, but must through his sin enter

into the kingdom already opposed to God, incorporating

himself into it as a member. Whether he wills it or not,

whether he knows it or not, he makes himself dependent

on the originator and representative of this kingdom. But

more than this : after these two kingdoms, that of the light

and that of the darkness, are founded, no one can any longer

be good or evil of himself from his own most proper

impulse ; but because he is placed in the midst of the two

kingdoms in their concrete reality, he necessarily receives

solicitations from both sides to determine his action : thus,

if he sins, his sin proceeds not from his own, but e'/c rov

hia^oXov ; and his sinning is the evidence that he is e'/c

rov BiajSokov. Thus the deduction of the apostle is per-

fectly just ; only it is based, not on the cltt dp'^rj's of itself,

but on the dfxaprdveiv air dp'xfl'i. That the spiritual

dependence of human sin on sin Satanic, here only expressed

as a logical necessity, was an actual fact in human history',

needs no demonstration in the litrht of biblical and
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especially Joliannaean teacliing. With our apostle beyond

all others it is customary to establish the Satanic origin of

sin. As, in the Pauline view, the sin of Adam was not

only the temporal beginning of evil, but also the principle

of all sin in his descendants, so stands it when, with St.

John, we carry up the matter a stage further, in regard to

the relation of human sin to that of Satan. True as it is

that every man is enticed or drawn away of his IBia

iiriOvfjLLa, it is equally true that every sin is a work of the

devil, in a certain sense an incarnation of devilish thoughts.

Just as the iropvoi, according to St. Paul, in virtue of their

iropvela belong no longer to themselves but to the irGpvrj,

so does the sinner belong, in virtue of his sin, no longer to

himself, but has become a member and a living stone in

the kingdom of Satan.

The thoughts we have indicated are not only necessary

consequences of the expression o ttolmv T'qv a/iapriav eK

Tov hta^okov e<ni, but are also needful to enable us to

understand the second hemistich of the verse. The pro-

position, that Christ was manifested to destroy the works
"^ of the devil, is parallel with that other in ver. 5, that He

^ appeared ra<i d/xapTia<i apai. The works of the devil are

identical with our sins. But they can bear that denomina-

tion only if each of them has in fact the devil for their

proper agent, is a reflection of Satanic thoughts, and a

realization of Satanic tendencies. It is this relation which

explains the expression Xveiv ra epja tov Bia^oXov exactly

to the very letter. The devil will indeed never cease to

be evil ; to restore him to goodness the Lord did not

appear ; but to be evil is not an epyov. A work requires

a material to be fashioned. Without the material to be

wrought upon, no created being can perform a work.

Therefore the devil also requires for his work matter which

he can impregnate with his thoughts. This material is the

earth, and the men upon it. This being withdrawn from

him, he may indeed still be evil, but he can no longer

accomplish evil by epyot^ TrovrjpoU. Prom this point of

view we understand how, in the well-known narrative of

the Gadarene demoniacs, the devils ask the Lord permission
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to enter tlie swine : they seek the matter which they may
destroy ; if men no longer are available, they desire at

least some equivalent. If from Satan is taken away all

material, that is his consummate misery. Absolutely not

to be able to accomplish the evil lusts of his heart, to be

obliged—let the word be pardoned—to consume his own
wretchedness in himself, to find no sphere of activity while

yet burning with desire for it : that is the acme of un-

blessedness. If men are loosed from Satan (Luke xiii. 17),

then is he bound, the nerves of his energy are restrained.

Conversely, if Satan is loosed (Rev. xx. 7), it means that

he can bind men and does bind them. Thus the expression

\veLv has justice done to it. All loosing presupposes a

dissolution into the constituent elements. The devil uses

in his activity his evil lust on the one hand, and, on the

other, the material in which it becomes flesh. To take

from him this material is to resolve his works into their

elements, and thus to cause that they can no longer come

to effect. This \veiv to, epja rod Sia^oXov has been

accomplished by the Lord through the fact of His mani-

festation : i(f)avepo)9r}. The expression is obviously to be

taken in the same generality as in ver. 5. Through the

appearance of the light the darkness loses its domain and

is destroyed. And He who appears is with deep propriety

described here as vlo^ rov Geov. As St. Paul in Eom. v.

places Christ as the bringer of righteousness over against

Adam as the cause of sin, so St. John here, in harmony

with his higher position, places Him over against Satan

himself. Hence we find that, while in Eom. v. the Lord

is described as dvdpcoiro'i, here He is the v/o? rov Qeov :

the sin of the first man is taken away by the right-

eousness of the second Adam; but in the place of the

kingdom of the devil enters the kingdom of the Son of

God.

Let us now glance, in conclusion, at the strain of the

whole verse. It contains the antithesis of ver. 7. This

had, by means of the Kadox; eKelvo'i hUai6<i ianv, declared

that righteousness brings us into union with the Lord ; the

new verse, conversely, draws the conclusion that sin proves
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US to be members of the Satanic kingdom. It is tlie same

severity which we were obliged to recognise in ver. 6 :

there it was said that every sin gives proof that we have

not yet known the Lord ; here it is said to show that we
belong to Satan. This bondage to Satan, however, the Lord

in His manifestation purposed to abolish. Hence the latter

clause obviously corresponds to ver. 5 ;
just as similarly

the first part of our verse corresponds to ver. 4. The fourth

and fifth verses exhibit sin as a principle opposed to God
and to Christ ; here it is exhibited as subjection to the

devil, yea, as resistance to the only means of the only

redemption from it.

Verses 9, 10 a.

J7a9 o yey€vvr)fj,evo<; €k tov Qeov afxapriav ov irotet, on
crirepfxa aurov iv avrS fxevef koX ov hiivarai dfiapTavetv,

on eK TOV Qeov 'yeyevvrjrai. ^Ev tovto) <f>avepd lent, rd

reKva tov ©eov kol ra TeKva tov BiafioXov.

To the declaration of ver. 8a, that he who sinneth is of

the devil, the proposition of ver. 9 is attached, that he who
is born of God sinneth not. But this latter is by no means

to be understood as an antithesis to the former verse

;

for this ver. 8 was itself the negative coimterpart of the

positive contained in ver. 7. We must rather take ver. 9

as strictly connected with ver. 10a, and as a recapitulation

of the whole section ; in such a way, however, that ver. 9

briefly sums up the matter of this section itself, and then

ver. 10a indicates its place in the whole organism of the

latter, pointing to the result which has been gained by the

development of it.

Let us first look more closely at the context of ver. 9.

Its recapitulation takes the form of two clauses, each of

which has its own reason briefly assigned. It is clear that

in the second clause the emphasis rests upon the ov

BvvaTat d^apTaveiv, the impossibility that a child of God
should sin is made prominent ; accordingly, the emphasis

in the first clause can fall only on the ov iroiel dfiapTiav,

that is, upon the actual condition and character of God's

children: this latter, however, not being viewed as a
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transitory fact ; for the present iroLel marks it as an abiding

and continuous state. Thus the actual character, and tlie

internal necessity of that character, of the regenerate are

the two affirmations of our verse, and to these two main

propositions most precisely correspond the two subordinate

ones introduced by otc to establish the others. In the

former of them the emphasis falls on the fievei : because

God (we leave for a while unconsidered the cnrepfia) ahideth

in such a man, his not sinning is a permanent condition or

state. In the latter the emphasis is on the Geov: because

he is born of God, in whom there is no alternation of light

and darkness, of whom we know that He is essentially and

of necessity righteous (ch. ii. 29), therefore the regenerate

is necessarily righteous. We observe that the positive

iroielv Tr)v BcKatoavvrjv, which recurred again and again in

the previous verses, is exchanged throughout the present

verse for the negative ou% a^aprdvetv ; and this fact has

the same reason as that which governs the predominant

negative in the decalogue. Because in man, as he is by

nature, evil forms the paramount principle, the nega-

tive definition of the new man as one free from sin

is more obvious than the positive one of his being

righteous.

It has been remarked that ver. 10a indicates the place

which the completed section has in the organic whole of

the Epistle. The emphasis falls therefore on the (f>avepd.

In ch. ii. 28 seq. it had been said that the iroielv rrjv

StKaioavvr]v imparts the true irapprjaia in the day of judg-

ment : this is demonstrated with the help of the idea

(f)avepov yeveadai. The doing of righteousness makes the

nature inherent in me manifest, withdraws it from the

sphere of delusion or self-deception; and this revelation of

my sonship to myself produces the effect of parrhesia or

strong confidence. In other words, if I am to have

irapprjaia in the judgment, I must have become absolutely

assured of my filial relation to God—that must have become

to me a (pavepov ; but only through its confirmation in my
life can that have taken place. This confirmation in deed,

the irocelv rr}v BiKaioavvrjv, is therefore in the third cliapter
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represented as tlie necessary result of sonship to God; and

ver. 10 draws the final conclusion, inasmuch as it connects

the whole of what precedes with ch. ii. 28 seq. by showing

that the external act makes manifest the internal character

of the man.

There are only two individual expressions in the verses

we now consider which demand elucidation. One is the

txTrepfia rov @eov which is said to be in the new man.

There is not the slightest justification for referring this

phrase to the word of God, after the analogy of Matt. xiii.

or 1 Pet. i. 23 ; for in the context of this passage, and in

the Epistle generally, this is not spoken of in any sense.

The word is entirely unique here ; and the thing intended

can be made plain only by entering into the figure used.

The human seed is the germ whence a new man proceeds,

which developes into man ; accordingly the spiritual seed is

the divine principle, the divine germ, out of which the new
spiritual man is developed. This principle is, according to

John iii. 5, the Trvev/xa : the Divine Spirit, viewed as seed

or cnripfjia, is the power of life entering into the man, the

living germ sinking down into his nature. As, through the

(TTripfia coming from the human parent, the newly-begotten

man becomes a child of his father, because he simply

springs from the nature of this man, so we are the children

of God in virtue of the community of nature with God,

because we have grown out of His I, His Spirit. And thus

a-irepfia fiivet, the seed abideth: it is not that a single

impulse proceeds from it, and it then is again withdrawn,

but it unfolds a continuous energy. And it abides iv auraJ

;

it works not as the quickening ray of the sun works upon

the plant by energy from without, but it developes its

directing and fashioning power and activity from within

outwardly.

The second expression which demands special attention

is that of reKva tov Bial36\ov, ver. 10. On the one hand,

it is clear that this definition is a distinct correlative of the

closely connected reKva rov @€ov ; the word reKva must in

the two cases have the same meaning. On the other hand,

it is plain that, in the meaning which we attach to the
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expression TeKva Oeov in ver. 1, it can have no distinct

correlative. Tlie sonship there we understood to be not

merely ethical, but a relation of being, a real communication

of the divine nature ; and in this sense there can be no

reKva rod Sca^oXov. God can indeed beget life, but Satan

cannot. The question then arises, whether we will give

up the former explanation of reKva tov ©eov in favour of

a more general meaning, and regard the expression as

signifying a purely ethical relation, or whether, considering

that in the tenth verse the reKva @eov and 8ia^86\ov must

necessarily be understood alike, we may assume a different

meaning of the term reKva in the tenth and first verses of

the chapter. It is to be taken for granted that any such

change in the meaning must receive its warranty in some

way from the apostle himself. Now, as to the beginning

of this chapter, which is relatively the end of the preceding,

we cannot by any means surrender the meaning of tlie

sonship establislied there. It is certainly Johannaean, it is

established by the one expression of the Gospel, " born of

water and of the Spirit," and it will be found confirmed by

the fourth chapter of our Epistle. And in our ch. iii. 1 it

is further rendered necessary by the word eSooKev. An
ethical relation is not a gift of God ; the moral habit of the

man rests naturally not upon a mere divine bestowment,

but also upon the human co-operation in act. The ethical

relation of the child of God is spoken of from ver. 3 onward :

up to that point the ground of nature which is the condition

of that act is alone treated of. Finally, there can be no

doubt that in ch. ii. 29 the yeyewrja-daL eic tov ©eov, the

confirmation of which in the deeds of righteousness is in

question, cannot be identical with those confirming deeds

of righteousness themselves ; and, as ch. iii. 1 resumes

that description in reKva Qeov, it must there have the

same meaning. We must therefore hold fast the ex-

planation of sonship given in ch. iii. 1. But then it is

obvious that the description reKva tov SoajSoXov, and

accordingly also that of TeKva tov ©eov in ver. 10, will

tolerate only an ethical interpretation. When St. Paul

calls Elymas v'm Biaj36\ov, and Christ in St. John's Gospel

1 JOHN. N
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calls the devil the father of the Jews, these expressions say

no more than what is elsewhere meant by being e/c rov

Bia^oXov : the sense is that of an ethical dependence, the

!. being under the influence of the devil, which, however, by

L no means constitutes the inpouring of a devilish spirit.

Accordingly, the expression reKva tov @eov in ver. 10a will

say no more than tlie parallel eariv i/c rov ©eov in ver, 10&.

But how can we reconcile ourselves to accept the same

phrase in the same section according to two different

meanings ? The answer is, because of the changed view of

our relation to God which has intermediately entered. As

"we have seen in the section ch. iii, 1—3, the apostle shows

that sonship as a gift, according to ver. 1, is not the basis

on which the final consummation of the man rests, but the

ethical development springing from that as its principle.

The objective divine act of begetting requires the subjective

unfolding of the new nature on the part of man. Thus

also in the tenth verse reference is no longer made to the

regenerate ground of nature which is the principle of all

religious development, but to the ethical position which the

regenerate has acquired, of course always on the ground of

that divine principle. Hence it is natural that the phrase

reKvov TOV Geov must no longer be taken in that earlier

metaphysical sense ; the ethical likeness to God is now the

predominant idea ; and therefore it can be employed as the

correlative of reKvov rov Sia/36\ov.

Let us now look at the section here ended as a whole,

and first with regard to its form. We shall find the same

scheme of construction which was adopted in ch. i. and ii.

:

not indeed as if the apostle wrote according to a plan

fore-arranged down to the minutest analysis ; we see only

the clear and methodical spirit of the writer involuntarily

adopting an order and measure which appears in the

harmonious articulation of his Epistle. We note in ch.

iii. 1—10 two sub-sections, vers. 1-3 and vers. 4-10. The

former of these gives the substructure of the latter, by

showing to what extent at the final judgment, to which

ch. ii. 28 had pointed, works come into consideration:

because, namely, the question will then be what we have
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become tlirougli the divine gift of regeneration, in order

that it may then be given to him who hath, that he may
have more abundance. The second sub-section, which

introduces the proof that on the ground of iroietv rijv

SiKaioavvTjv we become assured of our sonship, is con-

structed with extreme symmetry. It is complete in four

members: vers. 4, 5, ver. 6, vers. 7, 8, vers. 9, 10a, each

of which again consists of two clauses. The first of these

four members lays the foundation of the evidence, ex-

hibiting sin as a principle absolutely opposed to God
(dvo/jiia, ver. 4), and absolutely opposed to Christ (ver. 5).

The last member, vers. 9, 10a, recapitulates the whole

demonstration (ver. 9), and at the same time exhibits the

result gained on the whole (ver. 10) with reference to the

purpose of the section. The two intermediate members
furnish the proper assertion of the antithesis : eV tov &eov

etvai and righteousness of life, sin and clvat e/c rov

Bia^oXov, are interchangeable ideas. The whole discussion

proceeds in the antithetical form with which ch. i. and ii.

have made us familiar. The first pair of antitheses are in

ver. 6, the second in vers. 7 and 8, After the Johannaean

manner, the second pair throw a stronger light on the

antithesis, the opposites being carried up to their principles :

righteousness being referred to Christ (Ka6m iKelvo<i BcKaio^

earC), and sin being referred to the devil.

Clear and analytical as is the form of the section, and

exact as is the logic pervading it, its several clauses are

full of difficulties. The whole finds its keenest point in

the assertion that he who is born of God cannot sin. When
examining ver. 6, we saw that this proposition seems

opposed as well to Christian experience as to St. John's

own doctrine, which, addressed to the regenerate children

of God (ch. ii. 1.3 seq., iii. 2), nevertheless urges them to

the confession of sin. We have also come to the conviction

that the force of our passage must not be softened down,

as also that Christian experience cannot be explained away.

It is resorting to a hopeless expedient to say that the

Christian does not practise sin, but suffers it. Such affir-

mations as these seem excellent enough, but in fact they
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are unmeaning. It ought not to be denied that in a

certain sense sin is actually to the Christian matter of

passive endurance—he feels himself under an alien and

hostile power. Such was the experience of St. Paul in

Eom. vii. But this truth would be applicable in the

present case only if the guilt of sin ceased,—that is, if

human freedom were not disparaged in connection with

these failings : for a mere accident of evil cannot be matter

of personal responsibility. But it was not St. John's inten-

tion to teach this ; every sin, even of the Christian man, is

the free act of the will,—though, it may be, not altogether

spontaneous,—and is sin therefore in the fullest sense.

Moreover, this distinction between doing and suffering sin

is out of the question in our passage, as may be seen in

the change between iroielv T-qv afjutpTiav and the simple

afiaprdveiv. In order to reach the solution of the diffi-

culty, let us look more narrowly at its proper bearing. The

edge of it does not lie in the word, " he that sinneth is of

the devil," viewed in itself. If we had this alone, it must

appear to us a frightful truth ; but we should be constrained

in the end to bow before the word of Scripture, and say :

" Then are we all, since we all sin, not children of God."

The difficulty lies rather in the opposition between this

word and the oft-repeated recognition of our sonship on the

part of the apostle. There are, however, two things which

serve to throw some light on the embarrassment. One is

the distinction between the sense in which St. John speaks

of our sonship in ch. iii. 1, and that in which he speaks

of it from ver. 4 onwards ; the other, connected with this,

is that in ver. 4 seq. he takes his stand at the day of

judgment.

The former point, the twofold meaning of TeKva rov

Qeov, has forced itself as a necessity on our previous

exposition. Our sonship is first considered as a divine gift,

independent of all human act (SeBcoKev '^/xlv 6 irarrjp, ver. 1) ;

in virtue of this gift, which consists of the impartation

of His Spirit, God beholds us as His children ; in virtue of

it we have the forgiveness of sins, for through this Spirit

we have become one with Christ, the God-man, whose
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Spirit He is, members of His body, partakers of all that He
has wrought. Through this act of God we are, hcforc any-

corresponding acts on our part, His children : as He will

also have us regarded by men {KXrjOw^ev). But what we
now are as the result of a divine act, we must become as

the result of our own deeds ; the principle of righteousness

which the Trveufia implants in us must develope itself into

realization ; the divine gift must be appropriated and made
our own. A field which had hitherto borne thorns and

thistles, but in which the corn is sown, is, in virtue of the

seed in it, a field of wheat ; its owner speaks of it as such,

and treats it as such. But if the ground is stony, so that

the good seed cannot germinate freely, but produces weeds,

and only weeds, it is thenceforward, regarded from the

result, no field of corn. The owner was justified in regard-

ing it, and bound to regard it, first as a wheat-field ; but

after the good seed has been choked, the right and obliga-

tion so to regard it cease. So is it with men. Through
''

the gift of the Spirit, the anrepfia ©eov, we are children of

God ; we are ajiot, that is, appointed to His service, kuI

Tj'yaTrTjfxevot, according to the divine act and destination.

But as, in the comparison just used, the seed must be

developed and productive if the field is to be, not only

according to the owner's purpose, b\it also in reality, a field

of wheat, so we also must place our whole life imder the

influence of the Spirit, and be swayed altogether by His

power, that is, nzoLelv rrjv hiKaioavvrjv. Now, that by

TeKva ©eov, from ver. 4 onwards, only those are to be

understood who, on the ground of the divine generation of

ver. 1, have become that in their character which they had

already been in their destination, we have established in

our exposition of the structure of the whole section ; it is

evident also from the correlation of reKva ©eov and reKva

8ial36\ov, ver. 10, and is demanded by the expressions

ecopaKev, eyvwKev avTov in ver. 6, both these being appro-

priating activities by which I receive into my consciousness

something objectively existing and real. In this way it

becomes clear how the same persons are called children of

God, and yet have this name denied to them as sinners : in
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the one case it is the gift which is meant, in the other the

ethical liabit. The child of God in ver. 1 can sin, just as

the field sown with corn can bear weeds ; the child of God
in ver, 9 cannot sin, for he is by the imparted aTripfia

determined consciously and mightily against it.

If we now examine carefully what the Christian life

really is, we shall not find in it a series of distinct and

opposite elements, one half of which belong to the kingdom

of light, and the other half to the kingdom of darkness.

Eather, if we closely watch these particular elements and

analyse them, the result will be found, that in every one

of them the powers of light and the powers of darkness

carry on their work in the man, so that there is no moment
in the Christian's life when he is purely e'/c rov Oeov, as also

by parity no moment when he is purely e'/c rov Sta^6\ov.

It may seem hard to reconcile with such a view the ener-

getic way in which St. John in this section lays down the

antithesis or the alternative aut . . . aut. But this alternative

is a necessary consequence of the position he assumes in

speaking ; it is that of the final judgment. The question

has been ruled by ch. ii. 28 as that of the last irapprjala in

the great day. But then it is plain that no man can be

saved on the ground of a mere work of God wrought upon

him ; if salvation cannot be reached through an opiis

operatum OF man, neither can it any more be reached

through an o2')us o])c.ratum ON man. God can never reckon

that man blessed who has not in himself the conditions of

blessedness. Further, it is certain that no admixture of

good and evil can enter into the inheritance of heaven
;

that God will apply to human destiny and character not a

relative but an absolute standard. Thus he who shall stand

in the judgment must be absolutely righteous. The question

in the great day will not be concerning a gift imparted by

God to man (as in ch. iii, 1), not concerning a power or

principle infused into him, but concerning what he has

made of the power he received,—that is, in fact, concerning

his works. Hence it is the pervasive biblical doctrine,

especially that of the New Testament, and emphatically

that of St. Paul, that man wiU be judged according to his
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works ; comp. Matt. xvi. 27 ; Eora. ii. 6 ; 1 Cor. iii. 8
;

2 Cor. xi. 18 ; Gal. vi. 7 ; Eev. ii. 23, xx. 12, xxii. 12.

As in the case of the owner of the field already mentioned,

God beholds His children below, and regards them as such,

in the hope and in the expectation and to the intent that

the germ infused into us will prove itself fruitful. The
idea of a vloOeala in hope suggests that it is only a limited

sphere of privilege which points beyond itself. The limit

of it is the judgment, and of this the apostle treats. Wilt

thou know how thou standest towards thy God, apply to

thyself the standard which God will apply in the judgment,

the standard of perfected righteousness. St. John gives us

that in the words : o Trotcov rrjv dfxaprlav e'/c rod Sia^oXov

ecTTLV. However terrible the proposition sounds, it approves

itself mighty and wholesome in its effects. He who admits

that we have not to fight with flesh and blood, but with

the kingdom of darkness, must needs also admit that every

deed of darkness bears witness to our standing yet in some

relation to that kingdom, and that we are not entirely

withdrawn from it. Thus judging ourselves according to

the test, the absolute test, of the divine judgment, we shall

not, as sinning every day, be able to refrain.from confessing

that we are yet e'/c tov Sia^oXov, that the kingdom of

darkness is still mighty within us. The deed of darkness

makes us manifest as children of darkness. We have, so

long as we abide on earth, the gift of sonship in an alto-

gether stedfast manner ; but that will not be the main

test at the day of judgment. It will be asked then how
we appropriated the gift and used it. Thus, therefore, the

question is with the apostle not as to whether and in what

way, at any particular moment of our earthly development,

light and darkness are intermingled in the Christian ; he

only expresses the truth that in the day of awards he will

not stand who still in any measure sins ; and that we shall

have no title then to regard ourselves as reKva tov Oeou in

the ethical sense. Although these thoughts, in the form we
give them, do not govern the ordinary Christian conscious-

ness, they nevertheless find in ordinary Christian experience

their justification. It is an experienced fact that the most
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advanced Christians cry to God with a full heart, " Turn
Thou me, Lord, and I shall be turned ! " They regard

themselves, on the evidence of a series of concurring

elements, as still not entirely converted. But what other

is this than the consciousness that, tested by the true

standard of God's final judgment, they are not yet with-

drawn from the i^ovaia rod ct/cotou?.

The difficulties of the section, however, are not in this

way altogether solved. If we are thus rigorous in impressing

our minds, when sin occurs, with the fact that every such

sin manifests us to be reKva tov Bia^oXov, then that

irapprjaia which it was the apostle's aim to mature seems

altogether cut off and buried out of sight. The %a/3a

TereXeico/xivri promised in the Epistle is exchanged for

^n ever-renewed and ever-enduring (f)6^o<;. For though
' the experience, constantly confirmed, that we are still e'/c

TOV Sia^oXov may urge us to a more full surrender to the

j

Holy Ghost, that the union between Him and our own
I may become a perfected reality, yet we know, on the

\ other hand, that down to the end of life we must needs go

on sinning again. Now, if St, John infers from every sin

that we have not yet seen and known the Lord, it certainly

must seem that there is a stamp of unreality and self-

deception impressed on any kind of surrender of the heart

to the Lord from the very beginning. Thus may it not be

said that all our believing and struggling, all our con-

fidence and peace, are rendered doubtful in their very

nature ? How are we to understand—that is the question

of habitual urgency—the appropriation of the divine gift,

the perfect coincidence of our human condition and cha-

racter with the Divine Spirit ? First of all, it is certain

that a self-surrender to the Lord, in connection with which

we have consciously retained any sin, could be of no service

to us ; that would never inspire anything like irappTjaia.

Secondly, and conversely, it is equally true that if we
actually have yielded up to the Lord the whole sum of our

being, and surrendered ourselves absolutely to the illumi-

nating influence of the ^w? aX7]6iv6v, either all sin must
cease, or, supposing it to reappear, it would subject us to
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the doom of Heb. vi. Between these two hypotheses—

a

dedication, consciously not entire, to the sanctifying Spirit,

and a dedication consciously perfect—there is a third con-

ceivable. We may possessj that is, the will to surrender

ourselves, with all that we have and are, to the Lord ; but

yet, in an unconscious manner, as it is now said, the dedi-

cation may be imperfect: either as to its extent, so far as

sinful parts remain which have either not at all or not

rightly been revealed to us as darkness, and therefore have

not yet been brought under the searching influence of the

light ; or as to its intensity—and this is psychologically

more exact—so far as our devotion has not reached its full

consummation in the perfect energy of the spirit, in the

absolutely decisive and influencing power of the will. In

such a case the word would hold good of us :
" she hatli

done what she could." Consecration to the Lord would

not indeed be absolutely, but yet relatively, perfect : accord-

ing, that is, to the measure of our knowledge and the

strength of our will. So far, then, as this consecration

appears to me perfect, and is perfect in the sense just

indicated, there may be a TrappTjata at the moment of this

consciousness : I am assured that at this moment the light

has the victory over the darkness. But if, in the course of

further development, sin nevertheless manifests itself, this

gives me to see that the last act of consecration to the Lord

was, after all, not a complete one, and thus that, in the light

of the absolute standard of the judgment, I do not stand as

a T6KV0V Tov Qeov. This experience, then, evermore urges

us, with respect to the past, to admit the force of the

apostle's word, ovk iyvcoKafiev avrov, but only to aim at it

ail the more diligently. The consequence of this view is

obvious, that in the moment of death every man must have

come or must come to this perfect devotion, or he cannot

stand in the judgment.

It hardly needs to be added, that this exposition of the

section does not make it in the most distant way support^

the merit of good works. These come into view only as

confirmation of the ehat e/c tov Qeov. But most assuredly

they are in the apostle's meaning the test, the standard of
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self-knowledge, by which we are to measure our relation to

God. It cannot be made too emphatic that it is St. John

himself, who impresses us always with the predominant

I inwardness of his spiritual nature, who founds the assurance

of sonship on something more than any feeling or con-

Y sciousness. He leaves the decision to the simple practical

question as to the indwelling of sin. When the decision

is against us, we are rescued from despair by the needful

testimony, given in ch. ii. 1, 2, to Him who is the tXacr/^o?

Trepl 7(t)u dfjiaprtcov. To make the works the means of

knowing our spiritual state is not Johannaean only, it is

Pauline also. We may compare 2 Tim. ii. 19, according

to which the firm foundation of God, that is, the Christian

church, has for its seal or testing token : eyva 6 Kvpio<i

Tov<i oVra? avrov, Kal aTroanjTco airo aSt/c/a? 7ra9 o ovofid^cov

TO ovojjba XpLarov. Of these two elements, however, only

one falls into the domain of experience, and that is the

second : this is therefore the norm or standard of our

judgment of ourselves ; the former is the source of our

consolation.

As soon as we view the words of St. John from the

point to which they themselves conduct us, all difficulty

disappears. IIa<i 6 jeyevvrjfjLevo'i e'/c rod @eov ov Svvarab

dfiaprdveiv : this is and must ever be an ideal for us ; but

it is at the same time the actual requirement, in the pre-

sence and by the application of which we can ascertain

our position before God.

Verse 105.

ITa? 6 fiT] TTOicov BiKaioa-vvijv, ovK ecmv e'/c rov ©eov,

Kal 6 fMT) dya7rct)V rov dBeX(f)ov avrov.

As early as the introduction of his Epistle the apostle

announced its twofold aim : to confirm, on the one hand,

fellowship with the brethren, and, on the other, fellowship

with God. The first part of the document is constructed

on this principle of division ; and the one we are now
examining is similarly divided into two halves. The first

and second chapters had treated generally of the Kocvcovca

rov ^0)709 ; the apostle has proceeded in this to the con-
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firraation of the fellowsldp which produces irapprjaia. This

,

confirmation takes place, on the one hand, through the

works which are referred to God, that is, through the Troielv

Trjv ScKatoavvrjv : this has been discussed in the section

just ended, vers. 4—10a. It takes place, on the other

hand, through the works which approve brotherly love

:

these are discoursed of in vers. 10&-18. That in a certain

w^ay brotherly love also belongs to the obedience to the

divine commandments, and thus penetrates into the first

section, the apostle had recognised in the second chapter,

and it will be seen also in what follows. But it is also

self-evident that the commandments of the second table

have a relative independence by the side of those of the

first. Looking at it from this point of view, St. John con-

nects brotherly love with the exhortations to SiKULoavvr] by

means of a Kal, which makes it a second and co-ordinate

exhortation.

But who are the brethren thus to be loved ? Are they

the other members of the Christian fellowship, or men
generally ? When we consider that Cain and Abel are ad-

duced as an exemplary warning, who were nevertheless only

connected by physical consanguinity, and not by similarity

of relation to God ; when we find that the unrighteousness

of hard dealing with those who are in bodily need is the

subject ; when the opposition to brotherly love is stated to

be, not that the children of the world hate one another, but

that the world hates its; when the example of Christ is

urged, who, however, died for us when we were yet sinners :

all these considerations might induce us to interpret the

aSeX^ot as meaning all men at large. But, on the other

hand, the exhortation dyaTrcoixev aWi]\ov<; can only refer to

the Christian fellowship ; for a mutual love between Chris-

tians and the world is, according to ver. 13, impossible,

since the world Tmist hate us. Moreover, the entire dis-

cussion of the apostle concerning love and hatred looks back

to the final discourses of the Lord in the Gospel, and these

refer exclusively to the relation of the apostles to each

other. The arguments on both sides can have justice

done to them only when we recognise that St. John does
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not aLsolutely exclude love to all men, and that lie by no

means limits with any care his requirements to the relations

of Christians to each other ; while, on the other hand, he

reflects primarily and expressly only upon these, since the

mutual conduct of the brethren lay at the moment nearest

his heart. The world comes into view in the present

Epistle, not so much as the field of Christian labour, or as

a power to be vanquished and Christianized : it is rather

the negative pole to the kingdom of God. The former

view the apostle does not aim to deny ; but he does not

bring it directly into notice.

Verse 11.

"On avrr] iarlv r) ayyeXla fjv rjKovaaTe a'rr op'^rji;, iva

The declaration, that he who loveth not his brother is

not of God (ver. 105), is established by the fact that the

church had received the commandment of brotherly love

ait apx^"}?. A commandment which had been impressed

among the first fundamental ideas of Christianity, which

1 had further been enforced ever anew (aVo), must assume a

central position, and be decisive concerning the eivai e/c

Qeov. The words obviously point back to ch. ii. 7, where the

aKoveuv air dp')(fj^ is in a similar way referred to brotherly

love. The same reasons in this passage and in that make
it impossible to refer the dp'^ij to the Old Testament

economy ; in both the beginning of the Christian estate of

the church is intended. The matter of the announcement

here before us—for dyyeXca, not iirayyekLa, is the approved

xeading—is at the same time its end and purpose : that the

1 matter is brotherly love is testified by the avrrj ; that it is

the j)urpose iW declares. Though these two distinct ideas,

thus indicated by the avri] and the iva, and as it were

blended together, did not present themselves as sharply

defined to the first readers, yet it is to be observed that

both language and the truth it delivers often mean more

than either speaker or hearer is conscious of; and the

expositor—especially of the poets in classical literature,

and more especially still in sacred literature—has a right
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to take into account the full scope of the words, unless,

indeed, the meaning of the whole shows that part of this

scope is rendered impossible.

Veese 12.

Ov Ka6(i)<i Kdiv eK tov Trovrjpov rjv, Kol e(T(f)a^€ top aSe\-

^ov avTov. Kal 'X/^piv rivo<i eac^a^ev avrov ; otl to. epya

avTOV TTovTjpa rjv, ra 8e tov a8e\(f)ov avrov BiKaia.

As to the detail, the apostle orders his exhortation to the

exhibition of brotherly love in this way: in vers. 12-15
he warns against hatred as the ungodly principle, which

is the token of death; and in vers. 16-18 exhorts posi-

tively to active love. The example of Cain, adduced to

affright us in ver. 12, might seem at the first glance fitted

to support that reference of avr' ap;^?}? to the Old Testament

which we have denied to exist here :
" in the very first

pages of the Bible the deterring example of Cain preaches

the duty of brotherly love." But air apxv^ uKovecv is,

after all, something different from uKoveiv a iv ap'^fj

<ye'yov€v ; and while the deed of Cain showed the horror of

hatred, that is something different from the dyyeXia, iva

dyaircofiev aX\r]\ov^. As to the construction of the sen-

tence, it is not enough for the explanation of the words

Ka6(o<i Kdiv i/c rov irovqpov rjv to assume a simple ellipsis,

and therefore to supply wjiev ; for that would leave the ov

to be accounted for, as jirj ought then to have been found

instead of ov. It is obvious that this is a case of simple

attraction. The thought present to the apostle's mind wa&^

obviously this : firj &fi6v etc tov irovrjpov Ka6a><i Kdiv e'/c

Tov 'TTovrjpov yv. First of all, the point of comparison, the

eV TOV TTovTjpov elvai, is only once uttered, and that as a

subordinate clause ; and then the negative, which belonged

to the cohortative sentence generally (/J'V), is by attraction

drawn to the subordinate clause, which is merely declara-

tory, and thus, instead of the subjective negation, the

objective (ov) appears. The apostle's thought was—to

make the grammatical point clearer by an example—in its

form similar to that of 1 Cor. x. 8, fii] iropvevafiev Ka6d)<i

TLve<i avjoiv iiropvevcrav : which was under the apostle's pen
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SO changed as if in the cited passage it stood ou Ka6oi<i rive<;

avTOiv iiropvevaav.

In ver. 10 it had been declared that brotherly love was

a sign of divine sonship ; and, conversely, that the absence

of it was a proof that regeneration was wanting. Hence

the apostle's exhortation is directed in the first place, not

against the a^d^etv, which was only evidence of the e/c tov

irovrjpov, but against this latter itself, and subordinately

against its evidence in murder. The part of the Epistle

now before us does not, indeed, refer to works in themselves,

but to these as the marks and signs of the internal con-

dition. The second half of this verse shows the internal

connection between the relation to the brethren, of which

the apostle will now speak, and the iroieiv rrjv ZiKaiocrvvr^v,

—that is, the relation to God of which he had already just

spoken. The former, that is, depends upon the latter:

because Cain's works, the collective expression of his inner

man, were not righteous like those of his brother, there-

fore there arose in him hatred to that brother, Uotelv rrjv

ctfjbapTLav and ovk dya'Trav roy dhekcpov are not simply

co-ordinate evidences of the e2vat etc rov nrovqpov, as the

«a4 in ver. 10& declared this co-ordination; but the latter

is, on the other hand, the plain result of the former. That

the unrighteousness of Cain is here exhibited as the ground

of his hatred to his brother, is altogether in harmony with

the Old Testament record. For there we see that the

motive of his hatred to Abel was his envy, because Abel

was more acceptable to God ; but this latter was founded,

according to the express divine declaration, in the ^''^'^<}.,

the " good work " of Abel, which was wanting to Cain. It

^is extremely appropriate that St. John does not speak of the

' jxiaeiv of Cain, but of the aj^d^eiv in which that hatred

found expression ; for he is treating generally of the outward

evidence of the internal disposition, through which outward

evidence the internal disposition appears manifestly and

incontrovertibly to the man himself; and that he uses the

word (Ti^d^eiv, which occurs elsewhere in the New Testa-

ment only in the Apocalypse, and there used, so to speak,

as a vox solemnis, with a special fulness oi meaning, was
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designed to exhibit before the reader's eyes the unmitigated

tearfulness of the act of Cain, But St. John does not pre-

sent the fratricide of Cain only as one individual result of

the general unrighteousness of his works, but rather as

specifically evoked by the opposite character of the works

of Abel. As everywhere, so here also evil is brought to its

full maturity by means of juxtaposition with the light,

which reveals its character and makes it truly dark. The

wicked man who feels himself miserable at heart grudges

the good man the blessedness he has in his righteousness

;

and therefore has the disposition to rob him of it by

annihilating the good himself. As it is in the nature of

the devil, so it is in the nature of the child of the devil
;

they are alike avOpwiroKTovoL. And the mention here of

envy as the cause of the murder accords with the record of

Genesis : Cain was urged to his sinful act by knowing that

his offering was not acceptable to God, while his brother s

was acceptable.

Verses 13-15.

WLrj 6avfid^€T€, dBeXcfiol fJ-ov, ei fitcret v/xu<; 6 K6aixo<;.

'Hfiel^ oiSafiev ore /jL€Ta/3€^7]Ka/jLev eK tov Oavdrov eh rrjv

^(or}V, on, dyaTTcbfiev tov<; d8e\(f)ov<i' o firj d<yairo)V rov

aBe\<f)bv /xevet, iv ru) davdra. IId<; o fiia-cov tov dSeXcj^ov

avTov dvdpcoTTOKTOvo^i icni' koI othare on, ird'i dvOpanroK-

t6vo9 ovk e^et ^corjv alcovtov iv avrS fievovaav.

The following verses certainly make an application of

this scriptural example to the relation between Christians

and the world. There is still a Cain on a large scale,

which is the world ; and there is an Abel, which is the

Christian church. What wonder is it if the same relations

are sustained which we see in the primitive times between

the two brothers ! But what direction does the teaching of

the apostle seem to take, when carefully examined ? Does

he aim really to show that the world corresponds to Cain,

and we to Abel,—that is, will he assure us that the hatred

of the world as being evil is naturally excited against us

as being good ? The form which the writer has given

to his present thought does not accord with this. In such
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a case lie must evidently liave tlirown tlie accent upon the

fact that the world hates ?(s, and assigned as the obvious

reason of it that we were good and the world evil. But it

is not so ordered : he speaks only of the loving and hating

of Irethren ; an expression which does not point to the

great difference in character between the parties as an

explanation of the hatred, but, on the contrary, shows how
unnatural the feeling is as between persons of the same

nature. And were that other order of thought the right

one, the conclusion would have been drawn from the

character as a whole to the consequent hatred or love
;

while the apostle conversely concludes from the existence

of hatred or love what is the ethical character as a whole.

All this leads us to another analysis of the three verses

before us.

The apostle does not mean to indicate how natural it is

{fxr] Oavixd^ere) that the world hates us, but that the ivoiid

hates : the stress is not on the object hated, but on the sub-

ject hating. This is evident, first, from the emphasis laid

on the ^/iet? of ver. 14, as over against the «o<ryu,o9 of

ver. 13 ; and it is confirmed by the marked position of the

Koa-fio^; at the end of the sentence. It is natural for the

woo^ld to hate,—the apostle proceeds,—for hatred is simply

I a sign of the death into which the world, according to the

true idea of the world, has fallen ; while the Christian must

; love, because he, by his very nature, belongs to the life.

Thus the section does not by any means contain consolation

as to the world's hatred which falls upon Christians, but is

simply a dehortation from hatred : the world, and only the

/world, can hate ; there is nothing strange in its hating ; and

this makes it clear that the Christian cannot and may not

hate. In ver. 13 the object of the hatred is added (vfid<i),

not because the following observations have reference to

this, but simply in remembrance of the preceding compari-

son between Cain and Abel ; the progress of the thought

does not rest upon this, that the world hates us, but that

the world hates. That hatred is characteristic of the world,

the apostle dilates upon in two ways ; first, by showing that

the token of divine life is love, the very opposite oi hatred
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(ver. 14rt) ; secondly, by dwelliDg on the fact that hatred

infallibly springs from death (vers. 14&, 15). The conclu-

sion, that thus it is only the world that can hate, is not

expressly repeated. The emphasized ?;/x.et<? in ver. 14

accordingly contrasts Christians with the world ; but it

does not refer only to the olhafiev, as if the meaning were

:

" we indeed know that we belong to the kingdom of life,

but the world does not know it :
" the antithesis is found

between the nature of Christians defined in the verse and

that of the world. " We Christians are partakers of life,

and know it by this, that we have brotherly love ; the

world hateth, and thereby gives evidence that it belongs to

death." This part of the Epistle we now consider deals, as

a whole, with the signs of sonship ; and as such brotherly

love is here introduced.

It is not, however, that we know ourselves to be children

of God, but that we have become such, that we have passed

from death unto life ; for every Christian has the conscious-

ness that by nature he also belonged to the world, and was

withdrawn from it only through a fieTavoelv. That in the

second hemistich the apostle does not say, as a formal

parallel, " the vjorld abides in death, because it does not

love {causa cognitionis)," but constructs the clause generally,

" He that loveth not, abideth in death," has its reason ih

this, that he is not really thinking of the world, but refers

his dehortation to Christians alone. All who hate, be they

who they may, and ye also, therefore, if in this ye are con-

formed to the world, are fallen under the power of death.

That this is the case the apostle makes still more emphatic,

when in ver, 15 he makes hatred equivalent to murder,

which manifestly and obviously pertains to death. But

this is not meant to prove that the hater is essentially a

murderer, that, as the common exposition runs, hatred is

the germ of murder ; for, while it would follow from this

that the murderer must have been a hater, the converse

would not follow, that every hater is already a murderer

;

and yet this was to be proved. Eather the congruence

between the two lies in this, that in hatred there is no

element wanting which is contained in murder, that the

1 JOHN.
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animating thoughts of the hater and the murderer are

the same. In both, the existence of the brother is opposed

to me, and I seek to take it away : inwardly in hatred,

denying him existence in my thoughts ; in murder out-

watdly, seeking to remove him out of the world of the

living. As the thought not uttered aloud does not essen-

tially differ from the thought spoken out, no more does

hatred differ from murder. If it does not lead to murder,

that may be due to accidental circumstances, not inherent

in the hatred itself, that hinder; and then there is no

difference between it and murder in the moral estimate.

Or it may be that I hate another not enough to murder

him ; and in that case hate is not present in the full com-

prehensiveness and maturity of its idea. But a murderer,

the apostle goes on to say, hath not eternal life abiding in

him ; and by the ol'Sare declares that to be a fact which

I needs no demonstration. Here it is primarily obvious in

1 this passage that ^coi] aldovLo^ has in it no thought of time,

ibut is altogether an ethical idea or characteristic : for, if

we would take it in the sense of ^coj) a/caraXyro?, it is clear

that an ov fxevecv of the ^corj uKaTdXvro<; would be a contra-

dictio in adjcdo. And the expression ov fxivecv leads us to

infer that the apostle is really addressing his inference to

the readers themselves as a dehortation, and not speaking

objectively concerning the world ; for they alone have as

yet received a portion in this life, and it is they alone who

could undervalue and lose this prerogative. That the

murderer is under the power of death, is placed in a clear

light by the consistency between his nature and his act : he

who would deliver others to death is himself in the power

I
of a much more fearful death ; what he purposes for others

/.affects himself in a much higher degree. As God can give

nothing but life, because He is Himself life, so he who is

_ under the power of death can effect only death. Thus has

the apostle, not only by the example of Cain, but also by

dialectical argument, shown that hatred is a token of being

bound in death, that therefore only the world can hate
;

and thus he has in the most urgent way warned his readers

a;rainst hatred. And here we have another instance of the
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douLle-sicleclness of treatment which abounds in this Epistle:

on the one hand, the warning against hatred, and, on the

other, the presupposition (ver, 14«) that the church does

not need such a warning, being conscious of being actuated

by love.

Verse 16.

*Ev Tovra iyvdoKa/xev rrjv dyaTrrjv, on €K€ivo<; virep rjjxwv

rrjv ylrv^r]v avrov eOrjKe' Kol rjiiel^ ocfieiXofiev virep roiv

d8eX(p6!)v Ta9 i/^f^a? Tidevai.

To the negative view, the dehortation from hatred, the

apostle appends as an antithesis the positive (vers. 16-18),,

love as shown in act and not merely in sentiment. As he

has sharply exhibited hatred of the brother in the example

which proclaimed first in the history of man and in the most

fearful manner its type, so that in him and in his acts we
may learn what hatred really is ; so now in the verses

before us he places Him in contrast who furnishes the

supreme and perfect type of what love is, that we may
learn it from Him—Jesus Christ. But as the apostle is

waiting to Christians, who, according to ver. 14, e/c tov

Oavdrov eh rrjv ^corjv fxera/Se^iJKacnv, their learning of

Christ is supposed to have ah-eady taken place, iyvcoKajxev.

The counterpart or opposite of Cain, which the Lord pre-

sents, is as perfect as can be conceived by the mind.

Cain's hatred consisted in this, that he sacrificed his

brother's life for his own advantage ; and in this consisted,

by contrast, the love of Christ, that He sacrificed His own
life for our good. Tr]v •yjrv^rjv avrov eOrjKe : a unique

expression, found in Greek literature only in St. John.

We meet with it in the Gospel, and often especially in the

tenth chapter (vers. 12, 15, 17, 18), as also in ch. xiii.

37, 38, XV. 13 ; and we have it here. That it occurs first

in the discourses of our Lord Himself, which are pervaded

by Old Testament references, must suggest a derivation

from the Old Testament ; wdiich, indeed, is otherwise much
more probable than the explanation that makes it an appli-

cation of profane Greek, such as deaOab da7rl8a<i, and so

forth. The Hebrew at once presents the verb Dib>, wdiich
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in SO many ways responds to the TiOevai. More specifi-

cally we have then, on the one hand, the phrase t^'SJ W'v

1333, and on the other, a suggestion of Isa. liii. 10, ^'"^"^

DC'X ti'Dp, The former of these applications signifies not so

r much the surrender of life as the staking it, and therefore

I expresses no more than the readiness to surrender life

;

I whether that life be lost or not, is in the first place

^ irrelevant. In the passage of Isaiah the case is otherwise.

For if in this place, as we think, C^'ri is in the third

person, and c:'D3 the subject preceding, then we must trans-

late : when the soul {sc. of the servant of Jehovah) pledges

compensation. Wherein the compensation consists is not

contained in the words ; for we must not give the verb a

reflexive aspect, and translate :
" when his soul shall pledge

itself for compensation." But what is not justified as

translation is nevertheless true of the matter itself: the

sacrifice of restitution consists essentially in the life of Him
who pays it down, that is, in the life of the Messiah. But

the chief thing is here to take the verb Q"*^ in both the

phrases not in the sense of " laying down," but in that of

" pledging," gauging His life for something. But this

interpretation is not merely possible here ; it is the only

one which harmonizes with the connection, as will pre-

sently be shown. Nothing is here said of that satisfadio

vicaria of which the passage in Isaiah speaks ; for then we
. should have read, ttjv yjrv^rjv TiOevai avrl rjfxoiv, whereas

' the virep only indicates that the interposition of the life of

Christ was for our advantage : every more exact determina-

tion of it the apostle leaves untouched. In this act of

Christ we have learned to know tijv dyd'irrjv,—that is, not

His love, but love generally, what it means to love. And,

in fact, there can be no more profound conception of love

than that which is contained in the words riOevai ttjv

yjrvxvv. Every deed of love is a staking of the ylfv^;^ : I

cannot discharge the slightest office of charity to any one

without in some degree denying myself, my own I. As

: the denying of the personality of the brother on my own
account is the essence of all hatred, so the denying of my
own I for the brother's sake is the essence of all love.
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And as the apostle already in ch. ii. 7, and that with

special reference to love, had declared that /ca^oo? e/ceti/09

irepLeTrdrrjae koI ?7/xet9 oc^elXofiev ovr(o<i TrepcTrarelv, so here

also the same requirement is urged with specific reference

to the demonstrations of love : as the mind of the Ee-

deemer's love found expression in the TtOevat rrjv 'v/ri;^?;i/,

so it is our obligation {o(^ei\ojxev) to copy this expression

of love in our own life.

Verse 17.

'^O? S' av e'yrj rov ^lov rov Kocrfiou, koI Oewpfj rov

aSeX(f)ov avTou -^peiav e)(OVTa, Kol KXeio-r] ra crTrXdy^va

avrov air avTov, Trco'i rj dyaTrr) rov Oeou p^evei iv avru) ;

With this requirement, that we lay down in this sense

our life, is associated the antithetical observation (he), how
it is with him who does not act thus : it is most natural

—

as the rhetorical question really says—that there can be

no relation to God in that case. If I give not rov jSlov,

what I possess for the need and nourishment of bodily

life, that signifies no other than that I will not myself lay

down my life in the very least, in the most external

circumference of it, for the advantage of my brother. The

apostle says ^lo^ tov Koafiov, in order by this appendage to

make prominent the triviality of the matter : if ye do not

in this which is least evince your love, how will ye do it

in that which is greater ? Such a man as St. Paul would

surrender the very highest thing, his fellowship with Christ,

for the brethren (Eom. ix. 3) ; and will ye not surrender

the least important of all things ? And it is yet more

base, since ye must absolutely shut your heart against

sympathy (kX€l£iv), and suppress the most natural impulses,

natural even in the world.^ The entire unnaturalness of

such hardheartedness appears in all its prominence in the

Oewpetv TOV dhek^ov '^pelav e'^ovTu : his need is supposed

to be well known to me, my eye rests upon it, my thoughts

are concerned witli it, sympathy urges its claims ; but yet

'A'Toxkiiuv Tivo; is a phrase well known in classical Greek ; but xXiinv a^o

Tjyfl's seems, ou the other hand, formed simply after the type of the Hebrew
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I bolt tlie doors of my heart. 'We need not here assume,

anymore than in the case mentioned by Jas. ii. 15seq.,

that such lovelessness had occurred in a marked and

express manner among the disciples ; it is everywhere so

common that we may understand the exhortation without

any more especial occasion for it. But if the unnaturalness

of the behaviour thus rebuked is so great, its deviation

from the required rcdivat rrjv '\\rv)(riv so wide, it is clear

how little consistent it must be with any near relation to

God.

St. John has from the beginning of his discussion of the

subject exhibited brotherly love as the test of elvat Ik tov

Qeov, and therefore as its result ; if this love be absent, the

being born of God must be absent too. As in the negative

section, vers. 12-15, brotherly love was considered to be

;the reflection of our relation to God, not of the relation of

God to us ; so also here the dyaTrr] tov Qeov is not God's

love to us, but our love to Him. We might indeed here, as

in ch. ii. 5, take the djaTrr} tov Qeov quite generally to be

love, as it is in God and will have its reflection in us, and

therefore as a unity which contains reference to both its

directions ; but since in what precedes the specific love of

Christ to us had been spoken of, the other view just pre-

sented is the more appropriate. The fiiveiv is here to be

explained as in vers. 14 and 15 : since the apostle is

writing to Christians, he obviously presupposes the right

sentiment of the heart ; but through hardness against

brethren that must needs be lost. For the rest, our verse

plainly enough shows that the profound speculation of

St. John is laid at the service of the most immediate

practical requirements of Christianity: there is here and

nowhere a gulf between them.

Verse 18.

TeKvia fiov, jxri ci'^aiTWjxev \6jq) firjSe Ty lyXcoaarj, aXA.'

iv €p<y(p Kal aXrjOeLO,.

The men here spoken of have no sort of love whatever.

But it is not necessary that this lack of love should exhibit

itself in words. We may present the semblance of love
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by words, while remaining absolutely without it in deeds.

Hence follows the exhortation to avoid such hypocritical )

semblance of charity. But as this is about to close the

section, and the apostle purposes here to sum up the whole

in one clause, he turns his address in affectionate earnest-

ness to the hearts of his readers. The words \6y(p fxjjSe

rfj y\(oa-(Tr], with which we sliould not love, derive their

explanation from the antithesis iv epyw, koX cLK-rjOela. To

the X0709 the epyov is opposed. The word of love to which

the Xoyo'i refers may be meant sincerely, inspired by warm
feeling, but be wanting in readiness for sacrifice ; we may
wish the best to the brethren, but not procure it for them

by the proper Tcdivai ttjv \Jrv)(^)]v. The Christians repre-

sented in Jas. ii. 16 were such aya'jTa)VTe<i iv X6yfp.

Opposed to this is the dyaTrdv iv epycp. The iv must

be noted as the opposite of the lack of it in X07&).

The apostle certainly could not have written /*?; dyaTrdae

iv Xoya, for this would have meant that we should not

love in words, which is obviously not his meaning ; but"'

we are not to love iv Xoyco, in the sense that the word

is made the representative, instrument, and only herald or

spokesman of our love. We then come to the second pair

of the four expressions : /mtj rfj yXcoaajj dW' dXT]deia (the;

iv is to be supplemented before dXrjdela). To the truths

the inward actuality of love, stands opposed the yXomaa,
,

the mere outward babbling about it. In the first member -^

of the sentence we are exhorted against a love which

approves itself only by good, sincere, and well-intentioned

wishes ; here, against hollow phrases as such. That X.0709

might come from a sympathizing soul, without, however,

energy enough in its fellow-feeling ; but in the other case

mere phrases disguise the utter absence of all true sympathy, j

The apostle has thus, in contrast with the hatred which

reigns in the world, not merely demanded of Christians

love in general, but that love which the Lord Himself has

taught ; it must be self-sacrificing (ver. 1 6) ; this self-sacrifice

must approve itself in the outward relations of life (ver. 17)

;

and that not in deceptive words^ but in deed and in truth

(ver. 18).
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Verses 19, 20.

Kal iv TovTO) yiv(O(7K0/xev on iic t?}? aX.TjOeLa'? ia/xev. koI

efj-irpoadev avrov irelaofiev ra? Kaph[a<i tj/jlcov, on iav Kara-

lyivcocTKr] rjficiciv ?; Kaphia, OTt fxei^wv iarlv 6 ©eo? t?}9 KapSiw^

rjfjLoov, Kal yivcocTKei, irdvra.

There is certainly in the following words an advance in

the thought : this is clear on the first glance. But wherein

the progress consists, and how these verses are therefore

related to what goes before, cannot be decided at the outset.

Expositors are so divided as not to know whether the

passage refers to forgiveness or condemnation, whether

brotherly love or iroielv rrjv BtKaioavvTjv is the subject ; and

this division shows the importance of considering the

expressions in detail before we can gain even a preliminary

point of view whence to understand the whole connection.

First of all we must settle the readings, which itself will

be a great gain for the exposition. The kul beginning

ver. 19 is indeed wanting in many influential manuscripts,

especially A and B ; but it is otherwise extremely well

attested. The decision as to its genuineness would be

really important only if on it depended the answer to the

question whether ver. 19 introduces an altogether new
thought, or is connected with what precedes. But the kul

has no such critical weight as this : certainly ver. 1 9 does

spring from the preceding words, as iv tovtw in the

beginning shows, which must necessarily be referred to

them. For otherwise, if iv rovrw is to be referred to the

following on, the condensed statement would be simply,

we may know our etvai iK tov Qeov by this, that God is

greater than our heart. But it is plain that the proposition

taken in this general way proves too much, and therefore

nothing. Laid down thus, and without any cautionary

guards, it might be used to demonstrate that even the vto?

T^9 uTTcoXeLaf is of the truth. But if the substance of the

iv TovTM is what precedes, and the connection of our verse

with the foregoing is held fast, then it is a matter quite

irrelevant whether the Kal is or is not read in the beginning

of the verse. Similarly, it is of little moment whether we
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read yivcoa-KOfiev or yvcoaofxeOa. As to the internal grounds,

the genuineness of the present tense may be argued from

the probability that copyists, having before them the future

immediately following, Treiao/jiev, which is co-ordinated with

the rytvMaKo/jiev, would be likely to change this latter also

into a future through mere lapsus memoriae; while, on tlie

other hand, that the future yvwahjxeQa was the original

reading, might be argued from the fact that the phrase or

turn eV toutg) 'yLvwaKOfiev is so current with St. John that

the transcribers would naturally choose to write it. If

internal reasons are to decide, we must judge by the strength

of the evidence as it appears to us ; and the future seems

more likely to have been the primitive reading. The two

futures, 'yvwaofieOa and irela-oiJbev, are then to be explained,

not so much from the cohortative tone of the section (" we
should know," and so on), but in their strictly logical sense,

as deduction from the conditions laid down by the apostle

to be at once explained :
" under these suppositions shall

we, as a necessary result, know." Finally, it is of no

importance whether at the end of ver. 19 KapBia^ or

KapZlav is to be read, but the former is to be preferred. On
the other hand, everything depends on our striking out, or

otherwise, the second otl in ver. 20, that before iieH^cov.

But it happens that here we have good grounds, both

external and internal, for decision. While the external

testimonies are in favour of keeping it, we can much more

easily understand that the transcribers, taking it as purely

epanaleptic, left it out, than that they inserted it where it

was not, since its insertion has greatly embarrassed the

passage.

Let us now proceed to the exposition itself. After what

has been discussed we may assume that eV tovtw looks

back to what has just preceded, and there its meaning is

plain enough : it is the true and inward brotherly love to

which it refers as the ground of the r^ivwaKetv. We have

perceived that the design of the whole section from ch.

ii. 28 onwards has been to exhibit the demonstration of

divine sonship in work as its sure criterion. First, there

was a req^uirement of iroidv xr/y hmaLoa uvqv as it respects
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God ; then it was shown that the lack of this gives birth

to hatred towards brethren ; and conversely, that love to

brethren gives sufficient evidence of the iroieLv rijv Si/cato-

avvrjv as a character. Consequently the inference is a sound

one, that true brotherly love, as demanded in ver. 18, gives

assured evidence (eV tovto) fyivooa-KOfjLev) of the right relation

to God. Here, however, this is not, as before, described as

€tvat e'/c Tov ©eov, but as etvat e/c r?}? d\7]6eLa<i. Primarily,

we may suppose, because so much prominence had just

been given to truth and semblance. We must love iv

a\7]6eia, and only when we do this are we e/c ri}? dXr]-

dela<i. But, further, this expression probably was intended

to indicate that only in virtue of the consciousness that we
are of the truth can we have tranquillity in thinking of the

divine judgment. He who is Himself the truth must

acknowledge those as His who by genuine brotherly love

approve themselves as e« rij? d\r}deia'i 6vt€^. This position

of confident assurance as in regard to God, the apostle

expresses by the words, efiTrpoadep avrov 'TreLaofiev ra?

fcapBla'? rjiiwv.

There is a controversy about the meaning of the ireiOeiv.

If we translate it " persuade to something," it may be asked

what it is that we persuade our hearts to accept. The

omission of the object itself would not be so strange ; but

in the present connection nothing has been spoken of to

which we might be supposed to persuade our hearts ; for

the brotherly love which had been the matter of discourse

is taken for granted in our verse {ev tovtw), and we have

no need to persuade ourselves of that. Moreover, it is not

to be denied that " to persuade our heart to anything " is

very artificial; it would come to this in the end, that we
are supposed to form some purpose : but it is obvious that

it would be extremely forced to describe that by ireWeiv

Trjp Kaphlav. Besides this one, there are two other signi-

fications of TvelOeiv which are suggested :
" convince " and

" soothe." Now here again we have, in respect to the

former of these, the same difficulty of finding an object con-

cerning which we are thought to convince ourselves. The

most obvious course would then be to take the clause 6t/>
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fieit^cov iarlv o ©eo<i r/}? KapStwi ri/jbojv as this object. And
the preliminary inquiry must be the reference and meaning

of the second ore in ver. 20, which must be decided before

we can decide the other point.

This may be understood as either a causal particle

(because) or as defining the object (that). Let us begin

with the second of these possibilities. In that case the on,

would introduce the objective matter of the ireiOeiv ; and

it would be declared concerning what we rrjv KapSiav

ireia-oixev. ISTow, if we take irelaofiev with the meaning
" convince," we must translate :

" we shall convince our

heart of this, that God is greater than our heart." But

then it must not be forgotten that the proposition fxel^cov 6

0eo9 T?)9 KapSLa<i rjficov is so clear in itself, that there could

be no necessity of our being in any manner persuaded of

it. It might indeed be used as a premiss from which a

conclusion should be drawn ; but certainly not as a thesis

which itself needed to be demonstrated. But, that beinsr

the case, on what principle should we here have to be

convinced of it ? Is it that the apostle looks back on the iv

TovTfp, SO that in the consciousness of brotherly love we are

supposed to penetrate to this assurance of God's greatness ?

But what in all the world has brotherly love to do with

the divine greatness and our conviction of it ? Thus this

translation is altogether untenable.

Now let us try the second possible interpretation, and

take on as defining the object ; but taking ireldeLv in the

sense of " soothing or allaying." Then the meaning would

be :
" we shall encourage our heart as to the fact that God

is greater than it." It is clear that in this case fiel^wv

refers to the greater severity of God ; for, in relation to

His greater mildness, we should not need any special solace.

But then again it would be incomprehensible how this

soothing should take effect : however conscious of brotherly

love we might be, the simple thought of the greater severity

of God must needs make every such solace impossible.

To this must be added that, even if we admit the meaning

of soothe or solace to be right generally (of which hereafter),

yet TTclOav with this meaning is always used absolutely,
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never with otl following it ; that at least " comfort con-

ccrning " must be expressed. Thus it is perfectly impossible

to understand the clause with on as objective ; and we are

forced to revert to the causal meaning of the on. But

then it becomes impossible to translate ireiOeLv as convincing

of something. For if, as we have shown, we do not find

the object of the ireldeLV in the clause with otl iiel^wv, there

is generally none to be found. Yet some such objective is

peremptorily necessary if we take the meaning " to persuade

or convince :
" we must be convinced of something.

The question then arises, whether TrelOetv may not have

a meanino; which will allow its being without a substantial

object after it. Such a meaning would be the " soothing
"

already mentioned, if only it can be defended on other

grounds. Classical Greek is supposed to furnish many
instances in its favour ; but in most of the cases (especially

those out of the Iliad, i. 100, ix. 112, 181, 386) this

signification is at least not obligatory, since the connection

allows us to translate " persuade," the object of the per-

suasion being invariably supplied in the context. On the

other hand, the passage cited in Plato, de Ecp. iii. 390,

probably Hesiodic, seems to us to establish the meaning of

" soothe : " hwpa 6eov<i Tre/^ei, Zwp' alZoiov^ l3acriXr)a<i. As

it concerns the New Testament, Acts xii. 20 and xiv. 19

do not belong to this subject, as in these passages the

object of the " persuading " is easily supplied. It is other-

wise with Matt, xxviii. 14, where the members of the

council bribe the watchers of the sepulchre, and promise

them that, if Pilate should hear of it, irela-ofiev avTov. To

supply here aKd\.d<nov<i vixa'^ idv is venturesome, on the

one hand ; and, on the other, this thought needed not to be

expressed, since it was already promment enough in the

d/jiepijjivov<i vfid<; 7rou]crofX6V. Pather we must assume that

the high priests aimed at accomplishing two things : first,

they would soften Pilate's displeasure on account of the

supposed sleep of the watchers at the sepulchre ; and,

secondly, they would thus deliver these watchers from

suffering the penalty. But if once the meaning of a word

is established by any confirmatory passage, as it is in the
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present case by the quotation from Plato, and, less directly,

by that from St. Matthew, then we are justified in adopting

this meaning in other passages which, though they do not

pressingly demand such an interpretation themselves, yet

are most successfully interpreted when such a meaning is

applied to them by their help. This is the case in our

present passage, and we therefore translate ireiOeiv by pro-

pitiate or soothe. And this solacing of our hearts, the

apostle says, will take place efiirpoaOev ©eov : that is, when
we place ourselves inwardly before God, and judge ourselves

with His measure, in the consciousness of His holiness, so

can we, even in the presence of this standard, take comfort.

But this soothing presupposes anxiety of heart : whence

this comes, and in what it consists, is shown in the beginning

of the following verse. That the second ort is to be taken

causatively commends itself at once ; but the first one

involves us in new difficulties. For this first on may itself

be viewed in two ways : either it may be understood as

equivalent to the second, so that this latter is only an

epanalepsis or resumption of the former, and then the

clause with idv is a conditional clause ; or the first ort is

to be written with the diastole {o,Tt), and understood rela-

tively, and then idv is only the particle dv which is so

frequent in the New Testament. Against the first explana-

tion, according to which the second on is an ej)analepsis of

the first, many very decisive arguments may be urged. For

instance, the causal otl (and we have shown that its clause,

fiel^cov 6 @eo<; k.t.\., is of this character) is never resumec^l

or repeated in such a way as this ; certainly such an un-

exampled epanalepsis is out of the question here, where

only some words separate the first on from the second.

And then, again, the conditional clause idv KarayivcoaKr)

would in that case stand in a false logical position. For

we should have to translate :
" We can comfort our hearts,

because God, in case our heart condemns us, is greater

than our heart." The position of the conditional particle

after on would make this meaning inevitable ; the condi-

tional clause would be dependent on the clause with ore,

and thus the greatness of God would appear to be condi-
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tioned by the accusation of our heart. That would lead

to the conclusion that, if our hearts did not condemn us,

God would not be greater than they. But the only appro-

priate thought is obviously that, in case our hearts condemn

us, we may console them,—that is, the conditional clause

must not belong to the phrase on fxei^oyv, but to ireLa-o/xev.

Accordingly, as we cannot take the otl opening ver. 20

as a causal particle, it only remains that we take it as a

relative, and resolve edv into the simple dv. Certainly the

combination oo-Tt9 iav, o,rL idv is not frequent; indeed, it

is very remarkable that it is not found uncontradicted in

any passage of the New Testament. Yet the reading

o,Tt idv seems to us secure enough in Gal. v. 10 and Col.

iii. 17, where the preponderant probability is in favour of

retaining the idv, though even the two other passages. Acts

iii. 33, Col. iii. 18, must be struck out. The interpretation

of the oTt idv in this manner in our passage is not only

demanded by the sense, but it is grammatically admissible

;

since KarajivaxTKeiv elsewhere occurs with the accusative,

not to say that the pronoun even with such verbs as

generally require other cases may stand in the accusative.

Moreover, the generalizing o,tl idv, instead of the usual

o idv, is here peculiarly appropriate ; for it expresses the

idea that in all instances in which our hearts may happen

to condemn us, we may solace them. The two verses under

consideration might therefore be thus translated :
" Herein,

<'by this love iv epjw koX dXrjdeia, rests our consciousness

that we are of the truth ; and hereby (the iv tovtm belongs

also to ireia-ofiev) may we soothe our hearts, in all cases in

which our heart condemns us (that here the singular KapZla

.enters is very refined : each heart has its own particular

accusations, and the individual is in the apostle's view), for

God is greater than our heart, and knoweth all things."

After all this, we have only as yet busied ourselves

about the mere vesture of St. John's thought : we have now
to look at the very thought itself. Two things the apostle

takes for granted: one, in the iv tovto) of ver. 19, that we
have brotherly love ; the other, in the clause otl iav kutu-

ycvcoaKT) k.tX., that in some measure our hearts reproach
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ns. According to tlie explanation given, we are supposed-

to have, in the consciousness of brotherly love, the means
whereby we may allay the reproaches of our conscience.

But this thought is, as it appears, quite an alien one to the-

Christiau sentiment. The accusations of my heart certainly

can have reference only to sins and the sinfulness of

which I know myself to be a partaker : concerning that,

am I supposed to take comfort simply in this way, and in

this way alone ? and if so, could that consolation lie in the

possession of brotherly love ? does not this lead to the most

superficial and vapid Eationalism ? The Apostle James
says that he who keeps the whole law, and yet sins in one

particular, is guilty of the whole law. Does not St. John
here say the very opposite : if you only keep the command-
ment of brotherly love, you may leave all else behind you
with confidence ? ISTot in any work wrought by us, but in

the blood of Christ or the grace of God we are accustomed to

see the only genuine ground of our hearts' pacification. But

it is God who comes primarily into view here ; for the words

fxel^wv 6 0eo? t?}? KapSiwi rjfjuSiv can, according to the inter-

pretation given above, be brought into consideration only as

the ground that justifies our taking comfort to our hearts.

Consequently the much - contested question, whether the

fiei^cov refers to the condemning severity of God or His

pardoning kindness, is made easy at the very outset : having

become convinced that ireiOeiv must be understood in the

sense of "soothe," and on with a causative signification,

it is clear that the clause otl fiei^cov must, as containing^

matter of consolation, exhibit not the greater strictness of i

God, but His greater tenderness.
^

For the sake, however, of the deep importance of the

matter itself, and to become still more convinced of the

soundness of our interpretation, let us look at the other

way of taking the fxeL^cov 6 Oeo?. Pteferring it to the

greater severity of God, we must make the meaning of the

verse this : ive condemn ourselves, God will much more
condemn us. There would then be found a contrast between
the subject-ideas, God and we ; but the predicate would
apply to both, though it may be in a difierent degree : both
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condemn. But such an antitliesis as this is assuredly not

supported by the arrangement of the words : the words

0609 and KapSca rjficov have by no means any emphasis

on tliem—rather come in among different ideas. Observing

the KarayLvcocTKrj, placed first in the subordinate clause, this

might appear to be the strength of the antithesis ; and then

the condemnation would require to have a non-condemna-

tion set over against it. Further, the view of o,rt idv as

a relative, which we have established, would not so well

harmonize with the end of the verse, jivcoo-Ket iravra, on

any other principle of interpretation. For, that we thereby

come to the persuasion that God is greater than our heart,

in the matter of its condemnation, is not logically and

strictly demonstrated by the proposition that God knoweth

all things, but by the proposition that He more fully knows

the thing in question. Of course it may be said against

that, that this is naturally included in the fyivcaaKei irdvra
;

but there would be a certain inconcinnity, nevertheless.

We therefore adhere to the conclusion that fiet^cov must be

understood to exhibit the greater gentleness of God.

The gentleness of God is not regarded as absolutely and

in all matters a valid ground of consolation ; but it is such

as based upon His omniscience (jLvoocrKet irdvTa). Thus, if

our conscience condemns us, we can find solace for our-

selves only if we have made ourselves worse than we really

are, or thought ourselves more entirely sundered from God
than is actually the case,—than could indeed actually be

the case, since God knows everything. Notwithstanding

the accusations of our heart, we are not altogether rejected

of God ; we are e'/c t?}? d\7)0eLa<;, and can determine that

we are so. But in what way ? iv rovro), by the fact of

our having brotherly love in deed and in truth. When we
measure ourselves by the terms of the whole previous

section, especially from ver. 1 to ver. 10, we must see

that we are wanting in the first token of sonship, the iroieiv

TTjv BifcaLocrvvTjv : our heart cond(nans us on that account,

because we find much unrighteousness still clinging to our

lives. Now we perfect the self-judging, in the way the

apostle has taught us ; and place ourselves in the position
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of the last day ; and recognise that we cannot stand before

God,—that, measured by so strict and absohite a standard,

we are not yet altogether withdrawn from the sphere of

darkness. But, so long as we live below, we shall never

attain to any such maturity as to fix us absolutely on

the one side of the religious alternative ; we are yet in

the process of a development, in the course of a conflict

between light and darkness ; and it is essential to the idea

of such a struggle that the territory contended about belongs

not altogether either to the one or to the other of the several

powers. In other words : though we must day by day

measure ourselves by the standard of the goal set before

us, the ov Svvaadai d/xaprdveiv, we may, on the other hand,

know where in the course we are now found ; we must

needs be assured whether or not we have made a good

beginning towards the final victory. This is the question

considered and determined in the present verse.

Ver. 19 and the following contain a summary of what

goes before ; but only in a preliminary way. The question

was about the irappr^ala on the day of judgment : if we
would know whether that will be ours or not, we must judge

ourselves according to our works. If on such a judgment

our heart does not condemn us, we have already now, and

already here, the parrhesia: that is the substance of ver. 21.

But if—and this is the other possibility—our hearts con-

demn us, we being not as yet conscious of the hiKaLoavvr],

what then ? is the question of ver. 2 0. The confidence or

parrhesia of a perfect and secure trust we assuredly cannot

in any case have ; but something less than this is possible,

—we may be joyful in hope if we have only made a good
beginning, as evidenced by the required outward practice

corresponding to the divine gift within. And this good
beginning is brotherly love. It is the first and easiest

commandment : for how can he who closes his heart against

his brother (ver. 1 7) love his God ? It is the first stage

and first test of the love of God. He who has this eV

e/37&) Koi aXrjdeta will be able to conclude from his having
it that there is the commencement of that love in him,
as the evidence of his fellowship with God; and even

1 JOHN. P
^
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supposing him to be not for the moment conscious of

it, God is greater and sees deeper : He knows this very-

beginning that may be concealed from ourselves. True,

that in the absolute judgment of eternity no mere beginning

will avail ; there must be an entire and perfected holiness

:

thinking on this, we must evermore say that we have not

yet attained. But it is, nevertheless, a great thing to know
that we have at least made a beginning ; for from that

springs the confidence that 6 ivap^d/xevo^; iv rjiuv epyov

ajadov, eiTLTeKecreL ci'^pi^ rjfji,epa<i Irjcrou XpiaTov (Phil. i. 6).

And this very passage demands for the day of Christ the

same that St. John demands in our Epistle, ch. ii. 28 : the

perfection of religion. But it may be repeated, that the

beginning of the good .work itself inspires the hope that its

completion will not be wanting at the last. Thus our

verse (2 0) contains the counterpart of that fearfully solemn

doctrine of the judgment to which the apostle had led up

in the previous verse ; and, indeed, a necessary counter-

part, since, unless we bring this also into prominence, the

solemnity of the judgment might well lead us to despair.

But, that the consolation which the apostle now admini-

sters to those whom he had previously smitten is not sought,

as in ch. ii. 1, in the remembrance of the propitiatory death

and intercession of the Lord, has its reason in the bearing

and motive of the whole section. The question in it is

only of the confirmation of fellowship with the Lord,—

a

fellowship the existence of which must always and only be

known by its fruits. As to the reality of my faith, the

depth of my devotion to Him, I may deceive myself; I

dare not base my security on my feeling ; the energies and

actings of faith alone give me a sufficient guarantee for my
confidence. If these are found in an absolute degree,

so that my heart no longer condemns me, then I have

the perfect parrhesia; but if they are present in their

beginnings only, in vigorous brotherly love, that affords me
the consolation of knowing that as to my relation to God
the way is fairly open before me. And the inference which

I only thus deduce is naked and open before the eyes of

Him who irdpTa <yLvco(TKet,. Thus our verse takes its place
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in the unity of the chapter as a perfectly homogeneous

constituent; and at the same time gives us additional

security for the correctness of our interpretation of what

goes before.

In conclusion, we may turn our attention for a moment
to the word KapBla. In express terms and by inference

this word has been accepted as interchangeable with awel-

Srjcri^. This latter word is, as we are aware, unknown to

the Johannaean phraseology ; for ch. viii. 9 must not come

into consideration, on account of its suspected genuineness.

It might therefore be regarded as possible or probable that

the apostle expressed the more special idea of the conscience

by the more general one of the heart. But KapBla itself

occurs comparatively seldom in St. John's writings ; in no

case, however, with the meaning of conscience. It rather

signifies, especially in those passages which are closely

dependent on the Old Testament,—that is, in the Apoca-

lypse (ch. ii. 25, xvii. 17, xviii. 7), and in the citation of

John xii. 40 seq.,—the entire inner man, the interior of the

nature, corresponding to the quite general 3?. In other

instances of his use, it signifies particularly the life of

feeling and sentiment, John xiv. 1, 27, xvi. 6, 22. The^

only question then is, whether we may take it here in the

latter of the senses just mentioned, or must needs limit it

to the express idea of o-vveiBrjai^;. This term avvelSrjai^

itself occurs in the New Testament with a double applica-

tion. One is in harmony with the classical <TvveiS6<;, as the

knowledge of anything, especially of an action past : as in

Heb. X. 2, where (Tvv€LSr]ai<; twv aiiapjiSiv is simply the con-

sciousness that my sin is a certain fact of the past, as is made
quite clear by the parallel avdfMV7](Ti<i of ver. 3. Similarly

the dyaOr} crvveiSrjat^ of Acts xxiii. 11, which is simply the

consciousness of the dyaObv etvat of the past conversation.

In this and similar passages avvei8r}ai<i defines the moral

judgment concerning the ethical position of a person, whether

he is good or whether he is evih On the other hand, St. Paul

attaches to o-uyeiST^o-t? a more abstract notion : it means the

measure of moral discernment which is peculiar to any man,
•—that is, the consciousness of what is good and evil, not the
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consciousness of my being good or evil. So, for example,

in Eom. ii, 15 : the a-vvelSTja-h^; of the Gentiles is not the

judgment or verdict which they pronounce on their own

conduct, but the moral consciousness, tlie moral discern-

ment which belonged to them, out of which that verdict

sprang. For, not until after the apostle had first ascribed

to them generally such a theoretical knowledge does he in

the clause twv XoyiafxSv KaTiryopovvrcou rj aTroXoyov/Jbevcov

declare the sentence which they themselves pronounce upon

their own concrete actions in virtue of that moral conscious-

ness. So, too, in the first Epistle to the Corinthians it is

plain we are not to understand by the (Tvv€L8r}(n<; rwv

aaOevovvrav, who would eat no sacrificed flesh, that they

considered this particular thing as sin ; the phrase indicates

in general the weakness of their moral perception, which

allowed them to detect sin, as in other things so in this.

To be brief, awelSrjai'i signifies first the abstract moral

consciousness, which is quite independent of my own moral

conduct, which may be very strong even in ethical wicked-

ness and very weak even in great moral earnestness ; and,

secondly, the jvidgment which I pronounce on my own deport-

ment as the result of this my moral discernment. It fol-

lows that, if we would make the word KapSia in our passage

strictly parallel with avvelhricn<i, we must hang to the latter

of the two meanings above, for the Karafyivwa-KeLv is cer-

tainly an actus forensis. But it is also made plain how little

the Johannaean ideas induce such a strict parallelization

with those of St. Paul. They do not entirely coincide

or cover each other; hence we do well to consider the

KupBla as meant simply and generally of the inner man,

in which inner man St. John does not so rigorously as St.

Paul distinguish between the vov<i, the Xoyiafxol, and the

Veeses 21, 22.

^Ajain^Tol, eav r} KapSia ijjjlmv /xi] KarayivcacTKrj rjfibiv,

irapprjalav e')(op.ev Trpo^ top QeoV ical o eav alrcofiev, Xapu-

^dvofiev Trap" avrov' on to? ivToXa<; avTov rrjpovfiev, Kol

TO, dpeara ivcoinov avTov 7rotov/M6v.
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After tlie apostle lias tluis illustrated tlie one presupposi-

tion that we are in many ways conscious of sin, and has

laid emphasis in connection with that upon brotherly love

as token of a life of faith at least germinal in us, he now
passes over to the second presupposition, eav i) KapZia ijfioov

ixi-j KaTa'yt,vw(TKr) rjfxwv. He obviously regards this case to

be possible, as is plain not only from the conditional clause

itself, but also from his proceeding at once to base upon it

the most important practical consequences. And in this

he is found in accordance with St. Paul, who certainly and

unconditionally gives himself the testimony, ov^ev e/jbavTM

(TvvotSa (1 Cor. iv. 4). It is indeed a noteworthy psycho-

logical fact, that in the hours of the most vivid consciousness

of sin all former faith and love will seem to us no more

than delusion; but, on the other hand, it is also in hours

of more than ordinary elevated faith that we regard sin

as under our feet. Of such hours as these last St. John
here speaks. At such hours the Trapprjala as towards God
appears in force. What we mentioned preliminarily in the

explanation of the previous verse must again be brought to

remembrance, that the point of view under which in ch.

ii. 2 8 the parrhesia is assumed is not regarded here : it is

not the final judgment that is now concerned. Accordingly,

it is clear that the section begun with ch. ii. 28 has not

here reached its absolute, but only its relative end. That

is to say, when the apostle was speaking of the judgment,

which we in a certain sense are supposed to anticipate in

ourselves after a preliminary and typical manner, the first

effect was the question, what results to us as to our condi-

tion here below from a course of conduct thus or thus

ordered : first, in the case of the imperfect (ver. 20), a

consolation springing from the consciousness of God's near-

ness, at least affecting happily the present time (ver. 2),

—

that is to say, a feeling of elevation, the irapprjcria. The
having our prayers heard is exhibited as a result of this.

It is clear from this, first, that the idea of confident s'pcakhvj

is prominent to St. John in the Trapprjala ; as, finally, before

the Judge, so now before the Father we have the conscious-

ness of artless and perfect simplicity and freedom. Even
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lat the last judgment we may conceive of a real irapprjata

'as a joyous request : of such supplication as that which

Christ once preferred on leaving the world, vvv Bo^aaov jxe

irdrep irapa aeavTM. The remembrance of this word is

here all the more appropriate, because not only shall we on

that day ask to be transfigured into the glory of Christ, as

He asked to be transfigured into the glory of the Father,

but He also in the same way as we attained the irapprjala of

His supplication,—that is, through the confirmation of His

divine Sonship by the work of perfected obedience (John

xiv. 31), and of perfected love to man (John xiii. 1).

That which was then the matter of Christ's prayer offered

iv Trapprjcria, that which will be the matter of our prayer

at the end of the days, the ho^d^eaOat, the full and absolute

fellowship with our Lord, will naturally in some degree be

the matter of our prayer even here.

But, on the other hand, the expression o eav alrMfxev

^points by its generality to a manifold supplication. Had
C^ St. John anything definite in his eye ? When we bethink

ourselves that in the last discourses of Christ to the dis-

ciples He reminded them of the confident prayer assured of

1 its answer, and that in two ways, first, when He exhorted

them both before and after to brotherly love (John xv.

12-17); and, secondly, when He promised to them the

;^-v. Paraclete (John xvi. 23 seq.), thus showing that He referred

to prayer for perfect brotherly love and perfect fellowship

. with the Father ; moreover, that the high-priestly prayer of

Jesus Himself partly referred to His own glorification and
artly to that of his disciples ; again, that in our Epistle,

ch. V. 14, the certain assurance of prayer is again men-
tioned in connection with intercession for erring brethren,

—

remembering all this, we shall think it probable that in

this passage also the apostle had in his mind these two

sorts of petition, for the accomplishment of our own salva-

tion and that of our brethren. Thus viewed, our verse

assumes a position of definite and necessary importance in

the whole section. To him that hath it shall be given : if

you have once obtained this parrhesia, you will by virtue

of it urge ever renewed supplications for the fulfilment of

}
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our salvation and tlie consummation of the kingdom oi

God, and so urge them that you will always obtain what

you ask. The iroielv r-t^v SiKatoa-vvrjv, that is, fellowship

with God, and the ayaTrr), fellowship with the brethren,

were the conditions of the Trapprjcria ; and this again leads

to an increased and deeper possession of those two elements

of religious experience. The parrhesia and the answer of

prayer are strictly correlative ideas. For the former rests

upon the knowledge of my fellowship with God ; the latter

upon the fact that my will is one with the divine : essen-

tially, therefore, they have the same foundation. Hence

it becomes probable that the clause with on, which gives

the reason, will refer not only to the XafM^dvetu o iav

alrw^ev, but to the two co-ordinated propositions of the

former half of the verse. If we remember that Tqpelv ra?

ivTo\a<; ©eov was a main idea of the first part of the

Epistle, and that Troielv is made prominent in the second,

but that the two parts are related as the internal to the

external presentation, then we have perceived the relation

of the two clauses in our verse.

Vee=!E 23.

Kal avrr] iarlv t] ivroXr] aurov, Iva iriarevaco/jiev ra

ovo/xaTL rov viov aurov Itjctoi) XptcTTOu, Kol ayaTrwfiep

ahXyjXov^, Ka6cb<i ehwicev iv7o\rjV rjfiiv.

The commandments which the apostle is discoursing of

and commending are now exhibited by him again with

reference to their meaning and aim. Two things strike us

on a superficial glance : the precepts we must obey are

described in their unity (the singular ivroXrj), tlien being

again described as twofold ; and the import of the second

is specified by the word Tna-reveiv, which now for the first

time enters the Epistle. As to the former of these points,

the two commandments of faith and brotherly love are in

the same sense one commandment, as the two tables of

the law are in the issue one table and one law : they

enforce simply and only this, I am the Lord thy God, walk

before me and be thou perfect. The other question is more

difficult, how it is that faith is here so suddenly mentioned,
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comiug in iinintroduced by anything that precedes, and

without any bearing on anything that follows. Whenever
Christ has been before alluded to, the objective value of His

work has been specified as an cXaa/xo^ securing the forgive-

ness of sins, without any reference to the method of subjective

appropriation ; and whenever the subjective position of man
before God has been spoken of, the confirmation of it in act

and deed has alone been made prominent, without any side

glance at the root and spring of this action. Similarly in

the fourth chapter the ina-reveiv recedes into the background

in comparison of the ofiokoyelv : obviously for the same

reason again, because the Epistle has for its aim the con-

iirmatiou and consummation of the joy of faith by means

l^oi the active work of religion, the external expressions of

faith. It is not until the fifth chapter that the idea of

TTiVri? begins to lead the development of the thought. All

this makes it more urgent to ask why the irLaTevecv enters

precisely in our passage, where the word ivrokrj itself points

to a course of action and not a state of being, while, on

the other hand, it forms the conclusion of a section that

professedly treats of works and of works alone.

If we now look at the other ideas brought forward

in these verses, it becomes evident that they also are not

the same with those which have ruled the contents of the

third chapter, but that they have reverted back again to

the thoughts and phraseology of the first two chapters. It

has been already remarked that rrjpeiv ra? eVroXa?, ver. 22,

has in the first part of the second chapter its own dis-

tinctive position ; and similarly, the combination of the

various ivroXal Oeov into the unity of one single command-

ment, just as we have it here, is observable in the same

earlier part of the second chapter. In ver. 24 we find the

reciprocal abiding of God in us and our abiding also in

God which was already present in the second chapter ; and

not only so, its juxtaposition or co-ordination with the

Trjpelv Ta<i ivTo\a<i avrov is substantially to be discerned in

that chapter, though not expressed in precisely the same

words. On the other hand, any such emphasis on the

works as we find pervading the whole of the second
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chapter is altogether wanting in our vers. 23 and 24.

The first and second chapters contain, as has been fully

shown, an exhibition of fellowship with God and the

brethren as belonging to the internal character of Christians
;

and this is met in the third chapter by a requirement of

the outward confirmation of that sentiment in act. From
this it appears why at the close of this final exposition the

apostle falls back again into the tone of the first chapters.

The former is supposed to be only the superstructure upon

the foundation of the latter. If I a;pprovc my fellowship

with God, then must I have it already ; and on this having,

this internal characteristic of the Christian, rests here in

conclusion the apostle's eye. By the works of love to God
and man we discern that we keep the commandment of

God ; but this commandment itself points first and directly,

not to the external demonstration of an internal character,

but to that internal character itself: not to show that we
are, but to be. Thus, therefore, in the requirement of the

TTLareveLv and the ur^aivav, the internal state of the heart is

made prominent, of which we all should be and must be

partakers.

But all this has only served to vindicate the substance

of the TTLo-reveLv iv rw ovofiart ^Irjaov Xpcarov as appro-

priate in this place ; it is the ivToKrj in its interior spirit

and tone ; but the expression or phrase itself is not accounted

for. Would it not seem more obvious that the apostle

should have used the phrase irepLTrarelv ev (Jxotl, or some-

thing like that ? But we must remember liow emphatically

the writer has in ch. iii. 2 seq. laid it down that the one

essential thing on earth as the indispensable earnest of

eternal glory is the following of Christ ; that he has, further,

from the beginning onwards shown that the manifestation

of Christ is the principle of our entire Christian new life

(fievetv iv rm vim, ch. ii. 3, 6), Accordingly, throughout

the whole process of his discussion it must have been

natural to the apostle to lay emphasis upon fellowship with

Christ in particular when meaning fellowship with God.

That His self-manifestation (iv tw ovo/xari) as the Son of

God (tov v'lov avrov) and as the Saviour of the world
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Clijaov Xpiarov) at tlie same time and especially, has

passed into our being and inmost consciousness as a fact

determining our life (Trio-revaaifiev) : tliat is the will of God

on one side. And that this self-revelation of Christ should

determine us in the obedience of His commandments

(Ka6(o<i ehcuKev ivToXrjv rjfuv) to love the brethren (ayaTrco/jbev

u\Xr]\ov<i) : that is the will of God on another side. Thus

is explained also the aorist iriareva-co/jbev : brotherly love

presupposes faith, and this preterite form of the verb serves

to indicate that very presupposition. And this shows that

in eBcoKCP ivTokrjv, at the close of the verse, Christ is the

subject, which is to be assumed also for other reasons,

specially because the addition, after the already preceding

avTT) iarlv rj ivroXr) avTov, that is, ©eou, would otherwise

be perfectly pleonastic. Moreover, brotherly love is through-

out the Epistle exhibited by preference as the command-

ment of Christ ; and, further, His person is formally

alluded to at the close, and that with a specific emphasis

on its two aspects, the divine and the human natures.

Faith also is defined as a commandment, though not of

Christ but of the Father ; and in presence of the fact that

precisely in St. John's Gospel the awakening of such a

faith is represented as the final goal of the entire work

'of Christ among men, we need not seek for specific passages

that demand from man this faith. Yet these are not

entirely wanting. First, John vi. 40 comes at once into

consideration : tovt eart to OeXrjfia rov ireiJb->^avTo<; yite, 'iva

7rd<; 6 TTLCTTevcov eh rov vlov e^?7 i^wip alcoviov. For it is

plain that these words declare not only that in the divine

will the believer shall have eternal life, but also that faith

is the commanded condition of this life, and therefore

equally and in the first instance the matter of the divine

will. So again in John xiv. 1 : iriareueTe eh rov Qeov koL

eU ifJ^e TnareveTe, where faith in the Lord enters not as a

second requirement by the side of faith in God, but is

introduced as the way to the latter, and is really therefore

the first requirement of all.
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Verse 24a.

Kal 6 jrjpoiv Ta? lvTo\a<i avrou, iv avru) fievei, Kol avTo<i

ev avrm.

As generally throughout the Epistle, so especially in the

passage before us, from ver. 22 to ver. 24, the apostle

recurs again and again to the Lord's last discourses. The

fundamental ideas are the same in both : the observance

of the divine commands, specifically those of faith and

brotherly love ; the answers to prayer ; the abiding in God

;

and, finally, if we include ver. 24&, the mission of the Holy

Ghost. We may compare, moreover, John xiv. 11, the

requirement of the faith that God is in Christ, corresponding

here to faith in Him as the Son of God ; and then as the

result of that faith, John xiv. 14, 15, 6,ri av alrrja-ijTe

TovTo 'TTOirjCTw, coiTcsponding here to ch. iii. 22, o eav

aiTM/xev Xafx/ddvof^ev. And again, John xiv. 15, iav

dyairdTe fj,e, ra? ivro\d<i Ta9 e'/ia? rrjpTi]aare' kol iyo) ipw-

Ti]crco rov irarepa, Kal dWov irapdKkTjrov Sooaet vfxiv,

corresponding here to ver. 24, the mention of the gift of

the Spirit in connection with the Trjpelv ra? ivroXd<i. And
the [leveiv, finally, is really the fundamental idea, as of the

last discourses of Jesus, so also of the Epistle before us.

In John xiv. 16 the Spirit is sent tm jxevr] fieO' y/mcov ; in

ch. XV. the fjueveiv iv dfiireXq) is the centre of the whole

parabolical discourse ; compare, in proof, ver. 4, fxeivare iv

ifjbol Kajoo iv vfuv ; ver. 7, edv p.eivrjre iv ifiol, kol rd

p}']fj,aTd fiov iv vfiiv fielvrj, o idv OeXTjre alTt](Tea6e k.t.X.
;

ver. 10, idv Ta? ivTo\d<; fiov TriprjarjTe fievelre iv rfj dydirrj

fjbov. And as here, at the end of the section, the /jbivetv iv

avTw Kal avro<i iv rjfitv is made prominent, so it forms the

conclusion of the last discourses of our Lord, the theme of

the second part of the high-priestly prayer, that the relation

,

between God and Christ, as it is expressed in the words

iyo) iv crol Kal ai) iv efiot, is, as it were, to be the pattern

of our relation to God, and to find its reflection in us.

These simple citations testify abundantly that there and

here the thoughts in detail and as a whole correspond.

For the furtherance of a definite view of the sp)irit of the
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passage, we have yet to decide whether the pronouns in

ver. 24 refer to the Father or to Christ. If, as we have

established, the last words of ver. 2 3 have Christ for their

subject, it seems obvious that in this verse also He is the

subject. But Christ had come into consideration in what

precedes only as the giver of one commandment, that of

brotherly love ; on the other hand, at the beginning of ver.

23 the Father was mentioned as the proper vo/xo6eTr](;, and

therefore the rrjpeiv ra? eVroA-a? may well refer to the

latter ; and it is in favour of this that in ch. iv. 13, where

a part of our verse is repeated almost literally, the pronouns

decidedly must, according to the connection, point to the

Father, while certainly the Son, on the other hand, is often

in the second chapter the subject of the (sivecv, as He
almost always is in the Gospel. In ch. xv. this is abso-

lutely the case ; comp. ver. 4, fieivare iv efjuol, and the

often-repeated fievere iv rfj aydirrj fjuov. In ch. xvii., it is

true, it begins to be common to the Father and the Son,

ver. 21, tva avrol iv tj/jliv wen ; but afterwards, in ver. 23,

the Son alone comes forward as the subject : e^oo iv amoh
Kol cv iv ifjbol.

Thus we have once more reached the end of a division.

The thesis with which the apostle set out in ch. ii. 28 seq.

was, that our abiding in God, or, more definitely, our son-

ship to God, must be made manifest in works in order that

we may be capable of confidence at the day of judgment.

Has this thesis been now actually demonstrated ? It has

been shown that the idea of the elvai iK rod ©eov, as well

as the requirements of the judgment day, must lead to most

scrupulous and complete works of righteousness, to full and

perfect deeds of love ; and thus that every one who would

profess to be of God must exhibit these deeds. But the

converse has not been estabhshed, though this is quite

necessary, namely, that he who doeth these works is neces-

sarily a child of God. It might, indeed, be thought that

there could be such a practice of righteousness without the

divine sonship ; this latter having been rightly defined as

not a mere ethical deportment of man, but as a substantial

change in his nature preceding and laying the foundation
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for that deportment. If I am therefore to enjoy the full

parrhesia at the final bar, I must have exhibited not merely

a thus and thus well-ordered deportment, but must have

the assurance that this deportment could be the result only

of a divine sonship or regeneration ; and thus the one must j

help the assurance of the other. And this demonstration,

that the iroLetv rr]v ScKatoavvTjv is not only necessary, but

also the certain evidence of the <ye<yevvria6ai gk tov ©eoO, it

was the apostle's purpose to establish ; for otherwise he

would, in ch. ii. 29, have been obliged to write Tra? 6

fye'yevvrjfievo'i e'/c tov Qeov iroiel Ti]v 8cKatoavvr}v, but not

7ra9 o TTOicov tyjv StKaiocrvvTjv i^ avrov yeyevvrjTac. It is

plain from what has been said that the thesis of ch. ii.

28 seq. has not been fully established, but only in its first

principle ; we yet want the argument that the iroielv rrjv

hiKaioavvrjv, ar^airav tov<; aBeXcpov'?, which have been seen

in ch. iii. to be so necessary, are also a certain testimony of

regeneration from above. The close of the section now
ended points in a preliminary and preparatory way to this

internal change of sentiment, of which the works give cer-

tain testimony ; for, instead of expressions which describe the

external conduct, it chooses simply those, as we have seen,

which refer to the inner mind. That we, in the conscious-

ness of upright walking before God {iroielv ttjv SiKacoo-vvrjv)

and before the brethren (dyaTrdv), attain to confidence, and"'

the more perfect that consciousness is to all the more

perfect confidence, has been already shown ; but hotu far

and in what sense this our conduct lays the foundation of

confidence, how far it is the absolutely sure evidence of

fellowship with God, has yet to be shown. When the

apostle enters upon this question, and gives us to hioia

(yivcoa-Keiv) that we in this way are united with God, he

furnishes the complement of the third chapter. The new
section, whose theme is contained in ver. 24&, will be, so

far as we can now perceive, co-ordinated with the third

chapter, but only as subordinate to the theme announced

in ch. ii. 28 seq.
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Verse 24&.

Kal ev TovTw ywcoaKOfiev otl fxevei ev rj[M,v, Ik tov

TTveuiiaTO^ ov rj/xtv eScoKev.

The contents of the new section are preliminarily deter-

mined hy two points in ver. 24, the mention of the

TTvev/xa at the close, and the <yivci)o-KeTe otl fievet iv tj/jllv.

This latter must be compared at once with the beginning

of the second main division, ch. ii. 28, where we read, kol

vvv reKvia fievere iv avro), thus the precise converse of our

present passage. This is of importance for the whole

matter of the section. For we have already become per-

suaded that these two phrases are not identical, but that

the [xeveLv iv Oeo) makes prominent the human relation in

the Christian estate, and the ixiveiv ©eov iv rjfjuv the divine.

Now, at the close of the second chapter it was strictly in

keeping that we should hear the exhortation to abide in

God, for there the apostle's aim was to show that it was

our duty to approve our fellowship with God by works
;

therefore the question was of the human relation. But our

new section begins with God's abiding in us, because the

apostle is about to point to the fact that our works make
it evident that we are born of God,—that is, that God had

begun and was carrying on His work within us. Thus the

very expression leads us at once to the subject which our

study of the previous train of thought in the Epistle gave

us reason to expect in the new section. The second element

is the mention of the 'Trvev/uia. That this will be a leading

idea in the new part is shown by this, that in ver. 13, at

the close, namely, of the development here beginning, the

clause is repeated : it must therefore have been reckoned

by the writer as containing its substance. And this is all

the more striking as the idea irvevfxa, not failing, indeed, in

the detailed discussion, is nevertheless only found at the

beginning of it, and afterwards altogether retreats from view.

Let us, in order to harmonize these facts, take a pre-

liminary glance at the sequel. It is obvious at once that

the two main themes which we have hitherto found in each

section of the Epistle recur here also : vers. 1-6 treat of
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our relation to the Lord ; vers. 7-12, of our relation to the

brethren; vers. 13-16 then give us a supplementary

summary from one point of view, or, more strictly speaking,

the essence of the two discussions. It is of the nature of

such a resumd that the thoughts which are summed up

should be reduced to the briefest expression ; in it, there-

fore, we shall be able most easily to perceive the substance

of the two preceding sections. The former is comprehended

in this, that God has sent His Son, and the confession of 1

this divine act guarantees fellowship with God ; the secondr-^

is comprehended in this, that God is love, and he who hath
I

this love must, again, have fellowship with God. Thus

fellowship with God and consciousness of it—for our verse

shows that the ji^yvcoaKeiv on fievec ev v/xcv is the apostle's

point—rests upon the acknowledgment and appropriation

of a divine act and of the divine nature of love. But

where the acknowledgment of the divine act in the incar-

nation of Christ exists, there, as vers. 1—6 show, must the

Holy Ghost have wrought it ; similarly, where love to the

brethren exists, there, according to vers. 7-12, it must have

resulted from the love of God, and thus again have been
,

produced by the same Holy Spirit. Accordingly, the

argument of the apostle is generally this : where there is a
|

true confession of the incarnate Son of God, it is the effect

of the operation of the Holy Spirit ; where love exists, it is
[

the outflowing of a divine love imparted first, and conse-
'

quently is wrought of God : he, therefore, who is the subject

of this confession and this love is in fellowship with

God, and hath the Holy Ghost, who is the sole agent of all

the operations of God in man. This, therefore, perfectly

establishes the thesis laid down in ch. ii. 2 8 seq. According

to ch. iii. 3, the apostle requires that our iroielv rr]v SiKaio-

crvvqv should spring from the example of Christ the incar-

nate (ch. iii. 5, lj)avepw9ri), and now exalted (ch. iii. 2), Son

of God. But where the true acknowledgment of the Son

of God exists, it must be of the operation of the Holy Spirit

(ch. iv. 1-6) ; if, therefore, in this confession, and urged by

it, we practise righteousness, we have in ourselves the

evidence that we are in God, and God in us. Similarly,
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brotherly love shows, inasmuch as it can be only the

expression of a divinely-wrought love (ch. iv. 7-12) if it

demonstrates its reality by works (ch. iii. 11-18), that we
are of God. Chapters iii. and iv. thus together contain, in

fact, the effectual demonstration of ch. ii. 28, 29. Their

relation to each other is also, as we have already seen, this

:

that ch. iii, shows the necessity of deeds, ch. iv. the security

of the confident argument based upon them. The exposi-

tion of the details wiU abundantly confirm all this.
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CHAPTER IV.

Verse 1.

^AyaTrrjTol, firj iravrl irvevfiarc iriarevere, nWa BoKifJid-

^ere ra nrveviiara, el e'/c roO Qeov eariv on -ttoWoI ylrevBo-

7rpocf)i]Tai, e^ekrjXvdatTiv et9 tov koct/jlov.

The first six verses of the fourth chapter give evidence

of the conclusion that the confession of the incarnate Son

of God is the assurance of the energy of the Holy Ghost

within us. This demonstration is so conducted as to set

over against the Holy Spirit, who testifies of Christ and for

Christ, the spirit of the world and of Antichrist, which not

only opposes this witness, but diffuses the opposite lie.

Thus it is an arcjument e contrario. The exhortation of the

first verse is thus not the main thing to the apostle ; but

the emphasis lies on ver. 26; Trdv Trvev/jua o o/xoXoyel k.tX.,

ex TOV ©eov iariv. The Holy Spirit, indeed, is the sure

token of divine sonship, but there are many spirits ; hence

a test is necessary, a standard must be found, to distinguisli

the divine Spirit from lying spirits. Now assuredly there

are only two irvevfiara, that of God and that of the dark-

ness ; but since each of these assumes a different character

in individual men, there must be as great a variety of

spirits as there is of individuals, while yet they fall into

two classes, according as they bear the signature in them-

selves of the divine or the anti-Christian spirit. Now the

necessity of such a testing the apostle grounds on this

(oTi), that lying spirits are not only possible, but also in

great numbers actually emerge. The \}revSo7rpo(f>f)Tat are

not here alone, but everywhere in the New Testament,

wherever they are spoken of, connected most intimately

with the Antichrist ; and as the token of this here and

everywhere, there is only one thing adduced, that is, the

1 JOHN. Q
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denial of tlie mission of Christ. In Matt. xxiv. and the

parallels the ylrevSo-^piaroi are named together with the

false prophets ; the former are false Christs, and the latter

bear testimony to them as if they were true Christs. In

Acts xiii. 6, Bar-jesus announces himself as a false prophet,

in that he opposes the preaching of St. Paul concerning

Christ. In 2 Pet. ii. 2 w^e have the sign of false prophets,

that they tov ajopda-avra avTov<; SeaTrorrjv apvovvrai ; and

in the Apocalypse it is the false prophet wlio seduces men
to the beast,—that is, to apostasy from Christ. Thus there

is literally everywhere the connection with anti- Christianity.

Yet it is not to be overlooked that the name false

projjhet is more comprehensive in St. John than in the

Synoptists. For as he understands by the dvrL'^pi(Tro<i

something more general than they understand by their

'\lrevS6'^pcaTo<;,—that is, not only those who give themselves

out for Christ, but all who are opposed to Him, who belong-

to the host of the arch-Antichrist,—so also the false prophets

are in his estimation not only those who bear testimony to

a false Christ, but all who do not give due honour to the

true One. Thus it comes to pass that in the Synoptists

the false prophets are only servants and helpers of the

Antichrist ; in St. John they appear as antichrists them-

selves. Further, it is not accidental that here i|fefSoTrpoc^/^Tat

is used, and not ylrevSoScBdaKoXoi. In the former word, to

wit, prominence is given to their dependence on a higher

spirit working in the souls of men ; but this token is

wanting in the latter word. Since in our passage the

question is of that very higher principle energizing in men's

souls, the former word, and not the latter, is appropriate.

And these prophets of the lie eh tov Koafiov i^e\r)\vdacnv.

The words may bear two interpretations : either we may
take the i^e\7}\ii9aaiv here in the same sense as ef rjficov

e^i)\6ov in ch. ii. 19, of the origination of the false teachers

in the bosom of the congregation, in which case K6o-fj,o<; is

the world as the enemy of the church ; or we may under-

stand the e^ekTJkvdevai quite generally as procUre, without

referring the e'^ to the bosom of the church, and then

Kocrixo^ is the world in its widest meaning, as the scene of
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their activity. This latter is recommended, not only by

the circumstance that the ef 77/^coy of ch. ii. 19 is wanting

here, and that without any hint that could supplement it

in the connection, but also by some more urgent reasons.

For the clause containing the statement that many false

teachers had gone out from the congregation into the world,

and given in their adhesion to the kingdom of darkness, is

by no means a foundation for the requirement SoKiju,d^€Lv

TO, TTPevfiara el e'/c rov @eov earcv. Such spirits would not

have needed to be tested ; they had become manifest by

their very severance from the church. If it was a plain

and palpable fact, and this is presupposed by the on which

assigns a reason, that they had gone out into the ungodly

K6(T/jio<;, then in this fact there could be no inducement to

the BoKcfid^ecv, for itself was the accomplishment of the

ZoKifiaaia. Therefore we take the koo-^oi; in the wider

meaning of the scene of the activity of these liars, and the

e^ep-)(eadai as their appearing. That, in fact, they had gone

from the midst of the Christian community is not indeed

denied, it is simply not asserted here ; that it was so is to

be assumed from the fact that the false prophets of this

passage must be identified with the antichrists of the second

chapter (compare especially, ch. iv. 3). If we must find

an express allusion in the i^ep-x^ea-Oai-, we must think of

the kingdom of darkness generally from which they sprang,

and into which they in due time will be thrust out as being

their t'Sio? totto?.

This trying of the spirits, which the presence of the

lying prophets thus alluded to so urgently required, must

all Christians discharge ; for the exhortation is addressed

to the entire community. Indeed, there was, according to

1 Cor. xii. 1 0, a proper '^(^dpta/xa t^9 BcaKpLaeco^ Trvev/xdrcov,

which was related to the charism of the prophets as .
the

€pfjbr)veM was related to the yXtoaaai^ \a\elv ; but as every

charism was potentially the property of every Christian,

the apostle might well enforce, nevertheless, this testing

duty upon all. In the very presupposition that all had

the Holy Spirit, lay the possibility that every one might

detect the spirit opposed.
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Verse 2.

^Ev TOVTW f^LvuxTKere to irvevfia rov 0eov' irav "Trvev/xa o

ofioXoyel ^Itjctoiv Xpiarbv iv aapKi eXrjXvOoTa, e/c tov &eov

iarc.

St. John mentions and commends the standard of judg-

ment in ver. 2 : we must take lyivcoa-KeTe in the imperative

sense ; that elsewhere the indicative yivcoaKOfiev so often

occurs, cannot affect the application of the second person

here. These few words must be all the more carefully

studied, because their meaning is so important : the deci-

sion concerning others, yea, the decision concerning my
own relation to God. An ofioXoyelv is demanded : the

question is not here of TrtcrTt?, for that is an act of my
inmost and most secret life ; visible to no other, often un-

known to myself while often I am conscious of it, it cannot

be a standard or mark for judgment upon others. It is

(something that must show itself, and be confirmed, and

I

that in act (ch. iii.) ; but the act must be judged by its

I

motive and spring, and this judgment is measured by the

jconfession that I make concerning my motive. But thus

it is not the confession of itself which is laid down as a

standard, as if it were opposed to the fear of confession

;

the emphasis rests upon the matter of the confession or its

object. In general, it is made plain by a comparison of ver. 3,

where the right reading comprehends the full contents of the

confession in the one word ^l7]a-ov<i, that the question here

is of the historical person of Jesus of Nazareth.

But in what sense, we must again more closely ask, is

this to be the matter of my confession ? What concerning

it am I to confess ? Here, first of all, the words must be

grammatically arranged in their due order. Much depends

on the grammatical place of the word Xpicnov. Is it to

be immediately combined with ^Irjaovv, so that Jesus Christ

is the definition of the person concerning whom something

—that is, the iXijXvOevai iv crapKi—is to be confessed ? or

is it to stand as an attributive, so that I am to confess

Jesus as the Christ, and that He appeared as such in the

flesh ? In the former case, the apostle presupposes that

Jesus is the Christ; and his requirement is only this, that
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I avow this Jesus Christ to have become incarnate ; in the

other case, the presupposition is that there must be a con-

fession concerning Jesus, and the requirement is that I avow
concerning Him Messiahship and incarnation. The ques-

tion is not an irrelevant one, nor one of mere logomachy.

If we take the former view, we suppose that the confession

demanded was in opposition to Docetism, which acknow-

ledged Jesus as the Christ, as sent of God, as tlie civwdev

ipj(0[xevov, but not as real man, wlio had become flesh ; if

we take the latter view, we suppose it demanded in opposi-

tion to Ebionism, which would not acknowledge Jesus as

the incarnate Christ, but denied His higher nature. For

it is quite certain that Xpicn6<i here does not define Jesus

as the promised Messiah of the Jews, but expresses His

higher and divine nature. It is true that the former is

the meaning in all those passages of the Gospels where by
Jews, or in opposition to Jews, Jesus is described as the

Christ. But wherever 'Irjaov^ Xpiaro^ is used as a proper

name, the former word expresses His human nature, the

latter His divine ; and in a series of places Xpicrro? simply

is interchangeable with u/o? rod Geov. Thus it is in John
i. 17, where the words 6 fiovojem]'; vio<; k.t.X. define the

meaning of the XpiaT6<i ; thus it is in John iii. 28, for the

subsequent words in ver. 31, o e'/c rod ovpavov ip')(op.evo^,

define the substance of the name. In our Epistle we must
hold fast this significance in every passage where XpiaTQ<;

occurs : in ch. i. 5 it is clear from the added clause that

Jesus Christ is introduced as the Son of God; in ch. ii. 22

the denial of Jesus as the Christ is more closely defined by

the words of ver. 23, o upvovpLevo<i top vlov ; the close of the

ninth verse of the second Epistle confirms this meaning of

the name. And finally, as it concerns our present passage,

it may be most absolutely proved that Christ is interchange-

able with Son of God. First, the sum of Christian doctrine

which the apostle here lays down is identical with that

which he utters in John i. 14, 6 X0709 oap^ ijevero, and
therefore the Xpiaro^i here corresponds to the idea of ^0709

,

there. Secondly, in the restimd of our section in ver. 14
the apostle sums up what he here says thus, that God sent
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His Son as Saviour into the world : tlius the Xpiaro-i here

is equivalent to vLo<i tov Qeov there
;
just as similarly in ver.

1 5 he demands the confession that Jesus is the Son o'f God.
"^ After having established the full significance of the word

Christ, let us turn hack to the original question : does the

apostle demand the confession that the Son of God, who is

acknowledged Jesus by the supposition, became flesh and

a true man; or does he demand that the man Jesus be

acknowledged as the Son of God ? In other words : Is

the divinity of Jesus the thing acknowledged, the humanity

in its full meaning the thing doubted,—that is to say, the

thing denied ; or is it precisely the converse of this ?

Finally, in the grammatical terminis, does Xpiarov belong

to the subject or to the predicate ? In favour of the former,

it may be urged that the combination 'It^o-oO? Xpiaro^; is

so common, that if the apostle had meant to divide them,

he must have shown his intention by his specific arrange-

ment ; and this he might easily have done by simply

putting the ^Irjcrovv before the o/xdXoyeip. Not the less on

that account must we decide for the separation of the

Xpcarov from the ^Ir/a-ovv. For the recapitulation in

(
ver. 14, and especially that of ver. 15, shows that the

' matter of primary importance to the apostle here was the

recognition of Jesus as the Son of God : he sums up the

confession introduced before to this effect, that 'It^o-oD? ia-Tiv

6 vib^ TOV ©eov. Now if, as we have seen, Xpia-To^i here

is equivalent with vio<? rov ©eov there, it cannot belong to

the subject, but must be separated as the predicate of the

confession demanded. Thus the question which should

serve for the SoKi/xaa-la Trvevfidrcov was the old one : What
think ye of Jesus ? The right answer to the question was

the common confession of the church concerning His divine-
\ ...

\
Imman person as the God-man ; but this introduced in such

I

a way that the emphasis rests upon the divinity, while the

' humanity is here, as everywhere else in the New Testament,

simply taken for granted or not open to any suspicion.

^ In making the divinity prominent, the apostle does not

'say that Christ became flesh, but that He came into the

flesh. Concerning His birth as the physical entrance into
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the world, St. Jolin neither here nor anywhere else uses

€p-)(eadav ei? tov Koa-fiov and the like ; it is always rather

with him the coming as the result of a higher divine

causality. All the three Johannaean documents agree in

representing the coming of Jesus as essentially a coming

from heaven. ''Hv ip'^o/xevov to ^w? to akrjdcvov is the

announcement of the gospel, coming, that is, from the

Father into the world; the Saviour promises to His disciples

His own coming from the Father, to whom He returns

as the Paraclete ; the entire Apocalypse revolves around

the vol epxov Kvpie 'Irja-ov, His final coming from heaven.

Accordingly, it is not the intention of the apostle to aver

here primarily that the Son of God became truly man,

—

that follows only from the words used,—but by the epxeo'Oai,

to indicate plainly that the man Jesus was nevertheless

the Son of God, that He came into this humanity from

heaven, and therefore entered it as the eternal Logos.

We are then to regard Christ in our thoughts as iv

aapKi ekrfkvOoTa. The phrase expresses something different

from et<? adpKa, and something more than eh tov Koapiov.

Something different from et? adpKa, for this would mean

only that He descended into the sphere of the adp^, of

humanity as infected by sin and guilt, without expressing

in what sense He personally became adp^. Something

higher than ek tov koo-jjLov ; for we have already seen on

oh. ii. 16 that Koap.o'i is a much more comprehensive idea

than adp^: all potencies opposed to God which are found

in the K6(T/jLo<i are condensed in the crdp^, in human nature

sold under sin, as in a focus, ^dp^ means human nature

not in itself, nor as exclusively in its corporeal relation,

but that human nature as having sin lodged in it. Sin

does not originate indeed in the crayp^a of man ; but all

that man is and does makes for itself an organ in the body,

makes indeed the body its organ. Not only does the body

of man participate in the dissolution of the human constitu-

tion which entered as the efiect of sin, sickness, suffering,

and death itself included, but every sinful psychical impulse

conditions or determines man's bodily nature, inasmuch as,

in consequence of sinful impulses, the body is adapted to the
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service of sin, and unfitted for the service of righteousness.

Thus, while we cannot indeed say that the flesh, that is, the

body infected with sin, is itself sin, for sin can be predicated

only of that which is psychical or spiritual, it is neverthe-

less pervaded through and through by the results of sin.

As nature cannot be evil, though no longer by any means
/^responding to the original design of the Creator, not being

any longer the representative and organ of pure, divine

thoughts, so also is it with the body of man. And this

corporeity thus perverted is the adp^ in which Christ

must appear if He would and should approve Himself the

acoTr]p rov Kocrfiov (ver. 14). He must thus be manifested

in it as the Reconciler or Atonement, thus also as the

Eedeemer. As the former, for in taking upon Himself the

(Tap^, He bore all the consequences of sin ; not even His

body was the adequate and homogeneous organ of His spirit,

as St. Paul declares in the averment of His dadeveta (2 Cor.

xiii.) ; He tasted thoroughly the sorrow which sin has

poured out upon the whole human estate and life. But
by this very fact He has redeemed us from the crdp^ ; for

in that He, by virtue of the power of the Spirit indwelling

in Him, gradually overcame, blessed and glorified the a-dp^,

that is, the corporeity deteriorated and bound by sin, it has

become a awfia t?}? So^?;?, or crcb/xa Trvev/xariKov, that is to

say, a body which is the absolutely perfect organ of the

spirit ; and thereby He has opened the way for us also on

our part to undergo this process of glorification with our adp^.

Now he who confesses to this Son of God, who was
manifested in the flesh, gives witness that he has the nrvevpia

T?}9 d\r]OeLa<;, for no man can call Jesus Lord but by His

Holy Spirit ; thus also, in his case, the wouelv ttjv Sikuio-

avv7)v is the glorifying process upon the flesh wrought

through Christ's Spirit, and after His pattern. His works

are therefore the full pledge of His divine sonship, which

fact the apostle aims here to corroborate with force. Thus

this section concurs with the former to make one whole.

And the confession here demanded is not alone an uncon-

ditional token of my estate of grace ; for, while it does

indeed prove that the Holy Spirit is operating within me,
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it does not prove that my whole personal life is brought'

nnder His power ; again, the testimony of works demanded
in ch. iii. is then only efficient when it is certain that these

works have the right principle as their source, that is, the

Holy Ghost. Both these elements taken together, however,

establish an unassailable security.

Verse 3.

Kal irav Trvevfia o iirj o/j,o\oyet rov 'Irjcrovv Xpiarov iv

aapKL iXriXvdora, e'/c tov Oeov ovk eaTf koI tovto iarc to tov

avTi'^piarov, b aKrjKoare on ep'^erat, Kal vvv iv ray Koa/jLco

€(TTIV 1)07].

Over against this true irvevixa the apostle now introduces

the false one : to the Spirit of Christ is opposed that of anti-

christ. But we have first to establish the genuine reading.

It is generally admitted that the object denied is defined

as simply tov ^Irja-ovv, and that the XpiaTov iv aapKi

iXr/XvOoTa of the Tcxtus receptus is an addition. If, now,

tlie right reading is Trdv irvevfia o fir] 6/u,o\oj€i tov

'Irja-ovv, this must be so explained as to show that the

apostle connects with the name Jesus the whole matter

that he had announced in the previous verse. And, in

fact, a confession of Jesus is impossible without the full

substance of that : if I do not hold Him to be the Son of

God, I may speak of Him and know, but I have then

nothing to confess. To confess to a man is a thing without

meaning : it is nothing. But it is to me doubtful whether

the reading given above is the genuine one. The old

reading, irdv Trvevfia o Xvet tov 'Iijaovv, appears to me to

have more value tlian is mostly conceded to it. That it

was quoted by Socrates as an ancient one is indeed un-

questionable. The words referred to are these : [ISTestorius]

ojyvorjaev otc iv Tjj KaOoXiKrj ^Iwdvvov iyeypaiTTO iv rot?

iraXaiol'i avTtypd^Oi'i, otl irdv irvevfia o Xvet tov ^Irjaovv

airo TOV ©eov ovk eaTCv. TaiJTijv yap ttjv Sidvoiav e'/c tcov

irakaiMV avTtypaipcov irepcelXov ol '^(opi^etv diro tov Trj<i

olKovofXim dvOpoyirov ^ov\6/bievoc ttjv OeoTTjTa k.t.X. {Hist.

Eccles. vii. 3 2). Dlisterdieck supposes that it does not follow

from these words that the verse so ran, as Nestorius quoted
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tliem ; he thinks that the phrase irepielXov ryv ^tdvoiav

shows rather that he was only giving the sense of the text.

But in this he is wrong. AVe cannot see what end the

mention of the iraXata avrlypa^a would serve if there was

not in them something different from what the ISTestorians

read in these texts. If the heretics only by exegetical

manipulation made the meaning of the passage favourable

to their views, nothing was to be gained by a reference to

the old manuscripts, and the word Btdvoia thus receives its

rights. While the heretics changed the words, they did

also in the judgment of Socrates change the sense of them.

It cannot therefore be denied that we have the testimony

of Socrates that o Xvei was the original reading. Tor the

rest, indeed, the words are not to be pressed ; in spite of

the repeated to. iraXaio. avrlypacj^a, we may not believe

that all the manuscripts were collated by Socrates and

found to give evidence of his reading. Further, it is

to be observed that in the time of this Father even the

manuscript \vei was no longer common, since, opposing

Nestorius, he in a certain sense introduces the old reading

as a novelty : r^'yvorjaev. In itself, therefore, the testimony

of Socrates to a reading no longer found in any manuscript

would have no great weight ; but we have other witnesses.

Among these we reckon Tertullian first. It is true that

his citation in De came Christi, ch. xxiv. (" certe qui negat

Christum in carne venisse, hie antichristus est "), seems on

the first glance to support the Texhis recejptiis. But it is

so only in appearance ; for we have not here an exact

quotation of our verse, but a blending of it with part of

the preceding ; the idea of the in came venire was the

chief thing with Tertullian, and must therefore be made

prominent whether his copy read fjJq oixoXoyel or XveL.

This passage, therefore, is decisive on neither side. But it

is otherwise with the citation, adv. Marcion. v. 16. Ter-

tullian agitates the question as to whom St. Paul meant in

2 Thess. ii. 3, 4, and answers :
" secundum nos quidem anti-

christus . . . ut docet Joannes apostolus, qui jam antichristos

dicit processisse in mundum praecursores antichristi spiritus,

negantes Christum in carne venisse et solventes Jesum,
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scilicet in Deo creatore." In tliese words lie gives an

extract from the first three verses of our chapter : the

inoccssisse in mttnchim refers to the first verse ; the in came

venisse to the second ; the solventcs to the third. As the

second verse specifies as a sign of the reception of the

Holy Ghost, the o/jLoiXoyelv ^hjcrovv Xpicnov ev aapKl

iXrjXvOoTa, he simply inverts this ; the Antichrist denies

that fact and confession. So, too, the change of Christ in

the second, of Jesus in the third member, points to the

fact that the former was to be the second, and the latter

the third verse. Tertullian, therefore, had not, as some

suppose, the true readings of the third verse before his

eyes ; but only the one, o Xvet, and what precedes was

derived from the second verse. Nor is the solventcs Jesum

to be regarded as a gloss or addition of Tertullian, for the

construction of the sentence, dicit processisse negantes et

solvcntes, manifestly indicates that the latter words also

belong to his citation : it is only in the following scilicet

that the gloss of the expositor enters. If we add to all

this the quotation from aclv. Psych, i., " quod Jesum Christum

solvant," and further, that Irenaeus, somewhat earlier than

Tertullian, has the same reading {aclv. Haer. iii. 18), we
shall find it impossible to doubt the existence of this

reading. It will hardly be thought necessar}' to go further,

and examine the testimonies of Leo and Augustine, the

latter of whom does not certainly unite the two readings,

as is thought, when he says, solvit Jesum et negat in came

venisse: rather does he mark the meaning of the obscure

and difficult solvere by adding the clause derived from the

previous verse, which alone makes it intelligible. If in

this citation of Augustine the solvere did not rest upon a

reading in the text, but was inserted merely as an inter-

pretation, it would have been more appropriately inserted,

not before the negare, but after it. Against the genuine-

ness of this reading as the original one—its early existence

cannot be contended against after what has been said

—

we have the fact of that earliest citation of our Epistle and

of this passage of it in Polycarp, Phil. 7 : ira.'i 09 av firj

ofioXoy^ ^Irjaovv Xpiarov iv aapKl iXrjXvOerat dvri'^pio'TC^
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eariv. When we weigh this narrowly, however, we find

tliat even tins citation says nothing against the existence

of the o 'Kvev: were it not so, it would be of great signi-

ficance against the reading, for Polycarp certainly was older

than the iraXata dvTL'ypa(f)a of Socrates. We have, in fact,

here no actual literal citation, but a paraphrastic inter-

pretation of the passage : there is hardly a word of the

third verse which is distinctly reproduced in the passage

of Polycarp. The reason was the same which actuated

Augustine and the others : the expression \veiv rov 'Itja-ovu

Avas found too difficult to make a clear sense as standing

alone. To me, therefore, it seems highly probable that

in fact the reading in dispute was in the original text, and

that it was very early lost. But how ? that question

cannot well be answered of course : probably through the

intrusion of an explanatory gloss. Certainly the Oriental

manuscripts must at the time of the Nestorian controversies

have contained the text of the Catholic manuscripts on the

w^hole as we read them now ; for otherwise they would

assuredly not have forgotten to cast their falsification of

the Scripture in the teeth of the heretics. Moreover,

internal reasons strongly recommend the reading o Xvet

rov 'Irjaovv. The phrase /nrj o/u.oXoyei top Irjaovv seems

always to my feeling something harsh ; one involun-

tarily expects an attributive definition of the object to be

confessed. On the other hand, Xveiv rov 'Irjaovv is an

expression which, after the preceding verse, is as intelligible

as it is pregnant: it signifies to rend asunder those two

sides of the person of Jesus as they had been united in the

phrase Xptarov eXrfkvOoTa iv aapKi, which referred pre-

eminently, as we find in the explanation of ver. 2, to the

denial of the divinity of Christ. Lastly, it is more in

harmony with St. John's manner not to make the two

points in an antithesis simply contradictory of each other

:

he would scarcely write o^o\o<yeiv and firj o/jioXojeiv, but

place in the second member something positive.

The second half of the verse now declares that such a

denial of the incarnation is not only a token that one is

not of God, but a stamp also of positive anti-Christianity.
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As it respects tlie meaning, it is comparatively matter of

indifference whether with each of the neuters, tovto and

TO Tov avTi')(^pi(nov, the irvevjjba is supplied ; or whether

we regard to ixtj 6fj,oXoyelv (XveLv) as the contents of tovto,

and translate to tou avTcx^picrTou as the nature or charac-

teristic of the Antichrist. Both are grammatically possible,

though the former seems on the whole the more obvious.

Tlie Antichrist, concerning whom ye have heard that he

will appear as the highest and most fearful error, and as the

most bitter enemy of Jesus, has manifested himself in this

denying of the divine-human nature of Jesus. He who was

to come is already in the world : in the future he will be

the final, perfected, and personal exhibition of the principle
;

now he is present in the first beginnings of the princix)le.

Verses 4-6.

'TyCtet? e'/c tov Oeov iaTe, TeKvla, Kol v€vcK}]KaTe avTovq'

OTi fieL^cou icTTlv o iv vfiiv, 7] iv tw Koafiw. AvtoI e« tov

Koafxov elai hi,a tovto e/c tov Koa/mov XaXovai, Kal o Koa^o^

avToiv ciKOvei. t'jf^ei^; e/c tov ©eov icr/xev o ytvcoaKcov tov

©ebv, uKOvec rjficov o? ovk eaTiv e'/c tov @eov, ovk uKOvet

rjixSiv. ^Ek tovtov <yLV(i)aKonev to irvevfia tt)^ a\7]dela<i Kal

TO TTvevfjia T?}? TrXdvTj'i.

The opposite principles which animate Christians and the

antichrists have their reflection also in the relation of both

to the world : the antichrists are in full friendship with it

;

6 Koafio^i avTwv uKovet, ; Christians are at enmity with it,
j

and that a victorious enmity. From the principle the

apostle passes to the effects of it ; and thus connects and

combines his discussion of tlie irvev^a as operating in the

Christian with that upon his practical life as given in the

third chapter. For, vlkolv tov k6j-/xov and iroieiv ttjv

htKaLocrvvr)v are interchangeable ideas. Already in the

second chapter the u-'yairav tov Koa^ov is placed in

opposition to the TrepcTraTetv iv tS (pooTi; in the third it

was exhibited as the work of Christ, as His irotecv tj)i/

BiKacoavvrjv, that He vanquished the devil : then the deeds

of His members will consist in this, that, as their Head
overcame the head, so they, the members, shall overcome
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(the meniLers of the kingdom of darkness ; tliat is to say,

vanquish the Koa/xo'i. There is here below no mere positive

construction, no mere negative destruction : all doing of good

is at once building up and pulling down. For this correlative

arrangement of the vixdv tov k6<j^qv and iroLelv rrjv hiKaio-

(TvvTjv, we may compare, in particular, ch. v. 3, 4, where the

ivToXa'i ©eov tt]pelv and tov koct^iov vckuv are equivalent

terms and ideas.

What our section contains as to the trying of the spirits,

and the relation between the Christian and the anti-Christian

spirit, is accordingly only the means used by the apostle to

bring out his subject, not the absolute end he has in view

:

his sole end is the sign that the Holy Ghost is the energy

and spring of all holy action. That the testing the spirits

is only the means in his exposition appears at once from

the beginning of the fourth verse. For there it is declared

as a fact, the reality of which is simply presupposed, that

the readers have the Holy Ghost and are therefore of God

:

this is the main proposition of the apostle, to which all the

rest leads up. But this, of course, implies at the same

time that the victory over the antichrists is achieved.

That victory is accomplished (perfect) ; for, in that the

church has turned away from all error, and witnessed the

good confession laid down in the preceding words, it has

already been successful in the conflict and overcome the

anti-Christianity : yet not indeed in its own power, but

through the power of the Holy Ghost ruling in it. The

carrying back of all human activity for good to a divine

'influence is quite characteristic of this section. 'O iv rjfilv

is the God who hath given us His Spirit, and thereby be-

gotten us of Himself. O ev tu> Koayiw is he who elsewhere

is called the apj^wv rod Koa/xov rovrov (John xii. 31). The

prince of the world has his work in the false prophets, for

—thus it is in ver. 5—these belong to the world, to the

kingdom of darkness pervaded and governed by sinful

powers ; and therefore the world acknowledges them as

tiesh of its flesh, and hears them. ^Ek tov Koa/iiov

XaXovai : that is, all their words are moulded and ordered

by the spirit ruling in the world, and therefore have a
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well-known and familiar sound to the cliildren of the world.

Compare John xv. 19 : el eV rov Koa-fiov rjre, 6 K6afio<i av

TO 'iBtov i(f)l\€i. It is obvious that the converse must also

be true (ver. 6) : we who are of God must be understood

by him who himself knows the divine. The pronouns

refer, according to the connection, not to the apostles alone,

but the whole Christian fellowship; for they cannot

possibly have another subject than the jivojo-KOfiev in

the second half of the verse, and that this refers to all

Christians is perfectly obvious. The ofioXoryeiv of ver. 2

indeed referred not to any individual, but to all who would

belong to the Christian community : they all witness the

same confession, and they all understand that confession

when it is borne by others. Each is at once the speaker

and hearer of tha confession.

The second period brings in the end of the discussion.

By this we may know the Spirit of the truth and the spirit

of error. But what is meant by the e'/c tovtov ? Is it the

substance of the entire six verses ; or only the last, the

uKoveiv on the part of the world or of the children of God ?

Certainly the former, and pre-eminently the confession of

the incarnate Son ; for the last three verses have, in fact,

only laid down the effect which such a confession pro-

duces : enmity of the world, friendship of the children of

God, in other words, incorporation into the whole organism

of the divine kingdom.

Verse 7.

AyaTTijTol, aya'TTcofMev aWrjXov^' on r] arjairri e'/c tov

&eov iaTi, koI 7ra<? 6 afyairoiv, e'/c tov Qeoii ryeyevvT^TaL, Kol

ycv(t)(TK€L TOV Qeov.

Hitherto St. John has exhibited the confession of the

Son of God manifested in the flesh as the principle of the

divine life in man : the foundation he lays, therefore, is not

anything that is in us, but something that God has done

for us. Similarly, he places—this is the meaning of the

paragraph from ver. 7 to ver. 12—the ground of our love

to the brethren not in ourselves ; he makes it only the

reflection of the divine love to us, therefore the result
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again of what has been wrought for and upon us. Thus,

when he begins with the hortatory ayaTroy/xev aXktjXov;,

we are to regard this only as the introductory form, the

sentence of transition ; the essence of the section is not an

.
exhortation, but, so to speak, a physiology of love. We
ought to love, for rj aydin] e'/c rod 0eov ea-rt : it has its

home, its primal dwelling-place, in God ; thus where there is

love, there is somewhat that must have come from Him.

Hence, therefore, he who loveth is born of God, and he is

a partaker of the divine nature ; to him God hath revealed

Himself, and he on his part knoweth God. reyevvrjadat ck

TQv Geov and yivwa-Keiv rov Gecp are related as principle

to result, as gift and appropriation of the gift. We ha\'e

here once more the same fundamental principle which in

ch. iii. 2 is so clearly prominent, that all knowing pre-

supposes a spiritual likeness to the person known ; and

that knowledge of the divine rests upon a possession of the

divine. If, accordingly, the knowledge of God is a result

of divine regeneration, and this again is discernible by the

evidence of love, it follow^s that the absence of this token

allows the conclusion to be drawn, that there is a lack of

the knowledge of God.

But here it is also shown clearly that to the apostle the

ycvwaKecv is something very different from a thinking based

upon merely logical categories. It is indeed perfectly

possible that a man may understand all the teaching of

Scripture concerning God, and receive it into his mental

being, without having any real love. But such a fact

as that does not contradict the apostle's assertion. For he

who knows all plants by their scientific names, classes, and

orders, but has never seen any of them, must be held to be

far from knowing the plants. In like manner, he who
professes to know God without love has no spiritual per-

ception, no experience of Him ; because his ideas are only

constituent elements out of which he seeks to produce a

living unity. He therefore proves that his idea of God is

a false one, since God is not a substance compounded of

\ marks and attributes. Only from experience, that is, from

[devotion, can there spring s^ny jivcoaKeiv top Qeov; since
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love, wliicli is here represented as the token of a divine

birth, is supposed to be the pure copy or mere effluence of

the divine love, we, of course, must not limit it to the love of

the brethren, but must understand it in its widest meaning.

Verse 8.

'O fir) dyaTTcov, ovk eyvoi rov Qeov, otl 6 0eo? a'^dirrj

laTLV.

As if it was impossible for the apostle with too much
formality to draw out a contrast, he employs here also

another antithesis which ver. 8 presents to ver. 7, in order

to add an impressive enlargement to the thought. Before,

he had taught that 17 d'^dirr] Ik Qeov ecntv ; now, he teaches

that 6 0eo9 dyaTTT] eaTtv. But what does this import ? Love

is primarily under all circumstances a reciprocal idea, or idea

of relation : it necessarily recLuires a loving subject and an

obj ect loved . Even in self-love this maintains its trutli

;

for that can exist only where the subject is conscious of

itself as an object, and has differenced a self from the self.

In love the subject goes out of itself; and this takes place

more particularly in that it opens itself towards another,

and communicates itself Moreover, it lies in the nature of

love thatjwhaMt_imparts is something good ; is, in fact, a

good: communication of what is evil as such is the opposite

of love ; it can only take place at all under the supposition

that I regard the evil erroneously as something good. To

wish to communicate what is known to be evil is Satanic,

and therefore the precise opposite of loving. Accordingly,

there are in the idea of love two things : one, the pre-

supposition that I have a good, or, more particularly, since

good if ethically considered cannot be an accident, that I

am good ; another, that I refer this good not to myself, but

to another, or am conscious of the tendency^ to impart i t.

If, now, it is said that God not only has love, but is love,

that means His being altogether and only love, love and

nothing but love ; and in that again appears the second

thing, that He not only has good in itself, but that He is

altogether good, has all perfection, and absolutely refers

nothing to Himself, but all to others.

1 JOHN. B
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By means of this it is possible to determine tlie rela-

tion wliich exists between tlie definition of the divine

nature given here and that of ch. i. 5, God is light. That

given in our passage presupposes, as we have seen, that

goodness is the essential quality of God which in virtue

of His af^aiTT] elvai He communicates. This essential

quality is in ch. i. 5 described by the term ^w?. We
found 0ftJ9 to be the compendium of all His perfectjons,

the Tr'X'jnM^. of Hje-nature ; it is, in fact, the definition of

tlTe~meta]3hysical essence_of God, as «7^'?^^is of jhat_ of

His ethical nature ; the former is the immanent side of the

divine essence, the latter the transitive which presupposes

the former ; and the two together express nothing but

this, that God at no moment and in no measure ever has,

or ever can, or ever does refer the perfect fulness of His

beingToIIimself. The unfathomable and inconceivable

fmiiess of life which is named as ^w? is from eternity to

eternity_ existentjmder only the modality;^ of love. Against

the unlimited force of the ©eo? ajairTj is dashed to pieces

every^ notion whjch represejite God as_in_any way_or at any

ti^ne living_a life turned toward self_or foldedjvvitbin self.

\/ Xf we take the two definitions 0eo? ^w? and ©eo? ayd'Trr]

together, we reach the result that no action of God is con-

ceivable which has not for its aim the demonstration of

love ; and that there is no evidence of love which has not

for its substance the communication of the divine nature

of light, of the divine ho^a. If this self-communication of

perfect love is conceived as in a literally absolute sense

itconsiimmate. agja"l^aV^"Qf~Tight_passing unbroken~from one

point to another, then we have the eternal aTravyaa/xa koX

-^apaKTTjp T»7<? Bo^rji; tov ©eov, the Son. If it_is conceived

as clis^ersing' itselF mall possible gradations of colour,

wiriclriiirtlieiF~combination and" surn^ howeverTareagain

likeJlie~colourlesslndilFerence of pure light, without image,

—consummate in time and space,—then we have the

world, or~as it~ts""calledJii^s final reference to God, the

divine kingdom. Thus it is plain how not only Christ,

but the iKK\7](Tia, that is, the church, the perfected king-

dom of God, with its body, the earthly creation, may be
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called the ifKijpwfia of God. If, then, Ijolit and lova-are

as inseparably the nature divine as form and matter make
lip any material thing, then it follows that every one who
is born^ of God must be a partaker of this light and of

thisjoxe. But as, according to ver. 7, the birth from God
is the presupposition of the yivcoa-Keiv avrov, the conclusion

reached in our eighth verse is perfectly clear, that he who
loves not cannot know God,—that is, because he is not

born of Him.

Verse 9.

^Ev TOVTtp icf^avepooOr] r] a'^airri rod Qeov iv rjixlv, otl rov

v'lov auTOV rov /lovoyevf] airecnaXKev 6 0eo<i eh rov k6(T[xov,

Xva ^tjCTCofiev Bi avrov.

That love, which God is in His inmost essence, has now
become manifest, and that through the mission of His Son.

But the proposition is not here laid down in this wide

generality. Certainly it is true that herein the love of

God has been demonstrated in its broadest comprehensive-

ness (comp. John iii. 16, outw? rjjd'rr'qaev 6 Qeo^ K.r.X.), so

that it might have been said that 77 arydirr), this very per-

fect love itself, was first manifested in the Son ; but when
we mark that the conclusion is, tva ^i^a-w^ev St avrov, and
that it runs in the beginning e^avepdoOr} 97 d^dirr) iv rjixlv,

we feel that both these circumscribe the comprehensiveness

of the statement above : it is not that all the love of God
generally was manifested in the sending of His Son ; but

the apostle would say that His love towards us was in this

way approved. In order to obtain a more distinct idea, we
must determine whether iv rjfuv belongs to dyaTTT] or to

i(f>av6p(o6r], and how it is more particularly to be under-

stood. The former might require the article before iv rjfuv;

but that is not an absolute argument against it, for, though

we find no instance in our apostle, yet we have one in Col.

i. 4 of its absence in a similar or parallel case, rj djdirTf

v/jLOiv iv Xpicrra> 'Irja-ov. But since this construction must
under any circumstances be harsher than the reference to

icpavepcoOr], we must needs prefer this latter.

But, this granted, even then the iv ^/xlv may be variously
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understood. The most obvious interpretation would be

that of " among us ;" but this is opposed by the form of

the resumed thought in ver. 16, where it is r) wydirr] fjv

'i'xeL 6 0eo<i iv r][uv. If this were to be translated " among

us," the whole phrase might easily be reduced to mean the

love which God finds existing among us, that is, our love to

Him. But this is rendered impossible by the preceding

ire'inarevKafiev; for my love to God can be no object of

faith to me. Therefore it must be that r] orjairiq rjv e^et o

0609, ver. 16, defines the love which God has or feels; and

iv can by no means be translated " among." But then, as

iv rj/xlv in ver. 16 and in ver. 9 stand or fall together, we

cannot admit the interpretation " among " in our present

verse also. It may be added that throughout the entire

context iv never occurs in any other than its proper mean-

ing of " in." What this apostle meant to express by the

phrase i^avepcoOrj r] a.'ydTrr) iv '^fxlv may be best illustrated

by comparing a similar Pauline passage. The ^avepova-Oat

iv r]iuv, that is, must be understood precisely in the same

sense as St. Paul's diroKokvineiv iv i/xoi, Gal. i. 16. This

is something different from the simple dTroKaXvTrrecv fxoi.

St. Paul would make it emphatic that not only Jesus Christ

had been revealed to him, and that he himself had been the

receiver of the revelation, but that the revealed Christ had

become an element of his own being and life. The expres-

sion presupposes a change which had passed within the

apostle's own nature, a renewal of his being ; without this

we can form no conception of an cfTTOKakv-meLv 'Irja-ovv iv

avT(p. And here also the i(^avep(jod'r] rj dyaTrr) rov ©eov iv

r)iuv implies much more than if the ending of it had been

•qixlv simply. It means to say that not only had the love

of God become known to us through the mission of His

Son, but that in virtue of that mission it had fixed a per-

manent dwelling-place in us. The matter is so simple,

both in phrase and meaning, that we could hardly wish it

more so : if I say o X/oto-ro? iff^avepooOrj iv tw Koa/j-m, I

define the world as His dwelling ; if I say i^avepwOrj iv

rjfxiv, we ourselves then become His dwelling. Similarly,

wlien it is said that >] djaTrr) rov ©eov i(pav6pa,6r] iv ')]iuv,
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we ourselves are the sphere in which the love of God has

pitched its visible tent. The love of God, of which the

verse preceding spoke, has become manifest, has been clearly

made known to us ; and that—for here is the second point

connected with the former—in such a manner that it has

made for itself a dwelling-place in us.

The correctness of this interpretation must be confirmed

abundantly when it is shown how in that mission of the

Son here spoken of this dwelling of love in us or that

i(f)avepu)97] iv rjfj,2v is verified. Let us look more closely at

the declaration of the apostle. The revelation of the divine

love of which St. John speaks did not consist in the fact

that the Son was manifested, that He as diravyaafxa rod

Trarpo'i, in whom we see the Father, has through His life of

love also made hnovm the Father's love; nor will St. John
make it emphatic, that the mission of the Son, or more
strictly the Son sent, shows us in His person the divine

love: that love is manifested in the mission of the Son.

The former thought is true, indeed, but is not here im-

pressed. That God sends tov vlov avrov. Him in whom
He beholds Himself, who possesses the whole fulness of

His own divine essence, yea, rbv vlov tov fiovoyevi]. Him
who alone has this place in deity,—sent Him, airkaiaXKev,

so that He has not that Son for Himself, for Himself loves

Him not nor will enjoy Him, but sent Him to enter into

the living agitation, the sinful agitation, of the human
world, ei? tov Koajiov, that human world which deserved

not love but wrath,—this is the act of love which has

brought the divine nature of love in God to full develop-

ment, in which it icpavepoodrj.

And now for the iv i)fjLiv. All other acts of God in

history and nature manifest also His love, though not in

the same degree as this ; but wlien we discern in these tlie

tokens of love, our knowledge is, so to speak, at second

hand : of all this we might say only ?; dyaTrr) tov ©eov

(j)avepovTat iv rw Koa-fup rjijuv. But it is otherwise in the

mission of the Son. This had for its purpose and result,]

'iva ^i'](7cop,ev 8c avTov,—that is, we ourselves are to be trans-

furmed by it, the divine life is to be implanted in us, and
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thus most assuredly the love of God is to be manifested in

us because we are to be ourselves drawn into the fulness oi

this divine nature of love. In this, as we have seen, con-

sisted the love of God generally, that He refers not His

whole being to Himself, but to others, and in such a manner

that He communicates it to others ; He not only works

with its energy for the world, but commits it into our own

very being. And under both aspects His nature of love

has been most perfectly revealed in the mission of His Son

:

by it He has surrendered the whole fulness of His divine

nature, all that He has ; and so surrendered it that He
communicates it to us as a free gift ; it is not merely a

power working for us and in us, but the power energizing

within us has become part of our own personality. Only

when the Christ for us is really the Christ in us, do we

exhaust the meaning of the word 0eo9 a^drrrj.

Verse 10.

^Kv rovTcp ecnlv i] djaTTT], ov')(^ on rj/xec'i rj'yairi'iaaiiev rov

Geov, aXA,' otl avTO<i riydirrjcrev rjfia^, Kol aTriaTeiXe rov viov

avTov IXaa/jiov irepl twv dfxaprLcov rjfxcov.

The love of God has become in the mission of His Son

a power of love working in us,—that is, it infers the

thought that in this way only can we ourselves love in the

manner and after the standard of the ^vroXy kucvt] (comp.

ch. ii. 8) : this is the idea of the ninth verse, which the

tenth more fully expands. It begins with eV tovtw icrrlv

Tj dyaTrrj. This cannot mean the love of God, for an avrov

would in that case hardly have been left out ; rather the

subject of tlie loving must be derived from the following

clause with on. That, however, contains two of them, 97/iet?

and 0609, and thus we must take the dydTrr] quite generally,

as it might be plainly expressed in the infinitive expression

" loving." The topic is the nature of love generally, all

love which may be found in God or man : neither the love

of God to us alone, nor our love to God alone. The iv

rovTM icTTLv suggcsts an unfolding of the nature of love
;

" it consists in this, that ;
" the otl rj<yaTn]aap.ev, on direa--

reiXev point through the very tense up to the causality of
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love, the principle of its origination. The two, however,

are in fact inseparably united. This let its try to make
clear by an example. Concerning the publicans, whom
the Lord in Matt. v. 46 introduces, the very converse of

the proposition before us might have been said, iv tovtm

icnXv r) aydiTT] twv Te\o)V(bv, ov'^ on ifjue '^ydTTTjaav aXX'

on iycb avTov<i i^yaTrrjaa. The ground of their love to me
lies not in them, but in me ; if I cease to love them, they

cease to love me ; thus their love to me is essentially no

other than my love to them. Therefore, as the publican's

love to me consists of or may be resolved into my love;,to

him, the apostle says here that all loving on earth and in

heaven has its originating cause and consists (thus are the

two forms of the proposition to be united) in God's loving.

All human loving is a flame from the divine Flame, having

in itself no independent existence :
" I love " means no

other than that the divine love has become in me an over-

mastering and all-pervading power of life. Accordingly, it

is not the apostle's design here to make prominent the

priority of the divine love, to exhibit it as causa sui, as we

find it in Eom. v. 8. Had that been his intention, to show

that love in us has been enkindled by an anticipation on

the part of God, he would have used the perfect instead of

the aorist, in order to express the finished action and ex-

pression of it. But the explanation we have given is in

precise harmony with the aorist. The historical fact of the
,

mission of the Son is love : it is the demonstration and
;

substance of divine love, and it is the germ and ground and
j

substance of our love. If we introduce the priority of'

the divine love, that it is the divine manner of love to

take precedence and anticipate, and that we must follow

and copy it, we derange the whole thought of the apostle.

The 7r/3WT09, which the Vulgate interpolates here, and which

actually occurs in ch. iv. 19, would on such a supposition

not have been wanting. To repeat what we have said : the

apostle does not say that God loves first, and we then in

the second order ; true as that is, he says something more

comprehensive and much higher, including the former, to

wit, that the divine love dwells in us. And this must regu-
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late our view of the standard aimed at in the last words of

the clause, aTrearetXe tov v'lov avrov IXacrfiov irepl tcou

afj.apTi(t)v. They do not, like similar words in Eom. v. 8,

OTL ert dfiaprcoXoov ovtodv rjficijv Xptcrro? arreOavev iiirep

rj/MMv, indicate the anticipating love of God ; but they point

to the means by which God has made us capable of being

the recipients and representatives of His love. They are

altogether parallel, therefore, with the concluding words of

the previous verse, tva ^ijacofiev St' avrov, and lay down
only the negative condition for the positive awakening of a

new life.

Veese 11.

^AyaTTTjTol, el ovtco^ o 0eo9 '))<yd7rrj(Tev r}iJLa<i, kol T^/^ei?

6(j)eL\o/juev dX\r]\ov<i d'yairdv.

From ver. 8 till now the apostle has been exhibiting how
the love to the brethren, which he enforces, comes to reality

. in us
;
purely on the ground of a divine operation, God is

jlove, and has through the central act of the mission of His

Son established this His love as an efficient power in us.

Now in ver. 1 1 comes forward the application : the exhor-

tation to suffer the germ thus deposited in us to come to its

full development. The words as they run show in the

most beautiful manner the accuracy of the above explana-

tion of the previous verses. For, if the current exposition

were true, according to which the anticipating love of God
is argument to us that we all should love our brethren in

the same anticipating manner, the conclusion of the pro-

position ought to have the ourn)? of its beginning repeated
;

for then the apostle would not be commending brotherly

love in general, but a definite kind of brotherly love

(ouTO)?). But the apostle has not inserted this, and we
must seek another explanation. The emphasis lies upon

)Hthe 6(f)eL\o/jL€v : it is explained that, in virtue of the mission

of the Son of God, love iv rjfuv is manifested, that is, is

implanted in us as an energizing power. Let then your

light shine, trade with the pound given, is the apostle's

exhortation. This trading with the pound, the evidencing

of brotherly love, is your most solemn duty : every gift.
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like tliat of the infusion of divine love, makes us responsible

for its use. And now the interpretation of the ovra><; in

the beginning suggests itself at once : it is our duty if God
has so loved us : how ? in that He hath revealed His love

eV '^fuv, implanted the germ of it in our hearts. The
ayawqTOL, which introduces the verse, resumes that of

ver. 7 : the former one was only the foundation for this

superstructure of exhortation. And, when he has come to

this, the apostle brings it home to his readers by an affec-

tionate appeal to the heart of each.

Verse 12.

©eov ovSel<; nrwirore reOearac eav ajaircofjiev dWyjXovi, 6

0eo<? iv rjfMtv fievei, Kol rj dyd-rrr] avrov rereXecco/xei^r] iarlv

iv rjiuv.

The following verse brings in the close of the discussion

:

attributing to brotherly love the jieveiv iv Qeay. It is true

that, on the first glance, the words Qeov ouSeU TrooTrore

reOiarai seem to stand in the text without any mediating

link. The first thing we have to ask is, whether the

emphasis rests on the ©eov or on the TeOearat. The

arrangement suggests the former. In that case we should

have an antithesis between God as the invisible and the

brother as seen ; but then there would arise only one sense,

that we could love the unseen God only in our brethren,

and that this brotherly love would have the same blessed

result (/xevecv iv rjjMv) as if we could have seen God. But

where do we find in the Bible the faintest trace of the

thought that we can love God only in our brethren ? Not
indeed in ver. 20, where the subject is only the confirma- ^

Hon of brotherly love. Love in its direction and impulse

takes no account of the visibility or invisibility of the

object beloved. It has indeed the tendeucy to desire sight

of the object ; but that is by no means necessary to ita,

existence or strength. Moreover, if the apostle had wished

to speak of the contrast between loving the invisible God
and the visible bretliren, of the ease or the difficulty of

loving the unseen and the seen, he might have by one

word indicated that contrast.
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Thus we fire driven to the second possibility, that of

laying the stress on the redearai. The meaning then is,

that no man hath indeed seen God ; any visible fellowship

with Him is out of the question ; but a spiritual fellowship

jof another kind is possible, and becomes actual if we love

I

the brethren. It is plain that this meaning is unexcep-

Ifionably suitable ; and, for the rest, it may be easily

explained why, notwithstanding the emphasis, the object

comes before the verb. Tor, to look closely, while it is

true that inside the verse itself, as we have just seen, there

is an antithesis between the invisibility of God and the

spiritual union with Him which is nevertheless necessary,

it is still true that the verse as a loJiole lays the stress on

that fellowship with God into which we through love of the

brethren enter, and of which ver. 11 had spoken. Hence

the Oeov, as the point around which the whole revolves, is

placed at the outset. That, instead of the direct phrase

ov hvvdfxeOa Oeaadai top Oeov, the more limited oijSel^

TTcoiroTe Tedearav is used, rests on the thought that we
certainly need not hope to attain what has been inaccessible

to all before us. The promise which is here in a certain

sense given to brotherly love as the equivalent for not

being able to see God, is at a first glance twofold : first,

that God will abide in us ; secondly, that 17 cu^airt] avrov

r'TeT6\€L(ojxivr] iarlv iv rj/xlv. But let us ascertain whether

these two are really distinct. That would be the case only

if 97 dyaTrr] avrov meant " our love to God." Then the

two clauses would issue in what we commonly find dis-

tinguished as o 0eo? eV ij/ubcv koX r^jjuel^; iv avrw. But this

translation is impossible. For, throughout the section we
have heard of our love to our neighbour, but never once of

our love to God ; and this latter idea would be a new one

entering without any bond of connection, and furthermore

at the close of the section. But it is equally out of the

question to translate d'yairr] avrov of the love of God to us;

for it would be quite out of harmony with the tenor of a

section which exhibits our love as the reflection and effluence

of divine love to turn round and inversely represent the

divine love as the result of our love to the brethren. There
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remains only, therefore, the solution which we found it

needful to adopt in cli. ii, 5,—that is, to exclude from the

expression every objective or subjective reference of the

dyaTrr], and to take it simply as the love which God has,

and which He is. Brotherly love shows that love which

is in God is also in us : a thought which obviously is the

most striking conclusion for the whole discussion of the

section before us.

Moreover, the apostle inserts a reTekeLcofievq, an idea

which from this point plays a conspicuous part ; compare

ver. 17 and ver. 18 (his). By this last fact we may note

at once that the writer is approaching the end of his dis-

cussion. Thus also is explained the relation between the

two members of the leading clause, o ©eo? ^evei ev rj/Mv and

Tj ayaTTT} avrov k.t.X. In the latter the emphasis lies on

reTeXeicofievT], and the two are related as general to parti-,

cular : that God abideth in us, on this or that condition or

supposition, the apostle had more than once said ; but here

at the end he adds expressly, that the divine nature of love

in its whole fulness and glory takes up its dwelling in us.

This is the highest perfection in God, that His love neither

excludes any nor ever suffers interruption; and this is

therefore the image and ideal for love among Christians, so

that all individuals should love one another without ex-

ception (aWijXovi), and that with uninterrupted energy (the

present d'yairM/xev).

Verses 13-16.

^Ev TovTfp jLvcocTKO/jiev, OTt iv avTU) fxevofxev, koI avTo<; ev

ri/jLtv, on CK Tov irveufiaTOf; avrov SeScoKev rj/uv. Kal 77yu.et<?

TededfieOa Kal fiaprvpovfiev, on a Tarrjp aTrearaXKe tov

vlov (TcoTrjpa tov KoafMov. '^O? dv ofio\o<y7]arj oti, Ir]aov<i

icTTiv vio<; tov @€ov, 6 0eo9 ev avrco fxevei, Kal avTO<; iv

tS Qeo). Kal rj/jiet<; eyvcoKafiev Kal ireTTiarevKaixev Trjv

dydiTTjv, rjv e-^ei 6 ©eo? ev ti/jllv, o 0eo? djuTrr] iarl, Kal

fievcov iv rf] dyaTrr], ev tm Oeco fievei,, Kal o ©eo? iv

avru).

It has been shown already that the following four verses

give a recapitulation : ver. 13 summing up the substance
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of the whole section ch. iv. 1-12, parallel with ch. iii. 24,

while the two particular sub-sections, vers. 1-6 and vers.

7-12, are taken up again by vers. 14-16. But it will be

plain, on the other hand, if we examine carefully, that we
have by no means a mere resum6 ; though what is found

to be added may be explained by the consideration that

the apostle is here in the act of gathering up the threads of

his whole discussion from ch. ii. 28 downwards. Hence at

the very beginning of ver. 13 we have the double expres-

sion ev avrS fievcofxev Kol avro'i iv '>)[uv, while in the last

section, and in the theme of cb. iii. 24 corresponding to it,

only the latter part of it comes forward. But if it is

remembered that the last section is only the substructure

or pendant of the third chapter, which treats of our abiding

in God, we shall perceive how fitly the apostle, in his

recapitulation here, combines the two thoughts, and that in

each of the three resuming clauses. Even the <yLvco(TKeiv

enters here again very appropriately ; for the whole of the

second part of the Epistle treats of no other than the tokens

by which the sonship of Christians may be discerned.

The thing here adduced is on e/c rod irvev/j.aro'i avrov

BeScoKev rjfilv : the same words as in ch. iii. 24. That this

is in fact the matter contained in vers. 1-12 can, after the

exposition we have given, be no longer questionable. For,

to set out from the last sub-section, vers. 7-12, where it is

said that all human loving rests upon the infusion of the

divine fire of love, what does that mean but tbat it rests

upon the Holy Spirit ? And in vers. 1-6 the subject is

expressly the confessing of the God-man as a sign of possess-

ing the Holy Ghost. What ver. 14 brings in as new, as

also in ver. 16, are the two introductory clauses each

emphasized by kuI r}fiec<i. That these aim to exhibit the

contents of the section as the experience of Christian life,

is clear enough ; but it is not so evident to M'hat end

the experience is here introduced. Is it alleged as the

guarantee of the truth of what St. John had said, just as the

apostles collectively, and St. John in particular, elsewhere

adduce the experience of Christ's resurrection as the

demonstration of the truth ? But that would suit only the
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first KoX r}iiel<i, and not the second ; for, as to the love

which God has in me, my faith in that love gives me no

certain assurance, since it might be an erroneous faith.

Nor does there seem any absolute necessity for a pledge of

the truth of the assurance, o ©eo? ci'yd'Trr}. Eather are the

clauses koI rjixeU k.t.X. necessary, and absolutely necessary,

to show that tlie theme of ch. iii. 24, iv. 13 has been

demonstrated. We read there, BiScoKev rjixlv o ©eo? e'/c rov

'TTvevfiaro'i, which expresses an experience that the readers

had known. Now in the development of ch. iv. 1-12

nothing is said of this actual gift and experience ; only

abstract and no concrete relations are treated of: he who
confesses Jesus has the Holy Ghost ; he in whom the love

of God is manifested must love the brethren. Whether

this was actually the case with the readers is certainly not

said here ; if, therefore, the BeScoKev rnxlv was really to be

established, there nmst be at least a single word to express

the evidence of this fact. Now that we find in the clauses

before us : confession of Jesus is necessary, and we have it

;

love is necessary, and it is found in us,—therefore we have

received the Holy Ghost. ^
Granted that we have now come to a general under-

standing as to our verses, we are far from understanding

them yet in detail. The first question is, to whom the

rj^eh emphatically standing at the outset refers. Primarily,

it appears, to the apostles ; for in ch. i. 1 these are made

prominent as Oeaadfievoo and jjuaprvpovvre'^ ; and, even if

we took the dedaOai in a figurative sense, yet the fiap-

Tvpeiv demands ever a personal eye-witness. Equally clear

is it that the second koI rjfieh refers to the whole congre-

gation inclusive of the apostles ; for what would be the

meaning of saying that the apostle or the apostles had

known by living experience of faith the divine love ruling

within them ? Certainly the object with St. John is not

to show that he had received the Holy Ghost, but that all,

even the whole church, had received Him. But here again

there is. a difficulty ; as it seems to be asserted that the

first Koi -^fiei'i refers to the apostles without including the

church, while the second refers to both : in each case tbe
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KOi rjfieh is SO emphatic, and they are both put in the

beginning as so manifestly corresponding to each other, that

it is almost matter of necessity to take them in the same

meaning. To this must be added, that even in ver. 14,

and equally in ver. 15, as we have perceived also in

ver. 16, the apostle aims not to show that he has the

Spirit, but that the church has : that is, the emphasis

cannot rest on the Oewpla of the apostles, but only upon

the ofiokojia (ver. 15) of the congregation. The former is

brought forward only for the sake of the latter. Our con-

fession of Jesus as the Son of God rests indeed in the first

instance on the fiaprvpia of the apostles, their ixaprvpla

again on their being eye-witnesses : by this they became

/jidpTvpe<;, not merely announcers, but trustworthy an-

nouncers, of the truth. Thus, by means of their testimony

we obtain a participation in what they had first per-

sonally beheld and spiritually apprehended. This observa-

tion makes it plain that the two koI rj/xei'i are perfectly

parallel, and how they are so. For, in the first, the apostles

are not regarded in contradistinction to the church, but

as the principle of the church's o/xoXojia ; their OeaaOai kuI

fiaprvpelv was the ground and essence of that confession

;

in their personal experience concerning the mission of the

Son of God, the experience of the church was as it were

involved. Thus, as the Kal '^fielf in ver. 16 refers to the

apostles aoid the church, so essentially it is in ver. 14,

although that verse formally embraces the apostles alone.

So the meaning of vers. 14, 15 is: we have the Holy

Ghost ; for we have the token of this, the confession of the

mission of the Son as Saviour of the world ,^ on the ground

of apostolical testimony ; and consequently we have perfect

mutual fellowship with God. As if he would make evident

at once the reciprocity of the connection between God and

^ It must not be unnoted that St. John has the expression (rMTy,p only

twice (John iv. 42, in the mouth of the Samaritans), but each time with the

addition -rev Kotr/j-ov. Elsewhere the word occurs always as connected with

h/iuv (that is, Christians) or absolutely ; St. Paul alone speaks of the Father

once as <rwT»j^ xa.yTut ivSfu-Tru)/ (1 Tim. iv. 10). Even in this otherwise

insignificant peculiarity St. John shows his predominant tendency to give

prominence to the universality of the divine purpose of redemption.
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man, tlie apostle clianges the arrangement of tlie words in

vers. 13, 15, 16 : now the /Mevofiev ev uvtm comes first,

now the avTo^; iv r]^lv. The historical fact of the mani-

festation of Christ, belonging to the domain of the visible

world, could be estal)lished only by the experience of testi-

mony ; the internal fact, on the contrary, of the love of

God ruling in us can only be inwardly experienced : hence

here the iyvcoKa/xev koX TreTnarevKafjuev.

That which is known and believed is love, the love rjv

€-^€L 6 0eo9 iv Tj/jLiv. The expression has already been

dealt witli on ver. 9 : it is the divine love, which is in

God, but which He, by virtue of the mission of His Son,

implants in our hearts, so that it now is also iv 'f][jilv. It

must first be known and then believed : for I can believe

in the biblical sense, that is, enter, with all the soul and

perfect trust, only into that the existence of which I

know. So St. John says : we have known, it has become

plain to us, that divine love has taken up its dwelling

in us; and, after we came to know this, we have also

believingiy apprehended it. Let it not be wondered at that

we are said to believe in what is after all iv rjfilv. As
certainly as I must believe in the power of God which is

mighty in the weak,—this, however, being in myself,—so

certainly must I believe in the love of God which abides in

me. Without such faith neither can that power nor this

love approve itself mighty within me. The following clause,

6 0eo9 ayaTTT} iaTiv, is quite necessary for the conclusion

that we, in virtue of this love, have perfect fellowship with

God. It might, indeed, be conceived that he who loves, he

who has the divine love in himself, may in some degree

enter into communion with God ; but not on that account

into a full and complete fellowship. This argument, how-

'

ever, is very plain, when it is said that God is love, and

only love, and altogether love. For, if the whole nature of

God is love, it follows that he who has this love participates

in the whole nature of God ; he who possesses the love of

God has God entire. This we may establish also in other

ways. If the apostle's proposition, that by means of love

we have absolute fellowship with God, is correct, it may
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equally be averred that we also have everything else which

may be said concerning Him : for instance, the light-natnre

of God may assuredly become the portion of him who loves.

This also is quite true ; for we have seen in ver. 8 that

love in its nature is diffusion of ccood, this latter beins;

presupposed ; and, as the love of God presupposes His light-

nature, so does loving on our part presuppose that we
participate in this nature of light. Similarly, it follows

from the declaration that both the confession of Christ and

the love of the brethren exhibit full and complete fellow-

ship with God, that both these are perfectly involved in

each other. And so indeed it is. For the confession of

Christ rests, according to the exposition in vers. 1-6, on

the impartation of the Divine Spirit, or, more strictly, of the

Spirit of the incarnate Son of God ; and love rests upon

the communication of the same Spirit,—that is, as He is

the Spirit of love. Confession and love are therefore only

the outbeamings of one and the selfsame Spirit; each of

the two pledges the perfect unity with God. ]N"either is a

true avowal of Christ possible without brotherly love, nor

is this latter possible without the former ; either both are

wanting or both are present : at least, that is, in their

germ.

Let us now look at the position of the track in which

we now find ourselves. The theme of this division of the

Epistle was said to be, in ch. ii. 28 seq., fxiveiv iv avTcp,

Xva irapfnqcriav e-^wfiev iv rfj Trapovata avTov. This par-

rhesia, according to ver. 29, was to spring from the con-

sciousness of divine birth, or being born out of God, and

this consciousness to rest upon the sign of works. The

concluding proposition in ver. 29, Tra? o ttoimv ttjv ScKaio-

(juvrjv i^ avTov yejivvrjrat, is thus the argument of proof

for the main proposition in ver. 28. This last-adduced

proposition is now developed in two directions : first, in

ch. iii., that he who is born of God nucst practise righteous-

ness ; secondly, in ch. iv., that this practice of righteousness

(especially brotherly love) can only proceed from a divine

new birth. For, as ch. iv. expounds, all vikuv tov KOfr/xov,

and thus all opposition to sin, as also all love, depends
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upon the infusion of the Divine Spirit. Thus we may say-

that in ch. iii. it is demonstrated on 6 <yeyevv7j/j,evo(; e^ avrov

TTjv SiKaioavvriv TTOLel; in oil. iv., on 7ra? 6 iroioiv rrju

BcKatocrvvrjv i^ avrov yeyevvrjrac. Finally, it is shown,

especially in the resume of vers. 13-16, how, in this com-

munication of the Holy Ghost, that fiiveiv iv avru) comes

to perfection which was spoken of in ch. ii. 28. It remains

now that the apostle should disentangle the knot he created,

by showing that thus the nrapprja-ia is attained in the final

judgment. He does this in the following verses. They

are the quod erat demonstrandum.

Verse 17.

Ev Tovrm rereKelcoTai rj aydirr] fxeO rjfjiwv, iva Trapprjcriav

c'X^co/jiev iv T7J rjfiepa Trj<; /cptcreo)?, on Kada><i iKelv6<i ian, Kal

rjfjueX^ icTfiev iv ra> Kocrpbtp Tovra.

But this ver. 1 7 has its difficulties, by no means insig-

nificant. First, as to the direct meaning of the particles ev

TovTw, 'iva, on. The iv tovtw which leads off in the verse

may refer either to what follows or to what precedes. In

the former case it must receive its specification of contents

by a clause in the sequel ; and this it might first receive

through the sentence with iva, which must in that case have

its telic meaning modified, or, secondly, through that with

on. This latter, however, is rendered intolerable by the

extremely hard trajection which it would assume. How
could the apostle have in such a way rent asunder the iv

TovTM oTi so strictly united ? Much better than that would

it be to accept the former, which makes the clause with iva

the substance or matter that the iv rovra refers to. This

would follow the analogy of ch. iii. 11, 23, where the means

through which love is brought to perfection are at the same

time the end to be attained. We should have then presented

to us two thoughts interpenetrating each other : the confi-

dence as to the end is the highest consummation of actual

love ; but it is at the same time the goal to which that love

aspires, and at which it aims. But with regard to this we
must observe, in the first place, that St. John, while he

uses the combination avTr] Xva, rovro Iva, ravra iva, gives

1 JOHN. S
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US no other example than this of eV tovtw Iva : John xv. 8 has

it, but it is obvious that the sense there decidedly requires

the iv TovTtp to be referred to what precedes. Again,

we certainly find the combination eV tovtw on . . . idv,

ch. ii, 3, but never once that of ip tovtw 'Iva otl. All

this of course does not prove that St. John could not have

written thus. Proof, however, that he did not, may be

gathered from the connection of the passage. If we refer

iv TOVTW to what follows,—that is, to the clause with Xva,

—we absolutely take away the bridge between what has

gone before and the new section. The apostle had just

been saying (ver. 12), that in brotherly love 77 afydirr} rere-

XeicofievT) ianv iv rj^xtv ; again, he here suddenly announces

that it is perfected in parrhesia or assurance : but as to how
these two are related he suggests not a word of explanation.

Asain, if we translate it to the effect that love is fulfilled

in this, that we have confidence in the day of judgment, we
obviously defer its perfection to the future ; but how does

that accord with the fundamental iafiev iv rw Kocrjxm

Tovrw ?

Now we escape from all these difficulties, and place our

passage where it both gives and receives light, if we refer

the iv rovTw to what precedes, following examples which

abound in St. John ; compare, for example, ch. ii. 6, John

iv. 37, XV. 8, xvi. 30. What iv tovtw means is then the

fievetv iv ©ew xal Oeov iv rj^lv of ver. 16,—that is, the

" this " points to the conclusion of the entire preceding

development of the thought. The first half of our verse is

therefore to be translated to this effect : in the reciprocal

relation of fellowship betwixt God and us, love is

—

n.e0*

rifxwv may wait awhile for its examination—perfected, to

the end that—the goal which this earthly perfection arrives

at—we may have confidence in the day of judgment. This

verse is thus, in fact, the precise close or pendant of that

beginning in ch. ii. 28 : there we have fievere ev uvtm, Xva

iav ^avepcoO^, e'^cofMev irap'prjaiav ; here, by the help of iv

rovTw, we have again the abiding in God corresponding

with that ; to the (pavepcoOfj there the rjixepa t»79 Kpia€0}<s

answers here ; wliile the e^eiv Trapprjaiav is common to the
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two passages in the very letter, and, similarly, the refer-

ence to the end in the fiiveiv iv avrui. But, as befits the

closing idea of a section, the abiding in God is no longer

here an exhortation as in ch. ii. 28, but something assumed,

already to exist as a consummated reality (eV tovtw rere-

Xelwrai). The words TereXeicorat y aydiTT] fxe9' rjixoiv are

new in this passage ; they are wanting in ch. ii. 28; in

them lies the whole argument in nuce which the apostle

has been conducting. Why is the /levcov iv Gew full of

confidence and joy ? Answer : because this fxiveiv contains

in itself the perfecting of love, and thus of itself renders

possible and actually produces a free uplifting of the eyes

and a free opening of the mouth even in the presence of

God the Judge of all.

That which is perfected, which has reached perfection, is

love. For the fieO' rjjxoiv which follows must not be com-

bined with the a'^diTT} : not only on account of the absence

of the article, but, as we have seen in the similar combina-

tion of ver. 9, on account of the sense. What can ayaTrrj

fied' rj^^v be supposed to mean ? Love between us,—that

is, God and men ? But it need not be again observed that

God and men cannot be conjoined by 'qjxeh. Is it our own

mutual love ? That would require the aXKi'fKwv. Or is it

the love, scilicet, of God with us,—that is, again, the relation

of love between God and men ? Apart from the harshness

of such a contorted sentence, we should then expect, of

necessity, dr^dirri avrov. The only thing possible, and that

which is of itself the most probable, is to take d'ydirr] in the

same meaning which, since ver. 9, has been demanded : as

the divine love, the love which God has, and which He
sends down into the spirit of man. The /ie^' -qiiMv is to be

connected with the verb,—that is, with the rereXeicoTai,—
and testifies that the love among Christians, within the

church, has reached this perfection : the apostle does not,

indeed, write to any individuals as individuals, but to the

members of the congregation as such. In the midst of

the church alone, but certainly there, is to be found such

a consummation of love, such a perfection of fellowship

with God. Two things are inseparably bound up in the
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text. The infusion of divine love in the heart of man
establishes the principle of this fellowship ; the develop-

ment of this principle or germ in continued brotherly love

brings this germinal fellowship with God to its perfection

;

and this perfected fellowship with Him is again the per-

fecting of love. Communion with God and love are

reciprocal ideas ; they require each other, and are each the

other's condition ; and the growth of the one carries with it

ever the growth of the other.

It being now clear in general, that perfected love must

produce confidence or parrhesia in the day of judgment,

the apostle proceeds to unfold this connection between the

two in detail ; first setting out with the clause which has

its argument of proof in the oti. The passage runs, Ka6ai<i

€Kelv6<i iart, koI rjfxei'i ia-jxev iv tw Kocrfxw tovtw. The

words are obscure. Their explanation must start from the

sure basis that the concluding words iv Tm koct^ko rovra

cannot refer to both parts of the comparison, but only to

the latter part. Otherwise, that is, the icrC would have

been found altogether absent; and, moreover, we cannot

see then how either generally or in the present connection it

can be asserted that Christ still is (for the iariv is certainly

not equivalent to ^v) in this world in the same manner

as we are. Precisely the converse of this is the truth.

Thus the apostle will affirm, as we gather at once, an

equality between Christ as He now is, that is, the glorified

Christ, or as He has ever been and still is—this is also

possible—the Son of God, and us in our condition below

not yet made perfect. But how may we now more pre-

cisely apprehend the tertium comparationis ? The expression

itself is so general, that it can be understood only from the

whole system of the apostle's thinking, and not from itself

alone. I^ow, as there is hardly an important phrase in the

whole Epistle which does not rest upon the Gospel, and as,

in particular, the matter of the thought in the section just

studied, ver. 9 seq., is based upon John iii. 16, so we shall

find it in the present passage. The explanatory text in the

Gospel is John xvii. 2 1 seq. ; the Lord declares there that

He is no more in the world, but that the disciples are in
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the world,—the same antithesis which we have now hefore

us,—and He asks the Father, who had hitherto kept them

in fellowship with Him, to keep them still, and with them

all who should believe on Him through their ministry : not

taking them out of the world, but so ordering it that

(ver. 21) Ka6oi<i ai) irdrep ev ifxol Ka<ydi ev crol, koI avrol iv

Tj^lv ev oxTLv. Compare, further, ver. 26, Xva rj aydirrj rjv

riydirrjcrd^ fi€ iv avTol<i y Kayo) iv avToc<i, and ver. 23, Kuyo)

iv avTot<i Koi ai) iv ifioL. These passages throw on our

present one a clear and steady light : as Christ is one with

the Father, in inseparable fellowship with Him, so we
are to be indissolubly united with Him, although we
are still in this world and while we are still in this world.

And this takes place, as in our passage through the

reXeicocn'i of the dydirr}, so according to John xvii. 2C

tlirough the love wherewith God loves Christ dwelling in

us. In this perfect fellowship with the Father consisted

the whole life, essence, and being of the Lord upon earth,

and in that it exists from everlasting to everlasting : hence

the absolute Kadco^; iariv. And as in this fellowship with

God (iv TovTcp) our Lord becomes TereXecco/juevr}, so in virtue

of the same the Lord's love also was perfected (TsXeicodeU

iyeveTo, Heb. v. 9). As He in Gethsemane subordinated

all His own thinking, feeling, and willing to that of the

Father, as thereby His jxevetv iv tc3 @ea> had reached its

highest degree, thereby was His own love and His work of

love brought to perfection ; thus was the dydirri eh reXo?,

which was at the same time the rereXeiMfMevr] dydirrj,

conquered and won by Him. Thus the apostle's train of

thought in our passage is this : If we have perfect fellow-

ship with God {iv tovtw), then have we already upon earth

become like, or conformed to, the being and nature of

Christ; and when the day of judgment, that is, the day of

His manifestation (ch. ii. 28), comes, we shall on the

ground of this conformity freely and openly look Him in

the face {irapprjcriav e')(oijbev). Fellowship with God is

at the same time the perfected indwelling of the divine

love in us ; both these, however, make us like Christ

;

according to this conformity to Him shall we be finally
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judged ; and if we have it, we have also confidence at the

last day.

Let it be further observed how affectingly our verse,

thus understood, concurs and coincides with ch. iii. 1-4.

There it was said that full and entire conformity to Christ,

which we saw to be comprehended in the idea of brother-

hood, lay before us still as the issue of the judgment ; but

that in order to attain it (ver. 3) we must have attained

even here another kind of likeness or equality to Him—we

must have become a<yvoL like Him. Then the following

exposition showed that this a<yvela consists in righteousness

and love, which on their part also again depended on the

infusion of the Divine Spirit. Comprehending all in one,

we must abide in God and He in us. Now the apostle

returns back to the beginning : this fellowship with God,

this perfected love in us, is the likeness to Christ above

indicated as necessary in the judgment ; in virtue of it we

pass through the terrors of the judgment unappalled, and

then press onward to that higher thing, the Ka\o<i ^a6jx6<i

of perfect equality with Christ. In the dyaTrr) TerekeLcufxevq

we have attained all that we may hope to attain iv tu>

Koafxw Tovro) ; if, then, we have entered through the rjixepa

Trj<i Kplaeaxi into the alojv fieWwv, the further development

will not be found in arrear : ^avepwdrjaerai ro iao/jLeda.

Veese 18.

^6^0'i ovK eartv ev rfj dyaTrr), aW' rj reXeta dyaTrrj e^co

^ciXket TOP (po^ov, OTL 6 <p6^o<i KoXaaLV e^ef o Be (poj3ov.

fievo<i ov rereXelcoTac iv rfi drjdirri.

The apostle's exposition in ver. 17 has shown that we

have in the ar^amt] rerekeiwiJievri, which involves in it the

fiiveiv iv @ea), the parrhesia, because we are thus conformed

to Christ the standard of the judgment. But he has now
another method of exhibiting the connection between love

and confidence, that is, by reference to the nature of love

t itself. To the parrhesia, he says, fear is utterly opposed,

I

as this is incompatible with love : where love is, there is

_ not fear, but confidence. Tliis is generally the substance of

ver. 18. That confidence and fear are opposed is a pre-
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supposition of the verse which is not further demonstrated

;

the emphasis rests upon the evidence that fear and love

are not reconcilable with each other. "Fear is not in

love
:

" love is the feeling of internal union with another,

the opening out my person to that other ; fear is the sense

of wanting harmony, and therefore the separation and

shutting up of my person as it respects him. Love springs

from the feeling that God is for us ; fear, from the feeling

that He is against us. Thus it is plain that the two

ideas exclude each other. Yea, so little do they agree

together, that, on the contrary (dWa), love, where it exists,

has the power and tendency to drive out fear. But

certainly it can do that only where it is reXeta, that is,

penetrates and fills the whole life and being of man.

That love must cast out fear, however, appears from this

(oTi), that fear KoXaatv e'^ei. For the explanation of this

idea we are directed to Matt. xxv. 46. There it is said

that the ungodly direkevaovraL et? KoXaaLV aloiviov, ol he

hUaiov eh ^corjv alcoviov. We therefore perceive that

KoXaaa is the punishment, the condemnation itself, not

merely the feeling of it; the objective condition, not the

subjective sense of it or pain. As this is required by the

verb d'wep'^eadav eU itself, so still more is it demanded by

the antithesis to ^wrj alcavio'i : as it would be highly forced

to speak of going away or entering into a feeling, so tlie

state of eternal life is not the description of a subjective

feeling, but of a condition appointed. Similarly, in our

passage K6Xaac<; cannot be understood of a mere painful

feeling ; for it was surely not necessary to emphasize that

fear is in itself a sentiment of distress. Eather, the preg-

nant thought of St. John is this, that in fear, which has

been shown to be fear of punishment, the punishment itself

is already included and involved. If we remember the

saying of the Gospel, that he who believeth not is con-

demned already ; that the condemnation consists simply in

this, that light shineth into the darkness and declares it

to be darkness,— it will appear plain that in St. John's

thought condemnation is consunmiate in separation from

God. Now, as we have seen that fear has its ground in
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r^ the feeling of being sundered from God, wliile this separa-

;
tion from Him is in St. John's doctrine already the state of

judgment or condemnation, it is evident that fear contains

in itself the element of judgment : ^0^09 KoXaaiv e-^ei,.

The last clause of ver. 18, which is linked by Be, does not

intend to introduce the antithesis of (j^o^o^ KoXaaiv '<^x^i,

that is, does not carry further the argument brought in by

oTi, but contains the inverse of the clause r) rekeia a'ydirrj

e^oo ^dWec rov <^6^ov. It is perfectly clear that St. John

might have exhibited this proposition, that where fear is,

love cannot be perfected, as the conclusion of the first

clause itself ; but it is clear, at the same time, that the form

of the antithesis is justified as it is, and is more appro-

priate to the Johannaean genus dicendi.

Thus, then, the proposition which was laid down as a

theme in ch. ii. 28 has been argued out on all sides and

justified ; while, at the same time, the end has been reached

which St. John, according to ch. i. 4, set before himself in

this Epistle, that the Christian church should attain the

perfection of that joy, which, according to ch. i. 13, consists

in fellowship with God and with the brethren. For the

TeTeXeico/jbevT] or ireir'krjpco/jbevr] %apa is nothing but the

irapprjcria, the feeling of perfect unity and harmony with

God, which will approve itself even before the rigours of

the final judgment. How, in fact, this consummate joy

rests upon the two things which ch. i. 3 lays down, com-

munion with God and communion with the brethren, it has

been St. John's object throughout the whole Epistle to

show. Every section of it is based upon this double rela-

tion. But there is one thing yet wanting that had to be

evinced ; and that St. John introduces supernumerarily in

the paragraph from ch. iv. 19 to ch. v. 5 : the exposition,

namely, how these two aspects, which had been hitherto

viewed always as co-ordinate, the relation to God and the

relation to the brethren, form an internal and indissoluble

organic unity, so that neither of them can be conceived

without the other. Our relation to God has been presented

by the apostle under various phrases : sometimes in act, as

TTOielv Tt]v hiKaLoavv7]v positively, and negatively as vlkolv
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rbv Koo-fiov; sometimes as the energizing potency lying at

the root of the act, the confession to Christ. In this last

section, which is to exhibit the unity of all these aspects by

the ayarrrdv rov a8e\(f)6v, we accordingly find all these

expressions gathered up again : the actual side by rrjpelv

Ta9 ivToXd<i, ch. v. 2 seq., as also by vlkolv rbv Koa/juov,

ch. v. 4, 5 ; the principle by Triareveiv ort 'It/o-oO? io-Tiv 6

Xpiaro^. In what preceded, the relation to God has been

based upon the acknowledgment of the mission of the Son

of God ; the relation to the brethren upon the divine love

infused into us. In order now to show the internal unity

of the two relations, the apostle begins by deriving both

first from the idea of love, and then from that of faith in

the God -man. The former occupies ch. iv. 19-21, the

latter ch. v. 1 seq.

Verse 19.

'Hfiel'i dyairMfiev, on avro^ Trpwro? rjydirrja'ev rj/u.d'i.

The nineteenth verse resumes what was said in ch. iv.

8 seq. From this it at once follows that we must not read.

«7/u,et? dyaTTcofxev avrov, but only '^/j,el<; dyaTrcofiev. Here
primarily love is demanded in its imiversality : that we
generally must love follows from the anticipating love of

God ; that this our love must have two directions, towards

God and towards the brethren, is then explained in what

follows. Similarly, it is plain from the point of view in

which we have sought to place what follows, that dyairco/jLev

is not in the indicative, but in the conjunctive. The sense

is : I have told you that we, as the result of the love of

God manifested to us, must ourselves also love.

Verse 20.

^Edv Ti9 ccirr), "On, dyairoi top ©eov, koX top oSeXcpov

avrov fMiaf)^ '^evaTrj'; iarlv' o yap fir] dyuTrcov rov dBeXcpov

avrov ov icopaKe, rov ©eov ov ov'^ icopaKe ttw? Bvvarac

dyarrav ;

It is now unfolded that the love of God without the love

of the brethren is a thing impossible. Of love to God not

a word had been hitherto said ; only of the divine love
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which is infused into us, and which must approve itself as

brotherly love. That we must love God enters here as a

new thought, which, however, is so self-understood that it

is introduced simply as a matter taken for granted. The

emphasis lies only on the evidence that the love of God is

not conceivable without love of our brother. The form

of the exposition has been made familiar to us by ch. i.

and ii. : here we have edv Ti<; elirr), there it was iav eiTrw-

jxev or 6 Xiycov ; we may compare also the aA.V ipel Tt<;

of Jas. ii. 15, 1 Cor. xv. 35 ; only that in this last passage

we have objections introduced, while here there is no theo-

retical denial of the apostolical doctrine, but a delusive

assertion of being in the true state. Similarly the ylrevarrjf;

ia-riv has been familiarized by the first division of the

Epistle, and this severe sentence the apostle justifies by the

clause with 7a/),

The question now arises, how far the invisibility of God
as such, for on it the stress is evidently laid, demonstrates

that we cannot love Him without loving the brethren. It

is not to be thought that the apostle should mean to deny

the possibility of loving generally what is invisible. This

would not only contradict our experience that we are

capable of loving with all our hearts persons whom
we have never seen, but the consciousness of all true

Christians who know that they love God notwithstanding

that He is unseen. If it be said that we at least know

something of the men whom we love without having seen

them, and that this knowledge is the ground of the love,

then we say in reply that such a knowledge of God also

we may have in the fullest degree. The error of this

explanation lies here, that 7rco9 is taken too hastily as

rhetorically used ; so that the clause is made to express

the simple affirmation ov Buvarat k.t.X., as, indeed, some

codices have actually substituted this ov. But the fact is

that the ttw? has the emphasis in the sentence. " I71 what

ivay can he love God who loves not his brother ?" Obviously

^the love of which St. John speaks is the same of which he

had said in ch. iii. 18, that it consists not in words, but iv

epyw. Love in mere words is no love ; all genuine love
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presses to its demonstration in act. But the act requires, ']

as we have been reminded in another connection, a materialJ
on wliicli it may exert itself. God, as in His nature and

being withdrawn from visibility, does not present in Him-

self absolutely such a material on which we may work ; but

He has given Himself a body, si verbis audacia detur, in

man who is made after His image: that is then the only

material on which my love to God may show its energy

and reality. If I scorn that, ttco?, in what other way, in

what other sense, can I then love God, scilicet, iv ep<y(p ?

But all this has not done full justice to the tense ecopaKe

:

if the matter were of visibility or invisibility in general, we

should expect rather the present, or simply 6p(7v hvvaraL.

But the point of view from which all is regarded indicates

the right sense : if the matter here is the demonstration or

love in any way whatever (ttw?), it is clear that I can

approve my love to my brother only if I know the precise

point in which he needs it ; in short, love requires for its

exhibition a specific opportunity. Hence I must have seen,

if he is to present such an opportunity to me ; without

having seen him, I cannot approve my love to him in act

;

whence naturally the opav is to be taken in so wide a sense

that the hearing about him is involved in it also. Such

occasion for the expression of love, however, such stimulant

to testify love to God as if to His own person, is not pos-

sible without the medium of the brethren. My deeds of

charity to my neighbour may indeed and must spring from

love to God ; but there are no means (ttw?) of testifying

our love to Him in act, to Him as invisible, or to Hira in^

and for Himself, without such a mediating element.

Verse 21.

K.aX ravTrjv rrjv evroXyv e-^ofiev air avrov, iva o ayaTTMV

rov @eov, ayaira koI tov aSeXcpov avrov.

There is nevertheless one way, it might be thought, of

loving God directly, that, namely, of keeping His com-

mandments—the way of obedience. But ver. 21 explains

that this method of loving God iv ep^M is not really a

second one; for it is God's express commandment that
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we love the brethren. Certainly the words do not indicate

that this is the only commandment which we have received

;

for if the apostle says ravrrjv ttjv ivroXrjv e-^ofxev, that does

not hinder us from supposing that, besides the one in ques-

tion, we have many others. But yet, strictly speaking, the

I precept of brotherly love is actually the TrXijpoyfia v6/j,ov.

If, for example, we would reckon the vckuv top Koafiov,

the suppression of self, the subjection of pride, and so forth,

as other commandments, yet it is plain that every victory

over the evil is utterly impossible save through the might

of the one principle opposed to them all, that of love. If

love consists in this, that I refer my life absolutely not to

myself, but altogether to others, then there can be no other

commandment like unto this ; and this laying down or

throwing away of our own life, as Christ terms it, is pos-

sible as an act only in relation to man, not in relation to

God : or it is possible as towards God only through the

mediation of brotherly love. A passage literally expressing

the commandment here given we certainly nowhere find.

Yet w^e need not fall back upon the fundamental text of

the Old Testament, " Thou shalt love the Lord thy God,

and thy neighbour as thyself;" the apostle himself will

give us what we want. In John xiv. 15 we read, iav

dyaTraTe fie kol ra? ivTo\d<i fxov Triprjaare. The plurality

of the precepts here mentioned is reduced again, according

to the context, to the unity of the one commandment given

in ch. xiii. 34: ivroXrjv Katvrjv StSaifjLL vfxlv iva uyairdre

dW-^\ov<;. That in the Gospel the love of Christ is spoken

of, while here it is the love of God, is of no moment ; since

the apostle knows no love to Christ which is not love to

God, and no love to God which is not love to Christ.
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CHAPTEE V.

Verse 1.

ITa? o 'mcTTevcov, cti ^l7]crov<; icrriv o Xpccrro'?, m rov

6eov yeyevvTjrai,' koL Tra? 6 dyuTroov top <yevvi]aauTa, ayaTrd

Kal TOP lyeyevvrjfjievov i^ avjov.

The synthesis of our relation to God and to the brethren,

which the apostle here perfectly sets forth, he has thns

educed primarily from the love of God supposed to exist in

us : the right relation to God is confirmed and corroborated

only by the right relation to the brethren. He now seizes

the matter from the opposite side : brotherly love is to be

measured by the reality of our fellowship with God. This

thought, expressed in cli. v. 2, is the fundamental note of

the verses which follow, the first verse of the chapter form-

ing only a transition to it. Several new ideas enter here.

First, instead of the a^e\(^6<i, as the hitherto usual desig-

nation of the neighbour, the phrases yeyevvrj/juevo'i iic rou

©eov and reKvov ©eov (ver. 2) are selected to be reproduced.

This is done in the service of the synthesis here brought

out perfectly : because we are to love our neighbour as the

child of God, the genuineness of our love to him is proved,

as ver. 2 declares, by the genuineness of our love to God

;

if this love to God is absent, I cannot love my neighbour

as a child of God, and therefore do not regard him with the

right kind of sentiment. For since, according to ch. iv.,

charity to the neighbour depends upon the infusion of

divine love, that is, of the divine Spirit, such charity must

be always absent where the right relation to God is not

sustained. The first verse of our new chapter asserts

generally, that between our relation to God and our relation

to the brethren there must be a reciprocal influence

;

ver. 2 sef[. then explains, as we have seen, how the approval
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of our relation to God is a sure token of our right relation

to the brethren.

Similarly significant is the introduction of the idea

TTto-revecv. It had twice before occurred, eh. iii. 23 and

iv. 1(5, but on both occasions only in a certain sense as

signals for the future, without taking any definite place in

the organic train of thought in the Epistle. It does not

take that place until this fifth chapter. In other respects

the beginning of the first verse is based upon ch. iv. 2 and

iv. 15; the question therefore arises, why in those passages

ofMoXoyetv is the subject, while here it is irtaTevetv. It is

clear that o/xoXoyeiv presupposes irtareveiv and includes it.

In the fourth chapter, as our investigation has shown us,

: faith in Christ does not appear as a characteristic in man
himself, or a property of his own ; but as the token by

which he may be known to be a child of God, a partaker

of the Divine Spirit. But what is in man may be known
only so far as it takes outward expression ; and the out-

ward expression of faith is simply and only the ofioXoyelv.

Here, however, the question is not of an external, but of an

internal token of divine sonship ; hence the word Tr/o-rt? is

introduced. That inGTeveiv in this place and generally

expresses primarily the acknowledgment of a truth is suffi-

ciently obvious : as here, the proposition that Jesus is the

Christ is to be acknowledged. So, when we read of TnaTeveiv

TiVL, we acknowledge the trustworthiness of the person

generally. But this does not exhaust the idea : for, when

in John v. 44 the Tnarevetv is opposed to the Bo^av irap'

aWrjXoiv Xafi^dveiv, that is, to the egoism which seeks ra

ISta, such a view of faith as that is seen to be insufficient

;

and when in John xx. 31 the end of the whole Gospel

/is laid down as being iva 'ina-revovre<; ^corjv €)(7]Te, it is

limpossible to suppose that a mere acknowledgment as truth

Icould include the whole ^cot], which is the state of the

jwhole man as thinking, feeling, and willing. In very deed,

there lies in TrtaTeveiv the idea of the unio mystica ; more

strictly, the union and conjunction of the human with the

divine, which is effected fundamentally in the acknowledg-

I

ment of the central fact of salvation ('iTycroO? iariv 6
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XpL(Tro<;). Now it is certainly true that the ttio-ti'; is not

in itself the sonship ; for to this belongs another element,

the gift of God, Compare as to this two passages of thfe

'

Gospel, in which, as here, faith and sonship are placed in

juxtaposition. The first is in John i. 12 : oaoi ovv e\a/3ov

avTov eScoKev avrol<; e^ovai'av reKva ©eov 'yeveaOuL, Tol<i

iriarevouaiv et? to 6vo[xa avrov. If to believers the power-

is given to become sons of God, then they are not such in

virtue of their faith : there is necessary beyond this a

special gift of God (eScoKev). And as, in the immediately

following words, this divine sonship is explained as a

yeyevvrjaOai e'/c tov 6ekrjjjiaTo<i rov Oeou, it cannot be

regarded as simply equivalent to the human acting of faith

;

but the divine causality is there brought prominently forward

which makes us the children of God. The second passage

is in John iii. In the fourth verse the jejevvfjcrdai avwdev

is described as a jej6vv7]a6aL e'/c tou vSaTo<; koI irvevixaro^;
;

it is therefore marked out as an act of God, or rather
j

as the communication of the Divine Spirit. But then
'

Christ answers the question of Nicodemus, 7rco9 hvvarat

ravra <yevecr6ai,,—which was by no means an exclamation

in the wondering rhetorical form of interrogation, but

literally a simple question :
" In what way, through what

means, is such a total renewal possible ?
"—Christ answers

it, we affirm, summarily by the requirement of faith

:

"Dost thou, the celebrated teacher of the law, so little

know the law ? " As, in the Old Testament, the people

stung by serpents were saved by believing on the sign

divinely lifted up, so in the New Testament men are saved

by faith in the divine sign of the Son of man lifted up.

Thus through faith SvvaTai ravra <yevia6aL ; and still this

ravra is, according to vers. 2 and o, a divine act, the

yeyevvijaOac e'/c irvevfiaro'i. Between these two, the human
faith and the divine act, there is no contrariety, but a

synthesis is necessary. In order to the yeyevvf]a-6ac in rov I

©eov there must be, first of all, an infusion of the a-irepfia

©eov, the divine germ of life, and this represents the one

element. As, however, the ye<yevvi]adac is not a new
creation, but rather a renewal or transformation, the new life
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' can come to realization only as it stamps its impress on the

original elements of man's nature, and makes that its organ

;

or, in other words, as the subject under the operation unites

himself and is conjoined with the divine airepixa. Now this

latter element is the iria-ri'i. When, then, our passage says

that every one who believeth is born of God, the ideas of

subject and predicate are not in themselves of equal com-

prehension, that of the subject is narrower than that of the

predicate ; and it is only established that where faith, the

act demanded on the part of man, is present, there certainly

also the divine act, the impartation of the Spirit, may be

found also ; and thus the existence of the former is a

sufficient and satisfactory sign of the reality of sonship.

Where, however, a yeyevvrjo-Oat e'/c rov ©eou is experienced,

—this is the further meaning of the verse,—a relation is

proved not only to Him who begets, but also to those

begotten of Him, that is, to the brethren.

Verse 2.

^Ev rovTfp fyLV(o(TKOfi€V on ayaTrco/xev ra reicva rov ©eov,

orav rov ©eov cfyaTrco/uiev koX Ta<i ivToXa<; aiirov rrjpcofieu.

But it is not the apostle's purpose to show that love to

God and love to the brethren must go hand in hand ; this

is only the basis of the subsequent exposition, that our

relation to God must lay down the standard for our love to

the brethren. The two verses, therefore, are connected as the

more general and the more particular. The thought pre-

sented by the new verse is, however, in itself very striking.

If it said that brotherly love rests upon the divine love,

and that the latter is the cmtsa essendi of the former, this

would be perfectly clear. But what of the causa cogno-

scendi ? Has not St. John at the close of the former

explained simply that brotherly love is the token of the

love of God, indeed the only evidence of it ? First, it is to

be observed that not the love of God in itself is the ap-

proving mark of brotherly love, but as connected with the

addition Kal Ta<; evroXa? avrov TrjpM/jiep, while the relation

between this love to God and obedience to His command-

ments is laid down in the first clause of the third verse

:
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herein consists the love of God ; there is no other than that

which approves itself in obedience. The same relation

between love and practical obedience we find in John

xiv. 31 : iva <yva> 6 K6afjio<;, on d<ya7r(b rov irarepa, koX,

KaOo)^ iverelXaro fioi 6 irairjp, ovtco irotw, where certainly

the clause with otl shows how the world is to recognise

the love of Christ to His Father. Compare also John

xiv. 1 5 : eav a'^airaTe fie, Kal ra? ivTo\d<; jjlov Tqprjaare.

But what does this mean, what the commandments

which are here spoken of ? Do they mean brotherly love ?

Impossible, for then the sense would be pure tautology : we
know our brotherly love by this, that we keep the com-

mandment of loving the brethren ; or, in other words, he

that hath brotherly love hath it. It is the following verse,

rather, which specifies the contents of the ivToXal ©eov,

that is, in the vlkuv tov Koa-fjuov. As the world is van-

quished, the kingdom of God is built up ; these two are

not separate and distinct factors ; they are inseparably

bound up with each other. Accordingly, the ivTokal ©eov

are no other than what St. John had laid down in ch. iii.

as the iroielv rrjv hiicaioa-vvrjv. And now we may take ^
complete survey of the apostle's thought. Besides the

genuine Christian brotherly love there is another, a purely

natural love, which, however, is in fact only a sublimated

egoism, and concerning which in its various forms the word

of St. James holds good, that it is in its gradation e7rlyeto<?,

y^vx^iKrj, BaifiovicoBrj^. These may in their most amiable

and seductive aspects easily enough suggest the erroneous

idea that in them the commandment of the apostle is ful-

filled. Now, whether the love is a thoroughly Christian

sentiment, a love towards the TCKva ©eov, flowing from the

<yeyevvfj(T6at, eK rov ©eov, we may surely judge by the answer

to the question whether we practise tlie hiKaLoavvT}, or,

negatively, whether we overcome the world. Every imagin-

able exhibition of brotherly love approves itself as Christian,

and therefore genuine, by this, that it is a stone contributed

to the house or kingdom of God, a blow dealt to the king-

dom of darkness ; only as we are the performers of the

divine will and conscious of divine ends, can we recognise

1 JOH^T. T
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ourselves as ayaTrcovreq ra reKva rod Qeov ; for only then

has our deportment any reference to men as they are cliil-

dren of God. At the close of the previous chapter it was

said that brotherly love alone was the test by which we

must try our love to God; because, as we saw in ver. 21,

there is no obedience towards God possible which should

not be at the same time and equally a working and striving

and li\dng for the brethren. Here we have the converse.

' If we build up the kingdom of God, the same thing as lay-

ing low the kingdom of the world, then we give a plain

token of true brotherly love ; for there is no genuine love

to God's children which has not in itself this mark or this

tendency. In sum, the love of God and charity to our

fellow-Christians confirm, corroborate, and approve each

other reciprocally : the one idea cannot be considered per-

fect without the supplement of the other. And here, then,

we have found the most absolute synthesis between the two

leading thoughts or aspects of truth which govern the whole

i Epistle, the Koivavia fiera rov 0eov and the KOivwvla [xera

To)v dSeXcpwv. As objects of thought, or ideas in the mind,

we may hold these apart ; but in the reality of life they

cannot be disjoined. And, looked at from this point of

view, our exposition of ch. ii. 3 seq. receives a confirmatory

^^ght. We perceived there, regarding only the context, that

\ all the commandments of God in the end are gathered up

in that one focus of brotherly love ; and the point we have

just been establishing must make that appear perfectly

natural : in fact, all other precepts are summed up in this

;

as, on the other hand, the presence of obedience towards

God in any other supposable respects must in the long

run react upon or lead up to brotherly love.

But the form of the sentence in our verse demands some

further consideration. The construction iv rovrcp yivca-

aKOfiev . . . idv is common enough both in the Gospel and in

our Epistle ; but we never find iv tovtw 'yLvcoa-KOfMev orav

save in this place. That orav is never elsewhere used by

St. John with a conditional meaning, will make us hesitate

about taking it so here. "Otuv is primarily, just as ore, a

particle of time ; the dv added to this certainly introduces
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a conditional element, without interfering with the idea of

time in it : either its force is to define the action as in-

definite and often recurring, on each recurrence, however,

having a specific result (whenever) ; or it means that the

time of its recurrence is to be expected in the future (when

once). Here the former is the case : in every such sup-

posed case {civ) there must concur simultaneously (ore)

with brotherly love obedience also ; and it is precisely in

the fact of the latter (eV tovtw) that we are confident in

discerning the former. Whether we are to read at the

close of the verb iroiwfjieu or Tr^pwjxev is essentially matter

of indifference
;
yet the circumstance that Cod. A omits the

next line down to the second rrjpw^iev, seems to indicate

that the eye of the transcriber might easily go astray and

wander to the following clause, and thus the rrjpcofiev of the

third verse was wrongly brought forward into the second,

in which originally the unusual eVroXa? Troieiv stood.

Vekse 3.

AvTij lyap eariv rj ar^anr'T] rov 0eov, Iva Ta<; ivTo\a<;.

avTov rrjpcofiev Kol at evrokal avrov ^apeiai ovk elatv.

The first clause of the third verse has been made clear

so far as its meaning goes : the strict connection between

love of God and obedience, introduced before in passing, is

here expressly established. This is the substance (avrr]

iariv), and this is, at the same time, the tendency (tW) of

love to fulfil the commandments of God. And that follows,

not only from the idea of love, but also from the way in

which it was brought into our hearts. If love is the

reference of my I to another I, love to God is the reference

and subjection of my will to the will divine ; and if the

genesis of love to God is the fact that His jorevenient love

has been infused into my nature, then, again, the will of

God must have become my will And this obedience to

the divine precept, thus demanded, the apostle jDroceeds to

say, is easy ; comp. Matt. xi. 30. Assuredly, the expression

fSapeiat means, primarily, pressing or hard, not " easy to be

fulfilled ; " but as the commandments are pressing or hard

only from the fact that we cannot fulfil them, or fulfil them
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only with pains, the two meanings come to one and the same

thing. God's laws are not termed light in themselves, as if,

that is, they did not require anything heavy or difficult

;

for, strictly speaking, nothing is easy and nothing difficult

.of itself; all difficulty lies simply in the relation between

the thing concerned and the power of the person concerned.

Only to the Christian are the divine commandments easy

;

because, in the power of faith, of that faith which links him
with Christ, there is the strength of vmion between his will
! ...
and the divine will. But in the spiritual domain the

ineasure of the will is also ever the measure of the power.

Every sin rests not only on a deficiency of power, but also

on a deficiency of will.

Veese 4.

Ort, irav to <ye'yevv7]/i€i'ov e'/c rod Oeov vlko, top Kocrfiov,

Koi avrrj iarlv rj vlkt] rj vLKr^aacra rov Koafiov, rj iriaji^

TJlJbWV.

The reason which makes the law of God become easy is

given in ver. 4a, The commandments are hard only through

a certain opposition which thwarts them and hinders their

being obeyed. This depends upon the power of the world,

the /cocr/io9. The world, as the kingdom of darkness, per-

vaded through and through with powers of evil (compare on

ch. ii. 15), has evermore the tendency to act in opposition

to the divine will ; and inasmuch as all that is earthly has

in and for itself this tendency, so all obedience towards

God must be wrested, so to speak, out of the power of the

world. The manifold temptations which issue from the

eTridv/MLa and the aka^ovela ; that dependence on the visible

which is inborn in all men ; the sins also which predominate

at any period and throw their influence on all things accord-

ingly, an influence purely of this earth : all these are the

issues and outgoings of the Koafio^; which is by us to be

renounced and vanquished. But what is the power which

shall gain the abiding victory in a war like this, which shall

in fact permanently conquer (present viko) ? What is the

might that is equal to this ? Trdv rb yeyevvrj/xevov ck tov

^Beov. This phrase in the neuter, after the manner of St.
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John in some other applications where persons are really

meant (comp. John iii. 16, vi. 37, xvii. 2), is, however, not

to be at once regarded as identical with Trai^re? ol jeyevvr]-

fievoi. The distinction makes itself easily felt on considera-

tion : this latter phrase would make the person prominent

;

such and such men, so furnished, conquer; but St. John's

expression places in the foreground the power by which

they conquer, the divine cause, working in the personality,

which carries away the victory. The divine energy, the

power of light, wherever it truly works {irav), does without

exception [vlko) win the cause and triumph over the world

as the seat of all darkness. Now, because this victory is so

absolutely a thing of necessity, therefore the divine com-

mandments which require and enforce this victory cannot

be grievous.

What power is there that can successfully oppose the

world, which is the sphere of the transitory (comp. ch.

ii. 17,6 Koa-fio'^ Trapdyerai) because it is the sphere of the

visible (comp. 2 Cor. iv. 18, ra QXeiroixeva irpoaKaipa, to he

fXT] ^XeTTOfieva alayvia), save that power the nature of which

is, according to Heb. xi. 1, to have commerce with the

invisible {ov ^Xeirofxeva), that is, the virtue of faith ? The

three clauses, vers. 4a, 4&, 5, are so related to each other

that this victorious energy is in each case brought into-

clearer definition. First, we have it in general that this

victory depends upon regeneration ; then, more distinctly,

it is so far as the divine birth evokes faith ; finally, in

ver. 5, that this faith is, more particularly viewed, a faith

in Jesus as the Son of God. In the words vUr} viKijaaaa,

two elements of thought are combined,—that is to say,

while the perfect viKr]Ga(ja leads us to think of the armour

and stress of the combat that wins the fight, vUt] gives

simply the result of the contest. There is no need to ex-

plain away one in order to make the other clearer : botli

should have their full expression. In believing itself, the

world is already virtually overcome ; and faith lias ever

vanquished from the beginning, being the armour or the

means to which victory is always attached. On the other

hand, faith is also the victory itself, for it is the result of
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the conflict : through believing I vanquish the world, and

win for myself as a prize the same faith ; so that it can

now, as the result, unfold without fatal opposition all its

force. But inasmuch as faith involves in itself, germinally,

a victory over the world, its development takes place in

actual life through a series of crises or stages ; it becomes

gradually manifest in all its character. Even as Christ

Himself had already conquered and slain the world and its

prince, v/hile yet this victory has to be brought out into

external manifestation gradually in the history of the king-

dom of God, and through that history, wliich is no other

than the more and more perfect dying out of Satan's power

and the more and more nearly approaching death-struggle

of Satan himself : so also is our faith, as reflecting the whole

work of its Lord in itself, essentially and in germ the com-

pleted victory, while yet this victory must find its external

and full expression only through a series of stages and

processes. The r^eyevvijaOat e/c rov Qeov—that is, the

indwelling of the Divine Spirit in us—is the principle of the

victory, faith ; as the union and conjunction of our own I

with this Divine Spirit, this principle becomes energetic and

effectual in individual acts.

Veese 5.

Tk eanv o vikmv rbv Koa/Jbov, el fir) 6 irLcrrevcov OTt

^Irjaov<i earIV 6 vi6<; tov Qeov;

Y'^ And that faith is no other than faith in Jesus as the Son

! of God : according to ch. iii. 8, it was the work of Christ

to destroy or undo the works of Satan ; and His work

specifically as the Son of God. He could say dapaelre e^cb

^ veviK7]Ka TOV KoaiJLOv (John xvi. 33) ; and faith in Him, full

fellowship with Him, reflects all His work even in us.

Thus the close of our section, ver. 5, most exactly returns

again to its beginning, ver. 1. Birth of God, faith, and the

accomplishment of the divine will, which constitute the

victory over the world, are exhibited in their combination

and interdependence, and at the same time as evidence of

brotherly love.
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Verses 6-11.

OvTo'i icTTiv 6 iX6oi)v St' uSttTo? KOi aifiaTo<;, Ii]aov<; o

Xpiaro^;, ovk ev ru> vBaTt /jlovov, aW iv tS vSarv kol tm

atfiarc koX to TrvevfMci iari to fiaprvpovv ori, ro Trvevfid

ia-TLV r) aXrjdeia. on rpel'i elcriv ol fiaprvpovvTe'i [eV rco

ovpavu>, 6 Trarrjp, 6 \6yo^, Kol to ayoov TTvevfia. koX ovtol

01 Tpel'i ev elai. kol Tpet<i elcnv ol fj,apTvpovvTe<i iv Trj 7?;],

TO TTvevfjia, Kol TO v8(op, Kol TO olp^a' Kol ol Tpet<i el<i to ev

elcnv. El Tr]v fiapTvpiav tcov avOpcoirav Xap-^dvo/iev, rj

fiapTvpla Tov ©eov fiei^oov iaTiV ore avTt} iaTlv 1) fiapTvpia

Tov ©eov, Tjv fie/iiapTvprjKe irepl tov vlov avTov. O ttlct-

Tevcov eh tov vlov tov ©eov, e')(ei ttjv fiapTvpiav ev eavTOt'

6 fir) inaTevoov tw ©ew, y^evaTrfv TTeiroiriKev avTov, otl ov

ireiTLO-TevKev eh Tr)v fiapTvpiav, rjv fiefiapTvprjKev ©eo? Trepl

TOV vlov avTov. Kal avTrj iaTlv rj fiapTvpia, otl ^(orjv

aldoviov eScoKev rj/xtv 6 ©eo<i, Kol avTt] 7) ^wr] ev Ta> vloj

avTOv icTTiv.

Thus, then, it appears that the section we have just been

considering forms one whole with that of ch. iv. 19-21;

but we observe that there is in it one distinct element, which

carries us back again to the beginning of the Epistle. In

the middle of its first sentence it was declared that the

X.0709 tt}? ^o)?}? would form the contents of it ; that St.

John's purpose was to give an annunciation concerning

Christ ; and if not to exhibit His person, yet to exhibit His

work in us. He had then in his first main division described

the interior religious character of the Christian life in its

relation to God and to the brethren ; in the second, the

external confirmation of this as a token of a right posture

towards God and man, and as therefore a condition of true

Christian joy. But all this is subsumed under a higher

aim : not for its own sake, but for the sake of an annuncia-

tion irepl TOV Xoyov tt}? ^(i)rj<;. The relation to Him—that

is, to Christ the Son of God—it was to which his final aim

was directed. But this relation is in the New Testament

phraseology embraced and expressed by the idea of Trt'o-Tt?

;

and in here introducing this, the apostle rounds off the

Epistle into unity ; he seems to declare that the design laid
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down in ch. i. 1 seq. was in this at length fulfilled. But
there is one element in the Introduction which has not yet

had justice done to it, having only once, ch, iv. 14, been

touched upon in passing : the idea of /xaprvpia. What other

was the purport of the copious sentence of ch. i. 1 seq.,with

its so emphatic development of one idea, but the guarantee

and witness of the truth of the apostolic tendency ? This

element is now, in the section ch. v. 6-12, taken up again,

although in another form than what it assumed in ch. i. 1.

All that the apostle had aimed to teach he had now taught:

luminous and distinct, complete and self-contained, lies the

full development of his thought before us. He has estab-

lished the true relation towards God and the brethren ; the

irappr^ala, as the result even in relation to the fr^'J^J^ /i^a DV
;

the %«/>« TereXecw/jievr) is guaranteed and secured ; while all

this rests upon the outgoings of Trio-rt? in the divine Son of

God. On this last, therefore, rests the superstructure of the

whole. This faith must accordingly in itself be a spiritual

possession, absolute and unconquerable ; its object must
have the strongest possible confirmation and assurance. To
show that this is so remains now the apostle's final problem..

The idea of fiapTvpia, which, apart from these explana-

tions, must appear to the most superficial and external

observation the centre of all that follows, is one that has a

remarkable prominence throughout the Johannaean writings.

This idea appears at the beginning, and recurs at the end

of all the three greater documents which we have received

from St. John. In the Apocalypse he commences, ch. i. 2,

with the vindication of his trustworthiness : 09 e/xaprvprjcre

TOP Xoyov rov ©eov koI T7]v fiaprvplav ^Irjaov Xpicrrov ocra

re elhev. It is matter of indifference whether the ifxap-

Tvprjo-ev referred to the work itself which he was beginning,

or to the earlier written Gospel, or to his general and ordinary

oral ministry : in any case, it is the drift of the apostle to

introduce a guarantee of his veracity by the mention of his

eye-witness-ship (oaa re eZSe). So, again, at the close of

the book, ch. xxii., its contents are summed up again and

again as a fiapTvpia of our Lord. The Gospel, in its turn,

goes on, after the prologue, with the fiapTvpla of the Baptist,
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cli. i. 18 seq., and ends with that of the evangelist himself,

ch. xxi. 24. And, finally, our Epistle begins with the

personal testimony of the apostle, while it ends with that of

God Himself. But to return, the body of the Gospel gives

the same prominent part to the idea of the /jbapTvpetv: the

valid and sufficient witness which the Lord has to appeal

to in His controversies with the Jews is a thought which

is constantly on His lips. In particular, He appeals in His

own behalf again and again—compare John v. 32, viii. 18,

XV. 26 (strictly speaking, it is the Holy Ghost who is

referred to in this last)—to the witness of His God to His

mission. Now it is precisely this, as we have seen, which

is spoken of in our present passage. It is true that in

ver. 6 the witness is that of the Spirit ; in ver. 8, that of

water, and blood, and the Spirit ; but as from ver. 9 onwards

THE witness of God is spoken of (mark the article) without

any kind of specification as to the manner or the medium
in which this testimony reaches us, it follows from this last

circumstance, as well as from the definite article, that the

water, and the blood, and the Spirit have no independent

meaning of their own, but are only the mediating repre-

sentations of the divine testimony. They together form, in

fact, the fxaprvpia tou &€ov.

We have here, however, two things sharply to distinguish.

First comes the question as to the substance of the witness

of God : what does it testify ? This question is fully and

clearly answered in ver. 11, avrr] iarlv rj fiapTvpia, on ^corjv

altiiVLOv €B(i)K6v rjjxlv o 0eo9 koI avrrj r) ^(orj iv rw vIm ainov

iaTLv ; but it is also, in a more condensed form, contained

in ver. 6. However, if we are content for a time with the

perfectly clear answer in ver. 11, we perceive that the

object of the divine testimony is the eternal life sealed for

us in the Son of God : He is the possessor (ev avru) eVrt),

and He is the mediator, of this life. The second question

is this : by what means does God bear His witness ? And \

its answer : by water, blood, Spirit. Now we have in the /
substance of the divine testimony, given to us in ver. 11,

a standard by which we may measure and ascertain the

correctness of our interpretation of these three witnesses.
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They must be such as can testify concerning Jesus as the

possessor of eternal life, and as the giver of eternal life to

us. In what sense, then, do the water, the blood, the Spirit

furnish this witness for Christ ?

In order to explain the water and the blood, we must

consider the twofold relation which they here assume.

First, they are witnesses, or media of the testimony, ^v

fjiefj,apTvp7]K6v 6 0eo9 Trepl rov vlov : the water and the

blood must therefore represent some divine act, some divine

institution, in virtue of which God appears in behalf of

Christ. Secondly, it is to be observed that Christ Himself

is said to have come Bt ySaro? Kal aLfjLaTo<s. Now, as St,

John uses always the word " come," or the ep^eadai, con-

cerning Christ, as a vox solcmnis which refers to the coming

of Jesus as the Messiah,—not to His being born generally,

but to His manifestation as Saviour of the world,—the pro-

position before us must needs signify that Jesus attained

His Messianic position through water and blood. These

two are therefore not only the pledge of His divine sonship,

but at the same time the powers through which He was

constituted the Saviour: the water and the blood must,

accordingly, be pointed to as constitutive factors in the life

oi the Eedeemer. Before, however, we look more closely

at the sense in which this is true, we must first justify the

phraseology we have just used. We have, that is, described

the testimony here concerned, now as witnessing His divine

sonship, and now as witnessing His Messianic activity,—that

is, as at once testimony to His person and as testimony

also to His work. For this double way of describing it we

\ have the apostle's own warranty ; for in ver. 1 1 he refers

both to the gift of life and to the bringer of life as the

jobject of the divine witness. And, in fact, the one is

involved in the other : He who is to give the life must first

have it in Himself ; and He who has it in Himself is

thereby declared to be the Son of God, according to John

V. 26, oiairep 6 Trarrjp e'^ct ^cotjv iv kavrw, ovtco^ eScoKe Koi

T(p vl(p ^corjv e^eiv iv eavrcp. He who g'XJ^l iv eavTio life is

thereby demonstrated to be the Son of God ; and He who
shall give life to others must tv eavrco e^eiv that life.
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Thus in reality tlie divine sonship and the Messiahship of,

Jesus are bound up together.

But what manner of water is that, concerning which so

great things are said ? Primarily, we are led to think of ''^

the baptism which Christ received at the hands of John
j

the Baptist. In truth, He was by that baptism inaugurated I

into His Messianic function : the three Synoptists make this

point of view abundantly prominent ; and at the first glance

it seems therefore perfectly intelligible, when it is said Bl'
;

vSaro'i, that He came as the Messiah by this baptismal

water, that this event was the medium of His introduction ',

to His Christly function, and fitted Him to enter on it. ^

But we must bethink ourselves to examine this closely.

What prepared Jesus for His office was not the baptismal

water, but the communication of the Spirit connected
;

with His baptism. In our sacramental Christian baptism,

indeed, the water and the impartation of the Spirit through

the rite are so inseparably united, that the one word water

may well be used to signify the whole, including the

heavenly blessing : the earthly sign and the heavenly

reality are in the sacrament indissolubly one. But it was

quite otherwise in the baptism of John. That was assuredly ,^

no sacramental act, and certainly did not of itself confer '

the Holy Ghost : whence, indeed, John himself could say

that, in contrast with his own baptism, Christ would

baptize with the Holy Ghost: compare John i. 33, 6

irefi^^ra^ /xe ^aTTTL^eiv ev vBari, eKelvo^ fioc elirev e^' ov av

tBrj<i TO irvev/xa KaTajSaivov . . . ovt6<; eariv 6 /SaTrrL^cov ev

irvevfxari ayio). The communication of the Spirit, of which

our Lord at His baptism was the object, was not itself

connected by any means with that baptism as such ; but

it was an extraordinary event, which was attached to it.

John's baptism and Christian baptism are in antithesis to

each other : in the former, man is, primarily, the giver ; in

the latter, he is the receiver. He who submitted to John's

rite laid down this confession: as the water cleanses my
body, so will I henceibrth dedicate my soul to God in pure

service. Anything like an extraordinary supernatural gift

of God to man was not by any means connected with this
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act. Thus, if the question here is of the inauguration of

Christ to His office, the designation of baptism by vScop

would be altogether unsuitable ; since the introduction to

His function was not by bai^tism in itself, but by the gift

of the Spirit^ not necessarily connected with that rite.

. Moreover, the water of Christ's baptism cannot by any
means be exhibited as a witness of His divine mission

:

tids external rite was in fact one common to the Lord and
many besides, which therefore did not involve of itself any
such virtue of special testimony. The voice which sounded

from heaven, or the Spirit who cDcrel Trepiarepd descended

on Jesus, might indeed have this virtue ; but they would
not be designated by vScop, because, as we have seen, the

baptism of John did not necessarily include the gift of the

Spirit.

We must therefore look about for another interpretation

of the vBcop. Does it signify Christian baptism ? It is

clear that this, in contradistinction to that of John, may
well be described by vBoyp ; since that essential and neces-

sary interpretation of water and Spirit, form and matter, is

found in it which is absent from John's baptism. And the

phrase o iXOchv Bt vSaro<i is thus perfectly intelligible.

The Baptist himself comprises the whole work of Christ in

{this, that He would baptize with the Holy Ghost and with

fire. Even the fact that the baptismal sacrament was in-

stituted only at the end of our Lord's ministry would not

stand obstinately in the way of this explanation ; for the

proper unfolding of the Messianic activity of Christ, to

which the ep'^ea-Oat refers, actually attained its consumma-
tion only at the end of His course uj)on earth. We should

' It may seem strange that, according to the consentient narratives of the

evangelists, Jesus fii'st received the Holy Ghost in connection with His

baptism, whereas He was filled with the Spirit in His mother's womb. The
solution of the difficulty lies in the distinction between the Spirit as a prin-

ciple filling His personal life, and the Spirit as an official gift for communica-

tion to others. This distinction finds a more distant analogy in the fact that

among men the knowledge of a matter does not involve either tlie vocation

or the gift to appear as a witness and teacher concerning it, which latter is

wont to be matured by definite experiences. A nearer analogy lies in the

double impartation of the Spirit to the disciples on the evening of the resur-

rection and on the morning of Pentecost.
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indeed expect to read ipxofX£vo<; ; since the liistoiically

completed fact of the manifestation of the Messiah in the

world was not consummated by means of the baptismal

sacrament ; rather in it He continuously comes as the

Saviour and Eedeemer of iLen. Another reason for reject-

ing this view is suggested by the way in which the vSap

and the alf^a are here placed in correlation or opposition

:

for Christian baptism itself includes a reference to the /

death, and therefore to the blood of Christ, according to the

Pauline declaration of Eom. vi. 3, eh rov OdvaTov avTov

i^aTTTtadrjfiev. Now, where it is said that Christ came not

by water alone, but by water and blood, there is ascribed to

each of these elements a specific matter : there is somewhat

in the blood which is not found in the water. But, as we

have seen that in the baptismal sacrament water and blood

are together efficient, the interpretation which makes the

water the sacrament of baptism is not altogether suitable.

And this objection is strengthened when we consider the

peculiar position which St. John assumes to the sacraments

generally. We certainly find in his Gospel passages which

must be referred incidentally to the sacraments, having in

them their highest fulfilment and truth ; but we find no

reference to the institution of these rites, nor indeed any

mention of them as such. In John vi. our Lord speaks of

the eating of His flesh and drinking His blood, and the

words in question doubtless allude also to the holy supper
;

but the explanation of eating by the idea of faith itself

shows that the paragraph is primarily to be understood as

a symbolic way of teaching the full and living appropria-

tion of Christ Himself (iycb 6 apTo<; Tr]<i ^co?)?) and of His

atonement (at/xa). Similarly, when John iii. speaks of

regeneration of water and the Spirit, the words certainly

allude to the water of baptism ; indeed they cannot be read

by Christian people without bringing this allusion to their

consciousness. But the very fact that there existed at the

time no sacrament of baptism, that therefore Nicodemus, to

whom the words were applied, could not, if this were their

only meaning, have understood them, indicates that the

water also must primarily be accepted in its symbolical
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sense. Now, as we have seen that onr Epistle never in any

passage goes beyond the circle of thought prescribed by the

Gospel, this of itself must make us suspicious of accepting

a reference to the sacraments as the direct and exclusive

meaning of our present passage.

Thus we are led to make the experiment, whether the

same interpretation of vScop which applies everywhere to

the Gospel may not be here also applicable,—that is, in

effect, the symbolical. A test of this method of interpreta-

tion we have in the fact that the meaning of the water in

our text must be different from that of the blood : this

latter must involve an element which the former has not

;

while both must be available and equally valid as witnesses

for Christ. Now at the outset we find the symbolical use

of the v8o)p in John iv., " he that drinketh of the water

that I shall give shall never thirst ;
" and, further, in John

vii. 38, " he that believeth on me, out of his body shall

flow rivers of living water." In these passages we must

understand by the water the new and saving life, which

springs up fresh and clear as from a fountain : compare the

nrrjyal rod awTrjpiov of Isa. xii. 3, and Ps. xxiii. 2. On the

other hand, the washing with water is in the Old Testa-

ment ritual the means of purification ; and the water very

frequently elsewhere occurs with this meaning, apart from

the legal observances. The two symbolical applications

must not be sundered, for they rest on the same funda-

mental ideas : water is the symbol, not only of the attain-

ment of purification, that is, of holiness, but of the possession

of it as the result. Thus we find it in the passage, John

iii. 5, which is fundamental for the meaning of our present

text : the new birth of water and of the Spirit describes

the production of new and pure and saving life, vhwp,

through the Holy Ghost, "Trvev/xa. Thus the relation of the

water and the blood is clear, at least clear in general : in

the blood lies the element of propitiation ; this is wanting

in the water, which points rather to redemption. Eegenera-

tion is, in fact, primarily not so much the expiation of the

past, as the implanting of a new nature, the establishing of

salvation. That negative aspect, according to which the
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\ovTpov 7ra\iyyev€crta<; becomes at tlie same time ^airTcafio^

ei? a(peaiv ufiaprtcov (Acts ii. 38), is introduced first by tlie

above-mentioned reference to the death of Christ. Accord-

ingl}^, the vScop would here be the symbol of the new

divine life, filled and replenished with purifying energies,

which the Eedeemer has brought. In virtue (Sm) of this

power existing in Himself, as the source of the fountain

(John iv.). He came as the ]\Iessiah (fjXOev) : only because

He had this life of salvation and could impart it to us was

He fitted to be the Messiah. And, at the same time, the

fact that the powers of a new and saving life came from.

Christ, is the witness that legitimates Him as the Son ofj

God. For, as we unfolded at the outset of our discussion,!

He who can impart life is thereby guaranteed as the pos-

sessor of it, and, moreover, therefore attested to be the Son

of God. So far we are led by the principle of a purely

symbolical interpretation ; it must be admitted, however,

as the exegetical feeling of every one will suggest, that the

Interpretation of vScop thus arrived at is not at all points

satisfactory and suflicient. But before we penetrate further,

we must deal in a similar way with the al/jia for its

preliminary symbolical exposition.

That the alfia is not to be understood, primarily at least,

of the sacrament of the altar, is shown—apart from what

has been already said, which partly applies here also— by
the fact that there is in the New Testament no allusion to

the Lord's Supper, which mentions only the blood. But

we have in our Epistle itself one passage which expresses

to us the significance of the blood of Christ, and from

which, therefore, we must not in our interpretation of the

present text without strong necessity depart : it is in ch.

ii. 2 (also ch. iv. 10), where the tXacr/i09, the propitiation,

is described as the result of the death of the Ifedeemer.

And to this we must add ch. i. 7, to al/xa 'Irjaov Xpiarov

KuOapi^et ri/jba<i airo irda-rj'; d/j,apTt'a<;. Accordingly St. John

says here that Christ, by means of His propitiatory death,

came forward as the Messiah ; that in this lay the realiza-

tion of His work as the Saviour. And this atoning power,

which proceeds from Him and fills His being {ffkOev iu
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aL^an), is the second witness which God bears to Him. It

demonstrates that He in whom such power dwells is the

Son of God.

T]iis symbolical interpretation of the vZcjup and aliia by-

no means excludes the possibility that the sacraments are

also included in these expressions. It is, in fact, not

fortuitous that in baptism the water, in the Eucharist the

blood, assume so prominent a place ; it was so appointed,

^

because in the former the renewal of the power of life, the

^purifying and saving energy of the Spirit, is the main
point ; in the latter, the appropriation of the atonement

lying in the blood of Jesus. Indeed, with baptism also is

connected the forgiveness of sins, and therefore expiation,

and with the Eucharist renewal to pure life ; but still in

such a way that with baptism the element of the implanting

of new life comes into the foreground, with the Eucharist

the suppression of the sin indwelling in the flesh by the

diffusion and penetration of the glorified body of Christ.

While, therefore, the reasons already alleged forbid our

thinking of the sacraments primarily and exclusively, they

are so far included as the symbolical meaning of the water

and the blood finds in them its application, indeed its

culminating application. Our passage, accordingly, rauks

side by side with the third and sixth chapters of the

Gospel. It is even probable that the thought of the

sacraments, and the order in which they are received by

Christians, prescribed the order of the words vZwp^ koL

aljxa.

But, as we said before, the interpretation thus reached

does not perfectly satisfy. Eor, though vhwp and al[ia

often occur in St. John symbolically, or rather tropically,

this does not explain how this tropical expression finds its

way here. Instead of saying that the powers of the new
life which Christ has brought testify for Him, to say that

the water testifies for Him,—is and must ever be thought

inexpressibly hard. In addition to this : granted that the

blood is here a symbol of expiation, yet it is not as a mere

trope, or figurative style of sj)eaking ; actual and true blood

was shed and effected the propitiation, and therefore the
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expression alfia is perfectly intelligible in this connection.

The blood, that is, the expiating blood of Christ poured out

on the cross, witnesses to His divine sonship. But is not

this precise background of reality altogether wanting in the

vhwp ? Is it not merely a purely figurative expression, and

one that in this passage has no foundation for it assigned ?

It would indeed be altogether different, if in the life of

Christ—apart from His baptism, which we have found to

be inapplicable for our purpose—there could be specified

any point at which actual water appears in the higher

symbolical sense we have indicated, thus giving our passage

just such a concrete historical foundation as the blood has

in it : such an event as we now contemplate would assume

in the mind of the apostle and of his readers a place of

peculiar prominence, so that the mention of the water

would at once and necessarily suggest it. Now such an

event is found ; and our whole passage would receive a

rich illumination if it could be shown that it refers to

John xix. 34: a passage the reference to which is so

obvious that it is difficult not to point to it at once. It is

not simply that in these two passages of Scripture alone

blood and water are thus placed in juxtaposition ; in both

cases they are conjoined in an equally marked manner, with

manifest emphasis ; and in both cases fiaprvpelv is the idea

under the light of which the alfxa and vBcop are introduced.

Now, if it can be shown that that water and that blood

which are spoken of in the history of the passion are to be

typically understood, that is, that there an external fact

occurred which bore in it a deeper meaning ; that, further,

the interpretation of the type, or rather of the typical ideas

iiBap and alfia, is there the same as we have discerned to be

true in our present passage : then shall we be constrained to

regard the passage in the Gospel as the foundation of this

;

and similarly, the relation of these symbolical expressions,

as well as the meaning we have discovered in them, will

be demonstrated afresh and more fully illustrated. The

only external reason which can be adduced in opposition

to our reference to John xix. is this, that the blood comes

first in the Gospel, while here the water has precedence.

1 JOHN. u
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But the force of tliis objection is altogether neutralized by

a consideration of two things. First, in the Gospel the

apostle observes the order in which the elements issued

from the Lord's side, while here the water comes first on

account of the reference, mentioned above, to the sacraments.

Secondly, the difference urged has the less significance,

because (presupposing the symbolical meaning of the water

and the blood in the Gospel, which we shall confirm pre-

sently) the difference between redemption and propitiation

is generally a fleeting one, the two ideas being involved in

each other.

Now let us examine John xix. 34 seq. more carefully.

First of all, it is an altogether wrong view of the incident, that

blood and water issued from the Redeemer, which sees in

it only a demonstration that Jesus had actually died. It is

not only the fact—often remarked—that Christian antiquity

never had doubts about the reality of Christ's death, and

that therefore so emphatic a demonstration of it might

appear quite without reason ; but to attain such an end the

apostle is supposed to have adopted the worst possible

means. At any rate, it would have been much sim^^ler to

say that the soldier pierced the heart of our Lord. More-

over, M'e can scarcely attribute to the evangelist so much
physiological knowledge as to be aware that the dissolution

of the blood into placenta and serum was a sure sign of

consummated death : even granting that this can be proved,

which we do not believe. How could a fact of such special

peculiarity that its physiological explanation has not to the

present day been arrived at, have been used as a decisive

evidence of the death of Jesus ? Since these elements do not

usually flow from a corpse any more than from a living body,

the conclusion might have drawn with equal truth and un-

truth to the life of Christ, or His death not consummate.

But the main point is this : the Old Testament citations

introduced by ^dp in vers. 36, 37 must, if it had been the

apostle's design to confirm the fact of Christ's death, stand

in some connection with that design. But we see no trace

of such a connection. The quotations are no more linked

with the flowing of blood and water than they are with the
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certainty of our Lord's death. They furnish evidence that

the piercing with the lance, and the pretermission of the

breaking the legs, were predicted in the Old Testament

:

not, however, to establish the reality of these facts them-

selves, but to point out that He, as to whom that took

])lace and this did not take place, was the jNIessiah. No
bone of the paschal Lamb was to be broken ; Jesus there-

fore, by the circumstance that the crurifragmm could not

befall Him, was marked out as the paschal Lamb. They
were to look on Him as Jehovah wlioni they pierced : the

piercing of the lance, therefore, marked out Jesus as

Jehovah, as the Son of God. Thus all else that is recorded

in this section was to demonstrate Jesus to be the Messiah

and the Son of God : the flowing of blood and water from

His side must be regarded from the same point of view.

And that this is the only right one, appears from ver. 35 :

o ecopaKoo'i fjbefjbaprvprjKe, Koi aKrjdLvr) ecmv avrov rj fxaprvpla,

KaKeivo<i oiBev ore aXrjd^ Xejei, Iva vjjbei^ TriaTevrjre ore 6

'Jt^o-ou? icTTiv 6 XpiaTo<i, 6 vi6<; rov ©eov. St. John says,

o e(opaKm : in this he includes in one whole all that he

had related, the pouring out, therefore, of blood and water

included ; and he declares all to be testimony that Jesus

was the Son of God. If, indeed, the words quoted in ver. 3 o

produce the impression that they record something mira-

culous, something so wonderful that it might appear

incredible to the readers, this cannot refer so much to the

piercing itself, which was not such a matter of wonder, but

to the water and blood which flowed from the side of Jesus.

I'or the fact of the piercing, and the pretermitted cruri-

fragium, the apostle can appeal to other witnesses, those of

the Old Testament, Avhich also explain the facts as indicat-

ing the divine sonship of our Lord. But he has no other

witness for the water and the blood ; instead, therefore, of

that, he must himself give the most confident assertion

of his exact and true observation ; and he must himself

explain what he saw. Accordingly, the facts adduced by
the evangelist receive a twofold illustration : first, the truth

of each is attested by the apostle's eye-witness, with that of

the Old Testament superadded ; secondly, their significance
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is confirmed, and this significance is declared to be the

same in all three, that is, the vindication of Christ as the

Son of God.

But it is clear that the flowing of blood and water could

not of itself attest this truth ; this it could do only if the

two ideas are symbolically understood. These symbols we
must interpret according to the general usage of Scripture,

and especially that of St. John, and thus obtain for the

passage in the Gospel the same results which we have

arrived at in the case of our text in the Epistle. As the

prophecy of Hosea, " Out of Egypt have I called my Son,"

would maintain its applicability to Christ even if He had

never set His foot in Egypt, though He was carried to

Egypt that the prophecy might be set in a clearer light

;

as the word of Zechariah concerning the meek King sitting

on an ass would maintain its truth even without its external

fulfilment in the history of Palm Sunday : so would the

significance of the death of Jesus naturally be the same if

it had not been symbolically exhibited in the flowing forth

of the blood and water. But God so ordered it that the

internal should become external; and the apostle's wonder

approved and attested this divine and altogether miraculous

order of Providence. If we revert to our passage in the

Epistle, this now receives its most satisfactory and final

elucidation. Eirst, it is plain how the powers of purifying

renewal and reconciliation might be here expressed by vScop

and alpLa : they are used on the ground of the fact in the

Gospel, which is by St. John made prominent with such

emphasis, and in which water and blood occur with so

symbolical a meaning. Whenever one acquainted with the

Gospel read this passage, and noted that the question was

concerning a witness borne, he must have recalled to his

mind that historical event. Secondly, it is clear how water

and blood could be adduced as witnesses appointed of God

:

for in a most marvellous way God had so ordered it that

blood and water should flow from the side of the Crucified,

and thus symbolically seal His vocation as a Saviour.

But there is yet a third witness given by God, the

Spirit ; and the matter of His testimony is guaranteed (oti),
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because the Spirit is the truth. This clause must he con-

sidered well on all sides. It needs no argument that

TTvevfia is the Spirit of God, the Holy Ghost, without whom
no man can call Jesus Lord, and who bears witness to Jesus

as the Christ in our hearts ; but we must note the accord-

ance with John xv. 26, where in like manner the fiapTvpeiv

irepl XptaTov is exhibited as the function of the Paraclete.

In the paraphrase we have given, the clause with oti is not

regarded as the substance of the testimony, but as the

ground of its truth. If it is taken as the substance of it,

and translated, " The Spirit beareth witness that the Spirit

is truth," thus making the Spirit bear witness to Himself,

we have only to observe that He is certainly introduced

here only as a witness for Christ. Moreover, it would be a

poor specification of the matter of His testimony, that He
witnesses His own truth, that is Himself: the main idea.

His testimony that His witness to Christ is true, would be

wanting. Or we should be obliged to understand the first

TTvevfia of the Spirit as the third Person in the Godhead,

and the second of the Spirit as dwelling in man, or of the

Spirit of Christ as blended with the human spirit. But,

apart from the question whether we may establish such

a severance at all, we know nothing generally of a testi-

mony of the Holy Spirit of the Trinity in His distinction

from the Spirit of God as ruling in man. Finally, if we
should understand the second Trvev/ma of the human spirit,

and explain it after the analogy of Eom. viii. 16, auTo ro

iTvevpia avp,/jiapTvpel Ta> irvevfjuart 97/icoy, we should then

miss this precise r/ficov in our passage.

On the other hand, the thought is perfectly clear and

truly Johannaean if we take otc as the causal particle : the

Spirit of God, who enters into man, is in Himself a irvevpia

T?;9 ak7}6e[a<i (John xv. 26), and therefore the testimony

which He bears for Christ in our experience is true. But

there yet remains one difficulty, and that is the article

before fxaprvpovv. The proposition, to irvevp,d iari to

fxapTvpovv, by means of this article produces the impression

that the Spirit is the only witness, while, nevertheless, the

apostle goes on, oTt T/)ei9 elacv ol fiapTvpovvTe<:. In this
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last clause the Spirit is mentioned co-ordinately with the

water and the blood : the three have all one office of

witness. On the other hand, our proposition in its formal

construction exhibits the Spirit not as conjoined with the

water and the blood, but as conjoined with Christ. That

is to say, ver. 6a, 0VT09 {scil. ^Irjaov'i 6 Xpca-TO^) eariv 6 .

iXdoiv So" vSaro'i k.t.X., manifestly corresponds with ver. 6c,

TO irvevfMo, iariv ro fxaprvpovv. Accordingly, the Spirit

assumes a twofold position : one as parallel with Christ, who
came by water and blood, and another as parallel with this

same water and blood themselves. As to the former, Christ

/^^<3ame as the Messiah by water and blood. He hrouglit salva-

\ tion and propitiation ; the Sjnrit's office is to ivitness for

"> this, and then to appropriate and be the means of im-

\
parting in detail what was once accomplished as a whole

"by the Eedeemer. Thus we can explain the article in our

text, TO TTvevfjbd iari to fxaprvpovv : the Lord is the bringer

(0 ekOcDv hia K.T.X.), the Spirit is the attester. The article

does not therefore refer to the fact that the Spirit and no

, other attests, but to the fact that He in relation to Christ's

,' work has the function only of witnessing, not that of any

V fundamental work of His own. Thus, in a certain sense,

Christ and the Spirit have their distinct offices in the

accomplishment of our salvation. As to the latter, the

Spirit has also a function running parallel with the water

and the blood. If these last, to wit, are the actual

demonstrations that He is the Saviour, that is, because

He administers salvation, then they are also witnesses,

fj,dpTvpe<i ; and, the Spirit being reckoned with them,

whose specific office is that of testimony, we have three

witnesses. Thus we assign its rights to the telic oti,, as

establishing the fact ort rpel'i elaiv ol /xaprvpovvre'?. It

must not be forgotten that in the very order of the

sentence the emphasis falls upon the Tpel<i. It is not as

if the general proposition, firmly established to the apostle,

concerning the threefold witness, confirmed the correctness

of the deductions drawn in ver, 6 as to the fact of the

three testimonies—for how should such a proposition be

a 'priori firmly established in his mind ?—but the oti
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refers also to the second part of the clause, kol ol rpet? et?

TO €v elcnv ; and what was to be established is not the

immediately preceding proposition, but ovTo<i eanv 6 vlo^

roO &€ov, the statement whose demonstration was the chief

question throughout. That three witnesses give the same

testimony is, according to Moses, the guarantee of the truth

of any matter ; Jesus Himself appealed to this (Johri

viii. 17), and on this the apostle here rests. The trinity

of tlie witnesses, therefore, which furnish one testimony, is

the demonstration (^6tl) of the divine sonship of the Lord.

But all the three witnesses named were given by God

(ver. 9) : He is in the end the only Testifier. His witness,

however, is by the perfect fiejxapTvprjKev described as one

that is closed and perfected. If the blood and water were

referred exclusively or even primarily to the sacraments,

this would be unintelligible ; for their influence goes on

perpetually. But if we are to think first of the ep-^eadai

of Christ, and further of the event that took place in flis

death, the perfect tense is explained clearly: this is the

witness of God, that He sent Christ filled with purifying

and atoning powers, that He provided an external authenti-

cation of this power given to Christ in the issuing of blood

and water from His side in death ; and similarly, that He
sent the Spirit as a witness. The Spirit Himself fiapTvpei;

but God once for all witnessed in sending Him.

After we have thus generally elucidated the constitutive

fundamental ideas, we have the details to observe on ; and

pre-eminently to decide the question whether ver. 7 belongs

to the text or not. If our decision invariably depended on

the testimony of manuscripts known to us, there could be

no question about the genuineness or spuriousness of this

verse ; for it is undeniable that no Greek codex earlier than

the sixteenth century contains it. If the text is defended

in spite of this, it must be on the ground of quotations from

the Fathers ; and then it must be explained how it came to

pass that the words vanished from the text without leaving a

trace. In both these respects the matter here is very dif-

ferent from that involved in the reading of ch. iv. 3, \veiv

Tov 'Irjaoui/. In this latter case a reading no longer extant
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at the threshold of the third century was attested in the east

and in the west by such men as Irenaeus and Tertullian,

while, as we saw, it cannot be proved that Polycarp did

not know it. But in the case now before us this ver, 7 is

found for centuries only in the west, while in the east

there is no trace of it ; and it may be taken for granted

that it could not have been known in the east, for other-

wise it would have been used in the Arian controversy.

And this leads to the other question, as to the possibility

of its vanishing from the text. Let us in this respect also

compare ch. v. 7 with ch. iv. 3. The phrase Xveiv rov

^Irjaovv might indeed, as Socrates shows, have been applied

to refute the heretics ; but it was in itself too profound to

put an end to the controversy by one stroke ; at any rate,

it was not of such a kind that every transcriber would

at once perceive in it an eSpaico/xa nX7]deia<i. But how
different is it with ch. v. 7 ! No one can deny that in the

whole compass of holy writ there is no passage even ap-

l)roaching the dogmatic precision with which, in a manner

approximating to the later ecclesiastical definitions, this one

asserts the immanent Trinity. Such a verse could not

have been omitted by inadvertence ; for, even supposing

such a thing possible in a text of such moment, the absence

of the words iv rfj ryrj of ver. 8 would still be inexplicable.

The omission must then have been intentional, and due to

the hand of a heretic. But would such an act have

remained uncondemned ; and were all our manuscripts pro-

duced by heretics or constructed from heretical copies ? In

spite of my subjective conviction of the genuineness of the

\veiv Tov 'Irjaovv, I could not decide to receive this reading

into the text of ch. iv. 3 ; for our editions must, above all

things, keep close to the substance ol the manuscripts.

But to preserve ch. v. 7 cannot by any means be justified.

The most acute argument that has been adduced to this

hour in its favour is represented by the venerable Bengel,

who asserts that here the analysis of the Epistle is summed
up in one point, the Trinity being the governing principle

of its arrangement. But we have found that an altogether

different analysis is the right one ; and to us, therefore, this
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argument for the genuineness is neutralized. As to the

dogmatic shortsightedness which bewails in its loss the

removal of a prop for the doctrine of the absohite Trinity,

this might be expected in lay circles, but ought not to be

found among theologians. A doctrine which should depend

on one such utterance, and in its absence lose its main
support, would certainly be a very suspicious one. Omitting

the verse, we have in this very section the doctrine of the

Trinity just in the form in which Scripture generally pre-

sents it : the Father, who witnesses, ver. 9 ; the Son, who
is attested, ver. 6 seq. ; the Holy Spirit, through whom the

Son is witnessed by the Father, ver. 66; the passage being

thus very similar to the narrative of our Lord's baptism.

We have recognised that the leading idea of the entire

section, vers. 6-12, is that of the fiaprupetv. The whole

Epistle rests upon faith in the Son of God : He is to be

exhibited in the fulness of His divine attestation ; and it is

accomplished in such a way that vers. 6-9 present to us

the witnesses, vers. 10-12 the effects of the witness. This
\

and no other (hence the ovro^i at the outset, resuming

the subject of the preceding proposition) is He who came

with the powers of a new life which overcomes the world

;

that is, the Jesus Christ already named. He came : the

aorist specifies His coming simply as an historical fact

;

not marking it as one accomplished event, as if it were

iXrjXvOco';, nor as something continuous, as if it were

ipXOfievo'i. The words must be taken in their strict

order and meaning: it is not 'Ir]c-ov<i Xpiarof, as if the

person were mentioned with a double nomen propriuin, but

*l7]aov<i 6 XpicTTO'i ; the article before Xpicrro^, and only

before it, makes it a closer appellative definition of 'It/ctoO?,

Jesus who is the Messiah. The Messiahship of Jesus is

taken for granted ; for nothing new concerning this is

asserted throughout the section, only the old is confirmed

afresh. Moreover, we do not read ovto<; iar/v ekOwv, after

the manner of John i. 9, to ^(W9 rjv epyoyuevov,—as if, for

the sake of more strongly emphasizing the verbal idea, the

copula were separated from the verb,—but outo? kdjiv i

i\6(bv St' vSaro'i.
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Thus the purport of the whole is this : You call Jesus

the Messiah ; and you are right in this, for it is He who
has in Himself the necessary and settled (mark the article)

sign of Messiahship : whicli is, that He has brought the

powers of renewal and atonement. By means (hca) of the

water and the blood He has come ; and His coming is

comprehended in the water and the blood (eV). If we
abidingly receive these powers of renewal and atonement,

then is He no longer 6 iXOcov : for here w^e must remember
that ep'^eaOai, spoken of Jesus, does not signify a mere

appearing or being born ; but, on tlie ground of the Old

Testament, His manifestation as Saviour and Eedeemer.

And, in very deed, He has the two necessary tokens of a

Saviour in Himself: not as it were only the one, that of

water {ovk iv ru> vSart jjlovov). We saw above that in the

symbol of water the element of atonement as such is

wanting. It refers to the establishment of a new life, and

thus looks forward to the future and not back to the past.

Past sins are not washed away by water, but only by

blood ; for %&)pf9 aZ/^are/c^vcr/a? ovk ecrriv d<p€at<;. It is

true that this seems to be contradicted by Mark i. 4, where

the baptism of John is called ^airria/jio^ fxeravolaf; et?

a(peaLv afiapiiwv. But it is not really contradicted. The
baptism is expressly termed ^airTLo-fio'i iJLeTavoia<i, having

its character in the change of mind ; and we have there-

fore to assume that the forgiveness of sins also comes as

the result of the change of mind. It is therefore such a

forgiveness of sins as took place in the case of David

:

'viewed as in the future, on the ground of an atonement

hereafter to come. The expiatory element was by no

means involved in the baptism of John ; it implied an act

of God's grace standing in no necessary connection with

this ordinance. Sins were, in the baptism of John, as

generally down to the manifestation of Christ, placed

under the avoyj] rov 0eov ; but a propitiation was not

connected with it, save symbolically through the shedding

of blood. Through that propitiation itself was man's sin

done away in the sight of God ; and hence it is the sign ot

the true and onlv Saviour that He came ovk iv rw vhart,
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fiovov aXfC iv Tft> vBuTi Koi ru> aijjiarL. By the side ot"

this work of Christ, laying the foundation, comes in the

attesting and confirming work of the Spirit. Our Lord's

work had its own confirmation in its power to renew and to

abolish guilt ; but it receives a new and most express con-

firmation through the Spirit, whose only office is to witness

(to fiaprvpovv), and who possesses the fullest adaptation to

this office, inasmuch as He is 77 aXijOeia, the compendium

of all truth.

But that which was to be attested is the subject of the

first clause, the fact which this testimony makes uuassail-

ably secure to faith : 'Ir}a-ov<i iaTiv 6 XpLa-To<i. It is

secure, for the condition is fulfilled to which the Mosaic

law attaches all security, the concurrence of three witnesses.

These are eh to ev, converge to one goal, that is, the fact

already announced and the consequence deducible from it

(vers. 11, 12), that we possess in Jesus Christ eternal life.

Inasmuch as this goal has been already named, and is

known to the readers, it is not said that they merely agree

et? €v, but eh to ev, that particular end with which the

whole was concerned. The mighty force of conviction

inherent in these testimonies rests emphatically on this,

that they are given not by men, but by God Himself, the

source of all truth, ver. 9. The comparison between human
and divine witness is suggested to the apostle by ver. 8,

in which he had referred to the fact that the testimony

adduced by liim fulfilled the conditions demanded by valid

human testimony. It not only furnishes valid human
testimony ; it does more than that,—he goes on,—for it

springs from God. A corresponding development, funda-

mental for our passage, is found in John viii. 17 seq.

There, our Lord avers that in His case the requirements

were met which men are justified in demanding for the

guarantee of any truth ; here. His apostle goes further, and.

says that more than this is furnished for Christ. Therefore,

as men are wont to receive attested facts without contradic-

tion, and always thus to receive them (Ind. Pres.), so must

we yet more heartily yield our assent to truth. Thus the

fxel^aiv does not refer to the matter of the testimony, as if
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the tiling here attested were of greater and higher moment
than the things which men attest,—these latter being about

iiri'yeia, while God vouches for iiroi'pdvia,—but simply to

the trustworthiness of the witness. For, the apostle says,

the question is here essentially of nothing less than a

divine testimony (the emphasis falls on rov 0eov) ; the

witness of the Spirit, the water, and the blood of which we
speak (avrr], scil. rj fiaprvpia) is only the means by which

God Himself testifies.

The clause following these words with otl is not to be

attached to them by ^i/ : this appears certain from the evi-

dence of manuscripts, and is confirmed by internal argu-

ments ; for, in the first place, we can easily understand the

lapsus oculorum, which might take up the rjv of the similar

words of ver. 1 into our verse ; and, secondly, this riv

produces at once the impression of being an explanatory

correction. For it is not obvious at first sight whether

the OTL here means " that " or " because." If we take the

former, otl is the unfolding of the preceding ainr), and

must be translated thus :
" it is for us to receive the testi-

mony of God rather than the testimony of man, because

(the first OTL) it consists in this, that God has witnessed

concerning His Son." Then the contents or the object of

the testimony would establish its higher trustworthiness.

But, as we have already remarked, it is impossible to see

what significance in that case there is in the contrast

between the witness of God and that of man. The divine

testimony is for its own sake, and not because it is given

to this or that fact, more trustworthy than human testi-

mony. In fact, we might deduce from this view the

inference that if God w^ere to give His witness to anything

else, His witness would not be more strong than that of

man. Hence we must take the second on as causal, and

lay the emphasis on the fjiefiapTvprjKe, to which, indeed, we
are led by its prominence in the order of the verse. The

meaning then is, that we must receive the witness of God
as greater than the witness of men ; for (the first on) the

question is of a divine testimony, and God hath borne

witness concerning; His Son. The first clause of the verse
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thus has two reasons assigned: the first confirms that the

matter is of GocVs testimony, the second that it is of a

testimony of God.

When we go on to observe the injunction to the readers

to believe in this testimony, a difficulty arises from its

appearing that the witnesses mentioned speak only in the

believer. For in whom but the believer does the Spirit

speak concerning the Lord, and, to use the Lord's own
word, glorify Him ? and to whom does the water, the

renewing energies which proceed and have proceeded from

Christ, witness of Christ, but to him who finds evidence in

himself of these invigorating powers, and who is conscious

that he has received from Him every inspiration to a new
life ? The same may be said of the witness of the alixa,

the atonement centred and rooted in Christ. Ave not then

these witnesses superfluous, witnessing only to those who
already believe ? Now such a contradiction as seems here

to emerge would not, apart from other considerations, be

intolerable ; for it would not be greater in our passage than

in those which speak of our Lord being come as a light to

those who sit in darkness ; while, on the other hand, those

only can hear His voice who are of the truth. But the

case is different here. If the subject were, as we presumed,

the witness of God in believers, it would not be, as w^e

read here, fieixaprvprjKev o 0eo?, but only fiaprvpei. As
it is, the testimony of God must be a definite and closed

testimony, perfected in the past. And such it is in very

deed : that the powers of renewal and atonement lie summed
up and sealed in Christ, is indeed an historical fact. No
one with open eyes can possibly deny that all such energies

as have been manifest in the world have without exception

resulted from the name of Jesus Christ. No man can

gainsay that the Spirit sent to the apostles witnessed to

them on behalf of Jesus Christ as the Son of God. Thus

the testimony of God in its threefold direction is not only

one that lives in individual believers, but it stands before

us as an incontrovertible historical fact. It is with faith

in this testimony of God as it is with faith in the miraculous

power indwelling in Christ and in Christianity. He who
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(has experienced the miracle of sinful man's renewal needs

no other witness for the miracles which the Lord aforetime

wrought. But has not he to whom this is not a living

experience historically before him the great and undeniable

miracle that a sunken, dying, ruined world has been

awakened through Christ to a new life ? Thus, as this

one great, undeniable miracle is even to the unbeliever a

real demonstration of the miraculous power of Christ gene-

rally, so the historically undeniable witness of the water

and the blood and the Spirit is obligatory on all who have

not as yet experienced it in themselves. In a word, the

witnesses here adduced are valid not only to believers, but

also for unbelievers ; they stimulate and invite faith ; for

they are not only subjective in men's hearts, but objective

also in history.

These observations make the progress of the thought

between vers. 6-9 on the one hand, and vers. 10-12 on

_the other, quite clear. Vers. 6-9 treat of the witness of

God as of one that is historically present, completed, and

closed (fj,e/MapTvp7]K€v). Then in ver. 10 the new thought

enters, that if we believe this objectively present testimony,

it becomes a subjective one which we find experimentally

in ourselves (o iriarevcov e^j^et rrjv fiaprvplav iv iavro}).

' But he who believes not {fM^, for the participle is to be

,x?onditionally understood, as it were, iav ii-q) makes God a

f liar : he charges the historically present testimony of God
with falsehood. We see at once how in this proposition

we can again expect only fjbefiaprvprjKev, and not f^ap-

Tvpetv ; for the divine testimony, which has its realization

in man, the vmbeliever has indeed not experienced.

Now follows the exphcit statement of the substance of

the witness, which ver. 6 indicated only in few words.

That is to say, Jesus is generally attested as the Son of

God and the Messiah. At an earlier stage it was impressed

on us that these two ideas are regarded by St. John as

involved in each other, so that if He is said to be the

Messiah, He must be the Son of God ; if the Son of God,

He must also be the Messiah. The idea Son of God or

that of Logos is not in our apostle a mere metaphysical
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description of what Christ is in Himself or in relation to

the Father : the idea in both its terms stands in an imme-
diate connection witli the created universe. In the first

verses of the Gospel it is said that all becoming and all

being in the world proceed from the Logos,—the former,

the becoming, in ver. 3 ; the latter, the being, in ver. 4,

—

and it follows from this that He who is the medium of ^wt)

alcovio'i to the workl must therefore be the Son of God

;

and that the Son of God, because it is His to procure and

accomplish all, must also be the mediator of salvation,

—

that is, the Son of God and the Messiah are in St. John's

consciousness interchangeable ideas which necessitate each

other. Accordingly, the testimony which God here bears

concerning His Son cannot be a merely theoretical j^roposi-

tion, ^l7](Tov<i ianv 6 vio<i tov Qeov ; but it is a proposition

in which there lies a thoroughly practical element : to wit,

that He, as the Son of God, is the Saviour of the world.

Thus it is accounted for that the two phrases are introduced

quite 'promuctie, as indicating the object of the testimony

:

in ver. 6, 'Irjaouq 6 Xpi(n6<;, the ]\Iessiahship of Jesus ; in

vers. 9, 10, by the words irepl tov vlov avrov, His divine

sonship. Finally, in ver. 11 both elements are placed in

correlation, and thus the whole is summed up.

Verse 12.

O e'X^cov TOV vlov, e-^^eo ttjv ^coijv' 6 firj e^cov tov vlov tov

0eOV, TTJV ^COT]V OVK e^6i.

But the apostle does not only say that through Him, the

source of life, life has been brought to men generally, but i

that it has been brought to ^ls {rjiuv eBwKev 6 ©eo?). For
it is taken for granted in this verse that the witness of

God, the historically actual witness, has been received by
us, and thus become a fiapTvpla iv rifj,iv (comp. ver. 10);
in other words, that we have received our portion in the

life brought by the Eedeemer. The connection between the

Son of God and the life, declared in ver. 11, is then in

ver. 1 2 evolved under two aspects : where the Son of God
is, there is also life ; and it is to be found only where He
is. And thus the apostle has come back to the idea which
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he had laid down at the outset of his document ; in ch. i. 1

he had declared that His annunciation concerned the Logos,

but as the X6709 t7J<; ^&)%, that is, the divine and eternal

life which is in the Logos, and flows forth from Him. That

Son of God and life are correlative terms, is here obviously

the conclusion of all his development.

The conclusion it is ; for that which now follows is not

a continuation of the discussion of ver. 6 seq. : that it is

not this is evident from the matter of what follows, in which

the jxapTvpeiv no more appears ; as well as from the em-

phasized resumption of the twelfth verse in the thirteenth,

a thing to be accounted for only on the ground that some-

thing new is about to be entered on. Nor is what follows

a new train of thought, which stands co-ordinately by the

side of the previous development. We have rather only a

recapitulation yet before us, in which, indeed, the apostle

expands one single thought, that of intercession, under one

aspect, intercession in regard to the sin unto death. That

this close of the whole Epistle falls again into two members

is evident at the first glance : vers. 13-17 and vers. 18-21

must be taken together ; but it will require a discussion of

the details to show in what relation these two sub-sections

stand to each other.

Verse 13.

Tavra eypai^a v/juv roi? Tncrrevovcriv eh to ovofia rov

vlov rov Qeov, iva elhijre on ^corjv alcoviov e^ere, kuI Iva

maTevrire el<i ro ovofia tov viov rod Qeov.

First, we have to decide the reading of this verse. There

are three various forms which it assumes. The licccpt.

reads: ravra ejpayjra vfuv to 49 irtarevovacv eh to ovoixa

TOV vlov rod @eov, iva elBrjre on ^(or]v e'^ere alcoviOV, Kal

IV a mcrrevTjre eh ro ovopba rov vlov rov Qeov. The

manuscript form most generally accepted is that of Cod.

A: ravra eypaylra vplv, 'iva el8r]re ore ^corjv e^ere aldovLOV ol

TTiarevovre'i eh ro ovojxa rov viov rov ©eov. Finally,

Cod. B reads : ravra eypa^lra v/uv iva elSrjre ore ^corjv e')(ere

aloiviov, rol'i mcrrevovaiv eh ro ovo/xa rov vlov rov ©eov.

The decision between these readings, especially between the
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latter two, is, as to external arguments, difficult. The most

important question is here, of course, as to which of the

readings would most easily suggest the reason for the

origination of the others. Now, that is the third. If,

namely, the rot? irca-Tevovaiv, according to Cod. B, stood

after the telic clause with tW, we can easily understand

how it was that it came to be changed into the nominative,

—that is, to refer to the elSijTe (as in Cod. A) ; and we can

also see how those transcribers who rightly viewed the

grammatical connection placed it before the intermediate

telic clause, immediately after the eypa-yjra vfuv (as the

Recept.). The second clause with ha, found in the Rcccjjt.,

appears to have sprung from a gloss which the parallel

definition of purpose in the Gospel (ch. xx. 21) contained.

If we suppose the Beccpt. genuine, we cannot account for

the origination of the two other readings ; nor will the

second of the two readings help us to explain how the first

and third arose. Then, if the third reading is the right

one, the closing words, Tot9 Triarevova-iv k.t.X., may be com-

pared with John i. 12, eBcoKev avTol<i e^ovalav reKva @eou

jevecrdai, Tot9 nna-Tevovcnv k.tX. Thus the aim of the Epistle

is the firm assurance of the readers that they have eternal

life ; and both the writing and tlie establishment of this

assurance are designed only for those who believe in the

revelation {ovofid) of the Son of God.

Veese 14.

Kal avrr) ecTiv 97 Trap'prjaia fjv e'yojxev Trpo'; avrov, on
idv rv alrcofxeda Kara to deXrjfia avTOv, aKovet r]fio)v.

This assurance, that we are partakers of a true and divine •

life, produces in us irapprjcria as it respects God,—the senti-

ment of unity with Him, and therefore of perfect freedom,

or the unrestrained and unreserved utterance of our whole

thought. But the apostle has not in view here, as in the

second division of the Epistle he had, the approval of this

confidence at the day of judgment. Here, at the close of

all, he points rather to the fruit which this parrhesia already

bears in our experience, in the confirmation even now of 1

our possession of the ^wt] alcovio^. It takes the form of

1 JOHN. X
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,,'Conficlence in prayer, founded upon the assurance of beiug

heard. But prayer here comes into consideration only in its

intercessory character, as ver. 16 shows. This, however,

is not an isolated thought which is made prominent at this

point for practical reasons ; it will be seen to correspond

with the general tone of the Epistle, when we reflect that it

regards the whole life of prayer as finding its deep expres-

sion in prayer for others. We have seen in previous exposi-

tions that St. John subsumes our whole religious life under

the one commandment of brotherly love ; that he regards our

entire moral obligation as discharged in this precept ; and

hence it is plain that there was to him no other prayer

imaginable than that which in its issue should be bound up

with our brethren. If I pray for my own person, it is that

I may become a living member of the kingdom of God

;

but my place in the kingdom of God is conditioned by this,

that I am helpful to my brethren in that kingdom. Accord-

ingly, the final, at least the indirectly final, end of all prayer

—viewed from the point which connects our whole life

with the service of the divine kingdom—must be prayer for

the salvation of our brethren. The Koivwvia //.er' aKKrjkcov,

which it was the apostle's aim in ch. i. 4 to help to its

perfection, is in its deepest principle fellowship in prayer.

It is remarkable that at the close of several of the catholic

Epistles we find an exhortation to intercession for sinful

brethren. Compare the close of the Epistle of St. James

and 1 Pet. iv. 8, irpo Travrtov rrjv ei? eavrov<; djaTnjv

eKTevrf e')(^ovre^, ort rj dyaTn} KaXvyjreL irXi^do'; dfxaprLuv.

We may appeal also to Eev. ii. 4, where it is the reproach

of this very Ephesian church otc rrjv u'ydTrrjv ttjv Trpcorrju

d(f)ijK€v. Though, primarily, it is the love of God wliich

there is spoken of as grown cold, yet in our Epistle St. John

establishes so close a connection between the love of God
and the love of the brethren, that the coldness of the one

must needs draw after it, or with it, the coldness of the

other.

Our passage, and that of ch. iii. 21 to which it refers

back, are not the only ones in which the most intimate

connection is established between irappTjaia and prayer.
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"We may compare also Eph. iii. 12, Trapp-qaia koI irpoaa-

ycoy/)
; and Heb. iv. 1 6, irpocrep^co/MeBa (xera 7rappT]aia<; tm

dpcvw Trj<; '^dpiTO'i. It must be carefully noted that the

apostle does not write that the parrhesia consists in our

knowing that God hears us, but that it consists in this, that

God heareth us. And yet the parrhesia is a subjective

feeling, while God's hearing is an objective fact : now this

pregnant juxtaposition of the two ideas is intended to make
prominent the indissoluble connection between the Lord's

hearing prayer and the joy of man in offering it. In all

cases in which God heareth, there is necessarily joyful confi-

dence in praying, and never otherwise ; conversely, when-

ever there is this joyful confidence, there is also the aKoveiv

of God. It is obvious, however, that supplication Kara ro

Oikrjixa avTov is the presupposition both of the aKoveiv and

of the Trapprjaia. By this, indeed, the apostle does not so

much mean to warn against carnal requests, such as the

sons of thunder addressed once to their Master and received

a rejecting answer ; in the present connection, spiritual

things alone are concerned; the thought of external and

temporal matters of desire are far from the apostle's mind ij^^

and to introduce them here would be to bring a perfectly:"^'

foreign element into the train of thought. Ver. 6 sheds

the true light on our passage : there is a certain kind of

prayer even in spiritual matters which is not according to

the divine will ; which, therefore, is neither heard by God
nor offered with perfect confidence by man.

Verse 15.

Kai iav oXZaiXev on aKovei 'f]ijL(tiv, o av alTcofieda, otBa/xeu

OTL k'x^ofjbev TO, alrrjixaTa a •^r^KUfiev irap' avTov.

We must, however, consider more carefully the idea of

God's hearing. Are we to limit it to mere hearing, or to

regard it as a hearing with approval and intent to answer,

hearing and granting being one ? The fifteenth verse seems

to plead for the former ; for there the hearing comes first,

and afterwards the ej^etj/ ra alrij/iara, or the granting of

the request. But, on the other hand, this general meaning

of the (iKovtsiv has its difiiculty : in this sense the God 09
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fyivtixTKei iravra (ch. iii. 21) hears all prayers, even those

which are not according to His will; consequently this

indefinite kind of hearing could never impart confidence in

the petitioner. Moreover, it is remarkable that St. John,

and he only, employs this very word uKovetv in the sense

of hearing favourably or granting; comp. John ix, 31,

xi. 41, 42. As to the fifteenth verse, we have only to

interpret it rightly. It does not mean to indicate the

unity of the hearing and the granting of petitions ; but the

unity of the being heard with acceptance and the reception

of what is supplicated. Many petitions KaTo. to 6e\r]/ia

Tov ©eov are outwardly granted, it may be, after a long

season ; so granted that their acceptance appears manifest.

But—and this is the pith of the apostle's declaration—faith

has the thing asked, which probably will not be granted

externally for a long time, already inwardly in possession

at the moment of asking : in the consciousness that God
' hears, there is to this believing petitioner the actual e^eiv

TO. alnjfiara, the possession of the thing asked, though it

^ may be for a season only in internal experience. As the

Christian hope brings the Christian man immediately into

possession of the thing hoped for,—so that by virtue of the

very hope itself he may inwardly rejoice in the experience

of the object hoped for as his own,—so the believing peti-

tioner needs not to wait for the time to come when the

fulfilment of his prayer will be an external reality : he has

what he asks, he enjoys it already, before he actually sees

it. To sum up all : the parrhesia which, within the limits

of the present life, a Christian may have, is indeed primarily

only a confidence in prayer and an alacrity for prayer (ch.

iii. 20),—that is, it does not rest so much upon the having

as upon the possibility of future having, upon the fact that

the door is opened into all the treasures of heaven. Never-

theless there is, on the other hand, a present sense of

having, though it be only in faith and not in sight ; for

there is a full assurance of the absolutely necessary attain-

ment of the request, which is no other than an internal

^and spiritual possession of it already. Believing, we have

already eternal life,—that is, fellowship with God (ver. 13);
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in believing prayer we have—that is, more particuhxiiy, in'

believing intercession—already perfect fellowship with our

brethren as members of the kingdom of God (ver. 14 seq.). ^

Verse 16.

Edv T49 iSt) tov aSe\(f)ov avrov afiapTavovra afiaprlav

fjbi] 7r/309 Odvarov, alrrjo-ec, koI Sdoaei avTU) ^(orji/, rot<; dfiap-

rdvovai fjLrj irpo^ ddvuTov ecrrcv d/xaprla Trpo? ddvarov ov

irepl iK€Lvr]<i Xejco 'iva ipoiTjjcrr]-

What follows shows that intercession has for its aim the

winning of our brethren for the kingdom of God. But,

before we look closely at the link between vers. 16, 17
and what precedes, we must examine the meaning of the

verses themselves. Wliat are we to understand by the-,

dfiapria irpo'i Odvarov ? At the outset it is clear that

the apostle has in view sin which irrevocably shuts the

gates of eternal life, the consequence of which is death in its

most awful character. That there is such a sin, or that

there are such sins, is affirmed by the New Testament in

other places (Matt. xii. 3 1 and parallels ; Heb. vi. 4 seq.)

;

and this lies at the foundation of all such passages as pro-

claim an eternal condemnation. What is peculiar and
startling in our passage is this, that our intercession is made

|

to depend upon the question whether or not the sin is Trpo? '

TOV Odvarov, thus indicating that its character as such may\
be and is discernible by us. Now our possible knowledge

of this absolutely mortal kind of sin may be fairly questioned.

In Matt. xii. our Lord sees the Pharisees in the manifest

act of committing a sin, or the sin unto death, tt/jo? Odvarov

(which of the two let us at present leave undecided),

because they would assign His works to the inspiration of

Beelzebub ; but, on the other hand. He prays for His

murderers, and therefore did not, according to our present

passage, regard the sin unto death as consummate in them:

now in these cases would not human eyes have judged the

very opposite ? Saul heard the rejecting words of the

prophet, while David's sin was forgiven ; but according to

appearances, and therefore so far as men could judge, was
not David's sin much heavier than the sin of Saul ? And,
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to speak generally, it is impossible to decide confidently the

greater or less alienation of a sinner from eternal life on

the ground of the more or less violent demonstration of his

sin as an act. For, even as a hardened sinner may be

brought round by the divine grace and saved from destruc-

tion, so may a man, devout in the eyes of his fellows,

become perfectly reprobate to everything divine. Or are

we to assume that there is one definite and definable sin

which is absolutely tt/jo? Odvarov ? But would not the

apostle, in that case, have taken care to warn against it,

and to mention it by name ? Would he not at least have

written eartv d/xapria Tt<i or /jiia dfiaprla Trpo? Odvarov 1

These difficulties can be solved only by observing what St.

John elsewhere teaches concerning the ideas lying before

us : first, that of the sin ; and, secondly, that of the prayer.

As to the former, it is demonstrable that St. John

measures all sin by the relation it assumes to Jesus Christ.

In John i. 5 he describes sin to the effect that the aKorla

TO (^0)9 ov KareXa^e, and thus places it in direct opposition

to the light which appeared in Christ. Our Lord says, in

John viii. 24, diroOaveicrOe iv rai<i d/xaprlai<; vfjiwv. 'Edv

yap fii] TnaTevaTjre otl iyco elfxt dirodavelcrOe iv Tat<; dfiap-

riai^ vfMMv. He thereby assigns the real ground of death

—that is, of eternal death—to the state of unbelief towards

Himself. Finally, in John xvi. 9, He defines the judgment

or conviction of the Spirit to be this, that He iXey^ei tov

Koa-fiov irepl r?;? dfiapTia'^ ; and what sin He has in view

appears plain from the subsequent words, otl ov •jna-revovaiv

ek ifie. In our Epistle, St. John defines the nature of the

Anticlirist, who is, however, the Pauline dvOpcoiro'i t?;?

djj,apTla<;, the incarnation of sin, as that of one who denieth

tlie Son, ch. ii. 21 ; and also, in ch. iv. 3, as that of one

who \vet ^Irjaovv Xpiarov iv aapKl iXrfkvOoTa. From all

this we must infer that the essential sin, which makes all

other sin to be sin, is in the apostle's estimation unbelief

in our Lord. And no doctrine is more firmly established

in the New Testament than this, that we shall hereafter

be judged by the relation in which we stand to the Son.

According to the measure in which any act betrays the
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mark tliat tins relation subsists aright, or does not yet

subsist, or has ceased to subsist, according to the measure

in which any action confirms, or interrupts, or entirely

dissolves this relation, is the value of that action and its

estimation before the divine judgment-seat.

Accordingly, the sin unto death can be no other than

consummate enmity to Christ. It is obvious how perfectly

this thought is in accordance with the tenor of our Epistle:

the kiuo'dom of the world and the kingdom of God, Christ

and Antichrist, life and death, are the fundamental ideas

and inseparable antitheses which govern it throughout. But

however clear it is, that in harmony with his general views

St. John might have regarded unbelief in Christ as the con-

clusive and consummate sin, yet this is not here expressly

stated ; the words have too general a bearing to be a mere

paraphrase of " Antichrist ;
" they lead our minds rather to

practical errors than to an intellectual apveladat. More-

over, while the antichrists, according to the second chapter,

certainly e^rfkdav e| r]iio)v, they are at the present time

sundered from the church, and no longer are regarded as

belonging to it ; and those who are the aixaprdvovTe<i 7rpo<;

ddvarov are supposed to be still living in the bosom of the

community. The sinner is described as an dBeX^6<i ; and we
have seen that throughout the Epistle this name indicates

Christians alone. The world comes into St. John's view in

this document only as to be avoided ; the intercession whicli

may be urged on behalf also of the children oi the world is

never alluded to here. Thus we have reached the twofold

result : first, that, on the one hand, St. John must, in har-

mony with his whole system of thought, have regarded the

determinate sin as apostasy from Christ ; and, on the other,

that he here at least speaks not of any theoretical denial of

Him, and not of any external apostasy. We must not,

therefore, accept the sin unto death and the antichrist

nature as ideas of the same exact import.

Let us, for the sake of a more thorough understanding

of the matter, look at the development of sin in men
generally. If every man is consigned in biblical teaching

either to salvation or perdition according to his conduct
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during his bodily life, it is clear that he must on earth

have become ripe for one or the other ; that no man dies

without leing a child of heaven or a child of hell. The
latter case is then only possible when the accesses of the

converting grace of God are effectually closed, and every

possibility of its influence cut off; for, so long as this is

not the case, the final decision and full maturity cannot be

predicated. In other words, every organ for the reception

of the Spirit of participation in the kingdom of God must
have withered and died ; and that moment in which the

decision follows, in which the evil principle attains the

absolute supremacy, is that which is the essentially con-

demning crisis. That act, external or internal, which in

this crisis is consummate, is the dfiaprla Trpo? Odvarov :

the sin, which finishes irrevocably the soul's death. It is

involved in this, that no deed as such, in virtue of its

external character and quality, is the djiapTia irpo'i ddvarov;

for no sin—be it named what it may—is in itself too great

for the mercy and the might of the Lord ; but a sin be-

comes the d/xapria Trpo? ddvarov in virtue of the interior

quality out of which it springs and of which it gives the

fatal evidence. Such a central position, one that deter-

mines the whole life of man through eternity, can be

assumed by no sin of infirmity ; only a sin of presumptuous

wickedness, that is, such a sin as is committed in spite of

the power to resist it,—such a sin as man commits not only

in resistance to the protest of conscience, but in contempt

of the gracious power proffered to avoid it,—such a sin as he

is not seduced into, but commits in the pure love of sinning:

thus it is not simply a human sin, but sin that is essentially

devilish.

The Old Testament analogue of our dixapria irpo'^

Odvarov is found in those passages where sins nD"i Tn are

spoken of, on which rests the curse, i^ni^J riNin l^•S3^l. Ex-
communication from the people of God was in the old

covenant what now exclusion from the kingdom of God is.

Thus every sinful act may be an d/xapria tt^o? Odvarov,

while no act is such in itself; hence the apostle does not

use the article, nor could he use it. "Eariv dfiapn'a irpo'i
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OdvaTov : in the domain of sin there is such a kind as is

absolutely mortal. But when Christ calls Himself the door

of the kingdom of God, 6 e-^wv rrjv KXetSa tov Au^lS, 6 -

dvoLjcov Kol ovSel<; KXetec, koX k\€L€c koI ouSet? dvoiyet, it is

plain that absolute death can be reached only when alL

relation to Him is broken off. If the apostle, as we have

seen, thinks here of members of the congregation, the sin

unto death can consist only in their having internally and

in act—if it were externally done, and by words, they

would indeed be no longer members of the congregation

—burst the last bond of their fellowship with Christ.

According to John i. 14, Christ brought grace and truth.

As truth the antichrists rejected Him, as grace the sinners

nnto death : more precisely, the antichrists were introduced

by the apostle in the aspect of their rejection of Christ the

truth ; and the sinners unto death in the aspect of their

rejection of the grace.

This extended observation has demonstrated that sin

unto death does not signify any definite external form of

sin, but the sin through which the internal link between

God and man is severed and the gulf fixed absolutely.''

But this infers how difficult it must be to discern whether

any man can in such a sense have sinned tt/jo? ddvarov or

not. How then can it be introduced as a test for the

offering or the withholding of our intercessory prayer ? If

this question is not solved by studying the idea of dfiapria

rrrpo<i Odvarov, it may be solved by studying the nature ot

the prayer. In His last discourses our Lord exhibits

prayer in His name as something that the disciples had

never hitherto exercised, but which must be unconditionally

answered with acceptance. The promise is perfectly un-

restricted; if one single exception were possible, the promise

would be invalidated. On the other hand, Scripture testi-

fies that many men enter into the way of eternal death

:

is not a prayer ever to be offered up to heaven on their

behalf ? According to the Lord's word it stands eternally

fast, that if such prayer ever did go up iv ovofxari 'Irjo-ov,

iv Trapprjaia, as our passage terms it, that is, if the peti-

tioner ceased to be the mere man, but were the Spirit of
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Jesus Christ dwelling in him, and moving his heart to sucli

intercessory prayer; thus, if his petitions were like the

petitions of the Lord Himself, already in their essence

thanksgivings,—these all being the signs of prayer in the

name of Jesus,—then must his supplication be heard and

answered, and it were impossible that the soul interceded

for should perish. It follows, conversely, that if a soul

perishes, that soul has never been thus prayed for, and

never could have been thus prayed for. Many petitions,

indeed, in the ordinary and more general sense may have

been offered for him,—such petitions, for instance, as v/e

offer for temporal things, uttering our wishes as children to

our heavenly Father,—but not prayers in the name or in

the person of Christ, in the full and inwrought conscious-

ness that they are heard, not such prayers as offer violence

to the kingdom of heaven. Prayers of the higher order like

these are, however, the proper Christian prayers, and such

are inwrought of God alone ; but He cannot inspire them

in regard to men concerning whom He knows that they

will perish.

Such considerations as these will help to make our verse

intelligible. The apostle says that if any man sees tov

dBeX(j)ov avTov, his own brother bound to him by the bonds

of the most interior love, sinning,

—

dfiapriav cuiaprdveLv is

quite general, without limitation to any particular kind of

/sin,—and has the conviction (the subjective ixr] is used)
' that the sin is not unto death, then—and now follows not

an exhortation, but a declaration—he will pray, he will,

simply because it is his brother, feel himself constrained to

pray for him. We must not interpret the future alrrjaei,

like the futures of the ten commandments, as the strongest

form of the imperative speech ; for it must certainly be

understood in the same sense as the future Swcret near at

hand, and that would not tolerate any such imperative

meaning. A Christian, the apostle tells us, cannot do

otherwise than run by intercession to the help of an erring

brother. And, as definitely as this prayer will be offered,

the result of it will also be definite, Bcioaet uvtm ^(oy]v. The

subject in Bcoaa cannot be God ; that would be harsh, in
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immediate view of tlie preceding alr-qaei, wliicli has man
for the subject, especially as God is not mentioned any-

where else in the whole verse. Nor is the thought that

man may by his prayer give life to his brother a repellent

one ; in Jas. v. 20, and in a perfectly similar connection, we
read that a-coaec -ylrv^rjv iK davdrov. We have here, there-

fore, no direct contradiction to the seemingly opposite state-

ment that no man can redeem his brother ; for believinsr

prayer, and consequently its result also, the Bovvai ^(o^v,

rests essentially on divine operation, and impulse from

above. The expression Sooaeo ^coijv shows, however, how
the afiapria 7rp6<; Odvarov must be taken ; to wit, that a

sin so named is left to death irredeemable. In a sense,

every sin must be exposed to death, otherwise there would

be no fjiving of life to be thought of. The explanatory

words that follow, rot? dixaprdvovaiv yu.r) tt^o? Odvarov,

introduce really nothing new, for the preceding conditional

clause has already brought forward the same element ; but

the repetition is intended to impress more deeply on the

readers two things : first, by means of the plural rolf

djxapTdvovcTL, that the result indicated will follow, not in

isolated cases, but in every one ; and, secondly, that the

limitation must be ever remembered which is bound up
with it, jxrj irpo'i Odvarov.

Verse 17.

TLaaa dSiKta dfiapria iarl, koI ecrriv d/xapria ov 'irpo<i

Odvarov.

What had been in the previous words indirectly said,

that there are two altogether different kinds of sin, sin

imto death and sin not unto death, St. John now in what
follows directly declares, eartv d/xapria rrpof Odvarov Kal

earIV afxaprca ov Trpo? Odvarov. That these two clauses are

thus connected is not generally acknowledged ; still less is

it the common view that the words rrdcra dStKia d/xaprla

icrrcv are to be linked with what precedes instead of with

what follows. Nevertheless, this view is absolutely neces-

sary. That the two clauses just mentioned correspond to

each other in their entire construction, and are in thought
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fitted to eacli other, scarcely needs any demonstration ; it is,

in any case, enforced upon us when we observe that the

proposition iracra aStKia afiapria iaTiv cannot belong to

what comes after. If it did so, we should scarcely see what

induced St. John to introduce here the idea of dSiKia : this

idea not only has no organic connection with the proposi-

tion that all sin is not sin unto death, but it is decisively

foreign to it, and somewhat discordant. We should be

obliged to take it only in a concessive way :
" it is true that

all a8cKia is sin ; do not think too tenderly concerning

aScKia, it also is sin;" but we should expect to read, "it is

not sin unto death.'" That, however, we do not read, but only

that there is sin which is not unto death. The idea of

aSiKia is therefore at once dropped again ; and it is entirely

irrelevant to the proposition cartv dfjuaprla ov Trpo? Odvarov.

Are we indeed to suppose that the apostle felt himself

called to occupy himself with teaching here, in an inci-

dental way and without any necessity, the relation of dhcKia

to dfiaprla ?

p All is changed, if we connect the words with what goes

I
before: there is sin unto death, but to this (mark the

emphatic irepl eVetV?;? coming first) my words do not refer

;

you cannot suppose it the design of my words {ov Xeyco Iva)

to recommend intercession concerning it. There are indeed

'^pther cases quite enough, he proceeds, to wdiich your inter-

cessory prayer may find application, irdaa dSiKia dfiapria

iariv ; wherever there is any measure of unrighteous-

ness, there is sin, and the fit occasion therefore for interces-

sion. Thus the apostle really says that there are sins unto

death and sins not unto death. To the former of these two

propositions there are added two parenthetical explanations:

concerning these sins unto death St. John's exhortation

does not treat, he does not speak of them ; and the range

of sin for which intercession may be valid is otherwise

large enough. This is the general bearing of the clauses

;

they can be fully understood only through a close investiga-

tion of the idea involved in dBiKia.

^ASiKia and dfiapria are often regarded as synonyms

varied simply in order to define the nature of sin on all
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sides: for example, in Heb. viii. 12, lX€w<; ea-ofiai tuU

dBtKLat<i avrSiV, koX twv dfiapricov koI twv dvofiLcov avTOJv

ov jxr] fivrjadco, where obviously there is no consideration of

the distinction in the three expressions respectively. But

there are passages where this distinction conies into pro- ,

minence. ^AScKia is the antithesis of htKaioavvr], as well

in the sense of justitia distrihutiva as in that of justitia

interna. The former antithesis we find in Eom. ix. 14, ijurj

dZiKia irapd tm ©ec3 ; and 2 Cor. xii. 13, ^(apla-aaOe fiot

TYjv dSiKiav,—that is, pardon me if in this I have been

unjust, and dealt with you in a manner not correspondent

with justitia distrihitiva. But we find dSiKLa much oftener

used as the antithesis to justitia interna, internal righteous-

i

ness ; and in this sense only is it a synonym of d/xapTia : 1

in the former sense it is only one species of dfiaprla as aJ

genus. As hiKaioavvri is one of St. Paul's fundamental

ideas, it is in his writings that we find dSiKi'a most

frequently occurring. For its relation to dfxaprla w^e may
consult Eom. vi. 13, as a leading passage, fir) iraptaTdvere

ra fjueKr) vytiwi^ 07r\a dBiKLa<; rfj d/xapria. Unrighteousness

uses the body of man as the means by which it declares

itself: this is certainly the sense of oirXa, even though we
should leave undisturbed its proper signification. And the

end of this employment of men's members, its result—thus

we accept the dative—is the dfiapria. This latter, there-

fore, is the full expression in fact of that former, the form

under which the dBiKia in every particular case appears
;

dSiKLa is the mind which suggests the meaning of dfiapria,

and what it presupposes.

We are carried one step further by the comparison of A

dBiKia and dvofiia. Acxatocrvvr} is the ideal which man
should set before him, and dBiKia is disharmony with that

;

but dvofila is not simply the falling below a standard or

ideal, it is also a violation of right. The idea of obligation

is wanting in the dBiicla, but it is present in dvofila ; the

notion of guilt inheres in dvofiia, but not in dBiKia. This ,

latter presents the condition of man as one opposed to per-

fection ; dvofila at the same time suggests that it is one of

guilt, because it is irapd^acn^. If the i/o/to? makes sin
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• exceeding sinful, then avofita is the definition of this deepest

^ and most aggravated aspect of sin.

/ From what has been said, it now appears that ajxapTLa

/marks out the individual act, or even the total character

of the man, as evil ; while dBiKia and dvofiia indicate the

point of view from which it is thus evil,—that is, either

as it is discordant with the idea of BiKuioavvr}, or as it

is violation of positive law, the v6fio<;. When St. John

teaches that irdaa dSiKia ia-Tcv dfxapria, he intends to say

j
that every instance of declension from the normal character

of the Christian, from the Christian ideal, is realized and

condensed into dixapria. No man can be ciSiko^ without

doing dhcKia ; and the doing of unrighteousness is simply

dfiaprla. The proposition here laid down is in principle

equivalent to saying that tlie corrupt tree must bring forth

evil fruits ; only that here more emphasis is laid on the

fact that all unrighteousness, everything not right, that is

in man, is at the same time afxapria or positive sin.

Every defect of righteousness is concurrently absolute sin

;

every negative must suggest its corresponding positive

;

every minus of righteousness employ a plus of sin. Thus

^^-the proposition Trdaa uSikm dfiapria icrrtv indicates how

( wide a range the idea of sin has. While the definition of

L each sin as dvo/jula, ch. iii. 4, enlarges the meaning of the

idea afxapria, our present sentence enlarges its compre-

hension or range. And thus this proposition is well

adapted to the purpose of showing how little the apostle,

speaking of intercession, could have thought of sin unto

death : there are, indeed, so many sins with regard to

which intercession may be applied, that the sin for which

it has no validity may be left altogether out of notice.

If this, then, is the meaning of our two verses, it is

plain that St. John neither says nor purposes to say
'^ anything about the nature of these sins tt/jo? Odvarov : all

he emphasizes is, that intercession and its fruit avail only

for sins not unto death. Intercession has only to do v/itli

them : that is the deeply important presupposition of the

writer, never too much to be considered. That is, when

he says idp rt? iBtj rov dBeKcpov avrov dfiaprdvovra /Mr)
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"Trpo? OavaTOV alr/jaei, Kol Boxrei, this takes for granted that,

while only in this case, yet certainly in this case, he has

confidence in the intercession being heard. If he had

meant to say that only in this case intercession would be

heard, he must have written either idv Tt9 tSr] koI aiTrjar),

hciycrei or idv Ttf iSr] rov dhe\(f)ov dfMaprdvovTa, alrrjcrec Kol

Scoaei ^(orjv roi<; d/xaprdvovac firj 7rpo9 ddvarov; but, as he

places the afxaprdveiv f^rj 7rpo<i Odvarov in the premiss and

the alrrjaet in the conclusion, his meaning can be only

this, that prayer must be offered only in case there is no

sin unto death involved. The same follows also from the

proposition, ov irepl itc€Lvr]<i Xiyco iva ipaiTtjar). If these

words of the apostle do not make prayer for sin unto death

an end, it follows that there was no such prayer, for an end

always refers to the attainment of something not present

;

if he had purposed to inhibit prayer that might be hesitating

as to the sin unto death, he must have said Xe<yoi ha fxij

and not ov Xe7&) Lva.

After having thus discussed the details, let us once

more glance at the general connection. Supposing a right

state of heart (ver. 13), there may be confidence in prayer

(ver. 14), in that prayer which has in itself the assur-

ance that it is heard (ver. 15). And hence (as the future

alrriaeL asserts) that must and will be offered wherever

it is possible, that is, in regard to sins not nnto death.

How then, in the apostle's meaning, is the sin not unto

death to be discerned ? By this, that for it and only for

it are we to pray,—that is, in the sense of ver. 15, in

the name of Jesus and fxeTa 'rrapprja la<i. Such prayer as

this is in the case of sins unto death impossible. For as it

is essential to this prayer that it has its energy in God,

and accords perfectly with His will, it can never be offered

where a man has fallen hopelessly into ruin ; when, generally,

a man is lost, while this takes place undoubtedly through

an act of self-determination, it is also according to God's

wOl, and God cannot possibly by His Spirit prompt to

prayer which is contrary to His wHl. Presupposing that

we have the true Christian feeling,—and this presupposition

impresses the whole of the conclusion of the Epistle,—

I
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must feel myself urged to intercede for an erring brother

;

and when I have this impulse, this constitutes the

assurance that his sin is not unto death : in regard to a

sin unto death, I may indeed entertain good wishes for a

brother, but never offer prayer iv ovo/xari ^Irjaov, fiera

Trapprjala^. And where this strong confidence of petition

is wanting to the Christian, who as such is filled with

vehement brotherly love, and is conscious of freedom from

every personal impulse, ov Xeyco iva alriqar] : he must not

think himself urged by the apostle's words, misunderstand-

ing those words, to offer such a prayer; he must not

stimulate his heart to that. Thus our passage is made

most aptly to accord with what we have discerned to be

tlie issue of the biblical teaching generally, and specially

the Johannaean. St. John gives no external mark of the sin

unto death ; for this it cannot have, inasmuch as it is not

the nature of the sin, but tliat of the sinner, that stamps its

signature on sin unto death. He says only that where

there is no sin unto death the Christian (the presupposal

that he is a true Christian must be made very emphatic)

will offer the true and all-acceptable intercession: wherever,

then, such a prayer issues from the full heart there can

certainly be no sin unto death. But he says nothing

positively as to our relation to sinners unto death : he only

declares that he does not exhort to intercession for them

;

they are for the rest altogether left out of his consideration.

Nevertheless, it is plain, however indirectly plain, as well

from these words as from the nature of the case, that for

such sinners the prayer of acceptance is utterly out of the

question.^

1 So far as concerns the general apprehension of our text, comparison with

the passages of the Gospels respecting the sin against the Holy Spirit, and

that of the Epistle to the Hebrews respecting those who cannot be renewed

to repentance, is, strictly speaking, irrelevant. Nevertheless it is an

interesting question whether the blasphemy against the Holy Spirit and

apostasy from grace received are of the same import, and of the same import

and comprehension as the sin unto death ; or whether this last is the genus

of which the others are species. For, that all blasphemy against the Holy

Ghost is an a.f/.apTia rpoi Savarov seems certain, because the impossibility of

forgiveness certainly involves everlasting death ; and the same may be said

of Heb. vi. But the sins marked out in these passages might be individual
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Verse 18.

OlZajxev on Tra? o <yey6vvr]iiievo<; e'/c tov Qeou, ou^ ufiap-

rdyef aXk! o <yevv7]del'i e'/c tov Qeov, rrjpel kavrov, Kal 6

7rovr)po<; ov'^ UTTTerac avrou.

We have the close of the Epistle in vers. 1 3-1 7. What
the Christian receives for himself, the ^corj alcovio^ in faith,

and what it confers on him for the benefit of the brethren,

that is, the power to bring them into the kingdom of God
by intercession, has been fully and conclusively exhibited.

The three verses that follow, which bespeak their internal

connection by the thrice-repeated resumption of the otSafiev

at the beginning of tlie clauses, give a kind of recapitulation

of the three constitutive elements out of which the happy

estate of Christians has been constructed, as in the exposi-

tion of the whole Epistle so particularly in the summary of

expressions of tlie sin unto death Ly tlie side of others. It is not so, how-

ever ; but we have in all three j)laces only diverse expressions of one thing
;

they all have the same range and extent. As it respects Matt. xii. 31 and

the parallels, this is proved by the circumstance that these passages and our

present one look back to the same Old Testament fundamental declarations

concerning the sins HDI T'3 which are followed by excision. More exactly,

!Matt. xii. 31 refers back to Num. xv. 30. The Septuagint translates n^u

there by fiXair(ptifi.i7ii ; and the Peschito gives for the ^Xaa^tifilu of ]\Iatt.

xii. 31 the word standing in Num. xv. in the form of ]''Sn^3. Now, if

Num. XV. is the original text for Matt, xii., that is very important for the

meaning of /SXao-i^Ji/isri' in the latter. That is to say, in Numbers, sins not

of word but of act are alluded to, and we must therefore take (iXaffipri/jt-iTv in

the wider sense ; accordingly in Matt. xii. also the blasphemy against the

Holy Ghost is intended not of words only, but also of actions. Indeed, it

follows from this passage itself that the (iXairiptifiia toZ •x^nufji.a.Tiii is possible

without the Spirit being mentioned : the Pharisees were in danger of com-

mitting this in the words they had spoken before, in which the Holy Ghost

does not occur. To blaspheme the Spirit means to ascribe to the evil spirit

that which men might and must acknowledge to be the work oi the Holy

Ghost ; to ascribe it to the evil spirit against their knowledge and conscience,

and thus deliberately to harden themselves against the operation of the Spirit.

And this very sinning in spite of the knowledge of the truth and the power

to follow it, this hardening, is meant in Heb. vi. But all this is essentially

the same which, as we have seen, St. John here signifies by the i./iccprioc, ^rpi;

fiavarot : for he alone falls unsalvably and irremediably into death who
refuses the power of life brought near to him, and absolutely closes his heart

against it.

1 JOHN. y
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the three previous verses. The first point of importance is

to seize the relation of the three cLauses to each other. As
the 'ye'^evvrjaOat eK rov @eov of ver. 18 and the elvat e/c

Tov &€ov of ver. 19 mean essentially the same thing, the

element that distinguishes the two thoughts must lie in the

second half of the two clauses severally : as to the former,

the emphasis rests on this, that the child of God does not

sin ; as to the latter, on this, that the world lieth in the

wicked one. The substance of the first two verses is there-

-fore to this effect : that one born of God is as such with-

drawn from sin and the devil ; and that one born of God as

such stands in opposition to the world subjected to the

ilevil and sin. For the conjunction of the two propositions

otSafiev OTt, CK tov @eov ia/xev and 6 Kocr/xof; oXoi^ iv tco

TTovrjpo) Keirai can yield no other meaidng than that, in

virtue of our assurance touching our being born of God,

we know ourselves to be in contrast and opposition to the

ungodly world. It would be more in formal harmony

.
with the phraseology of St. John to regard the second

clause as not dependent on otSa/aev on, taking it as

an independent proposition ; but as to the thing itself, it

is understood that the evil of the world is also known
to us.

The first part of ver. 18 is both in substance and in

form a resumption of eh. iii. 9a. The apostle is not con-

cerned about what the Christian may be at any supposed

period of his militant course, but about what he is according

to his vocation and the end of his development. The sin-

lessness and the perfect antithesis in which he stands to

the world are not found in the whole of his history, but

are the result of that history. As we during our stage of

development still have sin in us. so also the world is not at

first wholly surrendered to the power of darkness, but the

power of light still more or less works in it ; it wall, how-

ever, finally come to this, that on its part there will be total

night, and on the part of the children of God absolute day

and light. Concerning this relation between us, which

more and more clearly works itself out, we have already

the knowledge (oLSafieiA, we know it as the true and the
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right relation. The second part of ver. 18 does not form,

like the first, a resumption of a previous statement : it is

true that rijpeiv is common enough in our Epistle, but it

has always had ivTokrj as its object; just as in the Gospel

this word or X0709 is the ordinary object of the rrjpelv. A
person is the object, as in our passage, in John xvii. 12-16,

as also in Eev. iii. 1 ; but in both cases there is a preposi-

tional definition connected with it : in the former iv defines

the sphere in which, in the latter e/c defines the sphere

against which, we are to be defended. In our present

passage there is no such closer definition : the child of God \

keeps himself in the estate of a child of God simply. As
to the reflexive form of the sentence, we may compare

ch. ii. 3 : Tra? 6 e^cov tiiv eKirlha ravTrjv ayvt^et kavrov. \

Generally speaking, sanctification and preservation are \

elsewhere regarded as God's work in man; but here they 1

are regarded as duty incumbent on man himself: thus the
\.

ethical side, that of our freedom, is placed in all the

clearer light. This self-preservation is the hindering cause

that the devil, o Trovrjpo'i, ov'^ aTrrerat avrov. Probably

there lies in the words a remembrancer of Gen. iv., where

sin is described as a ravenous thing at the door; and

watchful care of self appears to be the means for securing

ourselves against it. The seduction of the enemy is only

admissible to him who does not rightly guard his house.

The diTTea-Oat may be taken in the strongest sense : the
,

devil cannot even touch such a child of God, much less
/

carry him off as a prey. Or aineadai may be taken
1

in a broader sense, like the corresponding 3 yi: of Gen.
'

xxvi. 11, Josh. ix. 13, that of inflicting any harm on its'

object.

Verse 19.

O'lZafiev ore gk tov Oeov icr/xev, Kal o Kocrfio^ oXo<; iv Ta>

iTOVTjpM Kelrai.

Whilst we thus know ourselves, as the children of God,

to be secure against any contact with the evil one, we
know, on the other hand, that the world is perfectly under

the power of this evil one. 'JS/c toG Oeov and eV t(?
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TTovrjpw are the representatives of tlie antithesis. It

follows from this collocation itself, as also from the analogy

with 6 iTovrjpo'i in the previous verse, that the dative is to

be here taken as masculine and not as neuter. Further,

we are led to this by the fact that Trovrjpo'i never occurs as

a neuter throughout the Epistle. But this certainly makes

the KeiraL iv all the more difticult. There is no instance

in the New Testament of Keladac iv being connected with

a personal name; but Sojphocles, Q^di2J. Col. 258, seems to

give an illustration : iv v^fxt (u? Qew KelfieOa r\d/jiove<i.

Antigone's meaning is : In you Athenians we, with all our

life and hope and expectation, are perfectly bound up ; on

you depends not only the specific gift which we would have

of you, but we ourselves, with all that we are and have,

depend on you. So it is here. The world rests on Satan,

its whole being as world is constituted by its relation to

him; devil and world are ideas so interpenetrating each other,

that the latter comes to its full meaning only through the

former. It is obvious that the world is to be understood

liere, as in ch. ii. 15, of the world as pervaded with sin.

And Koa-fjiO'i o\o<i Kelrav iv tu> irovripw, which is more

pregnant than o\o<i 6 Koajxo^ : it is not that the whole

world is subjected to Satanic influence; the apostle makes it

emphatic that the world as a whole, without any qualifica-

' tion or exception, all that is in it absolutely, is under his

sway.

Verses 20, 21.

Olhafiev 8e on o fio? rov &eou ijKei' koI BeScoKev rjixlv

Biavotav, iva fyivcocrKoofxev rov dXrjdtvov Kal icrfiev iv rcS

aXrjdiVM, iv ra> via) avrov ^Irjaov Xpiarw. ovroq iariv 6

a\.7]divd<; 0eo9, Kol rj ^cot] al(£)VLO<i. TeKvla, (pvXd^aTe iavTOV<i

dirb TMV el8(a\,o)v. dfu,7]v.

Since the two previous verses are opposed, as asyndeta,

to the twentieth, which is connected with them by Ze, we
may at once infer that vers. 18 and 19 contain in some

sense two parallel thoughts, to which ver. 20 presents one

that corresponds similarly to both of them. And so we
find it. The previous verses alleged that we know in what
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relation our divine sonsliip places ns to sin and to tlie

world : here it is unfolded that we are conscious of the

ground of this relation to both. Christ by His manifesta-

tion has given us the knowledge of Him that is true, and

thereby furnished us with the right view of our relation to

God and the world. This we have in the BidvoLa, and

with it the relation of ver. 20 to what has preceded. The
word Sidvoia comes most frequently before us in Old Testa-

ment quotations, where it is, as generally or often in the

Septuagint, the translation of 31? or ^ip. But in all instances

of its occurrence, apart from such an Old Testament founda-

tion, it seems to have a narrower signification, corresponding

to its conjunction with Bed, that of the discerning and

distinguishing thought, or the faculty of distinction. This

it is most clearly in 2 Pet. iii. 1 : the apostle would

stimulate the eikiKpLvrj<i hidvoia of the church ev vTro/jLv/jaei,

by means of its remembrance. The €i\i,KpLvr)<i itself suggests

the gift of discernment : it signifies that which approves

itself pure under the keenest test (/cpiVw), under the light

of the sun (etX?;, cf. i]\io<i). And the same meaning is

confirmed by its connection with what follows : the church

should distinguish, by means of their discerning faculty,

the teaching of the false prophets from the true apostolical

'jrapdSoai'i. Similarly, in Eph. iv. 17, the iaKortafiivot rfj

Biavoia are those whose faculty of discernment was so

obscured that they had lost any standard for the distinction

of good and evil, divine holiness and worldly corruption.

The fjLaracoT'q'i tov voo'i consists in this, that the Gentiles

had absolutely no sentiment of the baseness of the change

between the divine life and utter impurity (aTrijX'yijKOTe'i

Ty daeXyeia). It is not otherwise in 1 Pet. i. 13, where

the dva^coadfievoc ra? ocrc^ua? t/}9 Biavoia^ vfiwv as pre-

dicate to TeXe/o)? eXirlaaTe indicates that the church must,

by a keen and sure discrimination {BidvoLo), sever all other

objects from their hope, and hold fast to that of tlie revela-

tion of Christ. This special meaning of BcdvoLa comes out

with less precision in the two other passages, Eph. ii. 3 and
Col. i. 21. In the former, the plural permits only a more
general reference ; it is obvious that the Biuvoia must not
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be referred to the various individuals, as if the Sidvoia

were ascribed to each of them, but the plural Biavoioov

must be referred to each individual. In Col. i. 21, how-

ever, it should be observed that the pregnant expression

e%^/3o? Ty Scavoia does not so much signify that the soul is

the seat or sphere of the enmity, as that the ground of the

enmity lay in their own thinking and in their own personal

decision, so that the meaning we considered above glimmers

through this text also. But as to our passage in this

Epistle the meaning of discerning faculty admirably suits,

and it alone suits. Christ has given us Bcdvoiav, not

TTjv Bcdvoiav: not the fulness of all spiritual ability had

been imparted to man, but, as the absence of the

article shows, with reference to the particular point in

question, the power to discern the true God, and to

recognise, as opposed to Him the true God, the false

gods (eiScoXa).

But this knowledge is also the ground of that other, by

which we know ourselves as God's children to be separated

from sin, while the world on the other hand lies in the

wicked one. Thus our verse approves itself to be the

foundation on which the two former rest. The central and

fundamental fact is by Si set over against them, as they are

the consequences of it ; while at the same time the particle

defines this to be the supreme matter. This Bidvoia is,

more closely examined, the gift of the Son of God who has

come : 6 vlo^ rod Qeov rJKei. Christ is here described as

the Son of God, because He alone as 6 eK rod ovpavov

KUTu^d'i (John iii. 13) can impart the knowledge of the

I'ather; which knowledge, however. He has imparted by

the very fact of His coming. He that knows Him who has

come has received thereby the gift of Sidvoia ; for he

acknowledges Jesus as the light, and has come to a clear

perception about light and darkness generally. The gift of

Bidvoia enables us to know top dXrjdivov.

This expression is an elect one of St. John, for we find

it very seldom outside of his writings. It is not synonymous

with d\7j6/]^. We have perceiA^ed in dXriOrj^ and aX't^deia

an absolute property, but uXtjOivo^ is a relative idea, and
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signifies what corresponds to its name and the nature that

name expresses. The present passage refers back to John

xvii. 3 : avrr} iarlv rj ^corj ala>vto<;, Iva yivcoaKcoaL ere top [xovov

a\r}6ivov Qeov koX ov aireaTeCka'^ ^Irjaovv Xpicrrov. Not

only have we in our verse the aXrjdcvo'i ©eo? again and His

Son Jesus Christ, but also the ^(oy al(ovto<i, and that in both

cases as the gift of the Son of God. The Father is here

termed oXtjOlvo^; without the addition of 0eo? : He is the
,

Being who alone in the highest degree corresponds with
J

His name. But not only do we know to discern Him as

the True from all dis fidiciis ; we are also in this only true

God {kqI i(TfjLev ev Ta> oXtjOivoi), and that in virtue of our

being in His Son (eV tm vlw avrov ^Irjaov Xpiaro)). For

it is impossible on grammatical and logical grounds to refer

the second akr]dLvo<i as it were to Christ, and to interpret

:

" we are in Him that is true, that is, in His Son Jesus

Christ," as if the second ev were in explanatory opposition
,

to ev Tft> a\7]6tvui. When we simply hear the two proposi-
\

tions, " we know Him that is true, and we are in Him that

is true," it is the most obvious thing to understand in both

cases Him that is true of the same subject.. And how
very harsh would be the apposition :

" we are in Him
that is true,—that is to say, in His Son, the Son of Him
that is true." The same meaning, that we now in fel-

lowship with Christ have also fellowship with God, is

obtained by our interpretation; only that the clause is

much more simple, if we take the second ev as a state-

ment of the means through which we attain to the eivai

iv TO, oXtjOlvS.

But the question whether Christ is here called uXtjOlvo^

0609 is not yet settled. It has to be determined whether

the ovro<i of the next proposition refers to the locally and

immediately preceding subject, vlo<i tov Qeov, or to the

more distant antecedent God. Taking the former view,

there arises the difficulty, never yet solved by any one, that

Christ, after the Father has just been called o oXtjOlvo^, sc.

0eo?, could be termed, indeed, aXrjOtvo^ Ge6<;, but not 6

uXrj6cv6<;. Further, a testimony to the one true God seems

more in harmony with the final warning against idols than
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a demonstration of the divinity of Christ : tlie former and
not the latter forms the true antithesis to idols. Against

the reference of ovto<; to God, appeal has been made to the

distance of this antecedent, as well as to the tautology

which would issue from three repetitions of the same
thought. This last reason in particular would have some
weight if ovTo<i were a simple resumption of the one idea

a\r}6iv6<i ; for the idea then resulting, " This true God is

the true God," is, in fact, tautological enough. But it is

otherwise if ovro'^ refers to all that had been said of God
before :

" this God, whom Christ has taught us to know, and

with whom through His Son we have been brought into

living union, is the true God." Then the proposition is not

pure tautology ; but it emphasizes at the close that only

that God has a claim to the name just assigned Him of

true, who has been made known in Christ to the world and

to the individual Christian. This view is supported by the

fundamental text of John xvii. 3, where the knowledge of

God and that of Christ are exhibited as equal factors in eternal

life, just as here ; only that, while there they are presented

together as simply co-ordinate, here the internal relation of

the one to the other is indicated (eV rw vlu> k.tX). The

connection is also distinctly in favour of it. Our Epistle is

directing its final address to Christians, and in its own way
demands of them what another author speaks of as a^etvai

rov Trj<i ap^r]<; Xoyov and the (j>epecr6aL eVl rrjv rekeioTrjTa :

this being so, its last exhortation to l:eep themselves from

idols could not refer to gross idolatry ; such a dehortation

would most inharmoniously fit the tenor of the whole

document. The el'SwA-a are rather the ideas entertained of

God by the false prophets of whom the apostle has spoken,

the antichrists, who, because they have not the Son, have

not the Father also, without being therefore atheists in the

common meaning of the word. But the antithesis to their

elScoXoL^ is not Ch.rist the Logos, but the Father revealed in

the Son. All the heretics of that time would serve God.

Against them is held up the proposition that outo?, that is,

this God revealed in Christ, is alone the true God, all else

is an e'dSoyXov. But not only is God robbed of His honour

;
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not only does man sei"ve a false god when he seeks another

God than the God revealed in Christ ; but he also trifles

away his own salvation, for this only is eternal life (the

article before ^o)?] alcovto<; must be struck out) : he that haili

Him hath thereby life. He hath, according to John v., the

life in Himself ; and the life which the Son has and is, is

7rp6<; Tov irarepa as it is Trapa rov 7raTp6<i. There is not

the slightest difficulty in the fact that the Fatlier is here

described as ^torf aloivio<i, whilst elsewhere the Son is so

described ; on the contrary, this is in harmony with the

close of the Epistle. In its beginning the apostle set out

with the ^(or) alwvtoi which the X070? is, and which is in

Him ; here all flows back to the primal source of all life,

to whom the a7ravya<Tfxa koX -^apaKr^ip viroardcreoi^ ainov

has opened the way of access, and with whom He has

placed us in fellowship, 'iva ?; o Qeo<; 'kclvto, ev iraa-tv. But
this supreme end must be firmly maintained, there must be

no recession from it : every movnent that we forget that

only the God revealed in Christ is 6 a\r]6tvo<i &eo^ koI ^(u?)

al(t)vio<i would place us in fellowship w^ith the elB(t)XoL<;.

Hence the penetrating word of the apostle is a warning to

avoid them.

The first glance shows that the last verses (18-21) are

not designed perfectly to recapitulate the entire contents of

the Epistle. There is not in them any reference to brotherly

love, which has nevertheless made up half the substance of

it down to the close. But this, indeed, has come into con-

sideration only as the expression of a true relation to God
and the means of obtaining it. From this last everything

flows, and to it everything leads. Hence we have in these

last verses a final emphasis laid on the fundamental prin-

ciples on which the Epistle rests : that we through the

mission of the Lord Jesus Christ have fellowship with God
;

that this fellowship protects us from sin, and establishes

us in a relation of perfect opposition to the world. But,

indeed, the threefold plural olSafiev, the consciousness of

common relationship to God as His children, suggests the

principle and always energetic impulse to brotherly love
;

and thus this common consciousness, as containing in itself
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the bond witli God and with our brethren, is the pledge

of the %«/>« reTeXeLco/nevT} which the apostle promised in

the beginning of the Epistle to bring to maturity, and to

maturity through the establishment of fellowship with God
and the brethren.



GENERAL REVIEW.

A TWOFOLD aim has been pursued in the preceding

study of our Epistle. First, we have endeavoured

to find in itself its process of thought. But if we have

perceived rightly what the apostle says to the churches, we
have now to pursue the inquiry whether certain results

cannot be established in regard to the origin of the docu-

ment : as to the end for the sake of which, as to the

immediate occasion by reason of which, it was written. It

is only when it organically connects itself with a definite

time to our thoughts that we can claim to have understood it.

But, again, our illustration of the details of the Epistle has

sought to ascertain whether the dogmatic and ethical state-

ments which it contains may not enable us to argue out

the collective system of thought held by the author, so that

we may have a clear figure of its intellectual and spiritual

physiognomy. To this end it was necessary that such

passages should not only be looked at in the light of their

meaning in every particular connection, but that they should

be detached from their context, and the premises and con-

clusions indicated on which they rest and to which they

lead, in order thus to find out the place they assume in the

general system of the author's theology. Certainly we do

not intend to say that the apostle had formed for himself a

completed system in our sense of the word ; but at the

same time it is not only an unobjectionable, but also a

necessary assumption, that one unified view lay at the root

of all the particular passages, and gave the colouring to these

expressions. For whosoever, generally speaking, in the full

sense of the word, thinks,—and who can deny this full sense
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to our apostle ?—must have, though often unconsciously, a

)

principle from which his specific thoughts flow : there must

/be an organic connection in his thinking. And just in

proportion as the view has come to be very generally

accepted that the writings of the New Testament are mostly

occasional writings, aiming not at laying down a dogmatic

system, but containing only occasional utterances concern-

ing Christian dogmas in the interest of practical ends, in

that proportion is it necessary to ascertain exactly what

„\ material they at least indirectly furnish for a dogmatic

system, and what aid they at least indirectly contribute

/to the construction of such a system. The building

materials which we have collected in these two several

directions must now be in conclusion laid together ; and

jfrom the detailed features we have made our own we must

(form the picture as a whole.

THE CHAIN OF THOUGHT.

In this interest let us first of all glance over the process

of thought in our Epistle. At the very outset, its intro-

duction (ch. i. 1—4) gives us our right position as to its

contents. We had in the first verses two series of ideas to

distinguish. One specifies the object that was to be treated

of : it is the ^corj aldovio<;, which is the Logos, and which

He by His manifestation has brought. The other expresses

the certain assurance of this object as an irrefragable truth.

Both series are found recurring in the body of the Epistle

:

the message concerning the substance and the obligations of

the ^(OT) alcovio'i forms the contents from ch. i. 5 to ch.

V. 5 ; the assurance of what is delivered is resumed in ch.

V. 6-12, pointing back to the beginning. After what

manner and form the ^corj alcovio'; communicated to us must

manifest and approve itself, the apostle describes in such a

way that two princijna divisionis are interwoven in his

treatment. On the one hand, he adduces the expressions

of this life as towards God, on the otlier as towards man :

this gives one principle of division. Again, we derive
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much aid in tracing the process of the thought throughout

the Epistle from the following ideas, irepiiraretv iv (ficorl,

TTOieiv TTjv ScKacoa-vvrjv, ofioXoyetv top ^Irjaovv, Tricrrevecv et?

TO ovo/jia Tov ^Itjo-ov. It appears at a glance that the two

ideas in the heart of the four are more closely united than

the others, expressing only two definite sides of the one

character of the life, that of the deed and that of the word

:

hence the four may be reduced again to three. Around

this triplicity are grouped in fact the individual parts of the

Epistle ; and in such a way that within each section the

above-mentioned principle of division furnishes the sections:

the principle, namely, of relation to God first, and then

relation to the brethren.

The first part demands as evidence of the ^cot] alcovto'i

communicated to us the ireptirarelv iv to3 (pcoTi. This is,

as we have seen, an altogether general expression, which

denotes the sphere of life in which we are supposed to be

conversant, embracing the aggregate of the Christian moral

condition. The iTepi'rraTetv refers to all the collective and

each individual outgoing of the life, not only in word and

work, but also in the very thoughts : the whole is supposed

to be dipped in light and by light evoked. But light is the

description of the divine nature : therefore our whole life

—

this is the burden of the requirement to walk iv (jicoTi—is

to be a life in God, in the kingdom of light ; the light is to

be the centre of all, yea, the spring from which all the

energies of this life take their rise. Accordingly this first

part of the Epistle is altogether general. It falls into three

sections: ch. i. 6-ii. 2 ; ch. ii. 3-13 ; eh. ii. 14-27. The

first of these tells us that the walk in light as towards God
must show itself as sinlessness ; the second, that towards

the brethren it must aj^prove itself as brotherly love ; and

the third, that towards the world opposed to Christ it must

have an absolutely opposed relation. Each of these three

sections is again carried out in three sub-sections. The
sinlessness which God requires is brought to efiect first

positively through the redemption or deliverance from sin

which we obtain through the death of Christ ; then nega-

tively through the forgiveness of past sin which is ackuow-
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ledged as such. Both these aspects are recapitulated in the

third sub-section, ch. ii. 1, 2, which assumes the hortatory

tone. Similarly the second section, treating of brotherly

love, has three sub-sections. We perceived in dealing with

the details that the apoctle leads in the exliortation to

brotherly love gradually, by a progressive advancement

exhibiting this as the substance of all the divine command-
ments. First, he describes the divine will quite generally

as evToXal rov Qeov, tlien he carries back these ivTokal by
the phrase \6yo^ rov Qeov to their internal unity, for he at

the same time in the supplementary clause, reTekeicoTat rj

^ dyaTTT} rov Qeov ev rj/u.ii/,—that is, love as it is in God is

then also in us,—points out what concrete commandment
this unity forms. He further defines this love more closely

1 as irepiTrarelv Ka6oD<i Xpt(TTb<i irepieTrdrrjaev, and, describing

it as the new commandment, closes with the exhortation so

to practise it as Christ in His passion practised and taught

it. Then the first sub-section (ch. ii. 3-5) speaks of love

as of the old commandment ; it describes it as union with

the divine will (ivToXal Qeov) and as union with the divine

nature (rereXeiarai, 37 cv^dirr] tov Qeov ev tj/jlIv). The

\ second sub-section (ch. ii. 6-11) leads over to love as the

new commandment. In it is at the same time shown what
connection exists between love and the walkincj in lioht,

this latter being the ruling idea of the whole. If, namely,

Christ in His whole life announced on the one hand that

God is liglit, and on the other exhibited in this His life a

great practical demonstration of love, it follows that walk-

ing in light is no other than walking in love. The third

sub-section has, like the corresponding one in the first

section, a hortatory tendency : it reminds the churches that

the apostle in writing to them assumed their already stand-

ing, the old as well as the young, in the possession of a

Christian life (ch. ii. 12, 13). And this very presupposi-

tion (ch. ii. 13, 14) is also the transition to the third

section. The first sub-section warns against fellowship

with the kingdom of darkness : whether the world in

general opposed to Christianity ; or the antichrist opposition

in itarticular,— tliot is, the world as it will be born afresh out
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of Cliristianity itself (cli. ii. 15-19). The second sub-

section declares that the church is through the possession

of the yjilayici separated from this kingdom of darkness and

furnished with the means of knowing and detecting it:

this holy oil of anointing can and will keep them secure

with their God and their Saviour (ch. ii. 20-26). The

third sub-section (ch. ii. 27) sums up all again for the sake

of laying vehement emphasis upon what had just been said.

Thus to the apostle the first general requirement of walking

in the light took a threefold form of development : the

light approves itself in relation to God and before the

brethren ; but also in opposition to the unchristian world,

and as hatred against this, which means fidelity {i^kveiv)

towards God.

But now the apostle proceeds a step further. A general

walk or conversation in light, in such and such a specific

atmosphere, is not all the obligation that the possession of

^ft)^ alwvio^ entails upon us : we have been thereby not

only translated into a new sphere of life, but also inwardly

renewed and ourselves thoroughly transformed. The ^w<i

has entered into us ; we have been born of God, This

idea of the divine begetting rules the whole treatment from

ch. ii. 18 to ch. v. 5 : it is this which, at the end of the

part thus defined, at the beginning of the fiftli chapter, is

taken up again ; thus by the resumption marking the limits

of the part of the Epistle we now consider. In order to

show what obligations on us are included in the 'ye<yev-

vrjadai eK rod Qeov, the apostle resorts for aid to the

mediating idea of irapprjaia. At the appearing of Christ

for judgment, that which is within us will be made mani-

fest ; and we shall have therefore to prove ourselves

whether the total transformation of our nature which is

required has taken place : more precisely, whether the

hiKaioavvr}, which constitutes the divine nature, is apjDroved

also in us. The deed is, however, the standard of the

being, and therefore our being the children of God must be
demonstrated by our acts; while, on the other hand, the

principle from which our act springs furnishes a standard

of judgment with regard to it, and therefore the works of
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rigliteousness must approve themselves as having sprung

from the Spirit of God, To sum up, the divine birth, or

inward renewal, gives evidence of itself only in two ways

:

one, that itself governs and transforms all our action; the

other, that this action may be traced back to the Spirit of

God, as the Factor of the new birth. The former is the

substance of ch. iii. ; the latter, of ch. iv. 1-16. Then

there is added a retrospective conclusion, ch. iv, 17, 18,

which lays stress upon this, that where these two postulates

are both found the parrhesia or confidence enters certainly

and infallibly. The second part is in two aspects an

advance upon the first. Primarily, we have in the first

chapters to do with walking in the light, and thus with be-

longing to the kingdom of God, and being moulded by its

influences ; but here we have to do with the divine birth,

and thus with a power which makes us individually into

members of this kingdom of God. Then, secondly, there

the question was of walking in the light, and therefore of

the universal bearing and tendency of the life ; here the

question is of the concrete expressions of this walk, the

tokens of the divine birth which meet the eye.

First, for the demonstration of sonship to God in act,

which is exhibited in two directions : in relation to God it

is a doing of righteousness (ch. iii. 1—10), in relation to the

brethren it is the office of love (ch. iii. 11—18); and then

comes the resume in ch. iii. 19-23. Our act Godward is

shown in two sub-sections : first, ch. iii. 1-3, we have the

necessity of iroielv ttjv hiKaLoavvr^v. In eternity we shall

be like the Lord, as He is ; the w^ay thither is the same

which He took in His process of glorification : that is to

say, all depends on our being like Him as He was, in

avoiding sin, and doing righteousness. The second sub-

section, ch. iii. 4-10, more closely explains the meaning of

this requirement : the righteousness must be pure and

simple, since every residuum of sin would manifest us as

still belonging to Satan.

Secondly, for the other side, the approval of our sonship

to God by the acts of brotherly love is similarly illustrated

in two sub-sections: in ch, iii. 11-15, it is the negative
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antitliesis to the hatred which is the signature of the workl;

in ch. iii. 16-18, it is positive, and emphasis is laid upon

the importance of actual doing which has as its funda-

mental characterization the spirit of riOevai ri]v '\^vj(i]v.

The third sub-section deduces a resum6 from the former,

—

that is to say, the consciousness of actual brotherly love, to

wit, the exhibition of sonship to God in some measure at

least, may amidst the manifold accusations of our heart

comfort us so far as we thereby discern that we have made
a sure beginning, while, indeed, the fuU confidence depends

upon the completeness of the nroielv ttjv SiKaLoavvrjv.

But to this divine sonship belongs not only a certain

doing, but also a specific source of that doing,—that is, the

Spirit of whom we are born and from whom our deeds

must spring. That the idea irvevfia, i^ ov 6 0eb<; rjfuv

eScoKev and the idea fyeyevvfjcrdat e'/c tov Geov are substan-

tially the same is evident from ch. iii. 4 : the reception of the

Spirit makes us children of God. In the acknowledgment

that our salvation rests upon the divine act in the mission

of Jesus Christ, the Son of God, being thus divinely wa-ought,

and in the acknowledgment, -on the other hand, that our

good relation to the brethren is certainly divinely wrought

too, inasmuch as the love that God has flows into us,—the

acknowledgment, in short, that our whole life, as well in

its relation Godward as in its relation towards the brethren,

purely and absolutely rests upon the divine act,—we have

the demonstration that the deeds demanded in the third

chapter have their source in the principle of our sonship to

God. Where, then, these two marks are found, the required

course of action and the consciousness as to their divine

origin, there is the evidence adduced of the jeyevvijaOai e/c

TOV &60U. The section we have now considered also divides

itself again into three sub-sections. The first, ch. iv. 1-6,

so unfolds the thought that our fellowship with God rests

upon a divine act, as to show that only through our acknow-

ledgment of Jesus as the Son of God wrought by the Holy

Ghost is such a fellowship with God possible, wdiile without

it we are surrendered to the pseudo-prophetic spirit. The

second sub-section, ch. iv. 7-12, unfolds the ^^arallel thought

1 JOHN. Z
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that our brotlierly love also is based on the divine causality,

in such a manner as to show, or by showing, how all human
loving is not an independent activity, but is only a reflec-

tion and effluence of the divine nature of love. The third

sub-section, ch. iv. 14-16, recapitulates the two former.

When at this point, ch. iv, 17, 18, the apostle introduces

afresh the idea of the parrhesia or confidence, which he first

laid down in the theme-clause, ch. ii. 29, and took up again

in the rcsu7nd, ch. iii. 19, it is made clear, as already

remarked, that we have from ch. ii. 28 to ch. iv. 18 one

whole, the two parts of which must have had in the spirit

of the author an internal bond of connection.

Up to this point we have had two main parts to dis-

tinguish, the* themes of which were TrepLTrareiv iv (f)coTl

and ^eyevvrjaOac eK tov Qeov respectively. Both these

were unfolded according to two aspects : in each came

clearly into consideration the relation to God and the rela-

tion to the brethren. The internal coherence and unity of

these two relations is evinced copiously in ch. iv. 19 -v. 5 :

in each of them the leading principle of the other is already

involved. That is to say, ch. iv. 19-21 contains the evi-

dence that in the idea of love not only the relation to the

brethren, but also that to God is rooted ; ch. v. 1—5 con-

tams the evidence that in the idea of faith not only the

relation to God, but also the relation to the brethren is

included. And, in order to exhibit the internal unity

of the whole material of this section, St. John introduces

also here the relation to the /coa-/i09, demonstrating in ch.

V. 4, 5 that this, too, follows from the idea of faith.

At the outset of this summary, we pointed to the fact

that the ideas TrepcTrarelu iv ru> (Jxotl, iroLelv ri)v BtKatoa-vvrjv,

GfjioXo'yelv tov ^Irjaovv, iriareveLV et? to ovojxa ^Itjo-qv, per-

vade the entire Epistle. It has been shown that the first

is the representative of the development in ch. i. and ii.

;

the second and third rule the two parts of the second

main division ; not till the last section does the irla-Td

come in. There is a progression in these ideas which

will not escape our notice, particularly in the last three.

While the first of them refers to the acts, the second refers
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to the word, the third to the heart or centre of the life. It

is true that in the 6/xo\ojetv rov ^Irjcrovv of ch. iv. the

predicate, the avowing or confessing, recedes behind the

object confessed : the apostle lays all the stress not upon
the form, the confessing, but upon the importance of what
is confessed. But there is good reason for his adopting

as the predicate ofMoXoyeiv instead of using the term

TTia-reuetv. For it was his object in the second leading

part, according to the distribution given at the outset, to

show upon what the consciousness of sonship to God rests

:

not this latter in itself, but the consciousness of it, can

alone produce the affection of confidence. This, however,

rests not upon the objective reality of the Divine Spirit in

me, but upon the subjective consciousness of it in my heart,

which is brought to consummation in the o/jLoXoyelu. But

at the close, where the apostle is unfolding that the relation

to God and the relation to the brethren are inseparably and

most inwardly one, each involving the other, it is naturally

not his object to choose any term which should exhibit the

external confirmation of the one or the other relation : he

must exhibit this itself in its inwardness. Hence at this

point the Tr/o-rt? begins to predominate in the discourse, the

other words only revolving around these as pendants. It

is the idea of faith which, as tlie Gospel shows, is central

to St. John. The Epistle, too, knows no other than this

:

'Ypu(f)0} ufJLtu Tot9 irccrrevovacv Xva 'TTLaTevrjre, which we may
place in distant analogy with the Pauline e'/c 7rL(TTeco<i et?

TTicniv. The document, which demonstrates in its general

course how faith must express itself and be confirmed or

approved, comes back at its close to the exhibition of all

as the expression and influence of faith.

We come now to the closing section of the Epistle. Two
series of ideas, as we have seen, were excited in the readers

by the introduction : there was an annunciation to be made

concerning the Logos as the source and giver of life ; and,

on the other hand, this announcement was declared to be

one raised above doubt. This latter point, the guarantee

of all, the apostle has yet to unfold. He now reverts to

the idea of the /laprvpia, which in ch. i. 1-3 was made
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SO prominent. The witnesses, cli. v, 6-9, and the effects of

these testimonies, ch, v. 10—12, now occupy his attention.

There remains still the conclusion, which corresponds

with the introduction. It also resolves itself into three

sections. The first, ch. v. 13-17, once more specifies the

substance of that eternal life of which the Epistle treats

:

it consists of faith in the Son of God, of love as towards

the brethren, which preserves them in the kingxlom of God

by intercession. The second gives in three clauses the

signature of the child of God as opposed to the child of

this world (ch. v. 18-20). The third, ch. v. 21, sums

up in a hortatory warning the entire practical aim of the

entire treatise.

As it has now been made clear, the whole Epistle is

almost entirely and down to its details governed by a

threefold distribution : only here and there does the thought

develope itself in two members, while for the most part

even then a synthetic or recapitulatory member is added.

It is true that occasionally theories of number have

been abused in regard both to the Old and to the New
Testament ; and mistrust as to what might suggest them

may indeed be justifiable. On the other side, it is

impossible to deny that in the formal presentation and

construction of Scripture definite numbers play their part.

And, as it respects our present case, it is to us a pledge of

correctness that the observation of a certain triplicity in

the Epistle arose out of the Tcsum6 of the whole, and did

not, as it were, prejudice us at the outset, and thus insinuate

itself into the pursuit of its chain of thought. That

Luthardt long since established the fact that the number

three is a divisor in the Gospel, though without exhibiting it

in such detail as we have done here, was remembered by the

author only afterwards. However, the remark often already

made may be made once more, that we are by no means to

think that the writer of this treatise adjusted beforehand a

scheme in such number and measure. The order and

symmetry, which pervade all down to the minutest detail,

only show how clearly and sharply the apostle was

accustomed to think; and that, in conseq^uence of an
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inherent sense of order, his thoughts grouped themselves

with facility in a definite way.

OCCASION AND ATM OF THE EPISTLE.

N̂,
I

Does this account of the general contents of the Epistle

H> give us any light for the discovery of its occasion and

I
purport? There is evidently no direct obvious connec-

tion between the two ; but this should only make us

examine all the more narrowly whether or not the process

of thought affords at least some indirect aid for the dis-

covery of the general aim. And, first of all, the impres-

1^

sion produced upon the readers by the Epistle as a whole

suggests a helpful intimation. We easily perceive, for

instance, the contrast in which its collective substance

places it to the other epistolary writings of the New
Testament, especially the Pauline. While these latter

always bear and everywhere show the character of docu-

ments that lay the foundation and organize, that is, have a

creative character, our Epistle has rather the character of

sustaining, nourishing, and building up. The former have

to do with the basis, the latter with the superstructure.

Not only in the Epistle to the Eomans, which has most

distinctively the fundamental stamp, the apostle in it

showing the church how he viewed and how he executed

his apostolical function, but in all his Epistles we hear the

man speak whose it was to give the congregations their

first organized formation : as to doctrine, as to constitution,

as to ethics, as to all, he has to prepare the soil for some-

] thincj new. His writings have the universal characteristic

'^f j

of teaching. But it is this very characteristic which is

wanting throughout St. John's Epistle : from beginning to

end it is entirely restricted to the reminding tone. As in

the first part of it the apostle again and again intimates that

he writes to the church only under the presupposition of

their Christian estate and character (ch. ii. 1 2 seq.) ; that

they need no instruction of any kind, having themselves

the '^pltTjxa (ch. ii. 20,27); so towards the end of it he

V
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again reminds them that his document was calculated only

for believers (ch. v. 13, >ypd(j)co vfilv Tot<i TTLarevovaiv).

Apart from these individual expressions of the writer,

we have ourselves observed that it is the character of the

Epistle everywhere to exhibit the new as the old, the

instruction now given as already known, the ethical

demands made as already in the act of being fulfilled by

them. Similarly the idea of the reXet'too-t?, particularly of

the rerekeicofMevrj %a/3a, points to the fact that the apostle

has nothing in his view but to crown the edifice. This

characteristic of his document may be simply called the

reminding style in contradistinction from the teaching and

elementary style of St. Paul which lays the foundation.

Now this difference itself in the tone indicates the dif-

ference in the position of affairs for which our Epistle is

adapted, as compared with that in the Pauline congregations.

To the same conclusion we are led by another consideration,

that the relation of the church to the world outside of

Christianity, whether Jewish or Gentile, at the time of our

Epistle had become altogether a different thing from that

which meets us in the earlier documents of the New Testa-

ment. In the time of St. Paul, it was matter of import-

ance to come to an understanding with each of these

powers and to be clear of both: temptations came specifically

from each. In our Epistle this separation of interest was

fully accomplished, and the world is entirely overcome

:

not, indeed, in the sense that it was no longer present, but

that a total and firm severance had taken place externally.

First of all, the distinction between the two distinct

camps of the enemy had vanished away: they are now
comprehended under the one common term /cocr/io?. With
St. Paul the notion predominates that Judaism was the

ancient kingdom of God, which in no other form than this

had lived througli the ages and survived, having become

opposed to Christianity only because it spasmodically held

fast the obsolete, the old things which €771"? d^avicrfiov iariv.

With him, therefore, Judaism is a mission field co-ordinate

with heathenism, and of the same importance. Now, with

St. John, Judaism has utterly lost its independent position.
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and relations, and meaning. The expressions o Kccrfxo<; and

6 Koa/xof ovTo<;, which, when St. Paul uses them, we
immediately feel ourselves constrained to connect prwiarily

with the Gentile world, are, when St. John uses them,

descriptions of all that is outside of Christianity : he knows
nothing now of the old distinction. With this his Gospel

corresponds. In it also Judaism is simply a power entirely

opposed to Christ; in it also we find Jews and Gentiles

indiscriminately blended in the common word Koa/j.o'i. It

is true that in ch. i. 9, 10 Judaism is, as equivalent to ol

oBcoi, distinguished from the Koa-fio^ as a whole; but else-

where, and generally, Jesus is represented not as the Messiah

of the Jews, but as the a-ayry^p rov koct/jlov. He announces

Himself to Nicodemus as the Saviour and Judge sent not

to Judaism, but to the Koa-fio^, in which the Jews are

included and merged. In His last discourses our Lord

speaks only of the hatred of the world, although He has to

do immediately with the hatred of His own people. Thus

there is no longer any difference between the world of

Judaism and the Gentile world ; both are summed up in

the idea of the K6a/xo<i. This is the first thing that

strikes us.

But, further, the Christian relation to this Koo-fio^ is

noteworthy. It is undoubted that the application of this

idea in St. John is in harmony with the current of New
Testament phraseology so far as it is mostly referred to

the world of mankind, while in such a way as not to

refer to them alone or to them as such. Not mankind

alone : for man is such, not as contrasted with the collec-

tive earthly nature and economy, but as its head. The

inanimate creature also belongs to the /cocr/zo? ; for, when
we read of a yS/o? tov Koafiov (this world's goods), of elvat

eK TOV KocTfxov, aud fxiaelv ra iv tm Koafim, all tliis we
understand not merely of men, but also of all created

things. Nor is it mankind as such : for that mankind

only is thus denoted which is depraved by sin and in

bondage to it. But such a meaning the word always has,

even when the expression is not made complete, as 6 Acocr/io?

5x09, as is relatively very often the case in St. John.
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Even when iv tm koct^w elvai describes a life merely lived

ni3on earth, as in ch. ix. 5, 39, the idea first referred to is

still involved in the world. All this is undoubtedly true,

so far as the use of the word goes, which is common to

St. John and the rest of Scripture.

St. John, however, has this peculiarity, that with him
tills fallen world only seldom comes into view as the object

of salvation. It is true, indeed, that with him also the

Lord appeared in order to redeem the world, fallen under

the empire of sin and guilt. He is called the acorrjp rov

KocTfiov (John iv. 42; 1 John iv. 16), and ^cot] rov ko(T[iov

(John vi. 52), and finally, l\aa/jio<i irepl oXou rov Koafxov.

Yet it is still more frequent with him to represent the

w^orld, not as a missionary sphere, and therefore as an un-

christian territory which must be christianized, but as the

principle which opposes the church of Christ in rigid and

cold enmity, in short, as the a?i^*- Christian kingdom.

Especially marked is this style of thought in the Lord's

last discourses and in our Epistle, between which generally

the points of contact are so exceedingly many. The world

is not the sea which contains good fishes and bad ; it is the

sphere and abode of total darkness. It is this which we
meant when we spoke above of the severance with the

world being complete : Christianity and the world have

become absolute opposites. And it is to be observed that

this deep antithesis is not emphasized in the manner of an

m^gent warning and exhortation to avoid and be on their

guard against the world ; wherever the world is mentioned

in our Epistle, it is in a tone which suggests the tranquil

feeling of entire and final severance. The evil of the

world or its wickedness is not complained of nor lamented

:

it is a simple fact, which cannot be otherwise than it is.

When we consider the way in which St. Peter in his first

letter warns the churches in view of the persecutions

threatened by the world, how evidently full of solicitude

he is lest Christians should be moved by this to turn back

again to the world ; and when we compare with this the

tranquil, we might say the cold, way in which St. John
speaks of the hatred of the world as of a thing so self-
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understood and taken for granted that no one can be led

astra}'' by it ; we shall come at once to the conclusion that

our Epistle assumes towards the /coo-/i09 a very different

position from that occupied by the rest. The result of

all that has been said is the conviction that in this docu-

i ment the difference between Judaism and heathenism is

gone ; that to it the K6afio<i is not so much the sphere of

Christian mission as the metropolis of declared and decided

enmity against the kingdom of God ; and that this hostile

position has nothing astonishing in it, but is altogether

natural and normal, so that no man need be embarrassed

by it or led astray.

It is not from Judaism and heathenism as such, not

from the world in itself, that the temptations proceed, but

from anti-Christianity or the false prophets,—that is, from

the endeavour to generate the world anew in the bosom of

Christianity. The enemies are no longer extra but intra

''/parietes; the perilous power is not the denial, but the

,simulation of the Christian spirit ; their foes sought to be

regarded as Christians, but Christians they were not ; they

had their point of departure from the church, but did not-'

belong to it. They are essentially children of the world,

and yet would be deemed children of light : it is a mixing

together of light and darkness. Thus we have enemies of

the church who are neither Jews nor . Gentiles, but false

Christians. It is true that this aspect of things is not-

peculiar to our Epistle : it is shared by Jude and the

second of Peter, and in part even by some portions of the

last Pauline Epistles. But it is precisely when we mark

in what way these specific portions of Scripture con-

front the danger that we discern the altogether peculiar

character of our Epistle. The former assume a tone of

anxious care ; we observe how the writers tremble for the

churches, and how they gather up all their forces to pre-

serve them, to warn them, to rescue them. We compare

wvith their excited vehemence the tranquillity and peaceful

bearing which our Epistle exhibits, as before to the world,

so now to the anti- Christianity that threatens. Heading it

carefully, we do not receive the impression that the churches
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were or had been in any sore distress. "When the anti-

christs are mentioned for the first time in cli. ii., express

reference is made to tlie anointing which would defend tlie

people of God from contact with every kind of lie, and

which seemed to render every kind of exhortation super-

fluous. The words of the apostle do not give the idea that

they aim at keeping back the readers from any apostasy

which was closely imminent, but rather that he was solici-

tous to make all perfectly safe, and therefore represented to

them once more how great was the gulf between them and

I

all forms of anti-Christianity. So, when this enemy is in-

\ troduced again in ch. iv., even then the exhortation to try

j the spirits is by no means the main concern, but is rather

V
f

brought in to? iv irap68(p : the chief thing in the apostle's

I
estimation is rather to make it clear how the Christian

: spirit must express itself. The former is only the foil to

the latter. As when, in a firmly built house, the master,

hearing the storm without, gives one more glance around

to see that all is secure, while still he knows that he

is sheltered and safe, and, indeed, the more furiously the

tempest blows, feels all the more sense of security,—so it

is with this Epistle, which gives us the feeling of an

inexpressibly beautiful peace and silent confidence of joy

/^diffused through it from beginning to end.

(^ Anything like polemics proper is altogether absent from

e-
I

the document : its aim and tendency is essentially not

negative, but positive. How little its general contents and

character are governed by the controversy with antichrists,

has been seen in the general scheme of its construction.

^ The life which has appeared in Christ, and from Him over-

flows upon His people, is its leading idea. And this life

manifests itself, as we have seen, in two directions : on the
'"^"^

^ one hand it matures fellowship with God, and on the other

fellowship with the brethren, through these manifestations

bringing in the %apa TereXeico/jiev'r}. This is its trunk,

absolutely positive, on which all the particular develop-

ments of exhortation are grafted, not excepting the twice-

repeated exposition of the antichrists. The first time

these are mentioned it is in connection with walking
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in tlie light: in relation to God and the brethren, this

walk leads to union and fellowship ; but as it regards

the antichrists, who belong not to the (pm but to the

(TKOTca, it leads to nothing but severance. And, on the

second occasion of mentioning them, our BiKaioavvr) is spoken

of as resting upon the possession of the Spirit of God,

the true and only Spirit; and in connection with this,

the acts of that righteousness are dilated on as dia-

metrically opposed to those of the anti-Christian spirit.

We might altogether omit the two passages which deal

with the antichrists, and the Epistle would not lose its

essential character or be changed in its scope: evidence

enough this that polemics against them did not constitute

its final aim.

T yi^ But, however firmly established this is, there is another

side to the question. Though it may seem to contradict

what has been said, we cannot seize rightly the occasion

and design of the Epistle unless we assume that the

churches were heavily oppressed by the antichrists, and

that they were to be defended against them by this

apostolical letter. At the outset we must- absolutely take

it for granted that it was written for one occasion, tliat it

owed its origin to some definite historical circumstance,

and not to the mere leisure of the author. Now he him-

self indicates such a concrete historical occasion for his

writing. Eor, when we find at the close an exhortation to

the churches to keep themselves from idols, our exposition,

as has been seen, requires us to regard this as a warning

against the teachers of error dealt with in the Epistle.

If this warning is the keynote of a letter which we have

learnt to regard as one whole from beginning to end, one

harmonious development, it must, of course, be in strict

connection with this whole; it must, moreover, because

forming the very conclusion, contain that very thought

which the author has been before all things concerned

about. As, further, the letter with this begins and returns

back at the close to this,—to emphasize, namely, the firm

assurance or security of the truth declared by the apostle,

who presents that truth as a {xapTvpla,—the energy and
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sedulousness with whicli he does this is to be explained

I
only by the assumption that it was of importance to make

firm this truth in the face of other teachings which were

devoid of it : these other teachings, however, must needs,

unless we surrender ourselves to random guesses, have

been those of the antichrists. Nor is it to be overlooked,

that precisely after his first delineation of the antichrists

the apostle writes, ravra eypa-yira vfilv rrrepl tcov TrXavcovreov

vfxdq, which must be compared with ch. v. 13, where with

the same formula the eternal life, which we have seen to

be the essential thought of the Epistle, is exhibited as the

substance of what preceded. Considering all this, we must

admit that anti-Christianity was the immediate occasion of

this epistolary communication.

~^-. Consequently the matter stands thus. The beginning

^ and the end of the Epistle, as well as the two fragments of

'

it which are concerned with antichrists, indicate that these

occasioned the apostle's writing. On the other hand, the

bulk of the letter is not in manifest connection with anti-

Christianity as a subject ; and, more than that, the sections

which treat of it expressly come in as side-illustrations or

adjuncts of the positive and leading thoughts. Now we might
'''- be tempted to suppose that the apostle pursued different

> < "^ desifrns ; one of them being to warn against the antichrists,

while the other aimed at presenting certain positive

exhortations. But that indeed is not possible; for, first,

' the letter approves its unity as one uniform whole ; and,

secondly, these two aims are so blended and so inter-

penetrate one another in every section as to suggest

necessarily that they rise together into a higher unity.

And here comes in that character of the Epistle which

has been indicated above : its rest and its peace, as if

adjusted to the most joyful relations; its internal release

from all the agitation of the world, as if its author were

looking out from a secure haven into the tumult of the

distant sea. All this taken together makes up the mystery

of the writing. But its solution can be brought to light

only when we seek and find the historical relations to

which these apparently opposite traits are equally con-
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gruous, and imcler which the Epistle must have taken

precisely the form it has and no other.

Now the relations indicated are identically those to

which the earliest tradition about the origin of the letter

point. At the outset, the fact that it was referred to the

latest period of St. John's life explains at once how it

comes to bear a character so different from that of the

other New Testament writings. Our apostle, that is, had
not entered upon a new field of labour, such as St. Paul

as a principle was accustomed to seek for himself, but

he had taken over the field which that apostle had left

behind to him. The churches of Asia Minor, and especially

the Ephesian, to which our thought is directed by early

tradition, had been introduced into Christendom through the

long and assiduous activity of the apostle of the Gentiles,

with advantages beyond most others. We at once under-

stand, therefore, why our Epistle has no organizing character,

but rather that of nourishing and establishing. Further,

that the distinction between Judaism and heathenism as two

defined hostile camps is so entirely absent, is natural enough

at the end of the first century, and so long after the destruc-

tion of Jerusalem ; for, after that event, the power of the

Jews in persecuting the Christians lay simply in their hiding

themselves behind the Gentiles, and thus declaring themselves

to belong to the Koa/juo'i. And that the whole non-Christian

world summed up under this name comes here into con-

sideration, not as a missionary-field, but as an anti-Christian

principle, as fxtaoiv, is to be explained by this, that already at

that time the energy of the gospel in founding and forming

churches had receded to the second place ; this characteristic

belonged rather to the Pauline age ; and wliat we know
concerning the work of St. John assures us that it was not

so much mission as cure of souls tliat lay near his heart.

It had been long demonstrated that both Judaism and

heathenism as a whole to (^w? ov KareXa^ov. The hatred

of the world had since the days of Demetrius so often

declared itself, that it was confirmed and could no lonfrer

now be matter of astonishment. The enemy of these days

was, in a peculiar sense, the spirit of false prophecy. We
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know, indeed, that even in the lifetime of the apostle heresy

had been in Ephesus brought to maturity by Cerinthus

;

and not only so, but, as has been already shown, the very

omissions of the Epistle may be perfectly understood when
it is referred to the Cerinthian Gnosis, All this proves,

therefore, that the Epistle must have been written later

than the other New Testament Scriptures, and that it might

w^ell have been written by St. John. That this latter was

actually the case its peculiar characteristics make clear

enough.

That there was probably no man who experienced the

transforming and glorifying influence of Christianity to the

same degree as the son of thunder, who once would have

desired fire to come down from heaven, appears, apart from

the Joliannaean writings, from the testimony of the earliest

antiquity. Even supposing the touching traditions about

his declining life to be untrue, at least they are indi-

cations of the impression made upon generation after

generation by the work and character of this apostle.

Untrue legends, which become current in the mouths of

the people, are important for history; though these traditions

concerning St. John are not to be regarded as untrue. Let

it be noted how admirably the character of our Epistle

accords with what we otherwise know of the character of

the apostle. On the one side there is a keenness of severity

', in the severance of light from darkness, and of the world

i
from the kingdom of God, wliich betrays the son of thunder

;

j
indeed, we find such an ethical sharpness of definition as

j

makes every little sin an evidence of the Satanic nature (comp.

ch. iii, 4-11), such indeed as occurs nowhere else through-

/ out the compass of Scripture. But, on the other side and

\ concurrently with this, we feel a breath of most pathetic and

\ most inward affection, from a spirit overflowing with love

and strong in peaceful rest, such as corresponds precisely

/'with those narratives, handed down from antiquity concern-

f ing his old age, which appeal so forcibly to our hearts. If

'""'we recall here again its consummate repose in the pre-

sence of the world's hatred, the impression made by the

passages about Antichrist, as if apostasy to their company
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were a thing clean impossible, thougli a reminding word
might be still appropriate, all this, too, is perfectly recon-

cilable with the character of St. John. That the aged

disciple, who throngh a long life had by faith and love

brought himself into so close a relation to his Lord, was so

thoroughly filled and pervaded by the riches of the grace

which came to him through Christ that all the hatred of

the world and raging of Antichrist failed to disturb him in

his deep repose, that he could not indeed well understand

how their attraction should be felt at all,—all is perfectly

imaginable in his case. Simon Peter before this, in his

second Epistle, when the times were disturbed and the lie

had raised its head aloft, felt himself impelled with all the

energy of his love to transpose himself back into the days

when he had his Master's society, and also with all the

energy of his hope to propel himself forward to the time

of the perfected kingdom of God. So also our apostle,

following his character out, and in harmony with his deep

interior nature, must needs, in his old age especially, have

still more abundantly felt himself impelled, while enemies

raged around him, and the more the}' raged, to fasten his

deep thought upon the glory of Him whom he had seen

, as He was, and whom he hoped to see as He is. Thus,

in conclusion, it may be said that it is perfectly clear

> how St. John, with such a personality as his, was precisely

\ jso affected as the Epistle reveals him, so full of peace

\ in a time of fiercest conflict, so much more occupied with

positive construction than with defensive polemic against

enemies.

But it is quite another question whether, after all, St.

John could have written a letter like this from out of sucli

circumstances, and as addressed to such circumstances. An
apostolical missive might be expected to be not merely an

expression of personal feelings, but by all means to impart

something to the readers ; and therefore it must needs be

born out of the urgency of the particular time, and be

strictly adapted to its necessity. However high our esti-

mate of the Asiatic churches may be, it remains never-

theless certain that the Gnostic errors had not passed away
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without leaving deep traces ; in fact, that these errors were

not overcome until after the hard conflict of a century.

Now, when we seem to find in our Epistle so extraordinarily

favourable a picture of the state of the churches in question,

and mark that the apostle is everywhere not so much teach-

ing and warning and exhorting as taking it for granted

emphatically that they know all things, how can all this

be made consistent with a time when the first love had

grown cold ? Must not the churches, when they read the

Epistle, have felt themselves divided by an infinite gulf

from the state of things whicli its contents presupposed

among them ? May we not suppose also that the apostle,

with eyes sharpened by faith and love and experience,

would have observed in the church in whose midst he

laboured many kinds of imperfection ? Would it not have

occurred to him, or have been impressed on his mind, that

the false teachers, however little influence they might exert

upon himself personally, might be very dangerous indeed

to the flock ? Could he really imagine, supposing him

to be at Ephesus, that the dangers and injuries were in

other places so much less or so insignificant ? Now, if

there is any force in such questions as these, might it not

be presumed that the communication would have taken

quite another form, and have been much more urgent and

hortatory, and I might say more anxious ? Must not all

these concurring circumstances, arising out of a view of

the concrete necessities of the churches, have at least so far

influenced the personal feeling and tone of the apostle as

to lessen the profound peace and the absolute joy that we

see to abound ?

All these difficulties are obviated and the mystery of

the Epistle solved if we assume that the apostle, when

OK.)
I

writing it, was in a position in which the relations of the

churches were not immediately under his very eyes, not so

near to him as to affect his feeling and shape his words.

If, on the ground of the tradition that the Apostle John

was a long time in Patmos, we admit that he wrote his

letter from that island, this hypothesis will lighten up the

whole. First, we may point to an incidental and external
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circumstance, which does not indeed depend upon this fact

for its explanation, but yet seems from this point of view

to be most satisfactorily explained. The two smaller

Epistles, which obviously came from the same hand as

the first, send final greetings from the church in the

bosom of which the writer had his residence. That needs no

proof for the third Epistle ; nor for the second, if we only

grant that the Kvpla to whom it was addressed is a desig-

nation of the church, for then the TeKva rfj^ aSeX(/)?;? Tt]<;

e'/cXe/cT?}? at the close are obviously the members of the

community with which the apostle was then connected.

But in our Epistle, on the contrary, there is neither any

greeting from a church nor any greeting to one. The

absence of the latter may be accounted for by the encyclical

character of the document. But how shall the absence of

the former be accounted for ? It was natural that the

apostle should omit that, if he happened to be at the time

^'^1^ [not in the midst of any church whatever.

^ '«v If we only hold fast the supposition—more than that
^'./ A' ^g need not call it—that St. John wrote in Patmos, what

may be further assumed as to the character to which his

V interior life was moulded ? He lived in relative seclusion,

separated at least from all the excited movements of the

outer world. For on this small island, which was certainly

then no more frequented than now, he could only to a

slight extent exercise any influence or carry on any work of

an external character; and all the less must his work have

seemed to him, the more familiar he had been with the

energetic work of a large city. To him, at his age, it would

be matter of doubt whether he could win back that larger

influence, or whether tlie time of active work was not for

ever gone in his case. Then, the great concern was to wait

upon the blessed manifestation of the Lord, and ask of Him
how he might prepare to meet Him worthily at His coming.

The more he was shut in from exterior life, the more did he

retire into the depths of his own being, and exhaust that

which his faith gave him for his own good, and what he, in

common with the whole church, was called to attain through

the energy of that faith. Thus the internal and ethical

1 JOIIX. 2 A
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\ characteristics of the Epistle are no less explained than the

apocalyptic tendency of its strain.

And the world, the K6afxo<;, had recently, by banishing

him, not only given evidence of its internal severance from

Christianity, but had also almost entirely cut off the apostle

from its external fellowship. Now this perfect separation

^
'

' between them is precisely reflected in the cold, abandoned

tone in which our Epistle speaks of the world throughout.

'Ci.' "Withdrawn absolutely from it, and his thoughts alternating

between the first and the second appearance of the Son of

,' man, there rested upon the apostle that blessed and peaceful

sentiment to which his Epistle everywhere bears witness.

There is generally that joy, tranquil but all the more

intense on that account, which he knows whose sufferings

have driven him into seclusion, and who feels himself alone

with his God : like that which animated St. Paul when he

sent forth from the solitude of his prison the Epistle to the

Philippians, so pervaded with the atmosphere of joy. Anti-

Christianity and pseudo-prophecy St. John would hardly

find in the island of Patmos ; for, even supposing that he

had founded a little church there, that church would not

probably have as yet been touched by such an influence,

especially as all gnosis rested much on philosophical culture.

But the report might reach him from without, that the false

teachers had all the more powerfully and ruthlessly pene-

trated into the old churches because they were deprived of

their apostolical shepherd. The intelligence of the iroWol

dvTL'^pta-TOL which were among them gave token to him of

the ia-'^aTT] wpa. Thus he felt himself moved to write to

the congregations in which he had laboured, in order to

exhort them to walk worthily of this last hour, and to arm

themselves with the true and only parrhesia for the coming

of the Son of man. And the apostle's position, thus assumed,

accounts for the economy of the whole letter as we have
"^

I

it ; this explains the tranquil stillness of his own mind,

\ released from the bonds of this world, so full of the confi-

!
dent sense of the grandeur of Christianity as contrasted with

the vanity of the false prophets,—in all this not disturbed

by being personally in immediate contact with the unrest

\
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and danger of tlie clmrches still living in the midst of the

world.

May we not say that the divine wisdom found better

means to strengthen the churches by this Epistle, pene-

trated by influences arising from the circumstances we have
alluded to, than if the apostle himself had stood in their

'midst lifting up the most urgent warnings ? Into the midst

of the conflict of life, with its temptations and its distrac-

tions, he thus entered, himself untouched by them all, as ii

coming forth from another world,—must not that have

prompted the feeling, " Put off thy shoes, for this is holy

ground "
? He is filled by the glowing experience (%a/)a,

irapprjaia) which the Christian has who knows himself in

possession of the great communicated gifts of life and son-

ship : what so effectually pierces the heart as the language

of this calm and full inspiration ? He speaks about that

which the churches already are in accordance with their

new nature (as partakers of the kingdom of light), and of

what, in accordance with their destination, they are to

become (as those who should have irapprja-ia in the day of

judgment),—that is, he speaks of the positive objects and aims

which Christianity places before every individual Christian:

( was not this the way to point the churches to so high and

so comprehensive a work, that for mere idle speculation, the

opposite of that practical work, and therefore for the seduc-

/ tions of pseudo-prophecy, they would literally have no time

or thought ? The apostle so deals with the great gifts and

the great problems of Christian people, so opens to them

the riches of what they have and are yet to have in Christ,

that he takes the most effectual means of rendering it

impossible that they should seek these riches anywhere

else. The interior life of the church he would invigorate,

he would consummate their union with God and with the

brethren : that is the weapon which he puts into their

hands for their better external warfare. Thus the secret of

the Epistle is solved. We see that it is occasioned by the

energetic working of anti-Christianity ; but we also see that

it is moulded by the personal position of the writer, and

that this explains his peaceful and tranquil bearing, despite
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their uprising : in fact, this very bearing is tlie means of

defence approved and chosen by the apostle.

The utmost that we have reached by this series of

explanations would be only the proof that it is ^possible to

insert the Epistle, just as we have it, with all its apparently

X:^ discordant peculiarities, into the course of St. John's life,

'a, and show its harmony with that life. But is the composi-

tion in Patmos, which we have relied upon, more than

a mere hypothesis ? We know that in recent times the

apostle's residence there has been contended against ; and,

in very recent times, his work at Ephesus altogether. It

certainly is not our business to come now to a new under-

standing with the records and traditions of the first cen-

turies : for exegesis and biblical theology, our relation to

them is taken for granted. Still it is necessary, when we
yield our faith to tradition about a book as a whole, that

we should be able to show that the internal character of the

book is in harmony with this tradition. But what does

tradition say in confirmation of the view that the Epistle

was written in Patmos ?

Certainly there is no tradition as to the place where the

Epistle was written, nor as to its readers,—for the well-known

error of Augustine we may leave out of view,—but there is

I

one as to the place where the Gospel was composed. Now
.-vv^ \ this at once includes the Epistle, if we acknowledge that the

two writings were designed for the same readers, with the

same object, and simultaneously written. It is true that we
could not refer the eypayira of the second chapter to the

Gospel ; and it is not right to regard the introduction of

the Epistle [a.'rra'yyiWofj.ev v/jliv top Xoyov rrj'i ^cot}?) as

alluding to it ; for the Epistle itself is such an annunciation,

which would never have been doubted if the expression had

f been rightly interpreted. The many passages of the Epistle

\ which are parallel with passages in the Gospel must not be

J appealed to ; for, while they show the identity of author,

; they say nothing as to the identity of time when both were

composed. But this is important, that in a whole series of

places— marked in our exposition, as especially ch. ii. 7, the

ivrdXrj Kaivrj, and ch. iv. 17, v. 6—the Epistle is intelligible
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only if we suppose the reader to possess a knowledge of the

Gospel, not only in general, but also in detailed expressions.

They are written as one would write who not only has the

phrases current in the Gospel directly before himself, but

also supposes them to be immediately under the eye of the

readers too. Such allusions to individual phrases in another

treatise are best explained by supposing that the writer

has just finished writing them ; and not only so, he must

suppose the readers to understand them only if those readers

are under their immediate influence : if some time had

elapsed since the perusal, they could hardly be presumed

or expected to understand them, especially as we cannot

assume that individual Christians were furnished with copies

of the GospeL Further, this reconciles us to the form of

the Epistle, the absence of the customary greeting at the

beginning and the end : a circumstance quite appropriate if

it was regarded as really belonging to the Gospel itself ; as

has been rightly observed, though weight enough has not

generally been conceded to the remark. "We see that in

the two smaller Epistles, coming from the same hand, the

apostle has adopted the usual style of greeting. He who
wrote a gospel was possibly led to do so by some definite

relations and circumstances, and wrote it primarily for a

definite circle ; but he certainly wrote it not onli/ for that

circle, and not onl)/ for these relations, but generally in the

service of Christianity. And if the author of such a book

accompanies it by a letter, which expounds the practical

:Scy I bearing of the history communicated,—and such is the

"f relation of our Epistle to the Gospel,—then it is easily

understood that the letter also would partake of the objective

tone of the book, that the specific relations of the readers

would remain untouched, that the definite circle of readers

would from the outset recede in comparison of the universal

company of readers for whom the book was intended. Thus,

though the Epistle is sent primarily to an individual com-

munity, it is really catholic and encyclical in the highest

degree: it is addressed to the readers of the Gospel as a whole.

Accordingly, if it is highly probable that the Epistle is

most intimately bound up with the Gospel, then all that
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has been urged about the place where the Gospel was written

holds good also of the Epistle. And what is the current of

tradition here ? It testifies in two ways : one declares that

Patmos was the place of its origin ; the other speaks of

Ephesus, though, strictly speaking, not so much as the place

of its composition as the place of its publication. It is well

known that earlier antiquity sought to harmonize the two

:

the Gospel was written in Patmos, issued in Ephesus.

Certainly it were possible that the earlier tradition rested

on a supposition which transferred the Patmos origination

of the Apocalypse to the Gospel. But the Gospel bears

traces in itself that it was not finished at one stroke, as we
have it now. The last chapter is as certainly from the

same hand as it is certain that it was written later than the

rest. There is but one reason assignable for its being

added, that is, to contradict the opinion that the apostle

was not to die. If, then, St. John was at Ephesus when

he wrote the Gospel, and knew that this opinion existed,

would he not at once have incorporated the twenty-first

chapter into the body of the work ? If that opinion

originated later, would not an oral energetic contradiction

have sufficed to suppress it, and thus render the postscript

needless ? But how easily is all this explained and recon-

ciled, if we assume that during his absence, and on the

ground of the fact that he had saved his life during the

Christian persecution, this notion sprang up and became

firmly established in consequence of his not beiug there to

suppress it ! When he returned, he found it existing and

very generally prevalent. Then he determined to add this

postscript, to put an end to it wherever the Gospel should

spread. That the original conclusion, ch. xx. 20, was left

in its place, may be explained by the circumstance that

many copies were already abroad, and that the work was no

longer in the sole possession of its author. Thus, in fact,

the two accounts as to the origin of the Gospel, and the

old attempt to reconcile them, remain therefore justified.

Moreover, this proves that the Epistle was primarily written

from Patmos to Ephesus, and, with the Gospel to which it

belongs, had a later and wider circulation.
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THEOLOGICAL PRINCIPLES OF THE EPISTLE.

But we have not only been concerned in our investi-

gation to discuss the form of the Epistle. We have not

only had to do with the order of the thouglit as the ground

for conclusions as to the external and internal relations

which originated it, but have sought to penetrate to the

matter of the thought, and to present vividly before our

minds the dogmatic - ethical views of the apostle. It

remains that we undertake a recapitulation of this last

point,—that is, sum up the fundamental principles of the

Johannaean theology, so far as it lies before us in this

Epistle. But we must first endeavour to explain our

conception generally of the relation subsisting between the

several orders of New Testament doctrine. It is not that

St. John held something different from St. Paul as truth,

and St. Peter something different from St. James : they all

and alike announce one and the same truth in Christ Jesus,

and in the work finished in His life and sufferings. But

this divine truth, thus revealed, could not by any human
spirit be embraced, in its totality, in all the inexpressibly

various references and relations which are involved in it.

It reflected itself in every individual mind, according to the

variety of their several spiritual apprehensions. Not only

did one aspect become prominent to one, and another to

another, according to the several postures and necessities of

each ; but also the same side of truth, beheld by two persons,

became to each a distinct image, because the eye of each

was variously organized. What every apostle announces,

accordingly, is truth, but not the truth in the absolute

sense. The truth is, in fact, only for God. What, there-

fore, we call the various apostolical types of doctrine or

theologies is the synthesis between the one Object equally

manifested to all, and the subjectivity of each distinct

apprehension of that object. Hence, if we would under-

stand the doctrinal system of any apostle, we must, above

all things, form to ourselves a distinct idea of his entire

spiritual peculiarity, of his natural subjectivity, in order
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that we may be able to perceive how it came to pass that

the same common truth thus and no otherwise reflected

itself in him.

The easiest and surest way to proceed here is to make
the Gospel our point of departure ; for not only does the

wider range of the Gospel allow more prominence to the

spiritual nature of St. John's conceptions, but the very

difference between the matter contained in it and that of

the Epistle enables us, by comparison of the two writings,

'to perceive what was the peculiarity of the author. It has

been long since exhibited, that the specific character of the

Gospel consists in the penetration of the historical material

by certain dominant and formative ideas. This view is

.common alike to the defenders and the impugners of its

authenticity. He who objects against the truth of the

facts recorded there, assumes that these have been invented

or worked up for the sake of such ruling ideas ; on the

other hand, he who defends them, defends them in such a

way as to show that the apostle so understood the facts as

to place them in the light of the ideas immanent in them
;

but the author's own way of looking at all remains the

same in both hypotheses.

If it may be permitted to apply to the style of an

apostle's thought the later scholastic terminology, then St.

John was through and through a Eealist. Univcrsalia ante

rem is the principle of all his philosophy, of all his views.

-Ideas — light and darkness, truth and lie — are the true

and actual reality, the principle of life out of which indi-

^
vidual things emerge ; mankind, the individual man, the

^ particular action, are not otherwise than as the idea marked

out for their existence prescribes ; this is the thing in-

dwelling in them, which moves them as a law, by virtue

of which all that belongs to them is fashioned. Thus it is

that history to St. John is not the sum of individual, free

human acts, interwoven with each other and interpene-

trating, but it appears to him one great organism,—if the

word is not objected to,—a process the internal law of

whose development is as much marked out beforehand, and

as naturally flows from it, as the plant springs from its germ.
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For all tlie particular is inevitably and immediately, con-

sciously or unconsciously, in the service of a general

/principle. History is to him the working out of an idea,

the body which it assumes to itself ; and this body is /

naturally conformed to the soul which creates it, that is/

to the idea: history is the invisible translated into the

visible.

History has generally two faces : the one reflects in

itself the expression of human freedom, the other a neces-

sary orderly sequence of things ; and that not as if

these two gave place to each other, but both as being at

one and the same time altogether present. All is at once

the entire product of freedom, and the entire product of

necessity. It is the latter of the two faces which has

presented itself to St. John, and stamps its peculiar impress

upon his book. Therefore we have in the Gospel no un-

expected, surprising catastrophes ; but we are conscious

from the outset of the impression that thus and not other-

wise the development must go on. Indeed, this further

explains how it is that we sometimes miss anything like

a continuous development : that, for example, the conflict

with the Jews in the fifth chapter seems to be as deadly as

in the twelfth chapter ; that the discourses of the Baptist

are so similar to those of Christ Himself; that what our

Lord unfolds to Nicodemus is of the same character as

that which He presents to the uncultured multitude. All

this rests on the same principle. Because St. John has

always in view the dominant idea, and will show its

dominance, it therefore comes into the foreground of his

I

representations ; but hence also the gradual process of its

realization, all the external differences of the several

occasions receding comparatively into the rear. So is it

with the discourses : the ideas which lie at the basis of the

words of the Baptist and of the words of Christ are in the

issue the same ; and in order to show this plainly, the form

is lost in which the idea was clothed according to the

several peculiarities of the speaker and the hearers.

The same Eealism which is stamped as a pervasive

feature on the Gospel reappears in the Epistle. Here also
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all leads up to the fact that the ideas, the general notions,

' light, truth, and so forth, are not to the apostle abstrac-

tions, but absolute realities, which, like the germ in the

plant, are deposited in Christian natures, and condition all

the outward expressions of their life. The most material

difference between the two books is only this, that in the

fr Gospel the fundamental facts are recorded through which

the ideas liave been introduced into this earthly life ; while

in the Epistle, on the other hand, it is shown how, on the

- ground of these, the life of individual men must be raised

and fashioned. As to the form of the Epistle, it appears

from what has been said that St. John cannot be said to

communicate instruction proper in the ordinary sense ; he

does not impart propositions to the reader which he may
receive as, so to speak, novelties into his understanding.

For as he presupposes that light, truth, life are already

present in the Christians whom he addresses, all learning

and teaching is to him only remembrance in the proper

sense ; tliat is, a becoming inwardly conscious of what is

in the man himself, a meditation upon that as already in

the spirit, not the unfolding and discussion of the contents

I of these ideas. And as there is no proper instruction, so

j

there is to our apostle no proper exhortation and command-
'

! ment ; for the substance of all precepts is involved in the

ideas indwelling in the Christian : he not only knows in

himself what God enjoins, but he does it from his own
impulse ; so that St. John's only command is o io-riv

a\r)9e<; iv avroh,—that is, what, apart from any precept

_^of his, has already become a reality in the readers.

This being the general spiritual point of view from which

St. John sees all things, we have at once the one prin-

ciple whence all his connected thinking must take its de-

parture, the idea in which all others are involved, and from

I which all others grow as their germ. It is the idea of the

I Logos. As to the relation of the Logos to the Father, the

Epistle certainly gives no specific determination; it does

not in any passage speak of the transcendent, pre-temporal

life of God, but from the outset regards the Logos as the

^avepcoOei^, who has entered into the historical sphere of

i-^.
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the world's movement and action. The proper historical

process in St. John, according to which the Father giveth

to the Son all that He hath, and the Son then again

proffers His fulness to the world, is not made emphatic in

the first clause of the Epistle ; but it is the silent pre-

supposition, known well to the readers from the Gospel.

That such a presupposition there is, however, is most

evident ; for if, as an examj)le, God is named ^co? in ch.

i. 5, and in ch. ii. 8 Christ is to ^w? to uXtjOlvov, this most

assuredly points back to the relation we have mentioned.

But it is certainly the centre of our Epistle, as of all the

Johannaean writings, that the Logos, apart from the ques-

tion whence He received it, is the irkrjpwfia of the divine

essence, and that in order to communicate it. What the

'

Gospel and Epistle both utter in their introductory sen-

tences, is no other than the germ out of which the whole
,

isubstance of both books is developed. Similarly, in ch, i.
i

of the Apocalypse the recorded appearance of Jesus from

heaven is the kernel, the sum of the whole book : the^.

book is simply a commentary on that text. The Logos is \

\ the possessor of all life, of all light, of all truth ; He com-
;

municates Himself to men, and, as the issue of this, man-
kind participates in the portion that the Logos has. Thus -

we understand how the ideas of truth and so forth are, as

we saw above, to St. John not abstractions, but realities
;

because, that is, they are existent in the Logos, yea, they

are the nature of the Logos. These are in men only

^ because the Logos is in men. This is what the Epistle
' teaches in almost every chapter. "When it is said in ch. i,

that the blood of the Son of God cleanses us from all sin
;

when in ch. ii, brotherly love is taught as a new command-
ment, that is, not a new commandment of obligation to us,

but a power ruling within us ; when the idea of the fievetv

iv 0ew Kal Geov iv ij/jLlv is made so prominent ;—all this

receives its full illustration in ch. iv., where all obedience

to the divme commandments and all brotherly love are

derived from the fyeyevvijcrdat e'/c rou 6eou, or, what is the

same thing, from the possession of the Holy Ghost. The
Holy Ghost, that is, is ever to St, John the Spirit of the
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"

I

glorified Christ. And this too is a matter presupposed in

the Epistle, being derived from the Gospel. In the Gospel

it is expressly annonnced and shown forth, how, in the

economy of the work of the Logos upon earth laying the

foundation for all else, that which He objectively obtained

is now subjectively imparted to every individual. And it

is of this personal and subjective appropriation of the

redeeming work that the Epistle speaks throughout. It is

so exhibited, however, that the Logos Himself as irvevixa

imparts Himself to men ; and thus the life of men is

essentially nothing but the life of the Logos reproduced and
fully formed in them. This entrance of the Spirit of

Christ—that is, of the Logos Himself substantially— is the

first act which is accomplished on man, through which he

becomes a child of God, and subjected to the energy of the

.,^ Logos.

I

It is plain from what has been said, that all Christian

development is referred by St. John to a divine causality.

The truth—that is, what is in God, which alone, therefore,

can claim to be reality—is before any exhibition of it already

in men ; every approval of it in life is only the expression

of the objective truth living in them. The life which is in

man is so constituted, that it is simply the result of his

having in him the personal Logos, or the personal life,

through the possession of the Holy Spirit. ISTevertheless,

on the other hand, the Christian life is to the apostle more

than a mere process, not merely the natural and necessary

development of the germs implanted in men ; it is also the

work of human freedom. The truth lies, as we have said,

before any human activity in the subject himself, in virtue

pf the gift of the Holy Spirit ; nevertheless, the requirement

{goes forth that he must Troielv ttjv dXj'jdeLav. Similarly, all

Hove of the brethren is an outbeaming of the love of God
jinfused into him ; nevertheless it is no mere rhetorical

formula when the commandment to love is issued in his

hearing. All that is done is, as we have already remarked,

iat once divine and human action ; and if St. John makes
specially prominent the former aspect, and brings that into

the foreground, he does not on that account deny the latter.
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As it is said concerning Christ in the Gospel that He has

life from the Father and lives Bl avrov, while, on the other

hand, He does not lay down His life and take it again;

merely at the Father's will, but both are at the same time-

His own free act, so is it also with man. The side of

human freedom is especially emphasized in the third

chapter of the Epistle ; and it is most evident in the two-

fold idea of sonship which we were constrained to establish

:

sonship as a gift by means of the impartation of the Spirit

is the divine side of the matter ; sonship as the working
/

out of righteousness and brotherly love is, however, possible
'

only in virtue of a concurrent human activity. Man must
open his whole person to the Spirit of God, giving scope

to His Divine activity ; and that not only in the sense

of a mere passive resignation, but by making that which

\
' God does in him the free act, at the same time, of his own '

'> ''personal individuality. And this conjunction of the natural
' human spirit with the Divine Spirit, this central activity of

man himself, is faith. While St. John regards all human
action as at once the result of birth from God and the

result of faith, he has found the synthesis between the two

factors, everywhere interpenetrating and running parallel

with each other, of the divine and the human causality

:

the former being ever that which predominantly rules the

apostle's thought.

Since all human acting is to St. John the reflection of

the divine life, he places it in his Epistle under the norm
. I of a twofold divine property : God is righteous, and God is

ijlove; and accordingly the human life is practising right-

I eousness and practising love ; the former being man's act

as towards God, the latter as towards the brethren. Any
further specialization and analysis of righteousness and love

in their outward expressions in the various relations of life

is not found in the Epistle : if only righteousness and love

are both in the heart, they will know how of themselves to

give evidence of their presence, without needing any specific

prescriptions. Avto to -^plafia hihaaKet vfid<; irepl irdvTWV.

Up to this point we have left unconsidered the relation

which St. John assumes to the doctrine of sin. Concerning
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! the origination of sin in the world of mankind he gives in

,
the Gospel and in the Epistle no deliverance : he teaches

only that it has come to us through the devil. Satan has

founded a kingdom which stands in diametrical opposition

to that of the light ; and into that kingdom we are incor-

porated through sin. If God is the life, then obviously in

the Satanic kingdom is the sphere of absolute death ; if

God is light, then darkness rules here ; if in God is all

truth, then here is nothing but lie,—that is, an existence

which has only the appearance of life and reality, while in

.
fact it is altogether void of substance, and maintains itself

i only through contradiction to the light. This kingdom of

'darkness has received into its possession the whole earth,

with all that is upon it, so that o koo/xo^; oXo^ iv rat

iTovTjpu) Keirat. We saw that in this passage the expression

iv rw TTovTjpM is to be understood in the masculine ; and as

j
\ such it is definitive as to the Johannaean view of sin. Just

" - *' ^ as God in the kingdom of light is the causality on which

all depends, so it is in the kingdom of Satan. The Logos

became flesh, and was manifested, to destroy this kingdom

of Satan; and through His own manifestation has established

a kingdom of light upon earth. Assuredly, they who have a

part in this kingdom are not altogether without sin, and so

far belong still to the kingdom of Satan ; but this point of

view recedes into the background throughout the Epistle.

^_ Since St. John enters less into the detail, the process of

development of the Christian life, rather embracing the

issue of the development in one comprehensive glance,

—

dwelling more on what we as Christians should be and

shall be than on what we are at any particular time in our

earthly course,—so also for the most part he sees in Chris-

tians only the enemies of the Satanic kingdom who are

released from the despotism and service of evil. Over

^/(ty ^against them stands then the /cocr/^o?, as the world not only

/jsi

.

'

' wri-Christian, but a ?iiz-Christian. For, in the manifestation
'' '' of Christ not only has the power of God reached its

culminating point, but the power of Satan also : the world

has become anti-Christianity. And thus the history of the

church is to the apostle one great warfare : the conflict
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which in fundamentals Christ Himself waged through His

earthly life with Satan is continued as a conflict between

,

His members aad the members of the Satanic kingdom. -^

But as the apostle gives no utterance on the question

how the kingdom of darkness, properly speaking, originated,

in what way Satan arose in opposition to God, so also he

leaves perfectly untouched the question how the warfare

between the kingdom of light and the kingdom of darkness

will be brought to an end. In the Gospel and in the Epistle

he speaks only and always of the enmity between these

tvv'O,—of the victory which Christians win, and so win that

evil cannot come near them ; but as to what will become of

the kingdom of evil he says nothing. The evil one and evil

itself are condemned, inasmuch as through the manifestation

of Christ both as darkness are placed under the light ; but

as to any other external judgment upon them he makes no

disclosure ; this is beyond the sphere of thought occupied ^

by our Epistle. The converse of this is, that the external

form and final destiny of the church also, as well as of the

corporate congregational life, lie beyond St. John's con-

sideration : he has to do only with the relation of the

individual Christian to God and to his own brethren. We
may collate this with the fact that he has no ethical doc-

trine as such, that he communicates no instruction as to

\ the way in which the Christian life is to adapt itself to

the particular relations of life ; but deals only with the

general principles of hiKaioavvr) and a'^dir't]. In all this

we discern a disregard of everything special or individual,

and of everything external ; the detailed formation of the

personal life as well as the external organization of the

.community are left unconsidered. And we understand it

well when we consider the distinctive characteristics of St.

John's spirit, as unfolded above ; according to which he

contemplates rather the ideas lying at their root than the

external appearances themselves, and, never lingering amidst

the manifold outward forms of things, presses into the unity

of the impulses which move in them respectively.

These remarks of course constitute not even a funda-

mental sketch of a Johannaean theology. For anything of
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that kind tlie Epistle with which we have been occupied

gives no material, since it everywhere rests upon the basis of

the doctrinal principles of the Gospel. But it does furnish

evidence enough to show how all thoughts on divine things

were presented to St. John, in virtue of his own general

style of spiritual contemplation, with a specific tone and

colouring ; and evidence also as to what that style of con-

templation was. And this is a very important matter.

What the net is to the chartographer, that is for the

student of biblical theology the natural cast and tone of an

apostle. For the first question is not to find out and show

how one apostle may discuss any particular locus of dog-

matics rather differently from another ; but to seize so

accurately the spiritual peculiarity and individuality of

every New Testament author, as to know why the one truth

has been in his mind so differently reflected, and reflected

precisely in such a manner. An example taken from

another science will show what we mean. When we com-

pare with each other several great philosophical systems,

no results come from the process if we merely isolate a

single point and exercise our critical faculty on that : as,

for example, the idea of space and time in Kant. If we
have before us an actual system, then all the individual

points in it hang upon the specific fundamental view of the

philosopher himself. The system should furnish its own
evidence of this fundamental view ; and, conversely, the

evidence that every individual point results from the one

common principle. The various fundamental views of the

philosopher, however, are not usually in antithesis as truth

to untruth ; but each of them usually, though as mixed with

much error, presents one side of the truth. The main thing,

therefore,—abstracting of course the error,—is to receive

every such distinct glimmering of truth for itself, and thus,

collecting the several colours into which the light breaks, to

approximate more and more closely to the absolute truth.

If we apply this to biblical theology, that which we observed

above becomes plainer through the illustration. This specific

branch of theological science furnishes solid advantage to

dogmatics, not through its helping us to compare the
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individual apo?;tles oa this or that particular dogma, but

through its teaching ns to penetrate into the general view

which each apostle takes of the world and of God, following

his own spiritual individuality, and to concentrate those

several rays of truth into one most rich and perfect image,

thus obtaining a point of view from which the picture is

seen to embrace all those individual elements without dis-

paragement and without exception.

And the advantage which the theologian has over every

other investigator is this, that he needs never to make any
deductions ; that he finds error nowhere, but everywhere

truth, though it may be truth seen iinder peculiar aspects.

To such a fabric of biblical theology the author has desired

to contribute a single stone : taking one little document
of one apostle, he has sought according to his ability to

obtain what, in the figure above, the net obtains for the

draughtsman, that is, its general outline ; and, moreover, to

insert into the chart such points as our exegesis may have

secured by the way. Even supposing that in both these

respects all our results were sound, the chart is still far

enough from being complete : it could be made such only

by a similar treatment of the Gospel.

THE END.

1 JOHN. 2 B
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Riehm (Dr. E.)—Messianic Prophecy ; Its Origin, Historical Charac-
ter, and Relation to New Testament Fulfilment. Crown Svo, 5s.

Ritter (Carl)

—

The Comparative Geography of Palestine and the
SiNAiTic Peninsula. Four vols. Svo, 32s.

Robinson (Rev. S., D.D.)

—

Discourses on Redemption. Svo, 7s. 6d.

Robinson (Edward, D.D.)

—

Greek and English Lexicon of the
New Testament. Svo, 9s.

Rothe (Professor)

—

Sermons for the Christian Year. Crown
Svo, 6s.

Saisset

—

Manual of Modern Pantheism : Essay on Religious Philo-

sophy. Two vols. Svo, 10s. 6d.

Schaif (Professor)

—

History of the Christian Church, from the
Birth of Our Lord to Gregory the Great. Three vols, royal Svo, 36s.

Schmid (C. P., D.D.)

—

Biblical Theology of the New Testament.
Svo, 10s. 6d,

Scott (Jas., M.A., B.D.)

—

Principles of New Testament Quotation
Established and Applied to Biblical Criticism, and especially to the
Gospels and the Pentateuch. Crown Svo, Second Edition, 4s.

Shedd (W., D.D.)—A History of Christian Doctrine. Two vols.

Svo, 21s.

Sermons to the Natural Man. 8vo, 7s. 6d.

Smeaton (Professor)

—

The Doctrine of the Atonement as Taught
BY Christ Himself. Second Edition, Svo, 10s. 6d.

The Doctrine of the Atonement as Taught by the
Apostles. Svo, lOs. 6d.

Smith (H. B., D.D.)

—

Faith and Philosophy : Discourses and Essays.
Edited, with an Introductory Notice, by G. L. Prentiss, D.D. Svo, 12s.

Stalker (Jas., M.A.)—A Life of Christ. BlUe Class Handhools.
Shortly.

Steinmeyer (Dr. F. L.)

—

The Miracles of Our Lord : Examined in
their relation to Modern Criticism. Svo, 7s. 6d.

The History of the Passion and Resurrection of our
Lord, considered in the Light of Modern Criticism. Svo, 10s. 6d.
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Stevenson (Mrs.)—The Symbolic Parables ; or, The Church, the
World, and the Antichrist : Being the Separate Predictions of the Apocalypse
viewed in theu" relation to the General Truths of Scripture. Crown 8vo, 5s.

Steward (Kev. G.)—Mediatorial Sovereignty : The Mystery of Christ
and the Revelation of the Old and New Testaments. Two vols. 8vo, 21s.

The Argument of the Epistle to the Hebrews. A
rosthumous Work. 8vo, 10s. 6d.

Stewart (Dugald)—The Collected Works of. Edited by Sir Wm.
Hamilton, Bart. Eleven vols. 8vo, 12s. each.

Stier (Dr. Rudolph)—On the Words of the Lord Jesus. Eight
vols. 8vo, £4, 4s. Separate volumes may be had, price 10s. 6d.

In order to bring this valuable Work more within the reach of all Classes, both

Cler(jy and Laity, Messrs. Clark continue to supply the Eicjht-volmne Edition bound
in FouK at the Original Subscription price of £2, 2s.

The Words of the Eisen Saviour, and Commentary on
THE Epistle of St. James. 8vo, 10s. 6d.

The Words of the Apostles Expounded. 8vo, 10s. 6d.

Thiersch (Dr. H. W. J.)

—

On Christian Commonwealth. 8vo, '^s- ^'^^•

Tholiick (Professor)

—

Commentary on the Gospel of St. John.
Svo, 9s.

Exposition of St. Paul's Epistle to the Romans. Two vols.

fcap. Svo, 8s.

Light from the Cross : Sermons on the Passion of Our
Lord. Third Edition, crown Svo, 5s.

Comjmentary on the Sermon on the Mount. Svo, 10s. 6d.

Ullmann (Dr. Carl)

—

Reformers before the Reformation, princi-

pally in Germany and the Netherlands. Two vols. Svo, 21s.

~ The Sinlessness of Jesus : An Evidence for Christianity.

Third Edition, crown Svo, 6s.

ITrwick (W., M.A.)

—

The Servant of Jehovah : A Commentary,
Grammatical and Critical, upon Isaiah lii. 13-liii. 12 ; wdth Dissertations

upon the Authorship of Isaiah xl.-Ixvi. Svo, 6s.

Vinet (Professor)—Studies on Blaise Pascal. Crown Svo, 5s.

Pastoral Theology, Second Edition, post Svo, 3s. 6d.

Homiletics ; The Theory of Preaching. Second Edit., Svo, 9s.

Wliite (Rev. M.)

—

The Symbolical Numbers of Scripture. Crown
Svo, 4s.

Winer (Dr. G. B.)—A Treatise on the Grammar of New Testa-
ment Greek, regarded as the Basis of New Testament Exegesis. Second
Edition, edited by W. F. Moulton, D.D. Eighth English Edition, Svo, 15s.

A Comparative View of the Doctrines and Confessions
OF THE Various Communities of Christendom, with Illustrations from
their Original Standards. Svo, 10s. 6d.

Wuttke (Professor)—Christian Ethics. Two vols. Svo, 12s, 6d.
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In Twenty-four Bandsome 8w Volumes, Subscription Price ^6, 6s. od.,

^ntc=Nicene (fTftristian 3lif3rarj)»

A COLLECTION OF ALL THE WOEKS OF THE FATHEES OF THE
CHEISTIAN CHUECH PEIOE TO THE COUNCIL OF NIC^A.

EDITED BY THE

KEV. ALEXANDER ROBERTS, D.D., AND JAMES DONALDSON, LL.D.

MESSRS. CLARK are now happy to announce the completion of this Series.

It has been received with marked approval by all sections of the
Christian Church in this country and in the United States, as supplying what
has long been felt to be a want, and also on account of the impartiality, learn-

ing, and care with which Editors and Translators have executed a very diihcult

task.

The Publishers do not bind themselves to continue to supply the Series at the
Subscription price.

The Works are arranged as follow :

—

FIRST YEAR.
APOSTOLIC FATHEES, comprising

Clement's Epistles to the Corinthians

;

Polycarp to the Ephesians; Martyr-
dom of Polycarp ; Epistle of Barnabas

;

Epistles of Ignatius(longerand shorter,

and also the Syriac version); MartjT-
dom of Ignatius ; Epistle to Diognetus

;

Pastor of Hernias ; Papias ; Spurious
Epistles of Ignatius. In One Volume.

JUSTIN MAETYE; ATHENAGOEAS.
In One Volume.

TATIAN; THEOPHILUS; THE CLE-
mentine Eecognitions. In One Volume.

CLEMENT OF ALEXANDEIA, Volume
First, comprising Exhortation to Hea-
then ; The Instructor; and a portion

of the Miscellanies.

SECOND YEAR.
HIPPOLYTUS, Volume First; Eefutation

of all Heresies, and Fragments from
his Commentaries.

IKEN^US, Volume First.

TERTULLIAN AGAINST MAECION.
CYPEIAN, Volume First; the Epistles,

and some of the Treatises.

THIRD YEAR.
lEEN^US (completion); HIPPOLYTUS

(completion); Fragments of Third
Century. In One Volume.

OEIGEN: De Principiis; Letters; and
portion of Treatise against Celsus.

CLEMENT OF ALEXANDEIA, Volume
Second; Completion of Miscellanies.

TERTULLIAN, Volume First; To the
Martyrs; Apology; To the Nations,
etc.

FOURTH YEAR.
CYPEIAN, Volume Second (completion) ;

Novatian; Minucius Felix; Fragments.
METHODIUS; ALEXANDEE OF LY-

copolis; Peter of Alexandria; Anato-
lius; Clement on Virginity; and
Fragments.

TEETULLIAN, Volume Second.
APOCEYPHAL GOSPELS, ACTS, AND

Eevelations ; comprising all the verj'

curious Apocryphal Writings of the
first three Centuries.

FIFTH YEAR.
TEETULLIAN, Volume Third (comple-

tion).

CLEMENTINE HOMILIES; APOSTO-
lical Constitutions. In One Volume.

AENOBIUS.
DIONYSIUS ; GEEGOEY THAUMA-

turgus ; Syrian Fragments. In One
Volume.

SIXTH YEAR.
LACTANTIUS; Two Volumes.
OEIGEN, Volume Second (completion).

12s. to Non-Subscribers.
EAELY LITUEGIES AND EEMAIN-

ing Fragments. 9s. to Non-Subscri-
bers.

Single Years cannot be had separately, unless to complete sets ; but any Volume
may be had separately, price 10s. 6d.,—with the exception of Okigen, Vol. II., 12s.

;

and the Early Liturgies, 5)8.
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1

In Fifteen Volumes, demy 8vo, Subscription Price £3, 19s.

(^Yearhj issues of Four Volumes 2ls.)

m)t maxfx% of St llttsustint.
EDITED BY MARCUS DODS, D.D.

S U B S^C^rTptTo N :

Four Volumes for a Guinea, payable in advance (2ds. -vvhen not paid
in advance).

FIRST YEAR.

THE ' CITY OF GOD.' Two Volumes.

WRITINGS IN CONNECTION AVITH
the Donatist Controversy.
Volume.

In One

THE ANTI-PELAGIAN WOEKS OF
St. Augustine. Vol. I.

SECOND YEAR.
'LETTERS.' Vol. L
TREATISES AGAINST FAUST US

the Manichsean. One Volume.

THE HARMONY OF THE EVAN-
pelists, and the Sermon on the Mount.
One Volume.

ON THE TRINITY. One Volume.

THIRD YEAR.

COMMENTARY ON JOHN. Two
Volumes.

ON CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE, En-
chiridion, On Catechizing, and On
Faith and the Creed. One Volume.

THE ANTI-PELAGIAN WORKS OF
St. Augustine. Vol. II.

FOURTH YEAR.
' LETTERS.' Vol. IL

'CONFESSIONS.' With Copious Notes
by Rev. J. G. Pilkington.

ANTI-PELAGIAN WRITINGS.
IIL

Vol.

Messrs. Clakk believe this will prove not the least valuable of their various
Series. Every care has been taken to secure not only accuracy, but elegance.

It is understood that Subscribers are bound to take at least the issues for

two years. Each volume is sold separately at (on an average) 10s. 6d.

'For the reproduction of the "City of God" in an admirable English garb we are
greatly indebted to the well-directed enterprise and energy of Messrs. Clark, and to the
accuracy and scholarship of those who have undertaken the laborious task of translation.'—Christian Observer.

' The present translation reads smoothly and pleasantly, and we have every reason to
be satisfied both with the erudition and the fair and sound judgment displayed by the
translators and the editor.'

—

John Bull.

SELECTION FROM
ANTE-NICENE LIBRARY

ST. AUGUSTINE'S WORKS.
riiHE Aute-Nicene Library being now completed in 24 volumes, and the
-I- St. Augustine Series being also complete {with the exception of the ' Life')
in 1.5 volumes, Messrs. Clark will, as in the case of the Foreign Theological
Library, give a Selection of 20 Volumes from both of those series at the ^'«/;-

scriptian Price of Five Guineas (or a larger number at same proportion).
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(TEMPORARY) CHEAP RE-ISSUE OF

STIER'S WORDS OF THE LORD JESUS.
To meet a very general desire that this now well-known Work should be

brought more within the reach of all classes, both Clergy and Laity, Messrs.

Clark are now issuing, for a limited period, the E'lcjht Volumes, handsomely
bound in Four^ at the Subscription Price of

TWO GUINEAS.

As the allowance to the Trade must necessarily be small, orders sent either

direct or through Booksellers must in every case be accompanied with a Post

Office Order for the above amount.
' The whole work is a treasury of thoughtful exposition. Its measure of practical and

spiritual application, with exegetical criticism, commends it to the use of those whose duty

it is to preach as well as to understand the Gospel of Christ.'

—

Guardian.

New and Cheap Edition, in Four Vols., demy 8vo, Subscription Price 28s.,

THE LIFE OF THE LORD JESUS CHRIST:
A Complete Critical Examination of the Origin, Contents, and Connection of

the Gospels. Translated from the German of J. P. Lange, D.D., Professor

of Divinity in the University of Bonn. Edited, with additional Notes, by
Marcus Dods, D.D.

'We have arrived at a most favourable conclusion regarding the importance and ability

of this work—the former depending upon the present condition of theological criticism,

the latter on the wide range of the work itself ; the singularly dispassionate judgment
of the Author, as well as his pious, reverential, and erudite treatment of a subject inex-

pressibly holy. . . . We have great pleasure in recommending this work to our readei's.

We are convinced of its value and enormous range.'

—

Irish Ecclesiastical Gazette.

BENGEL'S GNOMON—CHEAP EDITION.

GNOMON OF THE NEW TESTAMENT.
By John Albert Bengel. Now first translated into English. With

Original Notes, Explanatory and Illustrative. Edited by the Rev.

Andrew R. Fausset, M.A. The Original Translation was in Five Large

Volumes, demy 8vo, averaging more than 550 pages each, and the very

great demand for this Edition has induced the Publishers to issue the

Five Volumes bound in Three, at the Subscription Price of

TWENTY-FOUR SHILLINGS.

They trust by this still further to increase its usefuhiess.

'It is a work which manifests the most intimate and profound knowledge of Scripture,

and which, if we examine it with care, will often be found to condense more matter into

a line than can be extracted from many pages of other writers.'—Archdeacon Hare.
' In respect both of its contents and its tone, Bengel's Gnomon stands alone. Even

among laymen there has arisen a healthy and vigorous desire for scriptural knowledge,

and Bengel has done more than any other man to aid such inquirers. There is perhaps

no book every word of which has been so well weighed, or in which a single technical

term contains so often far-reaching and suggestive views. . . . The theoretical and
practical are as intimately connected as light and heat in the sun's ray.'

—

Life ofPerthes.
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Dr. LUTHARPrS WORKS,
In Three handsome croicn 8vo Volumes, price 6s. each.

' We do not know any volumes so suitable in these times for young men
entering on life, or, let us say, even for the library of a pastor called to deal

with such, than the three voliunes of this series. We commend the whole of

them with the utmost cordial satisfaction. They are altogether quite a
specialty in our literature.'— Weekly Review.

APOLOGETIC LECTURES
ON THE

FUNDAMENTAL TRUTHS OF CHRISTIANITY.
Fourth Edition.

By C. E. LUTHAEDT, D.D., Leipzig.

' From Dr. Luthardt's exposition even the most learned theologians may derive in-

valuable criticism, and the most acute disputants supply themselves with more trenchant
and polished weapons than they have as yet been possessed of.'

—

BeWs Weekly Messenger.

apologetTc~lectures
ON THE

SAVING TRUTHS OF CHRISTIANITY.
Fourth Edition.

'Dr. Luthardt is a profound scholar, but a very simple teacher, and expresses himself
on the gravest matters with the utmost simplicity, clearness, and force.'

—

Literary World.

APOLOGET"ic~LECTURES
ON THE

MORAL TRUTHS OF CHRISTIANITY.
Second Edition.

' The ground covered by this work is, of course, of considerable extent, and there is

scarcely any topic of specifically moral interest now under debate in which the reader
will not find some suggestive saying. The volume contains, like its predecessors, a truly
wealthy apparatus of notes and illustrations.'

—

English Churchman.

Just published, in demy 8vo, price 9s.,

ST. JOHN THE AUTHOR OF THE FOURTH GOSPEL.
By Professor C. E. LUTHARDT,

Author of ' Fundamental Truths of Christianity,' etc.

Translated and the Literature enlarged by C. R. Gregory, Leipzig.

' A work of thoroughness and value. The translator has added a lengthy Appendix,
containing a very complete account of the literature bearing on the controversy respect-
ing this Gospel. The indices which close the volume are well ordered, and add greatly
to its value.'

—

Guardian.
' There are few works in the later theological literature which contain such a wealth

of sober theological knowledge and such an invulnerable phalanx of objective apolo-
getical criticism.'

—

Professor Guericke.

Crown 8vo, 5s.,

LUTHARDT, KAHNIS, AND BRUCKNER.
The Church : Its Origin, its History, and its Present Position.

'A comprehensive review of this sort, done by able hands, is both instnictive and
suggestive.'

—

Record.
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LANGE'S COMMENTARY.
lu 24 Volumes Imperial 8vo (Subscription price, nett), 15s. each.

'T'HEOLOGICAL AND HOMILETfCAL COMMENTARY
^ ON THE OLD AND NEW TESTAMENTS.

Specially designed and adapted for the use of Ministers and Students. By-

Prof. John Peter Lange, D.D., in connection with a number of Eminent
European Divines. Translated, enlarged, and revised under the general
editorship of Rev. Dr. Philip Schaff, assisted by leading Divines of the various

Evangelical Denominations.

OLD TESTAMENT VOLUMES.
I. GENESIS. With a General Introduc-

tion to the Old Testament. By Prof. J. P.

Lange, D.D. Translated from the German,
with Additions, by Prof. Tatlek Lewis,
LL.D., and A. Gosman, D.D.

II. EXODUS. By J. P. Lange, D.D.
LEVITICUS. Bv J. P. Lanoe, D.D. With
GENERAL INTRODUCTION by Rev. Dr.
OSGUOD.

III. NUMBERS AND DEUTERONOMY.
NUMBERS. Bv Prof. J. P. Lange, D.D.
DEUTERONOMY. By Wilhelm Jclihs
SCHKOEDER.

IV. JOSHUA. By Eev. F. E. Pay. JUDGES
and RUTH. JSy Prof. Paulds Casskll, D.D.

V. SAMUEL, I. and 11. By Professor
Erdmann, D.D.

VI. KINGS. By Karl Chr. W. F. Bahr,
D.D.

VII. CHRONICLES, I. and II. By Otto
ZocKi.ER. EZRA. By Fr. W. Schultz.
NEHEMIAH. By Rev. Howard Crosb?,
DD.,LL.D. ESTHER. By Fr. W. Schdltz.

VIII. JOB. A Rhytlimical Version, with
an Introduction and Annotations by Prof.

Tatler Lewis, LL.D. A Commentary by
Dr. Otto Zockler. together with an Intro-
ductory Essay on Hebrew Poetry by Prof.

Philip Schaff, D.D.

IX. PROVERBS. By Prof. Otto Zockler,
D.D. ECCLESIASTES. By Prof. 0. Zock-
ler, D.D. With Additions, and a New
Metrical Version, by Prof. Tayler Lewis,
D.D. THE SONG OF SOLOMON. By
Prof. 0. Zockler, D.D.

X. THE PSALMS. By Carl Bernhardt
Moll, D.D. With a New Metrical Version
of the Psalms, and Philological Notes, by T.
J. CONANT, D.D.

XI. JEREMIAH. Bv 0. W. E. Naegels-
BACH, D.D. LAMENTATIONS. By C. W.
E. Naegelsbach, D.D.

XII. ISAIAH. By 0. W. E. Naegelsbach.

XIII. EZEKIEL. By F. W. Schroder,
D.D. DANIEL. By Professor Zockler,
D.D.

XIV. THE MINOR PROPHETS. HOSEii,
JOEL, and AMOS. By Otto Schmoller,
Ph.D. OBADIAH and MICAH. By Eev.
Paul Kleinert. JONAH, NAHUM,
HABAKKUK, and ZEPHANIAH. By Rev.
Paul Kleinert. HAGGAI. By Rev. James
E. M'Cdrdy. ZECHARIAH. By T. W.
Chambers, D.D. MALACHL By Joseph
Packard, D.D.

NEW TESTAMENT VOLUMES.
I. MATTHEW. With a General Intro-

duction to the New Testament. By J. P.

Lange, D.D Translated, with Additions, by
Philip Schaff, D.D.

II. MARK. By J. P. Lange, D.D. LUKE.
By J. J. Van Oosterzee.

m. JOHN. By J. P. Lange, D.D.

IV. ACTS. By G. V. Lechler, D.D., and
Rev. Charles Gerok.

V. ROMANS. By J. P. Lange, D.D., and
Kev. F. R. Fat.

VI. CORINTHIANS. By Christian F.
Kmng.

VII. GALATIANS. By Otto Schmoller,
Ph.D. EPHESIANS and COLOSSIANS.
By Karl Braune, D.D. PHILIPPIANS.
By Karl Braune, D.D.

VIII. THESSALONIANS. By Drs. Auber-
lin and Riggknbach. TIMOTHY. By J.

J. Van Oosterzee, D.D. TITUS. By J. J.

Van Oosterzee, D.D. PHILEMON. By J.

J. Van Oosterzee, D.D. HEBREWS. By
Karl B. Noll, D.D.

IX. JAMES. By J. P. Lange, D.D., and
J. J. Van Oosterzee, D.D. PETER and
JUDE. By P. F. C. Fronmuller, Ph.D.
JOHN. By Karl Braune, D.D.

X. THE REVELATION OF JOHN. By
Dr. J. P. Lange. Together with Double
Alphabetical Index to all the Ten Volumes
on the New Testament, by John H. Woods.
Completing the New Test-ament portion.
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